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C-I

SHOCK TESTING

DIGITALLY CONTROLLED TRANSIENT WAVEFORM TESTING -

ALTERNATE METHOD TO SLOW SINE SWEEP

B. K. Kim
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena. California

Development of a transient wavcform testing methodology in lieu of the
conventional slow sine-sweep forced vibration testing is reported.
Various advantages of the digitally controlled transient testing are
presented. and procedures for generating the exact time-history pulse
shape are discussed.

INTRODUCTION of confidence, and (3) how to verify the design
by testing in a controlled manner. rhis tri -

In the recent years the environmental angular relationship is depicted in Fig. 1.
testing methodology has experienced a rapid
change since the introduction of digitally con- The purpose of this naper is to present
trolled vibration and acoustic systems (1]. transient waveform testing methods as an
Successful marriage of a digital minicomputer alternate approach to the conventional slow
with a hardware-fast Fourier processor and sine-sweep test for a system level qualification
the existing vibration exciter-amplifier test. It is presented from, the viewpoint of the
systems has received indL-..ry acceptance in test concept and implementation. The digital
random and sine-sweep tsting. test control system is assumed throughout.

The term "transient" shall be defined as a
In 1969, Favour, LeBrun. and Young (2] time-history, pulse-like oscillatory waveform

suggested a way of testing to a specified tran- of short duration, typically in the order of a
stent time history using the fast Fourier trans- second.
form technique and a digital control system.
This transient waveform control concept not
only offers a new method of testing, but more
importantly, it offers a new concept in test
philosophy that governs random and sine-type
testing.

In a spacecraft design, the primary loading
on the spacecraft structure may be caused by
launch and separation transients. The finite
number of telemetered flight transient data STRUCTURALTST CONCE
constitutes the load basis for the next similar LOAD ANALYSIS IMPLEMENTATION
type of spacecraft structure design. The static
and sine-sweep vibration specifications are
derived from the enveloped shock spectra com- Fig. 1 - Mutual relationship between
puted from the transient data. Thus the space- specification, design, and testing
craft test philosophy is formulated from three
mutually complementing investigations: TRANSIENT TESTING CONCEPTS
namely, (1) what are the maximum flight loads
that lead to the environmental specification, Although the conventional slow sine-sweep
(2) how to design the spacecraft such that it test Is well understood and routinely imple-
will survive the flight loads with some margin mented, it does present severe problems in
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testing a complex st,'ucture such as a H(w), it is necessary to give a
Viking-type spacecraft system, namely: substantial Input pulse levei,'and this

may have a damaging effect on aý
(1) Since each mode is excited separately sensitive structure such as a

from the base, a peak select response spacecraft.
control scheme is necessary to pre- I

vent overtesting. (2) I1nput a constant low-level sine with
slow sweep rate.' This does not

(2) The control capability of a closed-loop require the Fourier processing capa-
servo is highly sensitive to the modal bility to produce the gain I H(•.)I.
Q. sweep rate, and switching slopes.
This fact will result in severe (3) Input a band-passed, low-level random
overshoot-undershoot control errors noise and calculate H(Mj) from the
for high-Q resonances, particularly in cross-spectrum normalized to the
low-frequency primary structural input spectrum.
modes.

(3) Fatigue cyrcle buildup may increase v (w).V(w) = H(*) -U(w) + U*(W) -N(&) (2)

the damage potential beyond recovery whera N(ow) represents the Fourier
during the qualification vibration transform of n(t), the system noise.
testing. Since the input random signal u(t) and

the electronic system noise n(t) are
Thus, a large complex structure with low uncorrelaeed, the last term in Eq. (2)

damping is susceptible to overtest and or anirhed, teaterm in .
undertest by a sweeping sine-type environ- vanishes. Fuzdiermore, with

statistical averaging,mental test.

The proposed transient testing is intended U 0(oW) • Vg(c')
to alleviate the above problem areas. The H() (3)
basic idea that is common in all forms of 2
transient testing is that of open-loop control,
which eliminates the servo control problems I --

associated with high-Q resonances as well as
the need for the peak select switching circuitry. It is important to minimize the system noise
However, the open-loop test requires an error in a low-level calibration test for the
accurate estimate of the instantaneous transfer fatigue considerations. For a large structure
functions between the input command signal and that is sensitive to fatigue, the third method is
the response points on the structure. The preferred over the first two since a better
transfer function typically includes the cascaded signal-to-noise ratio and higher statistical
product of power amplifier, shaker, fixture, confidence are achieved by frequpency domain
specimen, and all the contro! electronic averaging as shown'in Eq. (3).
circuitry. It is not practical to generate a
mathematical model for each cascaded trans- TRANSIENT TESTING IMPLEMENTATtON
fer function. The total end-to-end transfer
function is measured experimentally by apply- Once the accurate system transfer func-
ing a known function through the test system. tion H(co) is calculated and stored in the com-
There are three ways of generating the system puter core, the necessary input waveform y(t)
transfer function H(.): can be synthesized to achieve the desired

specification as the responsi. -

(1) Input a delta function-like single pulse
u(t) and obtain the response v(t) in the Ideally, if a transient phenomenon can be
calibration process as proposed in represented by a "typical" time-history' wave-
Ref. [3]. 1 hen form x(t), then y(t) is readily synthesized by

H(w) - V(W) -'X) (4)H u,--;( (1) y(t) = .(

where U(w), V(wo) re,.resent the and the precise phase relationship is carried
Fouri'er transform of v(t) and u(t), through. Details of implementing this method
respectively in complex form. How- are presented in Ref. M3. This is known as
ever, to obta,. a well-conditioned Transient Waveform Control. The hardware

2
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implementation is shown in Fig. 2, and the f r(t) = sin 2 rbm t
software requirement is illustrated in Fig. 3.
However, the phase spectra cannot be averaged sin 2frN b t for 0stsT (6)
and enveloped like the amplitude spectra. This
fact presents the problem of how one could

define a "typical" phase. 0 for t > Tm

The severity of transient events are most
commonly enveloped as max-max shock An iterative scheme is proposed to
spectra, assuming the modal excitation causing compute am's such that f(t) satisfies
the most damage. Given a shock spectrum as the desired shock spectrum. To gen-
the test specification, there are several erate a unique f(t), this method
methods of deriving specific time histories that requires the additional information of
then can be implemented by the Transient phase distributions and amplitude
Waveform Control method as follows: ratios.

(1) Recentl) Yang and Saffell [4] (2) Assuming the phase distribution is in
suggested a scheme to generate a time general random in nature, tha phase
function f (t) such that can be randomized by a pseudorandom

sequence as it is done for digital
M vibration control systems [5]. That

f (t) amfm(t) (5) is, given a desired amplitude
spectrum A(w), equivalent complexm=1 spectrum X(w) is found as

PAPER TAPE COMPUTER CONSOLE
READER./ FT 1

Fig. 2 ranPROCESSORI , f

FILTE DMPIFFER-

CA/' LOW -PASS NTI
VQRE FILTER'REAMLFR

PRINTER

PRINTE L,__• MASS MEMORYI

PLOTTE / • -- TEST LAB'ORATORY -- •DATA LI-' NE-"'

SS!GNAL D

-•CONDI- -DAMPLIFE
"TEST TIONING
ARTICLE,, PATC

E LEC TRO-
MAGNETIC V -CMO
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Fig. 2 -Transient waveform control,'-functional hardware block diagram
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X(w) = pw)jq(w)1 *A(w) (7

~7I 1pw + (7) yt)=

"where p(w), q(w) = *1, the pseudo- -t (12)

random sequence. Then the complex °Y(- A I , . I j
X(w) constitutes a one-to-one relation-
ship with the desired waveform x(t). However, for the short-duration timerequired, the statistical averaging

(3) The fast-swept sine approach fixes the process may not ensure convergence.

phase distribution, and thus the result-
ing waveform is identically repeat- SUMMARY
able. With the transfer function
obtained in the calibration process, The concept of transient testing is analyzea
the input requirement is in light of the shortcomings involved in a con-

ventional slow sine-sweep test. Several dif-
ferent modes of computing the system transfer

Iy( H()() ) (8) function and how one could implement the
various methods in an environmrrntal testing

and this is transmitted via a digitally laboratory are explained. Definite advantages

controlled swept oscillator. The in open-loop control, fatigue considerationa

logarithmic sweep rate N octaves/ and overall simplicity in implementation are
minute is derived from the frequency stressed. Coupled with the inherent advan-
resolution required, tages of a digital test system, the transient

testing concept presents an alternate scheme
S1 over the conventional slow sine-sweep testing

af -(9) for large complex structures.

where REFERENCES

T = total pulse duration in seconds 1. Chapman, C.P., "Computer-Controlled
Environmental Test Systems: Criteria for

af = frequency resolution in Hertz Selection, Installation and Maintenance."
Society of Automotive Engineers, Paper

and 720819, New York, 1972.

2. Favour, J.D., LeBrun, J.M., and

S=' f " exp !L In 2) (10) Young, J.P., "Transient Waveform Control
2 O / of Electromagnetic Test Equipment,"

40th Shock and Vib:ation Bulletin, Part 2,
where December 1969.

f = initial frequency in Hertz 3. Kim, B.K., "Induced Shock Pulse Testing
I by Transient Waveform Control," JPL

Quarterly Technical Review, Vol. III. No. 2.
2= final frequency In Hertz Jet Prc ulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,

Calif., July 1973.
Then the desired sweep rate is 4. Yang, R.C., and Saffell, H.R., "Develop-

( f1 ment of a Waveform Synthesis Technique -

60 f2 ( A supplement to Response Spectrum as a
N 2 1 f" n1)• (11) Definition of Shock Environment,"

42nd Shock and Vibration Bulletin,

(4) A rapid burst of random noise excita- Part 2, January 1972.
tion can also be implemented to deliver 5. Heizman, C.L., "A Digitally Controlled
the desired amplitude spectrum A(w). Vibration or Acoustic Testing: Part III.
Once the input requirement amplitude Hardware Requirements and Implementa-
is computed as in Eq. (8), the pseudo- tion," Proceedings, Mt. Prospect, Illinois:
random sequences p(w), q(w) are used Institute of Environmental Sciences,
to compute the time history. 1969, pp. 387-409.

This work wa supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under
Contract NAS 7-100
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"COMPARISON OF SHOCK SPECTRUM TECHNIQUES

AND THE METHOD OF LEAST FAVORABLE RESPONSE**

A. F. Witte and R. J. Wolf
Kaman Sciences Corporation
Colorado Springs, Colorado

A study has been performed to compare critical component
shock response when laboratory test inputs are defined by
shock response spectrum methods and by a method which
utilizes the Fourier spectrum of the field environment
and the frequency response function of the critical com-
ponent. The technique which utilizes the Fourier spectrum
is known as the method of Least Favorable Response and
results in conservative laboratory response in the time
domain and an excellent match of the field response in
the frequency domain. This paper describes methods and
criteria used to perform the study and presents the
significant results in abbreviated form along with gen-
eral conclusions derived from the study.

NOMENCLATURE INTRODUCTION

F[x(t)1 Fourier transform of x(t) The use of shock response spectra
for defining dynamic loads and labora-

F' [X(w)) inverse Fourier transform of tory environmental test criteria to
X(W) qualify hardware for field shock

environments has within the past few
H(M) frequency response function years become very controversial. This

controversy has been augmented by cer-
H*(w) the conjugate of the complex tain technological advances in digital

quantity of H(w) calculation of the Fourier transform
and in digital control of vibration

t~ime exciters. Both advances make it
possible to generate in the laboratory

Ut) input acceleration complex acceleration time histories
which can be analytically expressed or

X(W) Fourier spectrum of R(t) represented as a series of time
samples. [l]

X (W) Fourier spectrum modulus
a envelope Methods of synthesizing field

C shock response spectra 'n the labora-
response acceleration' -tory( have been devised which utilize

Sdigitally controlled exciters ane
Y(CU) Fourier spectrum of 9(t) oscillatory transients. These often

better describe field environments
W frequency than the normally used classical shock

pulse which can be easily reproduced
W w frequency dependent phase on conventional shock machines.[21

angle However, the controversy over the
applicability of shock response spectra

This work was performed under contract still exists since calculational ad-
to the U. S. Army SAFEGUARD System vances also make it possible to utilize
Command, Contract Number DAHC60-68-C- the Fourier spectrum to specify labora-
0020. tory test inputs.

Critics of shock spectrum cite the
fact that its use in its most popular
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form necessarily requires the assump- of 2 were observed for the situations
"tion that the system in question be examined) and an adequate match of the
accurately represented by a linear field mean plus 3 standard deviation
single degree-cf-freedom system whose shock spectrum. The method of Least
damping is independent of its resonance Favorable Response also insures that

'frequency. Shock spectrum techniques the-system response will be adequately
are often applied to situations where "simulated" in the frequency domain.
the system in question is clearly not The use of shock response spectrum
single degree-of-friedom in nature and methods resulted in an undertest or
damping is not independent of resonance overtest depending on enveloping, bias-
frequencies. The conservatism of shock ing, and synthesizing criteria as well
response spectrum techniques for defin- as system dynamic characteristics. The
ing test criteria often depends on the use of shock spectrum may not insure
method of laboratory synthesis, the adequate laboratory "simulation" in the
biases applied to the field shock frequency domai.n.,
spectra to insure adequate conservatism
in the laboratory, and the actual dy- LABORATORY SIMULATION OF FIELD
namic characteristics of the system to ENVIPONMENTS USING SHOCK SPECTRUM
be tested. METHODS

Smallwood has suggested that a The primary objective of labora-
method proposed by Shinozuka for eval- tory environmental qualification tests
uating the effects of seismic motions is to "simulate" field environments for
on structures has applicability in the purpose of evaluating the structural
specifying worst case criteria for and operational reliability and inte-
laboratory environmental tests.(3,4] grity of hardware which must survive
The technique which is known as the operational field environments. The
method of "Least Favorable Response" problem becomes one of adequately
(LFR) utilizes the envelope of the measuring and defining the field en-
Fourier spectra moduli for the ensemble vironment and establishing laboratory
of all known field environments. It test criteria which result in a suit-
also uses the actual dynamic charac- able and conservative "simulation" of
teristics of the system in the form of this environment. Bloth simulati.on end
the frequency response function. The conservatism must be such that sarviv-
input obtained using the Least Favorabl.! ability in the laboratory guarantees
Response theory will result in a criti-- survivability in the field. On the
cal component response whose absolute other hand, the criteria must not be
value is maximum for all possible inputs unrealistically conservative as to
having Fourier spectra less than the impose severe design, manufacturing,
field envelope. Thus, provided the I and cost penalties on the hardware.
field data adequately represents real-
istic situations, it insures that the Shock spectrum techniques are pre-
laboratory test will result in a sently the primary methods for deter-
conservative and a worst case situation mining system design criteria to insure
in the time domain. The method of LFR hardware survivability for specified
also insures that adequate "simulation" shock environments and for specifying
in the frequency domain will be accom- laboratory shock test criteria. The
plished. primary advantage of shock spectrum is

that it is relatively simple to under-
An analytical study, which -is stand and apply. However, its simp-

presented in this paper, has been per- licity also results in several problems
formed to compare shock spectrum and and caveats which one must consider in
LFR techniques. The study utilized its application.
both single degree-of-freedom and
multiple degree-of-freedom systems. To apply the most often utilized
Classical pulses and decaying periodics shock spectrum concepts, the physical
were used to encompass or synthesize system whose response is of interest
ensembled field shock spectra and must be represented by a linear single
conservatively biased envelopes. The degree-of-freedom system. Application
results were compared with those ob- of these shock spectrum techniques also
tained using the method of LFR. Com- implies that only the maximum response
parisons of time histories, Fourier of the system is of interest and that
spectra, and shock response spectra damping is independent o• resonance
were made. frequencies. Shock spectrum methods

have been applied to many systems for
The results of the study indicate which the above requirements are not

that the method of LFR produces a con- applicable.
servative response (approximate factors
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The ability of a shock spectrum to attempt to account for the worst case
uniquely describe a time history is field situations.
questionable; several time histories
may produce the same shock spectrum THE METHOD OF LEAST FAVORABLE RESPONSE
within specified tolerance bands. This
fact is the cause of considerable dis- There is another approach for es-
agreement over the validity of shock tablishing shock and vibration tests
spectrum as an indication of damage criteria which has been recently sug-
potential. Many advocate matching gested, it is termed the method of
shock spectra with transients simulat- "Least Favorable Response". The theory
ing the field time histories. That is, of "Least Favorable Response" is a
if the field time history is oscilla- relatively new concept, being origina-
tory in nature, the laboratory time ted primarily by M. Shtnozuka 131 and
history used to match field shock R. F. Drenich (51 in 1968. Like shock
spectra must also be oscillatory. spectrum, "Least Favorable Response"

(LFR) was devised primarily for esti-
The use of single degree-of- mating effects of seismic shock on

freedom shock spectrum techniques in structures. The first suggestion for
specifying test criteria for complex its application to shock excited vehi-
multiple degree-of-freedom structures cle structures was made by D. 0.
to simulate transient vibration and Smallwood in 1971-72 [41. As a result
shock is extremely controversial. For the technique is not very well known.
shock spectrum to have real meaning in
terms of loads generated in a multiple The method of "Least Favorable
degree-of-freedom system, the systems Response" in terms of field and labora-
response must be limited primarily to tory environments is briefly summarized
one mode. This can happen only if the as follows: The Fourier transform of
excitation has the frequency content field input time histories is computed
which corresponds to only one of the for all available field data. An enve-
systems modal frequencies. However, lope Xe (), of the composite spectrum
many realistic field transients have
wideband frequency content which gen- moduli is generated. The frequency
erally causes modal coupling and simul- response function, HN(), for the crit-
"taneous excitation of several system ical component is then computed from
modes. a realistic model, or measured in the

laboratory. Using this information, it
In many situations field data is can be shown (3,4,51 that an inputvery limited in the number of events shock whose Fourier transform defined

for which shock data has been obtained, by the expression
Thus, there is a very good possibility X H
that data for a worst case situation Xe(• -(
may not be available. lab IH(w)i

input
The normal procedure for using the

available field data is to overlay all (where * denotes the complex conjugate)
shock spectra and encompass the overlay will result in the maximum critical
with shock spectra for classical pulses component response, yDt), which can be
or synthesize the shock spectrum enve- generated by any possible input whose
lope usinq combined decaying periodics. Fourier transform is contained within
However, -his may not account for pos- the field shock envelope Xe (). The
sible worst case sit-ations which can time history of the laboratory shock• • '• e ~~statistically arise in the field,.iehsoyo helbrtr hcI I e f i ed input is then obtained by c mputing the

In order to account for possible inverse Fourier transform o-
statistical variation in data obtained X() lab input that is,
from various field events, the shock
spectrum data from the same nominal
environment is sometimes treated as a R(t) = F- (X(u)]
random process. This is done by ensem- lab

ble averaging and calculating the fre- input r (2)
quency dependent mean shock spectrum -l (u) H*(u)I
and the variance. The laboratory test a F- eJ
specification is then based on the fre- J
quency dependent mean val',e increased
by a factor which is some multiple of The above expression is a unique, ana-
the standard deviation of the ensembled lytically determined test input obtain-
shock spectra. The method has merit in ed from an envelope of field data in
that it applies statistical logic in an the frequency domain and the dynamic
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characteristics of test specimen invol- notch in the ensembled field Fourier
ved. For a rigorous development of the spectra envelope, thus requiring the
Least Favorable Response theory, the systems driving point impedance to be

- reader is referred to previous work by relatively large compared to the source
Shinozuka, Smallwood, and Drenich, impedance.
j(3,4,5]. " r 1 1 1 . ý o I

Case 2 was a single degree-of-
Least Favorable Response offers freedom system having its resonance

advantages over shock spectrum in the frequency of 800 Hz correspond to a
following areas: (1) it accomodates an peak in the ensembled field Fourier
arbitrary multiple degree-of-freedom spectra envelope, thus requiring the
system, (2) it puts an envelope on the driving point impedance of the compo-
Fourier transform of the actual field nent to be small compared to the source
ddta, and (3) it accounts for the impedance.
worst case situation. However, several
caveats must be considered in its ap- Case 3 was a two degree-of-freedom
plication: (1) as with shock spectrum system having a different damping ratio
methods, phase information for field for each spring/mass element and having
environments is not utilized, (2) the closely coupled resonance frequencies.
critical component within the system The resonance frequencies of 650 and
must be identified and its frequency 800 Hz corresponded to a notch and a
response function must be known, (3) peak in the ensembled Fourier spectra.
a Least Favorable Input (LFI) must be The top mass was considered the criti-
determined for each critical component, cal component.
i.e., an individual test must be speci-
fied for each critical component to Case 4 was a two degree-of-free-
obtain its Least Favorable Response, dom system also having a different
and (4) Least Favorable Response theory damping ratio for each spring/mass
is rigorously applicable to only linear element with little coupling between
systems, resonance frequencies of 800 and 1200

Hz. Again the top mass was considered
STUDY DESCRIPTION the critical component.

The analytical study outlined in Thus, the four cases corresponded
this paper was performed on both single to some of the limiting situations
degree-of-freedom systems and multiple which one can encounter in the critical
degree-of-freedom systems, each repre- component/environmental source rela-
senting critical components within a tionship.
complete hardware system. The single
degree-of-freedom systems provided a The objective of the study on each
relatively simple means of checking of the four cases was to compare the
theory and computational techniques. critical component response due to
They also provided a logical basis for inputs defined by shock spectrum tech-
comparing shock spectrum and Least niques, the method of Least Favorable
Favorable Response techniques. Response, and field environments.

Comparison of input and response data
The multiple degree-of-freedom was accomplished by spectral decomposi-

systems were also used to obtain re- tion using both Fourier and shock re-
sults which could be utilized to com- sponse spectra. Data were also com-
pare shock spectrum and Least Favorable pared in the time domain.
Response methods. Of primary concern
for both types of systems was the simu- Field input data, from which lab-
lation of the environment in both the oratory shock specifications for this
time and frequency domains. Conserva- study were determined, consisted of
tism of results when compared to field five different analytically derived
data was also of concern, events, each representing an environ-

ment to which the critical components
Four systems were used in the would be subjected during their useable

study, two single degree-of-freedom life. These events were synthesized by
systems and two multiple degree-of- simming analytically generated decaying
freedom systems. Each system whose sinusoids. The frequency content and
input and response defined by i(t) the amplitude of the frequency compo-
and Y(t) respectively, were identified nents varied from one event to the
with a case number. See Fig. 1. next. Figs. 2, 3, and 4 show the input

time history, Fourier spectrum modulus,
Case 1 was a single degree-of- and shock spectrum for one of the five

freedom system having its resonance events.
frequency of 653 Hz correspond to a
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Each critical component case was
examined in terms of an analytical .03 Damping Ratio
"laboratory test" situation which is

identified by a test number. Only a
few plots are included with the follow-
ing discussion since to include, all
data would result in a paper of unrea- to C

sonable size. The data included are
typical and are utilized to illustrate
the techniques used, and results ob-
tained.

"Laboratory Test" 1. (Half-sine
envelope). Input parameters were ob- "
tained by calculating the maximax shock
response spectrum for each of the five
field events. Thtse shock spectra were
overlayed as shown in Fig. 5 and an en-
velope was drawn around the ensemble.
The unshaded area represents the fre-
quency range of particular interest. 4--
The shock spectrum for a 140 g, .66 x 10 .. . 10t 0
10- second half-sine pulse was used Frequency (Hertz)
to encompass the ensemble envelope and
the Fourier spectrum of the half-sine Fig. 4 - Maximax shock response
was calculated. This half-sine was spectrum for Field Event 2-B.
used to define a laboratory input. The
response for each critical component
case was obtained in both the time and
frequency domains. Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9,
and 10 illustrate input and response
data for Laboratory Test 1, Case 1 only.

.03 Damping Ratio

Frequency• . ... : •. ..
Range ""I? •

Interest

20"

10 I0 I0, 0 IQ0"

Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 5 - Envelope of maximax shock response spectra ensemble for all field events.
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S. 140 g, .66 x 10- see Half Sine

.4
!4

0 Fig. 6- Input time history for Labora-
o4 tory Test 1.

Time (10-2 sec)

:03 Damping Ratio

140 g, .66 x "3sec

o. Half Sine

Fig. 7 - Maximax shock response v 0o
spectrum for Laboratory Test 1. /

.4 , .

"........Ense ..b e

10.1 0lSlO

-, - - Frequency (Hertz)

CUc

C Fig. 9 - Input Fourier spectrum modulus
Vm for Laboratory Test 1.

10 'I . . . . 0•

Frequency (Hertz)
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half-sine was used to encompass the
mean plus three standard deviatioa

Ashock spectrum and the Fourier spec-
trum of the half-sine was calculated.

200 g The response of each critical component
case was determined in both the time
and frequency domains. Input and re-

a sponse data were similar to that
0 illustrated for Test 1.

64 A "LaboratoryTest" 3. ("SHOC"Senvelope. optimized periodic
transients (SHOC)[12], were used to

U match the envelope of the field shock0 
spectrum ensemble. Note that the
criteria for matching the field shock

177 g spectrum was for the spectrum of the
shaker optimized transient to fall
within ±20% tolerances over 90% of
the frequency range of interest. The

~ . ~* ~ '~ Fourier spectrum of the input transient
Time (10-2 sec) was obtained as well as the time his-

tory and Fourier spectrum of the criti-
Fig. 9 - Response time history for cal component response for all cases.

g boratory Test 1; Case 1. Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16 illustrate
input and response data for Laboratory

Test 3, Case 1 only.

"Laboratory Test" 4. ("SHOC"
mean + 3o. Shaker optimized periodic
transients were used to match the
envelope of the field mean plus three

03 101 ___ _____ standard deviation shock spectrum

using the same criteria as those used
in Laboratory Test 3.' The input and

o •response data were similar to that
illustrated for Test 3.

"Laborator Test" 5. (Least
Favorable Response. The Fourier
spectra of field inputs were calculated

0. and ensembled and an envelope of the
101 ensemble was formed. See Fig. 17.

The envelope of the ensemble X (e)

was used with each of the critical
component frequency response functions
to obtain a Least Favorable Input via10 ........ Eq. (1). The Least Favorable InputI0 IQ' for Case 1 is shown in both the time

Frequency (Hertz) and frequency domains in Figs. 18 and
ý I c - , . 1ý • 19. *Shown in Figs. 20, 21 and 22 are

Fig. 10 - Response Fourier spectrum the shock response speCtrum for the
modulus for Laboratory Test 1; Case 1. input and the critical component re-

sponse in the time and frequency
"Laboratory Test" 2. (Half-sine domains.

mean + 3a.) Input parameters were ob-
tained by calculating the frequency Response to Field Events. The
dependent mean value of the field response to all field events were
shock response spectrum ensemble, obtained in the form of time histories
calculating the frequency dependent and Fourier spectra for all critical
standard deviation and then enveloping component cases. Peak response am-
the mean plus three standard deviation plitudes were determined and an
as shown in Fig. 11. Again, the un- envelope of response Fourier spectra
shaded area indicates the frequency for all field events were obtaine.
range of interest. The shock spectrum Figs. 23 and 24 show the response
for a 205 g, .616 X 10-3 second time history and Fourier spectrum forCase 1 to one of the field events.
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.03 Damping Ratio Mean + 3 StandardMean +3 Standard• ' ,. Deviation

10'AwA

1..°

Frequency Range
of Interest

10 9 0 1 0 I0 I0 0

Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 11 - Mean and mean plus 3a shock
response spectra for all field events.

0%

,-u ,Fig. 12 -Input time history for
SShaker Optimized Transient Laboratory Test 3.

(*4 .1 a .. 1R tR m ,ll .t

'-/-

Time (1 0-2 sec)
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.03 Damping Ratio

Ensemble Env

A WA,"c" -Fig. 13 - Maximax shock spectrum
V r for Laboratory Test 3 input.

Sjker Optimized+20% Toleranc T n

-20% Tolerance

Frequency (Hertz)

107
to!

Fig. i4 - Fourier spectrum modulus for to'
Laboratory Test 3 input.a

l0 I 0, . ... {. IS' .. . -'l 10 '

Frequency (Hertz)

54 Fig. 15 - Response time history
a for Laboratory Test 3: critical

51 component Case 1.

I
,.4

Time (10-2 sec)
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10: YV ,¶ Y

0 1 C,

aFig. 16 - Response Fourier spectrum
S10'. - modulus for Laboratory Test 3; critical

component Case 1.

104

30'• . . . 0. 30 . ... O•' 30'

Frequency (Hertz)

Ensemble Envelope, X (w)

C4010

101

20" 10 10 . 10 . 10 ,

Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 17 - Ensemble of field input Fourier spectra.
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86 o

Fig. 18 Input time histor for

7 - 58 g

i Least Favorable Input

Time (10- 2 sac) 10"' ---- -••• .. ••

Fig. 19 -Fourier spectrum modulus for 4J<
Laboratory Test 5; Case 1.

in , Frequency (Hertz)

10

.03 D 3inqRati

SC I

" " -oerance -Fig. 20 - Input maximax shock""Es l spectrum for Laboratory Test 5;

SMean + 3o Case 1.

Toleranbe In-u

0im ( 00 s 1ac "0 10

Frequency (Hertz)
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S 'I

168 j

0'
'.4

d 'Fig. 21- Response time history

g� for Laboratory Test 5; Case 1.

Least Favorable Response

Time (10"2 sec).

10-

trJ

0

Fig. 22 - Response Fourier spectrum t
modulus for Laboratory Test 5; Case 1. 0 10

tOC . . .. l . ..... . -Io

104I 0 0

Frequency (Hertz)

'4

S4
£iC- - C C - t Field EvCnt 5 -; Ca e

0

14 Fig. 23 - Response time history for
Field Event 5-0; Case 1.
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a IIa"
I100 Oa ._ _._ _,_.. . . , . ...

0

__ _ Fig. 24 - Response Fourier spectrum
" modulus for Field Event 5-0; Case 1.

Ia. .I,10IO I0 C

Frequency (Hertz)

The envelope of the response Fourier
spectra for all field events is shown
in Fig. 25.

M101'

01

10t

.101 ' 10

-.4

S10"i CC 0

/ 10'i1 0• 0,

Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 25 - Envelope of response Fourier spectrum ensemble
for all field events; critical component Case 1.
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STUDY RESULTS not give an indication of the severity
of the environment in terms of compo-

In order to compare the various nent response since component response
•test methods and draw conclusions is also dependent on the frequency con-
field and test input data were compared tent of the input.
using tine histories, Fourier spectra, C - -

and shock response spectra. Critical Matching or enveloping the field
component response data were also' input maxinax shock spectrum ensemble
compared in the time and frequency did not guarantee matching or envelop-
domains as schematically indicated in ing the ensembled field input Fourier
Fig. 26. Table 1 and Fig. 27 summarize spectra and in turn did not guarantee
and compare the test results in terms matching or enveloping the ensembled
of peak input and response amplitudes, field response Fourier spectra.
Results for all four critical component
cases are shown. Peak input and re- The results in terms of peak
sponse amplitudes are plotted in Fig. response accelerations using shock
27 using a logarithmic ordinate since response spectrum methods were highly
equal percentage differences are re- dependent on biasing criteria used to
presented by equal distances on a log insure response conservatism, on the
scale. Comparisons of shock response type of pulse used to "simulate" the
spectra and Fourier spectra are not environment, and on the dynamic charac-
presented because of the considerable teristics of the critical component.
amount of data required for comparison. The use of shock response spectrum in
This data is verbally compared in the the situations described in this paper
following paragraphs, resulted in both an undertest and an

overtest in terms of peak critical
As one would initially suspect, component response accelerations. Us-

peak input acceleration amplitudes do ing shock response spectrum techniques

TIME HISTORIES FOURIER SPECTRA SHOCK SPECTRA TIME HISTORIES FOURIER SPECTRA

-L Ft-IELD
ENV ELOPE fENVELOPE

Fig. 26 Schematic of data comparison.
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TABLE 1

SUM4ARY OF INPUT AND RESPONSE DATA

T PEAK CRITICAL COMPONENT

TEST INPUT' PEAK RESPONSE AMPLITUDE
NUMBFR INPUT AMPLITUDE CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE 4 C°

Field (All 44g 84g 158g 350g 101g
Events)

1 Half-Sine 140g 202g 222g 510g 277,;
Envelope

2 Half-Sine 205g 275g 309g 720g 391g
Mean + 3a

3 wSHOC" 97g 64g 157g 281g 86g
Envelope

4 "SHOC* 137g 85g 233g 450g 127g
Mean + 3a

5 Least Favorable
Input/Response

Case I 87g 168g

Case 2 97g 297g

Case 3 bOg 540g

Case 4 llOg 264g

1000- ,_ , _
LI LFI FOR CASE I SMM
LZ LFI FOR CASE 2

LFR,_

L3 LFI FOR CASE 3 SMR
SM4

LA LFI FOR CASE 4 LM HM [FM

LFR LEAST FAVORABLE NM SE LFR H9
RESPONSE NM HE sm me

FIELD MAXIMUM WIFS- se

SE SHOC. ENVELOPE s M
:1 ioo7 BU L1 -

SMHO.MIN3 0. ~ ISM SE

- ,. SE

HM HALF- SINE. MEAN 3 M]-

INPUT CASE 1 CASE 2 CASE 3 CASE4

CRITICAL COMPONENT RESPONSE

Fig. 27 - Summary of input and response peak amplitudes.
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did not insure enveloping or matching (6) Both field input and response
either the input or response Fourier Fourier spectrum moduli were matched
spectrum., in the laboratory when Least Favorable

Input/Response was used.
The method of Least Favorable

* - ° Input/Response in all cases resulted in The conclusions from the study
a match of field input and response are that the use of Least Favorable
Fourier spectra and conservative criti- Input/Response results in an excellent
cal component peak response accelera- means of providing both the conserva-
tions. The amount of conservatism tism and the similitude for laboratory
varied from 1.5 to 2.6. Smallwood also qualification testing. However,
has observed approximate factors of 2 methods of deriving input specifica-
conservatism in his results [4), In tions and performing tests are more
all cases examined, the maximax shock complicated than those used with shock
spectrum of the Least Favorable Input spectrum methods.
did an excellent jot. of matching the
field ensembled mean plus three stan- To date, electro-dynamic or
dard deviation shock response spectrum electro-hydraulic exciters are the
envelope within the t20% tolerances only devices which can accurately re-
over 90% of the freque-icy range of produce a Least Favorable Input and
interest (see Fig. 2P). The only these are in some situations limited
frequencies at whi,$ an adequate match in both force and frequency capabil-
did not occur were at the critical ities. A new method of prdducing
component resonance frequencies, which Least Favorable Inputs may be required
in terms of shock response spectra are to meet some of the high amplitude,
the most important, high frequency criteria necessary to

simulate many of the normally encoun-
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS tered field shock environments.

A study has been performed which REFERENCES
compares results from field events and
laboratory tests whost input criteria [1) LeBrun, J. M., Favour, J., "Fea-
were derived using shock spectrum and sibility and Conceptual Design Study-
Least Favorable Input/Response methods. Vibration Generator Transient Waveform
Four critical component cases were ex- Control System", Final Report prepared
amined, two single degree-of-freedom for NASA June 1969, Contract NAS 5-
and two multiple degree-of-freedom 15171, Goddard Space Flight Center,
systems. Greenbelt, Maryland, by Aerospace Group,

The Boeing Company, Kent, Wash. This
The results of the study are report also released as Boeing Document

summarized as follows: D2-114438-i.

(1) Shock spectrum methods re- [2] Smallwood, D. 0., Witte, A. F.,
sulted in both overtests and undertests "The Use of Shaker Optimized Periodic
of critical components. Transients in Matching Field Shock

Spectra". The Shock and Vibration Bulle-
(2) The use of shock spectrum tin 43, (Pa-t r-o7_4 -- arts), June 197-3

methods did not necessarily insure that
the frequency content of inputs were [3] Shinozuka, M. "Maximum Structural
properly reproduced in the laboratory. Response to Seismic Excitations", Jour-

nal of the Engineerin Mechanics DT-vT-
C (3) The use of shock spectrum s1on_,Proceedjn s of the American

. c ethods did not necessarily insure that S-_et_ of Civil Egineers, October
the frequency content of responses were 1970, pp. 729-738.properly reproduced in the laboratory.

[4] Smallwood, D. 0., "A Transient
(4) Results using shock spectrum Vibration Test Technique Using Least

were dependent on enveloping and bias- Favorable Responses", The Shock and
ing methods and value judgement. Vibration Bulletin 43,--a-t I o? 4

Parts), June 197T. -
(5) The use of Least Favorable

Input/Response always resulted in con- (5] Drenich, R. F., "Model-Free Design
servative responses in terms of peak of Aseismic Structures", Journal of the
amplitudes; approximate factors between Engineering Mechanics Divs-in, Pr-ce-e--
1.5 and 2.6 were observed. g of the American Society of Civil

Engineers, August 1970, pp. 483-493.
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DISCJSSION?

Mr. Kalbfleich (McDonnell Douglass Astronautics Mr. Witte: The frequency response function is
Company): You alluded to the overtest or the transfer function between the point at which
conservatism in the use of the shock spectrum you define the input and the point at which you
on your models,' relative to the two forms of' define the response of the critical component.,:
input, the halfaine pulse and the ensemble of
decaying sinusoids. Was the overtest factor Mr. Chapman: Where was this response, was it
dependent on the form of input? on the package itself? You took field data and

you know what the response was in the field,
Mr. Witte: It was highly dependent on the now what do you do with it? Would you use an
dynamic characteristics of the system. When electrodynamic shaker to test it?
the resonances fell within a notch of either
the field Fourier spectrum or the field input Mr. Witte: Yes.
shock spectrum we found that there was a
considerable overtest. When the dynamic Mr. Chapman: You put the package on a fixture,

. characteristics corresponded to a peak in the which in turn is mounted to a shaker; you know
input shock response spectrum we did a pretty what you would like the response of this package
good job in terms of peak amplitudes, to be, but in some manner you have to take the

transfer function of the fixture and the shaker
Mr. Enocheon (Agbabian Associates): One stand- into consideration.
ard problem that you always encounter is the
presence of small values or zeros when you Mr. Witte: This is a phase independent method.
divide by frequency response functions like
gain in defining the least favorable responses. Mr. Chapman: That was not made clear, but then
How do you handle that kind of a problem in you run into the problem of how to specify phase.
the computational procedure?

Mr. Witte: What we have done is to have insured
Mr. Witte: We have experienced that problem ourselves that we will test to the worst case
and the frequency response function becomes very situation in terms of peak amplitudes of the
ragged at these low levels, and in the analyt- critical component. We also have insured our-
ical study we just let it go. We were inter- self that we have matched the field input Fourier
ested up to 3000 Hz and we really didn't have spectrum modulus, and if it is a linear system,
the problem .with frequency response functions then one necessarily matches the field response
up to that point. Fourier response modulus.

Mr. Chapman (Jet Propulsion Laboratory): How do
you implement this test once you have decided
what the parameters are? It wasn't clear to me
when you found H (LV whether you were talking
about the subsystem under investigation or
whether you were talking about the subsystem
mounted on a fixture, which in turn, was mounted

c on a shaker. c o o
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APPLICATION OF LEAST FAVORABLE RESPONSE TECHNIQUES

INCORPORATING FIELD DATA FOURIER TRANSFORM PHASE ANGLE

R. J. Wolf and A. F. Witte
Kaman Sciences Corpcration
Colorado Springs, Colorado

A comparison of critical component shock responses
resulting from laboratory test inputs defined by conven-
tional shock spectrum techniques and by a method utiliz-
ing the Fourier spectrum of the field environments and
frequency response function of the critical component,
which is called the "Method of Least Favorable Response",
has been done by Witte and Wolf [1). This paper extends
that comparison by modifying Least Favorable Response
theory to include field data time history Fourier
transform 1.hase angle information, and obtaining solu-
tions for four cases of interest. The results are then
compared with Least Favorable Response analyses. It is
found that inclusion of field data Fourier transform
phase angle (for the case of decaying periodic time his-
tories) represents an upper bound on system response
which is siqnificantly lower than the worst case analysis
of Least Favorable Response (LFR).

NOMENCLATURE X (N) the envelope of the moduli of

e the Fourier transforms of the
t time input acceleration time

histories which defines field
W frequency environment

i � O(wM the phaseangle of the Fourier
transform of an input accelera-

x(t) input acceleration in time tion time history
domain

N(w) the phase angle of the fre-
X(M) input acceleration in frequency quency response function

domain. X(w) is the Fourier
transform of x(t) JAI magnitude of any complexS~quantity A

y(t), response acceleration in time qunit
domain Note:ý "Field data" refers to the

acceleration time histories
Y(M) response acceleration in the that define the environment

frequency domain. Y(w) is the which a system is subjected to.
Fourier transform of y(t) and are typically measured in

the field.
H(M) the frequency response function

of the system INTRODUCTION

The method of Least Favorable
This work was performed under Response (LFR) is a technique forTiwokwspromdudrcomputnthaboueaiumrsne
contract to the U. S. Army SAFEGUARD ting the absolute maximum response

System Command, Contract Number of a system having a known frequency
DAHC60-68-C-0020. response function and subjected to a

number of given input time histories.
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it also provides a means for computing THE LEAST FAVORABLE RESPONSE THEORY o
the input time history which results in INCLUDING FIELD DATA FOURIER TRANSFORM
this maximum response. Smallwood (2] PHASE ANGLE
has proposed this technique to establish
laboratory test criteria. Let us assume that an arbitiary

configuration can be represented by a
Witte and Wolf [I] have made a study, linear system as shown below, where

comparing the method of Least Favorable H(w) is the system frequency response
Response to classical shock spectrum function, and
techniques. The results of this study
indicate that for a class of input field
time histories which are decaying Input Linear System Response
periodics, the Least Favorable Response
is approximately twice the field
response experienced for a single x(t) -- H()d- y(t)
degree-of-freedom system. In some
cases, this may be considered as overly
conservative and would result in unreal- Single Input/Single Output
istic cost/weight/performance penalties. Linear System
It has been suggested by Smallwood (3]
that utilizing field data Fourier trans-
form phase angle information as well as x(t) and y(t) are the system input and
the envelope of the modulus will result response, respectively. Note that it
in lower response amplitudes than those is not required that x(t) and y(t) have
obtained using Least Favorable Response the same physical units. For example,
analysis, while still being upper bounds x(t) could be an acceleration and y(t)
on the system response. the relative strain between two points.

Let X(w) and Y(w) be the Fourier spectra
If the established bounds on the of x(t) and y(t). Then

field data Fourier transform phase angle
are carried through the Least Favorable r
Response analysis, the problem reduces X(W) . x(t)e-tdt, (1)
to that of determining the absolute f
maximum response for any input time
history whose Fourier transform moduli
is less than or equal to the envelope X(t) = 1--f k(•)eiwtdw, (2)
of the field moduli and whose Fourier
transform phase angle is within the -•
bounds established.

A formulation of the Least Favorable Y(W) = J y(t)e-iwtdt, (3)
Response analysis including phase angle
has been done analytically by Smallwood
[3] in terms of delay functions. A Y _t) Y(w)eiwt(
slightly different formulation suited to y 2t r fd.
digital techniques is presented incthis c. .-
paper. A phase function U(w) is defined

With the aid of the frequency response
U(W) = cos{O('.)} function, H(w),

where O(w) is the phase angle of the1 Fit
Fourier transform of the field data. y(t) L H(WY!''3 dw, (5)
The Least Favorable Response for a given .t
Fourier transform moduli envelope, X (w),
and allowable band of phase functions where i is the imaginary unit. C • " °
U(W)max and U(w)min is formulated.

The Least Favorable Input, xLFI(t),
Least Favordble Input and Response for the general case is defined as the

calculations including bounds of allow- input that produces the absolute maximum
able phase angle have been performed response equal to
numerically and compared with the usual
Least Faverables iaputs and Responses, f jx
and with shock spectrum results of _max I ) IH(w) Ids. (6)
Witte and Wolf [1].,,=

Let us express an input X(w), and
the frequency response function, H(w),
in their polar form
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Let us express an input X(w), and or
the frequency response function, H(w),_-
in their polar form x(t) F 1 f -i0('-) eiWtd (12)

10 (12W
?(w) Jx(W)Ie io(w), (7) --

11(w) - IH(MIeie ), - (8) This can also be written as C

the response y(t) is then given by x(t) 1 X(W) H( we tdw. (13)

y(t) M M(w)eiwtdw
-. (where * denotes the complex conjugate).

S ()This states that an input acceleration
1 f,... is(w) given by Eq. (12) will result in a

SJJX~w) e (9) maximum system response y(t)max which
- could result from any possible input,

X(M), which is contained within the

IH(w)IeiO(W)eiWtdw envelope Xe(w).

As shown, Shinozuka (41 obtained

or the Least Favorable Response through
maximizing Eq. (9) by choosing

y(t) f i Jx(.)I (1) t - 0

-" (2) O(M) = -O(w)

IH)ei{e(e) + O(w) + wt)dw. These assumptions do indeed maximize
the response y(t). However, they in
general, lead to system responses which

Now if one defines the moduli of the are extreme upper limits and are not
input as least upper bounds. It is not required

to arbitrarily choose O(w) = -f(w),
IX(w)I - Xe(W) which is the absolute worst possible

case, when in fact the phase angle
Oi(w) for all time histories xi(t) is a

where X e(w), is defined such that known function obtained from the Fourier
XeM () >X(Ii - ln, for all w,~ transform of the input time histories;
then, X (w will, by definition, and bounds of experienced and allowable
represe t an upper bound on the moduli phase angles can be established. The
of the Fourier transforms of the extreme generality of the "Least
individual input time histories, xl(t), Favorable Response" can further be
x 2 (t)...... Xn(t). Maximizing Eq. (9) reduced by noting that system responses
through (41 n .can have only a real component; since

all original time histories are real,
ei{O(w) + "() + wt) . = 1 (10) the resulting responses must also be

real. Then the response, y(t), is

by selecting given by

(1).t.o y(t) t 1 Xe(w)l IH(w) I

SC°• t2) e) j() -- (w) C c -a.. C -

S X•(w) Xew •cosfo(w) + 0(G) + Wl} dw, (14)(3) IX~~ X e X(w•), 1 1

we obtain what is commonly referred to and the maximum response is given by
as the "Least Favorable Response".
Substituting these expressions into 1 IXe() IIH(.)l
Eq. (7), we obtain an expression for y(t)max = I- X
the "Least Favorable Input", x(t)i.I,_
as follows

X(w)LFI (Xe(w)eiO(w) Icos{e(w) + O(w) + wt)idw.(15)
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Smallwood 3) has considered Eq.' and since Cl andot are exact known',
(14), introduced the delay function functions, the value of U(w) is the
defined by only quantity which cannot be exactly

defined. Therefore, if the bounds on
6(w) - , the phase function U(M) can be deter-

and C mined by

and broceeded with an analysis on U(w) > 0.(w) for i£ l-n
that basis. However, since cos{6(w)w}, max - °
i.e., cos O(w), is a better behaved
function, having a much smaller dynamic and
range, 0(1), and is easier to work with
and envelope, than 6(w), let us proceed U(W)min > Ui(w) for i = l1n
as follows. Expanding -

1C0s{iW) + O(w) + wt}I them he upper bound on Icos{((w) +
O(W) + Wtl is determined by:

in terms of the cosine of the sum of
the two angles O(w) and I(fw) + wt} we Icos{O(W) + *(w) + ut}i
obtain

" U()MM C1 (w,t)

"[cos e(OM + (O(w) + Wt}I 1

- (± A-o) 2, C2 (w,t)

= [cos O(W) cos10 (W) + Lt) 
2

where U(W)M U(w) or U(M)mi and
- sin e(w)sin{'(w) + wtil i max mi

U(W)M2 = U(W)max or U(w)min depending
or2

upon the sign and magnitude of C (wt)
=Icos O(W) cosfo(w) + Wt) and C2 ((w,t) and the sign of [+(±l} such

that the combination yields the maximum

_ (_) /l-cos 26 (.)sinf' (w)+ wt) valui.. For example, if CI(w,t), C2 (w,t),
and -(±) are all positive then the above

(16) expression becomes

where (M) must be determined by what Icos(e) + ON) + Wt}1
quadrant cosO is in. Let us further

k introduce a dependent variable, U(u),
which we will simply call the "Phase u(w)max Cl(w,t)
Function".

(17 IU (w)2 C2 (W,t)

U(w) = cos((W)}. (17) I I raIpin2

Now, the frequency response function
phase angle, O(M, is considered to be where U(w)max and U(w)m. are the upper
known, wt is also known, hence for any and lower envelopes of mAfe contributing
general situation phase functions Ui(w) = cos({i(w)}.

The Least Favorable Response for a
2 oOSC( £ - C1 (w,t) is Known given Fourier transform moduli envelope

C. .. £ Xe(wY and allowable band of phase

functions U(w)max and Tf(u)min is thenh en

sin{0(w) + wt) = C2 (w,t) is Known given by:

"(19) ! Y(t)fa Xe(w) H(w) (20)

Substitution of Eqs. (17), (18), (19), -®

into Eq. (16) yields

cos{6(w) + O(N) + Wt}l (UM)1 C 1(wt)

= )U(W)C1 (W,t) - ) C2(wt)}dw,
2

- (±) /-0U(w)2 C2 (w,t)
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the corresponding Least Favorable
Input in given by:

.X(t) u. F -L (t) -- a, (21)

where F1 and F-1 are the Fourier trans- TABIX 1

form and inverse transform, respec- COMPOSITE DECAYING SINE TIME HISTORY
tively. CONTENT,' #5-A At - .400E-04

THE ANALYTICAL STUDY _ _ At_ _ _

The analytical study consisted of
numerically evaluating Eq. (20) to (1) (dln- (lert:) radI-ns

determine the Least ravorable Response 4less)

for an envelope of five time histories
for four frequency response functions 1 .1o0+00 .1001+00 .1271o0 0.0
of interest. The corresponding Least 2 .o002-01 .1009*00 .1911+03 2.50

Favorable Inputs determined by Eq. (21) 3 .o009-01 .100o+00 .226E*03 0.0

were evaluated via fast Fourier trans-
form techniques. The time histories 4 .4001-41 .100o-01 .391C+03 0.0

and frequency response functions were S .20OZ-01 .1009-01 .796C+03 0.0

identical to those used in the study by 6 .100Z-01 .100o-01 .11n9+04 0.0
Witte and Wolf [1], which compared in
detail to the mechanical shock test 7 .0001-02 .5oo3-o2 .1591o0 0.0
criteria which were generated from an I .2So0-02 .500o-02 .218C.04 0.0

ensemble of hypothetical field measured 9 .1002-02 .s009-02 .637E+04 0.0

time histories by conventional shock
spectrum techniques and by the method 10 .50O1-01 .Soo0-02 .955,+04 0.0

of Least Favorable Response (LFR).
This was done so that the results ob-
tained could be compared to those ob-
tained by shock spectrum and Least
Favorable Response techniques, and a
more meaningful insight into the effect
of including field data Fourier trans-
form phase angle information could be
reached.

S,- 4
The hypothetical field measured 0

time histories were generated by a I-
summation of decaying sinusoids of the
form: i

n 14 "
xi(t) - E Al e-Ei it sin(wit + *i). . I
Table 1 gives the frequency and ampli-
tude content of the first time history,: ' • • • and Fig. lVshows a computer plot'of the -

corresponding time history which is
labeled #5-A. Similarly, Table 2 and " _ •
Fig. 2 identify the second time history & . , . . ,.U .m
labeled #5-D; Table 3 and Fig. 3 2
identify time history #5-G; Table 4 and Time (10- sec)
Fig. 4 identify time history #2-B:
while Table 5 and Fig. 5 correspond to Fig. 1 - Computer plot of time history
hypothetical field time history #7-G. #5-A.
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TABLE 2 TABLE 3

COMPOSITE DECAYING SINE TIME HISTORY COMPOSI'E DECAYING SINE TIME HISTORY
CONTENT, #5-D At = .200E-04 =CONTENT, #5-G At -'.400E-04

2r

Cq) (dimen- (hertz) radians ig) (dimen- (hertz) radians
sionless$ sionless)

1, .1300+00 .1003400 .2553+03 0.0 1 .5003-0" .5001-02 .1271+03 0.0

2 .1043+.0 .1003+00 .5731+03 2.50 3 .401-01 .50uE-02 .1913+03 2.50

3 .7003-01 .1003+00 .1593+04 0.0 2 .3003-01 .500Z-02 .2816•03 0.0

4 .520E-01 .100-01 .3193.04 0.0 4 .2003-01 .500E-02 .399E+03 0.0

5 .26r3-01 .1003-01 .127E+05 0.0 5 .1003-01 .100E-01 .7905E+03 0.0

6 .1303-01 .1003-01 .191z+OS 0.0 6 .5003-02 .1003-01 .119E+04 0.0

7 .650E-02 .5002-02 .637£+04 0.0 7 .2503-02 .1003-01 .159e+04 0.0

a .3252-02 .5002-02 .239E+04 0.0 8 .1253-02 .1003.00 .318630, 0.0

9 .130E-02 .S00E-02 .796E+03 0.0 9 .5003-03 .100t+00 .637Z+04 0.0

10 .6503-01 .500S-02 .382+03 0.0 10 .2503-01 .100t+00 .9551.04 0.0

4V

.4

'- ..4

to 4

S~ii

'-4)U

.3 'I'.S .w m IoI I °° °• • ••. .

Time (10 sec) T~me (10-2 sec)

Fig. 2 - Computer plot of time history Fig. 3 - Computer plot of time history
#5-D. # 5-G.
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TABLE 5

COMPOSITE DECAYING SINE TIME HISTORY
. CONTENT,, #7-G At .740E-04

TABLE 4 ' 1

(q) (dimen- (hertz) radi.nm

COMPOSITE DECAYING SINE TIME HISTORY mxonless)
CONTENT, #2-B At - .1925E-04

2 .4001-0I .100-01 .1071E.04 0.0

(dA1  (1 rtx1 2 .2001-01 .100E-01 .107r.04 0.0

3 .200o-01 .100 9-01 .1C72.04 0.0
ui0o ) 4 .200C-00 .1009*00 .1725E03 0.0

1 .3003400 .1459-01 .1S71E04 0.0 5 .1001O0 .1001.00 .20$1,03 2.50

2 .5003-01 .S00o -0a .662E-03 2.50

3 .1S08+00 .100E+00 .2311*03 0.0

I.4

0-4

0

.4 $44J4

1 4 0. .W .5-!-4

Time (10- )

sec)

S• Fig. 5 - Computer plot of time history

4#7-G.

. The moduli of the Fourier transform

-4

S• • ,• . .• .•m ,.•m,.mof these time histories and the corre-
•° •'• c (i-•2O 1 : •' •sponding Foutrier transfoim. thase func-

S• • Time (1 e 8c) • tions, U( ) , (defined in the previtL:-
• ••I section by U M) = cos (3), where 0 is

°Fig. 4 -Computer plot of time history the Fourier transform phase angle) are
#2-B. shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10.
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0- - , •' • • .o 0 o 0 0•c u • . 00 0, 00•

4%

Modulus
Modulus

0 00

to 10.

-Oio . . . " "I0 1001 1 0

Frequency (Hertz) Frequency (Hertz)

SPhase Function Phase Function

o 10' ,1"0 " 3 I' S' 100' 10

Frequency (Hertz) Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 6 -Modulus of Fourier transform Fig. 7 -Modulus of Fourierc transform
and corresponding phase function for and corresponding phase function for

Event 5-A time history. Event 5-D time history.

10 1 U

S• •°~~MduluW +.... . . ~

"P Phase Function

It o

10 1.. . .I0 10 10,

Frequency (Hertz) Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 8 - Modulus of Fourier transform and corresponding phase function for Event
E-G time history.
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Figure 11 shows the overlay, of the
104 five Fourier transform moduli and an

Modulus overlay of their corresponding phase
functions.

10,

1_" Modulus

104

SFrequency (Hertz)

Phase Function 2Io0

10I0u... I

Frquny Hrt)io g ...

t0 20'0 12

Fig. 9 - Modulus of Fourier transform Frequency (Hertz)
and corresponding phase function for

Event 3-B time history.

Modulus . Phase Function

10~~10 10'0'020
Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 11 - Ensemble overlay of moduli of

to' Fourier transforms and corresponding
.O' of phase functions of five time histories.

Frequency (Hertz) c -

Phase Function

20 ' IC' 20O 10

Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 10 - Modulus of Fourier transform
and corresponding phase function for

Event 7-G time history.
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Fig 12 gives the resultin °

envelope of the Fourier transfI rm
moduli, X,, along with the max mum
Umax(w) a~d the minimum Umin(w of the I0 Y........

corresponding functions. The urves o Modulus
of Fig.c12 along With the syst ms L
frequency response function, Hlw), pro-
vide the input required to co4ute the
systems maximum response amplitude for I0"o *
any input time history whose Fourier
transform moduli is less than or equal
to the envelope, Xe, and whose corre-
sponding Fourier transform phase
function (phase angle) is bounded by
Umax(M) and Um:n(M). That is, these are
the required field data determined
functions which are used to evaluate
the integral of Eq. (20). In evaluation
of this integral, time and frequency _ _ _
increments were selected so that fast
Fourier transform techniques could be
used to compute the Least Favorable
Inputs given by Eq. (21). That is

1 2 n 0 %' 8 0 80 I "

Frequency (Hertz)

Frequency response functions were
generated for both single degree-of-
freedom systems and multiple egree-of- _
f..eedom systems, each representing . Phase Function
critical components within a Tomplete
hardware system. The single degree-of-
freedom systems provided a relatively
simple means of checking theory and
computational techniques. They also
provided a logical basis for comparing
shock spectrum and Least Favorable
Response techniques, since shock spec-
trum is only rigorously applicable to t .. o
single degree-of-freedom systrms. Frequency (Hertz)

The multiple degree-of-freedom
systems were also used to obtain-results; Fig. 12 - Envelope of moduli of Fourier

compare shock transforms and corresponding maximumwhich could be utilized to comparendmiimm sho).ckpas
spectrum and Least Favorable 'Pesponse (U(max) and minimum (U()mi) phase
methods. functions.

Four systems were used in the study, Case 2 was a single degree-of-Forsseswr sdi h td, freedom system having a resonance of
two single degree-of-freedom systems
and two multiple degree-of-freedom 800 Hertz and a critical damping ratio

csystems..• Eac system whose input and of .03 (see Fig. 14). The resonance
response are defined by R(t) and i(t), Wrequency was such that it-corresponded 2 -

respectively, were identified with a to a peak in the ensembled field
case number. Fourier spectra requiring the driving

point impedance of the component to be
Case 1 was a single degree-of- small compared to the source impedance.

freedom system (critical component)
having a resonance frequency of 650
Hertz and a critical damping ratio
of .03 (see Fig. 13). The resonance
frequency was such that it corresponded
to a notch in the ensembled field
Fourier spectra and thus requiring its
driving point impedance to be rela-
tively large compared to the source
impedance.
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I0 - ---- r--' --. ,,rrC

Modulus

Modulus

10

a:' 10 __ _ _ _ _- III

Frequency (Hertz) Frequency (Hertz)

Phase FunctionI

Phase Function

I. I

! !

'flo ::'o' I0~ I' tO' C

Frequency (Hertz) Frequency (Hertz)
Fig. 13 - Single degree-of-freedom Fig. 14 - Single degree-of-freedom
frequency response function with frequency response function with

resonance at 650 Hertz. (Case 1). resonance at 800 Hertz. (Case 2).
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Case 3 was a two degree-of-freedom Case 4 was a two degree-of-
system - aving non-uniform damping char- freeom system having non-uniform
acteristics and closely coupled reso- damping characteristics and little

C:nance frequencies as shown in Fig. 15. coupling between resonance frequencies
These frequencies corresponded to a as shown in Fig. 16. The first reso-

.notch And a peak in the ensembled nance corresponding to a high-driving
Fourier spectra.' The first resonance point, impedance as compared to the
corresponding to a high-driving point impedance of the source and the second
impedance compared to the source resonance corresponding to the imped-
impedance and the second resonance ance when compared to the source
corresponding to a low-driving point impedance. Again the frequency response
impedance compared to the source. The function is that between the input and
frequency response function utilized is the second mass.
that between the input and the second
mass.

Modulus Modulus

10 40"

l0'* I . . .. o*! '•| . . . . . . . .

' . . . ", IQ IQ 0 10; I0

Frequency (Hertz) Frequency (Hertz)

d

Phase Function Phase Function

SIQ,
!.

CI -~ -

Frequency (Hertz) Frequency (Hertz)

Fig. 15 - Two degree-of-freedom Fig. 16 - Two degree-of-freedom
frequency response function with frequency response function with
closely coupled modes. (Case 3) remotely coupled modes. (Case 4)
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These four cases corresponded to
some of the limiting situations which
one can encounter in the critical
component/environmental source rela-
tionship (1).

STUDY RESULTS(a
I

Critical component maximum response
amplitudes including field data Fourier
transform phase angle information com-
puted via Eq. (20) for the four fre- N +168g
quency response functions of interest .+168g

are shown in Figs. 17 through 20, where
they are compared to Least Favorable C
Responses computed with the same field 0

data time histories and frequency
response functions. It is seen that,
for the decaying periodic time histories a
considered, including field data Fourier
transform phase angle information 0' - 59g
reduced peak response amplitudes
approximately 3C percent while still 9
representing an upper bound on the
fiald response amplitudes. A detailed
summary of the results and comparison
with the results obtained by conven- ' . .g . ,.m . ,.
tional shock spectrum techniques is -2
given in Fig. 21. Time (10 sec)

It should be pointed out that if
the bounds of allowable phase functions
are small and Umi (W) - Umax(w), and
if the envelope o? the moduli is light,
i.e., !Xi(w)l - Xe for all i, the
resulting Least Favorable Input with (b)
Fourier transform phase angle reduces
to duplication of the original input e
time histories, and corresponding + 121g
response becomes exactly the critical

0component response. 0

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Least Favorable Input and Response
calculations including bounds of allow-u
able phase angle have been performed
numerically and compared with the usual - 132g
Least Favorable Inputs and Responses,

It is seen that for the class of
input time histories considered, . . .
decaying periodics, the typical con- c l .Aw

servatism factor of 2 can be reduced 41.i. (10-2 sec)
to typically 1.3 by including field e
data established bounds on allowable Fig. 17 - (a) Least Favorable Response
phase angles. Also, as established for the frequency response function of
bounds on allowable phase angles Case 1 and the five ensembled time his-
approach each other and as the moduli tories, and (b) is a response obtained
of the field data Fourier transform when including Fourier transform phase
approach that of the envelope, Xe, the angle enveloping.
analysis reduces to reproduction of
the original time histories.
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II~ IrI'W REPOS I "I Il ~
c i .L 3S 'fC 0 •43

(a)(a
• .. +279g a

0

rd

-4-

Uk

-178G

Time (10" 2 sec) Time (10-2 sec)

4 .4

-- 242g

Time (10 _ sec) Time (10-2 sec)

o
Fig. 18- (a) Least Favorable Response o'Fig. 19- (a) Least Favora ,ble Respose • °
for the frequency response function of for the frequency response function of
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ed when including Fourier transform tained when including Fourier transform
phase angle enveloping. phase angle enveloping.
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case. or perhaps the system is not really
REFERENCES applicable to that?

(1) A.F. Witte and R.J. Wolf, "Comparison of Mr. Wolf: It is flexible to the degree that

Shock Spectrum Techniques and the Method of you know what the response function is. There

Least Favorable Responses," K-74-20U (R), is a lot of work being done in trying to define P
Kaman Sciences Corporati6n, Colorado Springs, that; especially in the areas where you take

Colorado, 7 March 1974. ratios of very small numbers; there is statis-
tical theory being applied and there is also a

(2) D.O. Smallwood, "A Transient Vibration lot being done in smoothing of the measurements

Test Technique Using Least Favorable Responses," in terms of measuring the frequency response

SC-DR-71-0897, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquerque, function. So yes, the limitation, in terms of

New Mexico, February 1972. how well you know the response function is really
a limitation of the analysis, but it does encom-

(3) D.O. Smallwood, "An Extension of a Transient pass a pretty generalized sort of response

Vibration Technique Using Least Favorable function.

Responses," SC-RR-73-0735, Sandia Laboratories, Mr. Forkois (Naval Research Laboratory): Could
Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 1972. you correlate this with the damage of the

system? If you have the data from a field
(4) H. Shinozuka, "Maximum Structural Response system can you determine whether it 1q in a
to Seismic Excitation," Journal of the damaged or an undamaged condition? I think the
Engineering Mechanics Division, Proceedings of criterion should bc the duplication of the
the American Society of Civil Engineers, damage in the laboratory that you had out in
pp. 729-738, October 1970. the field, and this is associated with fragility

levels and sensitivities of the equipment. We
DISCUSSION may have a 10 cent correction and we are spend-

ing a million dollars to test the equipment.
Mr. Koen (Bell Laboratories): You overlapped You test something and you don't want it to be
the phase angle you have a minimum and a maxi- damaged this is the essential point. What con-
mum. Did you chose a value of phase in between stitutes damage to this particular critical
the two, or what value phase did you chose to item?
give you the worst condition?

Mr. Wolf: With this sort of approach you end up
Mr. Wolf: You have to go back and look at that subjecting .he hardware to a minimum of oscil-
integral and chose whichever produces the lations, that is the problem of fatigue is
maximum response. minimized. In additior you have guaranteed

yourself that to within the limits that the
Mr. Koen: Do.you mean somewhere between those? field data is known, and the limits that the

response function is known that the test item
Mr. Wolf: No. will survive. There is another point; yesterday

there was a discussion the cost effectiveness of
Mr. Koen: Is it either the minimum or the setting the environment levels there was one
maximum? factor that should have been included, namely

the mental anguish factor associated with a
Mr. Wolf: It is either the- minimum or the failure. I'm not sure the cost of that can be
maximum that bounds it. But you pick the one put in dollars and cents.
that results in the maximum response in that
integral. Mr. Bogdanoff (Purdue University): I am

familiar with the work of Drenick in connection
Mr. Certel (Kinetic Systems): Is it necessary with least favorable inputs and this arose in
to know the system in order to get this least the area of earthquakes. He hypothesized an
favorable response and thereby determine the input at a given location where, data is far
inpIt that produces that? removed from that particular spot and he also

got worst 'esponses which were roughly a factor ,
Mr.-Wolf: Yes. of two bigger than others that will meet similar

criteria. You got the same thing. Now the
Mr. Gertel: So the limitation of the system is question still boils down to this; when you
that you must know the characteristics of the start tempering the response for a suitable
system that you propose to test? design value you have not indicated, at least

as far as I can see, any way in which one can
Mr. Wolf: Right but being good designers we all cut this worst case down with some notion of
claim to know that? the probability that the design value will not

be exceeded.
Mr. Gertel: I wouldn't dispute that. I am just
projecting the possibilities of a generalized Mr. Wolf: There are a number of papers extend-
type of requirement. Could we extend your method ing this philosophy but using probability theory.
by just continuing to hypothesize numerous
systems and then come up with some new composite Mr. Bogandoff: This is still not a solved
environment that might be used for a generalized question, it is ad-hoc at best.
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Mr. Wolf: You still have the question of what Mr. Fritz: My second questiom concerns the
is the probability of something occuring to a phase problem. When you started out saying you
certain level, that is not considered here and would minimize the phase error I expected you
that is probably next on our agenda. somehow to get into the physics of the problem.

.That is if you had a spectrum you could always
r. Sanders (Rockwell International): I think develop a system that would give you the worst
your paper is a pretty valuable contribution, possible additions of the phase response to
but you addressed yourself to that undertest that spectrum.
or overtest subject and my experience has been
that most of those are associated with failures. Mr. Wolf: Yes and that condition is the least
Secondly you limited yourself to linear systems favorable response. The effort is then to back
and any system that I know of that approaches a off from that to the extent that we know what
failure mode becomes nonlinear. And if you the phase is.
look at a structural failure of any type when
it starts yielding it is no longer linear and Mr. Gertel: Interestingly there was a paper
many of them are not linear otherwise. Are you presented in a similar vein in that they used
projecting this system into the area of failure these various Army earthquake techniques for
conditions because this is the one that really reconstituting a time history from an earth-
grabs management? They don't care whether you quake or a ground motion shock spectrum. Are
vibration test or shock test so long as you are you familiar with that concept, and if so, have
not associated with that problem, and I think compared your least favorable response shock
that is a direction where we need answers. motions to the earthquake type motions?

Mr. Wolf: We have tossed around how we include Mr. Wolf: Although this least favorable
a nonlinear response function and I am not sure analysis evolved from the earthquake people,
where it Is going to go from there, but I'd and we have branched off from it, we are not
like to point out that there is another case in very good communication with what they are
where it is important, and that is not when you doing at this time.
are concerned about the survivability of a
little electronics black box in the structure.
I know what the response function of the black
box and I have to make sure that the black box
is going to work and that it will see the right
environment in the laboratory; there we can do
a pretty good job still having a linear response
function and still talking about a failure mode.

Mr. Fritz (General Electric Company): How would
you consider the interaction effects? Many cases
of shock problems have interactions leading to a
spectral dip effect which is quite serious.

Mr. Wolf: We haven't considered that at all.
Perhaps Art has a comment.

Mr. Witte: Are you talking about the reactive
portion of the specimen, the mechanical imped-
ance problem?

Mr. Fritz: I'm talking about the case when the
equipment can interact with the shock, which is
a typical situation in many cases of shock, such

Sas shipboard shock. They' have called it the - C

spectral dip effect.

Mr. Witte: We tried to consider this when we
had chosen our critical component cases. In
the first case, where the peak corresponded to
a notch in the Fourier spectrum, we assumed
that the impedance of the test specimen was
high compared to the impedance of source and
you would get this dip effect. There is a'
great deal of data when you start comparing
all of these things, and we have compared this
data in tabular form in our paper. ý think
that when you look at it you will see some
interesting comparisons.
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cMATCHING SHOCK SPECTRA WITH SUM4S OF
DECAYING SINUSOIDS COMPENSATED FOR

SHAKER VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT LIMITATIONS

D. 0. Smallwood and A. R. Nord
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico

The use of sums of exponentially de-aying sinusoids to match
acceleration shock response spectra offers several advantages. The
principal disadvantage is that the resulting transients do not have
zero velocity and displacement changes, and hence cannot be accu-
rately reproduced on existing shaker systems. A method is described
in which the decaying sinusoids are modified to reduce the velocity
and displacement changes to zero. Basically, the method used is to
add a negative amplitude, time shifted rapidly decaying sinusoid to
the transient. It is shown that the values of the amplitude and delay
can be used to control the change in velocity and displacement,
respectively. The frequency can be used to control the low-frequency
content of the waveform. The value chosen for the decay rate is
apparently not critical. Examples are shown to illustrate that the
displacement waveforms can now be predicted. A method is also
described for picking the decaying sinusoid components to match a
given shock spectrum. First, values are picked assuming each
component acts independently from the others. A family of nor-
malized acceleration shock response spectra curves can be used
for this purpose. These values are use, as the initial values in a
ccmputer routine which will then modify the magnitude of the com-
ponents to match the spectrum. The resulting synthesized pulse can
then be reproduced on a shaker using digital techniques.

NOMENCLATURE S. The desired value for the accelerationI shock response spectrum at the frequen-

A Amplitude scale factor foi a decaying cy W i
sinusoid (see Eq. 1)

t Time
B. The calculated acceleration shock1

rCsponse at theCfrequency Wi U Unit step fpnction

f, Frequency, w/2w - °x(t), Displacement at any time

i V__ or an integer subscript "i(t) Velocity at any time

m The subscript "m" refers to values for R(t) Acceleration at any time
the velocity and displacement compen-
sating pulse. • Decay rate (see Eq. 1)

n The number of summed decaying Damping coefficient, fraction of
sinusoids critical damping

This work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission
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" Delay (sec) events in the laboratory. Several of the early
analog methods [2, 3] used pulses of this type.

W Circular frequency (rad/sec)
A disadvantage of decaying sinusoids is

that nonzero velocity and displacement
INTRODUCTION -• - - changes are characteristic of these transients.

The velocity and displacement changes result
It has been recognized for many years from the fact that each half-cycle of the

that electrodynamic or electrohydraulic acceleration-time waveform is smaller than
shakers could be used to simulate many tran- the preceding one; hence, there is an accurnu-
sient field events. As the shock spectrum of lation of area (i.e., velocity) as the accelera-
the environment was the most common tool for tion is integrated. Techniques using these
characterizing these events, efforts centered pulses were moderately successful because
around the development of techniques to re- the shaker system will act as a high-pass
produce a time history on a shaker system filter removing the low frequency energy from
which would match a specified shock spectrum. the waveform. This, combined with the

flexure restoring force, will force the velocity
Many different time histories can be and displacement to return to zero. The

generated which will match the same shock manner in which the acceleration-time wave-
spectrum. These waveforms can be quite form will be distorted to remove the velocity
different in appearance and it is not clear that and displacement change will be characteristic
they will all produce equivalent test item of the individual shaker system used. This
damage in the laboratory. However, since makes it difficult to predict the velocity and
field environments can also produce time displacement waveforms until after the test is
histories which are quite different in appear- run. The velocity and displacement waveforms
ance, it has not been shcwn that a single are important as the shaker system places
method for generating time histories will be limits on the magnitudes which can be re-
superior for simulating all environments, produced. The magnitudes of the velocity and
Many methods should be available, and the displacement requirements for a given accel-
particular method chosen should depend on the eration waveform are useful for test planning
general chac-acteristics of the field time his- as will be illustrated in a later example.
tories.

The purpose of this paper is to show that
Several analog techniques [I, 2, 3] were if the pulses are modified to remove the veloc-

developed which would produce time histories ity and displacement changes, more accurate
whose shock spectra would match a wide control of the acceleration, velocity, and dis-
variety of specified shock spectra. These placement requirements will result. Pro-
techniques are generally difficult to set up and cedures for synthesizing a pulse, using digital
usually require the application of many low- methods, to match a specified shock spectrum
'level pulses for system equalization. After are also discussed.
LeBrun and Favour [4] published a method for C C -

reproducing very complex time histories on a
shaker system using digital techniques, it was MODIFICATIONS OF ACCELERATION-TIME
only natural that the versatility of digital DECAYING SINUSOIDS TO OBTAIN ZERO
methods would be exploited to produce methods VELOCITY AND DISPLACEMENT CHANGES
for generating time histories whose shock
:spectra would match specified spectra. It was The basic waveform will be a sum of
alsb recognized by the developers of the several decaying• sinusoids as given by Eq. (1). -
various methods [5, 6] that for accurate re-

production on a shaker system a time history n - t .

should have zero velocity and displacement R(t) Ale sin w . (1)
changes. f=1

There are physical reasons to believe The acceleration, velocity, and displacement
that many acceleration-time field environments time histories for a s.ngle component are
can be represented by sums of decaying sin-is- shown as Fig. 1.
oids [7] and the examination of field records
supports this conclusion. For this reason As mentioned earlier, the velocity and
pulses of this type were considered as one of displacement changes are not zero. A sum of
the available methods for simulating transient several decaying sinusoids will exhibit a
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0 • i~t) U(t)

II ~l ] Vg'"e . (sin At J.Cos wit) +

W mn
fl~~(1 +.l + 1)

_e- wm m(t+-r) [C sin Wm (t + )

+Cos tWm(t +- T]- +1 1." (3)

Fig. 1 Decaying sinusoid acceleration,
velocity, an displacement t co

characteristics Itgaigaantedslcmn eoe

( -- i A
0 i W (~i ' I

added having velocity change opposite to the x(t) =U(t) E"- 2 - 1) sin wi t

velocity change of the basic waveform, the0net i=l 2 .(C3
velocity change would be reduced to zero. A
similar argument can he used to reduce the t
displacement change. + 2nai cos i

Let n - i W i t At A-,

addd U(t) E A ne sin t i t + U 2 (C2 )s

+- U(t+')A

+~~ eUnomt + 'r A") mi

sin .w (t A r) (2) 1. A A )-
tUU) e nW1 + U.. .

0°000 0 Cc i- 0 00 c o.l ( c2+ 1)2l

"• • where. ... +j oJ

-c~ (toIT

UMt) is a unit step function, i.e.,

U(t) = 0 for t < 0 1)2m I sinW m (t + -) + 2Cm
= lfort>0 .0

cos ,m (t + 'r

The time shifted term has been added for A
velocity and displacement compensation. Amlt •) 2" (4)

veoct m mC m ) "2 CIntegrating the velocity becomes m(•m 4 1) m ( +
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Let n' Cie wit . •
5(t) E A e sin wit

A t A1  
i= t

J m W (C2_t()

ad+ A e ain %(t +r) (7)andmti

Al" 2CmA -ii

m m m n -A.e

W.(C 2 (C2 41) I i(t) (Cisn

n 2 C A ( Cos W ,t)

FA 2
ii 2 2C(6) 1

Ae m m

By substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3$ and _ 2 sin wm(t + )
letting t -- it can be seen that the residual Wm c +
velocity will be zero. Therefore, once wm

and Cm have been picked, Am can be used to 4 cos W (t & r') (8)
control the residual velocity. Similarly, -r can m J
be used to control the residual displacement.
In fact, by substituting Eqs. (5) and (6) into
Eqs. (2), (3), and (4), it can be shown that -CiWt

fot~-.x(t) ~ A(e 2 )ifor t -- r" J L t-
1 1 2 2

and for t Co Wit

. X(-) i (-)=k= 0 ,C "• Wmr÷)

which are the desired boundary conditions. 2 I•2 + 1
The value chosen for the decay rate, Cm is not m (

critical. Cm = 1 is a typical value. It will be
shown that wr ca i be chosen to control the sinw M (tr) + 2Ci
low frequency ro 1-off of the modified acceler- m + O

C C ation-time histoy's shock spectrum. Proce-
dures for pickirg the Ai's, wil's. and Ci's are .(t .01 ." or C

given in the r..xt section. M . C C

Once tne parameters wm' Cm. Ails, and
wi's have been picked, Eq. (5) can he used to Note that for t > i" the acceleration, velocity,
solve for Am. Then, Eq. (6) can be used to and displacement functions are sums of de-
solve for P. caying sines and cosines. Therefore, it is

reasonable to expect that for many cascs the
Letting t be greater than T' in Eqs. (2), wave forms of all three to be similar. ae-

(3), and (4) Siveg cause the velocity terms and the displacement
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2
terms are divided by w and u: respectively, the shock spectrum can he controlled with
the velocity and displacement time histories Wim' the velocity change with Am, and the
tend to be dominated by the low frequency displacement change with the time shift •.

terms. This sometimes gives the waveforms Examples in a later'section will illustrate the
"an appearance different from the acceleration waveforms which can be expected and the

Swavefbrm. It is also reasonable to expect advantages over non'compensated~waveforms.0

that the magnitude of the maximum positive
and negative peaks will he nearly the same.

PROCEDURES FOIl MATCHING
It is permissible for all the sinusoids to ACCELERATION SHOCK SPECTRA

start at a different time. For example, if WITH DECAYING SINUSOIDS
9(t) is defined by

The normalized acceleration shock
spectra of a 3% critically damped system for

n -C iWiWTI) a single frequency decaying sinusoid is shown
3E(t) E U(t - 1 ) Al e as Fig. 2. Tile actual peak response ratios as

1=1 a function of the deciying sinusoid decay rate,
C, for different values of critical damping, t7,
are Included as Fig. 3. Appendix A gives the

sin w (t - 1) value of the peak input as a function of the
magnitudes, Ai, of the components.

- m (t+,) To match a specified shock spectrum,
+ U(t + I) A e m M first sinusoid components are picked for each

m peak in the shock spectrum..

sin w-' (t + r) . (10) 100

OSCILLATOR DAMPING 3

The required magnitude for Am is the same as v..
before (Eq. 5) and the required 7 is given by

2 m 2/. \ ~ .OD

A 2{n

m
C CC c

Aa

0.1 
+1) 

LO t

NORMALIZED FR!(XENCY /wnIw)

In summary, the required velocity and
displacement compensation can be accom-
plished by adding a time shifted, rapidly de- Fig. 2 - Normalized shock spectra for a
caying sinusoid. The low frequency roll-off of single frequency decaying sinusoid
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DECAY RATE 1,)

Fig. 3 - Peak response ratio for a decaying sinusoid

If sufficient information is known about code is given as Fig. 4. S1 is the desired

the decay rate of the original field data, this value of the shock spectrum at the frequency fi.

information can be used to aid in picking the lilTIi*• INPUT

decay rates, Ci. Nelson and Prasthofer [7] IA I NP ,

also offer suggestions for picking the decay
rates. Frequently, the shape of the shock
spectra curves as shown in Fig. 2 can aid in CALCLATE A,
picking the decay rates, Ci. The amplitudes AND

are then chosen, using Fig. 3, for each
sinusoid, assuming each component will act CALCULATE SHDCK

"independently. The amplitudes, A1 , can be NOoSPENC" A'

either positive or negative. Nelson and
Prasthofer (7] show that the values for the
shock spectrum at frequencies between the
wils can be changed by changing the signs of

"the Als Ns. OI -
C' SCOMPUTE W" AI | ESIKO c c • ...

The frequency of the compensating pulse I YAsUE S

is then chosen by noting the lowest frequency A A

for which the shock spectrum is to be matched. I. 9 OI

Later examples will show that the frequency, [ IXSmr A ,

Wm, should be one-half to one-third of this i Ii. A .
lowest frequency. The decay rate for the com- ACCLEATION VELOCITYAM

pensating pulse is then chosen (any value be- DIANT CQIIRtNTS

tween 0.5 and 1.0 will usually work). A
manual or computer aided iteration is then I s v[ll M
performed to refine the values for the ampli- FRWYIAU4CY A IT.'TSr

tudes, Ai. A program has been written to aid Fig. 4 - Flow diagram for picking decaying
in this step. A block diagram of the computer sinusoids to match a given shock

spectrum
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The iteration method shown in Fig. 4 ' Solving these equations gives.
will not guarantee convergence; therefore,
operator interaction is provided to stop the
iteration if convergence does not occur. Th's A m -1.24 g
presents no'real difficulty as the program is m
run on 'Wtime-shared interactive computer. and °

The plotted shock spectrum is then com- r. 0.958 msec
pared with the desired spectrum. If conver-
gence did occur, the spectrum will match the
desired spectrum at the frequencies wi. How- The acceleration, velocity, displacement and
ever, the values of the spectrum at inter- shock spectrum for this waveform are plotted
mediate values may not be at the desired as Fig. 5.
levels. If the intermediate values are too
high, the decay rates •i can be made smaller.
If the intermediate values are too low, the _ _ _ _, _ _ _,

decay rates can be increased or components
can be added at the intermediate frequencies.
Care should be taken to match the notches in
the spectrum as well as the peaks, as evidence
exists (8) to indicate that they may be more
important than the peaks. The velocity and
displacement requirements can be adjusted by
changing wm. In general, raising wm will
reduce the velocity and displacement require-
ments. The procedures are then repeated
un'il a satisfactory fit is obtained.

The transient can then be reproduced on
a shaker system using digital or ana'og tech-
niques. .0 0.5 0.0 o 0.10

(a)

EXAMPLES USING MODIFIED DECAYING
SINUSOIDS

Several examples will now be given to
illustrate the waveforms which can be expected, , ,
and to show the advantages of the modified
waveforms over non-compensated forms.

0.2

Example I

SConsider a single 100 Hz, 1016 decay rate, e: 0.
lg decaying sinusoid. For compensation, a

100 Hz,, 50% decayý rate decaying sinusoid will
be added. For this case Eqs. (5) 'nd (6) re- C .
duce to

C2 + I
A -A ..

m i 2 0.0 0.2 0.04 0TO 0.0

S •(b)

I m 2Ci Fig. 5- (Example 1) 100 Hz, 10% decay rate
• m [ 2 4- 2 1 + decaying sinusoid with a 100 Hz

-m velocity compensatizg pulse
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The acceleration, velocity, displacement, and
shock spectrum are shown as Fig. 6. The

1-1! DEA=E
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(c)

Its

-TINE IM I

(a)
LI

(d)

• •Fig. 5 -(Example 1) 100 Hz, 1011 decay rate
decaying sinusoid with a 100 Hz -
velocity compensating pulse

While a compensating pulse with the same
frequency as the primary pulse can be used, 0. 0-

the shock spectrum will be significantly dis-
•• •• c•totted from that of the primary pulse alone. 50.1•-The velocity and displacement waveforms are

quite symmetrical (i. e.. the positive and 0.0•,

negative peaks are approximately equal in
amplitude and number) making efficient use of 4-•

the shaker capabilities.
-0.2 - \

Exam ple 2 -.3 L0.0

Again, consider a 100 Hz, 10% decay jb)
rate, lg decaying sinusoid. For compensation,
a 10 Hz (one-tenth of the primary frequency), Fig. 6 - (Example 2) 100 Hz. 10% decay rate
1007 decay rate pulse will be used. Solving decaying sinusoid with a 10 Hz
Zqs. (5) and (6) gives velocity compensating pulse
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_________________ _�_ _�_�_......_larger. In this example, the displacement'
requirements are six times the displacement
required for Example 1. It is seen that a
compromise can be reached, trading low-
frequency performance for lower displacement
and velocity requirements. This can be very
useful when attempting to match a shock
spectrum to as low a frequency as possible
while remaining within the capability of a

c particular shaker system.

Example 3

S In this case, a complex shock spectrum

2- [6] will be matched by adding five decaying
sinusoids and a compensating pulse. This
example is included to illustrate the complex-
ity of spectra which can be matched, and to
show how the pulse can be tailored to give the

, .I maximum low-frequency performance while
TIME 0.10 0.15 remaining within the capabilities of a shaker

(c) system. The assumed limits of the shaker
system were 8 inches, peak-to-peak displace-
ment and *100 in/sec. velocity. Three

T-7-r- . iterations were required to arrive at the wave-
AP. 0.. form shown. The acceleration, velocity,

displacement, and shock spectrum are shown
as Fig. 7. The sinusoid components are given

WS~cK SPECTRUMSWITPOUT VLOCITY I0
COMPENSATIONt 0

0.1 -

-IC I

"0.0 0.1 TIMEISec) 0.2 0.3

010C

( d) Ia

Fig. 6 - (Example 2) 100 Hz, 10% decay rate -

decaying sinusoid with a 10 Hz
velocity compensating pulse

shock spectrum now shows little distortion
above 30 Hz. This is a general result. The -100I
shock spectrum can usually be matched to a 0.0 0.1 TIMIs4ec) 0.2 0.3
frequency extending down to about two to three (a)
times the compensating frequency. As the Fig. 7 o A complex shock spectrum matched
compensating frequency is lowered, the veloc- with velocity compensatated decaying
ity and displacement requirements become sinusoids

/5
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in Table 1. The acceleration and velocity
waveforms will return to zero for times 2
exceeding one second. An acceptable match
of the shock spectrum is achieved down to -a

3 Hz.

Example 4 -2

This example is included to illustrate

how a shaker system will typically distort a
waveform if compensation is not used. For
this example, a single 40 Hz, 5% decay rate, 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.5 1.0
15 g decaying sinusoid will be shown as TIME (sIc
actually reproduced, using the techniques of 100 . .. i
LeBrun and Favour [4] on a slip table driven ,-
by an MB C220 shaker. ENVELOPEOF

'' FIELD ENSEMBLE
The pulse was reproduced in two forms - 0

first, without compensation and, second, withSM I N
a 10 Hz, 100% decay rate compensating pulse - SINUSOIDS WITH VELOCINY

added. For the compensated pulse COMPENSATION

10 100 1000Am 2 -7. A8 g FREQUENCY (HZ

(h)

Fig. 7 - A complex shock spectrum matched
= 0.0155 see. with velocity compensated decaying

sinusoids

TABLE I

Components for Example 3

Freq. (Hz) Decay Rate (•) Amplitudes (g) Delay (Sec)

1 1.0 -5.82 0

4 0.5 10. 0.136

14 0. 17 10 0. 136

28 0.007 2 0.136

38 0.035 2 0.136

110 0.018 10 0.136

cc

The results are shown as Figs. 8 and 9. the left of Fig. 9. These are the expected
The ideal or desired acceleration for each of displacements if the acceleration time history
two waveforms is shown on the left side of is accurately reproduced.
Fig. 8. The waveforms, as they were actually
reproduced, are shown on the right. The ideal The actual table displacements, as
or desired displacements for each waveform measuced with a displacement transducer,
were computed from Eq. (4) and are plotted on are on the right.
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S~~Fig. 8 -Desired and actual acceleration time histories

J for Example 4
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for Example 4
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ýwavefo r m was quite close to the desired wave- using digital methods.
form. The actual noncompensated accelera-
tion waveform was also quite close to the de- REFERENCES
aired waveform except that the first few posi-
tive peaks were smaller than they should have 1. J. D. Crum and R. L. Grant, "Transient
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force, removing the velocity and displacement Dec. 1970.
changes. This observation is confirmed when
the actual noncompensated displacement is 2. G. W. Painter and H. J. Perry,
examined. The theoretical noncompensated "Simulating Flight Environment Shock
displacement becomes very large for large on an Electrodynamic Shaker, " Shock
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to zero. The actual compensated displace- pp. 85-96, Mar. 1964.
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APPENDIXA A I I I I-

Magnitude of the First Peak
of a Decaying Sinusoid LG -

Let a time history be defined by 04

C0.3
a(t) -& sin wt t k 0 (A-i) 0-

SI o I o I I. o. o Ia oI I~ ., I~ ~ . . I. L
To find the magnitude of the first peak 0.1 2 a) . . 06 10 .1 &9 10 11 12 1
differentiate Eq. (A-I) and set equal to zero. . 1 I I I I I I i

da . we- Cwt & "
Ft (cos wt - C sin wt) . .

1L92 N.N,.da will be equal to zero whenever cos wt 1W Nam-

* slnwt or wjt •tanI 1. (A-2) &8h

C 
0..

The first peak will be for 0 • •t< -. I I I I w 5 1 0 .

0.o 0,010. 0. C 0.S 04 I. IS 0.as0. 0.5 0 .M 0. 10 0. 11 0. 12 0.1B 0.14Substituting wt from Eq. (A-2) into (A-i) gives WhAY RWAOOI
the magnitude of the first peak. The results are
"\presented as Fig. A-1. Fig. A-1 - Peak amplitude of a decaying

sinusoid as a function of theFor small C, Areax , 1-1.57 C decay rate

DISCUSSION
Mr. Forkois (Naval Reaearch Laboratory): Hr. Smallwoodi I will admit that you can do this,Wouldn't it be simplier to do portions of the but If you doi it you have to justify it and thatspectrum in sequence, ofor example, in frequency is perhaps the more difficult problem. It isbands of from 5 to 00and 100 up to 500 etc., not that difficult to match the shock spectrumrather than trying to simulate the whole over a quite hide frequency band, from 10 to 20spectrum at once? It seems to me that you have Hz up to 2000!lIz, on a electrodynamic shaker asan incomprehensible problem here. long as you aie within the limitations of the

shaker systemi

cCC
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A CASE FOR DAMPED OSCILLATORY EXCITATION AS c

A NATURAL PYROTECHNIC SHOCK SIMULATION*

D. B. Nelson, P. H. Prasthofer
Sandia Laboratories

Livermore. California 94550

A rationale is established for using decaying oscillatory excitation to
simulate a pyrotechnic environment. A methodology for specification
suitable for use on electrodynamic exciters is developed. The advan-

I tages of this technique in relation to the various descriptors of shock
severity are described and bounds are developed for the response.
These concepts are illustrated with a numerical example.

NOMENCLATURE

fal Vector representation of system [13 I N x I matrix
accelerations

th 6(t) Dirac delta function defpned as the
a Acceleration of the P system mass unit strength impulse 6(t) dt I

C. Modal damping coefficient C The fraction of critical damping of a

E The infinite integral of the square of single-degree-of-freedom oscillator
a function 1r7 Vector representation of generalized

G(f) The Fourier transform of g(t) system modal motion variables

gtt) A real function of time W Undamped natural radian frequency of
a single-degree-of-freedom oscillator

h(t) General system impulse response

[-K-J Diagonal stiffness matrix INTRODUCTION

fk] -[ c General stiffness matrix Pyrotechnic shocks occur in the oper- .

[-Mv] Diagonal mass matrix ational environment of virtually all aerospace
General mass matrix systems. Missile stage separations and deton-

[a Gations of explosive components, for instance,
[U] Matrix of system eigenvectors all impart shocks to the adjoining structures.

u i The element occupying the position Such a shock, which can generate very high-
corresponding to the intersection of intensity local stress waves near its origin, is

SC C the jth row and the A't column of he transmitted into the rest of the structure, in-

mtrix [U] th ducing vibrational motion. 'Laboratory testing
of components0 and substructures which are

1x1 Vector representation of system dis- expected to encounter such excitation has been
placements the subject of considerable research over the

x(t) A general response past several years. This research is moti-
vated, at least in part, by the development of

y(t) A general excitation more sophisticated, and often more delicate,

[a] N x I matrix componentry. The test levels imposed on such
systems by some test methods, e. g. , unidi-
rectional pulses, in order to provide a sufficient

*This work was supported by the United States safety factor over the entire frequency range
Atomic Energy Commission. Contract may result in unnecessary and sometimes
Number AT-(29-1)-789.
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unattainable design requirements for the corn- chosen, a reasonable bound exists on
ponents as well as for the supporting structure. the maximum system response.

Pyrotechnically induced environments ex- 3. The excitation may be specified in a
perienced by substructures and components are straightforward manner using ex-
often of such a nature that simulation and/or tsting spectral descriptors.

* o I qualification testing using electrodynamic ex-
citers is feasible. The induced shock is usually 4. Sophisticated generation and equal-
a transient oscillation lasting less tO.an a sec- ization equipment is useful but not
ond. with structurally damaging riergy concen- required.
trated in the working frequency range of most
vibration exciters. Much attention has been SPECTRAL DESCRIPTORS
focused upon characterizing this type of shock
so that a meaningful test specification may be An indication of the severity of shock ex-
derived. There is much controversy related to citation has been classically expressed by the
the traditional use of the shock response spec- SRS. The SRS has great appeal because of the
trum (SU1S) versus the energy spectral density intuition it imparts to the analyst about the
(l.SD) as an indicator of the shock severity and physical effect of the shock. Much of the con-
na an environmental descriptor for shock test troversy regarding its use has focused on the
specifications. Exclusive use of these des- proper range of its applicability. The SRS in a
criptors for shock test specifications has re- rigorous sense applies only to structures that
sulted in the development of test techniques can be modeled as single-degree-of-freedom
which employ excitation which neither resem- (SD5F) systems. If the natural frequency of the
bies the actual environment nor, in many structure is not known, as is generally the
cases, adequately excites the test specimen, case, then by choosing a test waveform whose

, Some of these techniques, in fact, often result SRS envelops that of the field data over the
in severe overtesting. The attendant frustra- frequency range of interest one is guaranteed
tion has led to the development of very sophis- that the peak'response of this SDF system
ticated methods whereby a shock signqture may model to the laboratory test will be higher than
be specified and achieved on electrodynamic that due to the field environment, no matter
exciters. [1,21 Other methods combine oscil- what its natural frequency may be. These con-
latory functions of one form oi another with the clusions are not valid, however, if the struc-
SRS or ESD of the resultant acceleration as the ture is multi-degree-of-freedom; this is easily
test criterion. The particular waveforms demonstrated by modal analysis techniques.
specified by various test laboratories include
reproduction of actual field data, 11,21 wave- Consider the undamped description of a
forms derived from the inverse Fourier trans- 'multi-degree-of-freedom structure excited at
form of an ESD envplope, 131 and superposi- its base given by
tions of modulated oscillatory functions. [4-71

lml{•} + 1k1fxJ 1 [oI y(t) (1
"In this paper a case is developed for

specifying a superposition of exponentially de- where y(t) is the base displacement. Differ-
caying oscillatory waveforms as excitation of entiating twice and letting jai -*{1 one obtains
the exciter-specimen system with either the Equation (2)
SRS or ESD of the resultant acceleration as the
accompanying spectral descriptor. Significant [m]{Ij + rkl)aJ = [*I Y(t) (2)
features of the technique, which has been rou-
tinely used at Sandia Laboratories for the past where Y(t) is the base acceleration. Equation

Ctwo years, are as follows: ' (2) may he subjected to a transformation to
modal coordinates [81; i.e.. let

1. If the ESD or the undamped SRS of
the recommended excitation envelops Ja= [Ulln} (3)
the corresponding description of the
environment, it is guaranteed that where the columns of It] are the system eigen-
the "( nergy" of the response of all vectors. Premultiplication by [UIT yields the
system parts will be at least as uncoupled (diagonalized) description of the
great as that experienced in the field, system given by Equation (4).

2. If the excitation of the exciter- "M- ] {•i + [-K...-) 1-1 3 1 Y(t) (4)
specimen system is judiciously
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If it can be assumed that [I01 is the same transform G(f). If the Fourier transform pair
for the laboratory test as for the expected field is defined as , o
environment, then by enveloping the SRS of the . i2 -ft
environment with that of the test input motion G(f) g(t) e dt
one is guaranteed that the peak response of each
modal variable rij to the laboratory excitation +i

2
ft8

will be at least as great as to the measured g(t) (f) df
1<.° °• field excitation. Let the modal responses due o o

to the environment be called nj and those from
the test v-. If the test SRS envelops the en- the "energy" is
vironment SRS, it is clear that

maxlv.1 i maxin.j for all j (5) E =I g2(t) dt (9)
A , 3J-cc

The acceleration response of the Pth mass in
the N-degree-of-freedom system may be ex- and, by Rayleigh's Theorem [91, may be ex-

pressed in terms of the modal coordinates as pressed in terms of G(f) a-

N E I
"a for the environment E jG(f) df (10)

and The squared magnitude of G(f) is called the two-

sided energy spectral density and since the
N Fourier transform of a real function exhibits

apt . uj,vj for the test Hermitian symmetry. i.e.. G(f) = G*(-f),
Pt GI(-f)l IG(f)I, it is symmetric about f = 0.

Thus only the values for positive frequency
To assure that the peak response of each mass need be considered, which results in the alter-
in the test be at least as great as the response nate representation for the energy.
to the field environment, it is required that

max atI _ max IafeI (6) E f 21G(M)12 df (11)

or2
Swhere 2 JG(f) 2 is commonly called the one-

N N sided energy spectral density.

MaXfE ujvI a max I u.1 (7)
, j~l The response x(t) of any particular vari-able of a linear, multi-degree-of-freedom

.. .This, however, is notguarantee by meely ostructure to an excitation y(t) is given by the

satisfying the inequality shown in Equation (5); convolution

i. e., the condition that the maxima of all the
individual vj exceed the maxima of the indivi- ( t
du-.. nj does not imply that their sum does the X(t) = h(t) y(t) - 0 h(Oy(t - T) d7 (12)

.:ame. since, in general, the maxima of the rqj,
as well as of the vj, do not occur at the same
time. Therefore, an arbitrary test method en- The Fourier t Eansform of Equation (12) is° • • Vetoping a specified SRS does not guarantee: that I °° PC ý ý C o

the system will be adequately tested. o (f) (f)C (13Y

A more definite statement concerning the and the response "energy" is

response of a system to a test may be made if
the ESD or the residual undamped SRS of the fE ,2 (14
excitation closely envelops the corresponding E =jxit)dt
spectral descriptor of the expected or measured L

environment. The ESD of a function g(t) is de-
fined in terms of the corresponding Fourier Substitution for X(f) yields
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f2S 2 SRS in all cases is signifi-ant. in that envel-
I N(f)1 I,(f)1df (15) oping a damped SRS does not guarantee that

the corresponding undamped spectrum will
also be enveloped.

If another excitation u(t) is chosen so that the
corresp'-nding ESD envelops IY(Of)2 for all f, The envelope criteria outlined above are
i.e. ,not completely adequate as environmental de-

scriptors or as specifications for laboratory
.(f) a, ly(f)12 (16) testing. Neither the SIRS nor the ESD embodies

the element of time to the extent that a corn-
and if lit) can be considered constant, the pletely satisfactory restriction is imposed on
"energy" of the response to the excitation u(t) the duration of the excitation. Some measure
will be at least as great as th2 response to x(t). of this duration, however, can he ascertained
This guarantee applies to any motion variable, from the local ratio of the undamped to damped
thus assuring adequate testing of the system in SRS. The response of a damped oscillator to

terms of response "energy. " Note that no re- a bounded input always has a finite bound. For
,triction has been made on the order of the example, the peak response of a damped oscil-
system. The only necessary assumptions are lator to a unit amplitude sine function whose

that the system is linear and that 11(ft) is the frequency corresponds to the resonant fre-
same for the test as tor- the environment. The quency of the oscillator is 1/2 C. This re-
latter is hardly ever completely true but is sponse level, once it has been reached, is
usually presu.med to be so. then independent of any additional time dur-

ation of the forcing function. On the other
The Fourier transform from which the hand, the peak response of an undamped oscil-

ESD is determined is intimately related to the lator to a sympathetic input always increases
zero-damped residual SRS. 7Ihe impulse re- with the duration of the input. Thus, the
sponse of a zero-damped, SDF oscillator is longer the input, the greater the response of

()ns inwnt for t >0. Consider, once again, an the oscillator. If one then notes the ratio of
excitation y(t) which causes a response x(t); damped to undamped SRS levels, an estimate
i.e. , of the time duration of the input may be ob-

tained. Hence, a dual specitication of some
x(t) = y(t) wn sinw t (17) sort is required.

If the test method can be restricted soNow, as far as x~t) is concerned, the right- that the excitation is a superposition of de-

hand side of Equation (17) could represent a
system described by the impulse response caying oscillations, control of the test dur-
frnetion yet), excited by a sine function of ation as well as the spectrum can be main-
freqncyn y = excited byha sineafuctiatesolutn tained. Furthermore, the resulting response
of such an equation is acceleration signatures are reminiscent of

those commonly observed when the environ-

y (t) = W ((f )Isin (wnt + 0 (18) ment is pyrotechnically induced. This is not
ss n n ncoincidental, however, since most structures

respond naturally in this manner to impulsive
where X(fn) is the Fourier transform of the excitation.
function x(t) evaluated at the excitation fre-
quency. The steady state peak, and also the
peak of the residual SRS, is then STRUCTURAL RESPONSE

C CC

max Wn a 0 )In Fly9) rotechnic shoc'Ks are cornmonly
modeled as impulsive forcing functions, since

Therefore, it is entirely equivalent 
t
o specify the duration of excitation is usually much less

a test excitation so that either the ESD or the than the response times of structural com-

residual unda.nped SHS is enveloped. In fact, ponents. When multi-degree-of-freedom

since the maxi-max SHS is always at least as structures are impulsively loaded, all vi-
great or greaxter than the residual SRS, en- brational modes are excited with an intensity

veloping the naxi-max undamped SIRS guaran- which depends on the energy transmission

tees enveloping of the residual undamped SRS. properties of the structure. The higher-

This, in turn, issures the energy bound on the frequency energy (that above a few kIlz) is

response (albeit more conservative) developed usually found to affect only those components

for the ESSD enve ope. The use of the undamped np~r the pyrotechnic event. thus eliminating
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it from consideration in nany system vibration- which isca superposition of N 6xpoflLntially de-
models. Hence, a finite linear, lumped- caying sinusoids. The corresponding acceler-
element model of relativ~ly low order is often ation R, is, by two differentiations of Equation
a very good approximatilin of mechanical system (25).
behavior. g o o

The system of differential equations j - j - sin w J°
written in matrix form for an N-degree-of-
freedom model with no damping and impulsive
loading is given by Equaiton (20) in terms of .t (26)
the vector variable ixl which represents the - 2•W cos W t( e")displacements'of the model masses.

which, for the case of light damping where[mIVO + Ik]jx} i [a) 6(t) (20) 'Y << W, is also approximately a superposition

where iml and IkJ are N x N, [,] is N x 1. and of decaying sinusoids.

6(t) is the Dirac "delta function" representing It is interesting to note that for this
an impulsive force. idealized case of light damping and uncoupled

A transformation to modal coordinates, modes, the response is made up of decaying
i.e., lx ( R Itll, yields sinusoids that are either in phase or exactlyout of phase, depending on whether the u .

+ f!.h 6(t) (21) coefficient is positive or negative. Thus excit-
ation consisting of a superposition of decaying

d aoscillatory functions as a transient vibrationN x N matrices. The matrix nlo is N x I and test of substructures or components which areis tx Nmtrans.oriled datisplacemesNt vectoexpected to experience pyrotechnically (im-

Introui dtamping ints e the systemnt via the pulsively) induced environments a:pears to beIntroducing dtsy the a natural choice. Furthermore the ESD andmodal equations yields equations of the form, the SHS of functions in this class are such t'.at
.I.5 "c K t reasonably detailed spectral shaping may be

/6(t) (22) achieved.

The solution of Equation (22), with zero initial
conditions, is given by lJquation (23) RESI'ONSE 13OVNI)

-7.t Specification of oscillatory excitation
A. e sin W t with a decay rate approximating that of the

expected or measured environment provides
Swhere - (23) some assurance that no part of the system

will be severely overtested. The response
C K x(t) of any particular linear system variable

-.-3 and 2 to an excitation y(t) may again be written as
7. 2NI M - the convolution

Thus, the displacement of the th mass in the x(t) =h(t) * y(t) (27)

C •osystem moxlel. is a linear combination of the c-wvhjre h(tY is the impilse response corres-
modal displacements;ni.6.. from 1x1 l°p]l- ponding to the variable of interest., If the 0

eban 00 impulse response and the-excitation are of

N exponential order, i.e.,

J-l (24) ht)"u,.-atSj 2htj s M 1 e (28)

Substitution of Equation (23) yields and Z'

N uAe (25)y(t) - t (29) \x, Flu. u.A. e sinu.t (25)2

j=l '
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then the magnitude of x(t) is bounded; i.e. * As an example of the utility of this bound.
assume a 5 percent damped SRS oscillator is
et xcited at its base by a damped sine acceler-

*t) h (T)y(t - r) d r ation with a 2 percent decay rate. unit ampli-
Sr tude, and a frequency equal to the undamped

it natural frequency of the oscillator. The im-,(h )1ly(t - 01) r * B(t) pulse :response of the oscillator is approximately

-0.05W t
(30) h tM - wle n sinu t (34)

I I

where and the excitation may be formulated as

tB(t) M e.•a' 2 e.e (t-.l) d (31) -0.02w t
2 y(t) e sinu2t (35)

Carrying out the indicated integration yields where w1 --w 2 --7wn With a 0.05w and
n n

N1 = 0. 02w n Equation (33) yields a value of BB M) V2 .o e"•t)0N

B(t) (e e (32) of 10. 8 g's, whereas the actual peak response
is about 5. 5 g's. For this very simple example,

wn
Hence if the environment is known to be of ex- a better bound is - = 10. which is the peak
ponential order and if the test excitation is 2a
specifiedresponse to an undamped excitation. However,opeified tohbe of aesproximate the tesa be the hound of 10.8 g's is valid for any excitation
order, the system response to the test will he ailngtenquiy

satisfying the inequality
bounded by the same value as the response to
the environment. The maximum value of this -0. 02w t
bound B is found to be jy(t) < e n(M (36)

NMI I 1 2  n 1/ (33) irrespective of the waveform complexity.

So/
WAVEFORIM (HA RACTE RISTICS

and is plotted versus the ratio in Figure 1. It is recogn' ;ed that a damped sinusoid of

strict mathematical form is reither a realizable

" 'T rt acceleration specification for limited displace-Li ,/ment equipment nor a good candidate for ex-
S. "iil t ,citation of a vibration exciter. However, withii a few minor modifications it becomes quite.:" ".. . .. . . . . [- acceptable for either. The classical form of

" • I, ! the damped sinusoid is given by the Laplace
S•, : I V i : J transform pair

'D +Ii~- t- t- f Awiin " , ,i I" - 2 2
A's) + sc)2 L

jj Ii j jJ-Cw t
0 A 1.0 L5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 f(t) A e sinwt

MLHPA/BETM
where

Figure 1. Normalized Hound on the Response
of a System of Exponential Order u 0 < < I

When the Excitation is of Expo- 2
nential Order n3 w w "

n
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.The infinite integral of f(t) is clearly nonzero; with no poles at the origin. A Laplace trans-
therefore, as an acceleration spi.cification it . form representation (101 satisfying the above
results in a residual velocity. Furthermore, conditions is
there is significant energy in the low-frequency
region of the corresponding spectrum which s2 Aw
results in sometimes unwanted stimulation of A(s) -- - - (41)l=.. ow-frequency exciter- specimen resonances if (s (+ a( +) +c) 2 ÷w2

f(t) is used as excitation of the exciter ampli-
fier. which may be inverted to yield

A natural set of conditions when electro- 2 -at
dynamic exciters are used is that initial and .a(t) A 1  a 2 e 2
final values of table acceleration, velocity, and (a,- b) j(c - a)2 + W
displacement be zero; i.e..

2 -bt
lim a(t) 0 (a- b) beb

tC2 2 2 2 2

tA (c- _ W) + 4c w
limv(t) lim[ a(-r) d 0 Ic)2 21 (a-c) 2 +W21

(38) .eCt sin(4t + 5) (42)
t-O t--O
t-Ce t-CC where

lim d(t) lir I v(tr) d7 = 0 2 t tanl(a - tan2l()-c)

t-0 t-, The function a(t) in Equation (42) is the
t-OC t- CC sum of a damped sinusoid and an overdamped

type of function with parameters which auto-
If the Laplace transform of a(t) is A(s), the matically guarantee that the initial and final
initial and final conditions may be interpreted conditions of the motion variables are zero.
in terms of the initial and final value theorems; Hence, the selection of the parameters (a, b,

'i.e., if c, and w) is somewhat.arbitrary. However,
the idea is to create a damped oscillation ap-

Seat(3proximating a damped sinusoid, which is
A 0s) a(t) dtn realized if c = C and w = wo1C., where

- n n
.°- - and C ar•'the so-called undamped natural,

then n
frequency and damping factors, respectively.

lim sA(s) 0 of the classical damped sine function. Then
convenient choices of "a" and "b" are

and b 2N which cause the over-
n

- , s ) lim A(s) - 0 damped function to last about halfoas long aslira sV(s) lim s s4 the oscillation and to have most of its effect
on the velocity'and displacement variables in

sO0 s-0 the first cycle or two of the oscillation. A
plot of the waveform with frequency normai-

lim sDAf 2" -m 0 ized to I tlz and C = 0. 05 is shown in Figure 2.2s Note that the first negative peak is greater in
sQC s--% magnitude than the first positive peak but that
s-0 s-0 the waveform, in most respects, closely re-

sembles a classical damped sinusoid.
Satisfaction of these equalities demands that
A(s) contain a numerator factor s2 and a de- A superposition of the functions de-
nominator polynomial of at least fourth order scribed in Equation (42) is thus a reasonable
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RELATION OF OSCILLATORY WAVEFOR'MS
TO SPECTRAL DESCRIPTORS

The 5l percen damped SRS of tede-
k L caying oscillatory waveform given by Equation

(42) is shown in Figure 3. Normalized ampli-
. . fication versus normalized frequency is dis-V -played for decay rates of C = 0.02, 0.05 and

- -J'0. 10. Several features of the SRS are worth
noting. In contrast to the shock response

-,F- spectra of unidirectional pulses which exhibit
j - a significant response over a wide frequency

0 1 2 3 4 S 5 7 8 9 10 121 13 14 15 band, the response spectra of Figure 3 are

/O0CI NSIl. TlME prominent in the vicinity of the frequency of
the oscillation and are significantly lower in

Figure 2. Unit Amplitude Proposed Oscillatory the structurally damaging, IoN-frequency
Waveform With C 0. 05 Decay region. The response amplification, as one

might expect, increases with decreasing decay
rate and also becomes more "peaked. " The

choice for a transient acceleration specification. SRS is almost identical to that of a pure de-
If automatic control equipment is available. caying sinusoid, which demonstrates the rela-
such a waveform could be caused to exist at the tive insensitivity of the SRS to nonfundamental
exciter table. Systems including this capability differences in the formulation of exponentially
of equalization, representing the "ultimate" in decaying oscillatory driving functions.
transient villration testing, have been devel-
oped [1,21 and are commercially available. In
the absence of such equipment, however, one is
faced with having to deal with the transfer func- 2

tion of the exciter-specimen combination and
must somehow tailor the input waveform to U
achieve the required acceleration.

If. rather than an acceleration signature. 10,
the SRS or ESD of the acceleration is specified,
a superposition of functions of the form given
by Equation (42) may be used as the input volt-
age to the exciter amplifier. For reasonably
linear systems, the amplitude of each compon-
ent waveform may be adjusted independently at 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
a low test level to achieve a desired peak ac- PftIZEHD MMMY
celeration. The subcequent stiperposition may- r , I I I
then be fine-tuned so that a properly tailored Figure 3. Shock Response Spectrum (5%
spectral descriptor is obtained. As will be Damping) of Oscillatory Waveform
shown, this may require adjustment of the rela- Shown in Figure I With C•= 0.02.
tive signs of the corrponent waveforms. Since 0.05. and 0. 10 Decay
five or fewer components are usually adequate
for a given specification, this is not an inordi-
nate requirenent. The ESD's of the function of Equation

'(42) for • 0.02. 0.05, and 0.10 and -j=2-. -
6ther decaying oscillatory functions could are shown in Figure 4 and illustrate the man-

be used as excitation voltage. e. g. , a pure ner in which the energy is concentrated in the
damped sine function or variations of it, but frequency domain. The ratio of the C = 0. 02
that given by Equation (42) is particularly well- peak to the C -- 0. 10 peak is 25, as for a
suited to electrodvnamic exciters. As will be damped sine fiinction. but there is a conspicu-
illustrated, the energy in the low-frequency ous absence of energy in the low-frequency
region is extremely low. thus minimizing the region. This is due to the high-pass filtering
excitation of the resonance due to the combi- 2
nation of the total mass and the exciter flex- effect of the factor (s in the Laplace
ures. This feature allows higher peak g levels t atio o E n

to be achieved at mid- and upper-range fre-

quencies on a given exciter system.
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0' 1' 2 6 1~ a 1 0I 21 41

Wit C -C.0,0 5 n .1

| . 7 'II I

< °= w • ,: o I, 2li l 3 4 V 6 7 8 IC 11 2' t •

Sinc mos specifcation in ov u e -
poito of fucios it is necessarytoconsider

0 i 1 2 6 7 0 9 10 I1 12 13 14 IS

_______r_____ of __._0_ar _shwn _dde _inFigture 5. Superposition of Two Unit Ampli-S• . .• • .e':i•:•••:.•i:, .tude Waveforms of rF equencit~s

Frigurec fa and 1.a5 fe When Added

Figure 4. Energy Spectral Density of Oscil-

latory Waveform shown in Figure 1 fm of F c f ad 1 5with r 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1I0 - I -

Dec.ay j1__ 44
Since most specifications involve a super- Whe Sub cte

position of functions, it is necessary to consider-I

trs.the effe t-of inteacto fte componieenhbts wav-t-

forms on the spectral descriptors Waveforms
consisting of two unit amplitude components of fre u e whileI Id a 1BRCE

normalized frequencies l esI and f f 15 with aidi
riecay rateC of ! = 0. 05 are shown added in l~gr 6. Super,'o•,ition of Two Unit Ampli-

Figure 5 and subtracted in Figure f, The shockto
response spectra of the added and subtracted E

easilyrm exlane Friunce term of the 5 of

composite excitations are shown in Figure 7. mhen SubtractedS~The in-phase composite exhibits two distinct

peaks at the component frequencies. In con-
trast, the out-of-phase composite exhibits a
higher leveo in the frequency range between thetwo component frequencies, while displaying a SUS•TRACTE .

lower response for frequencies less than fo and
greater than f2 " 1

These propertiesrf the SRS are mist s ADDED
easily explained in terms in the ESD of a v

cdamped sine function. The Fourier transform
/ , of a damped sine functiono

c - • t l •. 2 .i 4 . 6 . 8 1 .@ I . ? 1 . 4 1. 6 I , .8 2. 0 2 .2

g(t)=A n sin_ 1f"- t 11nt 43 H•RII'•FE1CEIT

Cf paCCanFigure 7.a Five Percent Damped rnock Re-

65¢

in terms of the normalized frequency fr -n}s sponse Spectrum of the Super-r 1n o° , position of Two U;nit Amplitude oC•

Waveforms of Frequencies fl and

(1 - 21.5 fi, When the Components Are
r I- 2tf 2 2r) i2 2r Either Added (A) or Subtracted CS)

G(fr) (4S2tn (1 -f2)2 42f2
r r

The real and imaginary parts of G(fr) are
shown in Figure 8 for positive values offr
Note that the imaginary part is much more lo-
calized on the frequency axis than is the real
part and also that the real part experiences a
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sign change at fr 1, while the imagirary part
it always negative.

** *IAIARY* p•1c

_*?-_- L:' igr 9 EegySpcta Dnst o . of the0::1 .4 .JI Sueroito o.f Two Lni Ampl

- . ... tude Oscillatory Waveforms of
FPAIEENCY CINCPS Frequencies fl and 1.5 fl When

Figure 8. Real and Imaginary Parts of the the Components Are Either Added
Fourier Spectrum of a Decaying (A) or Subtracted (S)
Sinusoid

to accentuate the peaks and valleys of the fre-
quency spectrum. If, on the other hand, the

The ESD of the sum of two damped sine spectrum is broad, a synthesis of component

functions with natural frequencies f, and f2 is waveforms combined alternately in and out of
phase becomes the natural choice, as this

-(f)! [ReD ,,(f)j + Re G (f) 12  method of combination tends to smear out the
2 local character of the spectrum. It is parti-

cularly significant, however, that, unlike the

+ ~ (VI + , (5) single-sided pulses, either the inphase or the

1 + imjG 2 f, 5 alternating in- and out-of-phase combination
results in very little energy in the low fre-

where G9(f) and G 2(f) are each of the form quency region.

shown in Equation (44). Therefore. the super-
position of two damped sine functions suffi-

ciently separated in frequency so that the imag- MECHANICS OF SPECIFICATION

inary parts do not interact, but within the range
where the real parts are significant, has quite A test excitation specification of a corn-

different effects in the region f1 < f < f2 ° de- posite of decaying oscillatory functions may be

pending on the respective signs. approximated from the properties of the damped
sine function and its Fourier transform. The

The ESD of the superposition is shown in maximum of the one-sided ESD of a damped

Figure 9. Except in the region of the peaks, sine function is

the difference in the curves is much more
drastic than for the corresponding shock re- max I .I2G (46)

sponse spectra shown in Figure 6. In fact, for 2 (T2 W_2n (46)

the 5 percent damped SRS representation the
shape of the two spectra is distinctly different, and occurs at the frequency

yet both fall within the ±3 dB (+41,, -291r.) corn-
monly allowed for in test specifications. This
is not truehowevei. in the case of the EMD, f = -2. 47) T 2

which exhibits a 15 dB difference in the regionm

between the peaks for 'te two cases. Thus if The so-called half-power bandwidth where the

the ESD or the equivalent residual undamped ESD is one half its maximum is approximately

SRS is to be used as a test criterion, more
attention must be directed toward attaining the B - (48)

proper phase (sign) relationship between corn- 1/2 " m
ponent waveform, or more relaxed tolerances

must be allowed. Thus measurements from the ESD are sufficient
to determine A, C. and f . The procedure is as

If the spectrum to be enveloped is very follows: n

peaked in nature, it is natural to select a super-

position of in-phase waveforms, as these tend
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1. Dete2ine2 21. Dtr inef from the ESD as the V(s) Cs I- I)(s 2+ b 2)Hs+dfrequency at which a dominant peak F(s) 2 2 2 2 (51)
"occurs. s(s +a Rls + c)

2. Determine C frorm Equation (48) by where
measur-ing the bandwidth between
points where the ESD is half its <a<.b<cc<d< o
peak vs'..e. Frequency scaling was applied to Equation (51)

3. Determine f from Equation (47) to locate the zeros at 333, 500, and 800 tfz,
(fr is usualpy a very good approxi- and the poles at 0. 400, and 666 liz. 1111
mation).

The lumped model of the composite struc-
4. Determine A from Equation (46) ture with corresponding parameter value ý is

being sure that the ESD is the "one- shown schematically in Figure 11.
sided" version.

is 1i4 13 12 11 10

EXAMPLE

The system chosen to demonstrate the
shock specification technique is shown in Figure
10. It consists of a three-degree-of-freedom
substructure contained within a conically shaped
parent structure. The parent was chosen to be
a 30-inch truncated aluminum cone with a wall
thickness of 0.25 inch and end diameters of 20
and 6 inches. The parameters of an approxi- Figure 10. Conical Parent Structure Showing
mate lumped element model for axial loading Substructure (haded) Attachment
may be derived by dividing the cone into six at Mass Station 14 and Applied
segments and calculating the equivalent mass Impulsive Loading
and axial spring rate for each section from
Equations (49) and (50).

EA. 14 10K. --= (49) L
I Lir--------

K 2

M. = pDItL. (50) ,

where - --

thL. length of i section

D. = average diameter of 1th section , ,, .

A, =average cross-sectional area of the
ith secion Figure 11. Lumped Model Schematic of Parent 0

Structure and Substructuret wall thickness oC

=materialdensity Viscous damping elements, while not

E =Young's modulus shown, are automatically inserted in parallelwith the spring elements by the computer code
112] used for the dynamic solution. The damp-

The parameters describing the lumped element ing coefficient for the ith element is calculated
substructure model were determined so that the according to the equation
undamped driving point admittance, i.e. , the
complex frequency domain representation of i M \1/2
the velocity-to-force ratio, would be of the C. 2 • , -- i -i2 (52)
normalized form ' ~il ~1i2)
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C C

"where Ci is the damping factor associated with The response of Mass I to the "field" excitation
the classical single-degree-of-freedom system and the corresponding ESD and SRS are shown

/ consisting of the ith spring and the masses in Figure 12. Three significant peaks in the
which it connects. The damping factor is ESD suggest that three oscillatory components
specified by the user prior to calculation and are required; vis., at 550 Hz, 700 Hz, and

Swas assigned a value of 0. 05 throughout this 1550 Hz. The amplitudes and decay rates were
example., ,estimated from the ESD and Equations (46).

(47),and (48) to be 8 g's and 0. 034; 18 g's and

The composite spring-mass model was 0. 048; and 20 g's and 0. 034, respectively. It
excited by an impulsive axial force applied at is clear from the ESD that the 550 and 700 Hz
the base of the parent structure. This was ac- components should be combined additively and
complished by specifying the initial velocity of the character of the ESD between 700 and 1550
mass 10 to be 20 in/s in the solution of the Hz suggests that the 1550 Hz component should
system equations. The specification procedure be of opposite sign. Figure 13 shows the re-
suggested above was then used to define an ac- suiting shock signature and corresponding
celeration input to Mass I of the substructure, spectral descriptors.

a. Acerto 4fio -

F .

mtt
0I LD i fill .01 %E 2'

till IN' a. Acceleration Specification

a. Acceleration Response in g's of Mass I of
Figure 2 '- TTT1J)LLlL

A.. :. . ~ .

L L IL

0 2* W " ,C00 2WO 2 00 " "obo b. Base 10 Log of the ESD's of the Acceleration
Sf%• - . Specification and the Field Response

b. Base 10 Log of the Energy Spectral Density
of the Waveform (Figure 12a)

. . .................... ilIt T-1,Hi , f
.. . .. . .

1Of r)UFNC4IN CPS FRPE "I I~

c. Base Excited Shock Spectrum Analysis (5% c. Base Excited SRS Analysis (5% Damped) of
Damped) of the Waveform (Figure 12a) the Acceleration Specification and the Field

Figure 12. Acceleration Response and Spectral Response
Descriptors of Mass 1 of the Sub- Figure 13. Acceleration Specification and Cor-
structure Due to Impulsive Exci- responding Spectral Descriptors
tatior Applied at the Base of the for the Laboratory Test of a Section
P'arent Structure of the Substructure
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The responses of the substructure com- character, i.e..* the initial peaks, frequency,
pcnents to the specified test c;:citation are and decay rate are nearly the same. Thus
compared to the response to the field test when some conservatism is added to the speci-
simulation in Figures 14 and 15. The signa- fication, adequate, but not severe, overtesting
tures are different in detail but similar in of substructure components is assured.

SI

Im SCl M .01 .014 A 02N .AM M- 1 * . 03 :2 .1,16 .0A 024 ',A

RESPONSE TOFIELD RESPONSE TO TEST

a. Acceleration Response of Mass

0:2 .06 a O 0 Ii- O.W . .012 .16 .50 021 AM

RESPONSE TO FIELD RESPONSE TO TEST

b. Acceleration Response of Mass 3

Figure 14. Acceleration Response of the Substructure Components to the Field Excitation and to the
Excitation (Figure 13a) Applied as an Acceleration to Mlass I of the Substructure

0 am OR3 0 .06 Tam .112, we2 0 03 M0 .012 .016 .0M 026 .026

RESPOTN"SENTO 1FtELD RESPONSE TO TEST

a. Linear Extension of K2 in Inches

I tt tA.~ I1ii
"tI.I' A 6 C lIA 1. SECl

RESPONSE TO FIELD RESPONSE TO TEST

b. Linear Extension of K<3 in Inches

Figure 15. Displacement Response of the Subptructure Elastic Elements to the Field Excitation and
to the Excitation (Figure 13a) Applied as an Acceleration to Mass 1 of the Substructure
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In the example shown in Figures 14 and CONCLUSIONS
15. the test specification was derived in terms
of damped oscillatory functions from the ESD Damped oscillatory excitation has been
of the acceleration response of Mass I to the shown to be a realistic, as well as a realizable,
field environment. It was demonstrated that simulation of the excitation experienced by a
component resporses to the resulting excitation structure subjected to pyrotechnic shock.
corresponded quite closely to those observed Significant features of the technique are as
in the field simulation. If, instead of the table follows:
acceleration, the excitation voltage of the ex-
citer amplifier is specified to be a superpo- I. If the ESD or the undamped SRS of
sition of damped oscillatory function, the ac- the recommended excitation en-
celeration response of the exciter table will velops the corresponding description
again be of a decaying oscillatory nature and of the environment, it is guaranteed
the corresponding ESD or SRS will be promi- that the "energy" of the response of
nent at the frequencies of the component wave- all system parts will be at least as
forms. The regions between prominent points great as that experienced in the
are affected by the sign associatedi with the im- field.
mediately adjacent components, and, further-
more, the frequency region of interest may 2. If the excitation of the exciter-
usually be adequately covered by five or fewer specimen system is judiciously
superimposed functions. Thus, with the aid of chosen, a reasonable bound exists
an SRS or ESD analyzer, an operator may ad- on the maximum system rcsponse.
just the gain, damping, and sign so that the
specified ESIJ or SRS is obtained with the same 3. The excitation may be specified in
assurance concerning sy.tem response energy a straightforward manner by the
and maximum response bound as if the table ac- use of existing spectral descriptors.
celeration had been specified. The SRS (5 per-
cent damping) of the exciter table acceleration 4. Sophisticated generation and equal-
resulting from such an excitation voltage is ization equipment is useful but not
shown in Figure 16. The load in this case was required.
a 500-lb complex test specimen. Frequencies
and damping of the components comprising the
excitation voltage were 150 liz and 0. 10: 840 RIE:FERENCES
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SDEVELOPMEZT OF A PYROTECHNIC SHOCK TEST FACILITY

Dan R. Powers
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company - West

Santa Monica, California

A total of 214 high energy pyrotechnic shock tests were performed in the
process of developing a pyrotechnic shock test facility. The concept
employs a 4- by P-foot flat metal response plate to which items to be
tested are mounted. The response plate is driven by the energy released
from detonating flexible linear shaped charge which cuts a separation
sheet. Capabilities of the facility and results of numerous firings
are discussed. Data presented are used to answer some of the typical
questions arising in the predictic~i of shock environments and in the
conduct of shock tests.

INTRODUCTION an excellent opportunity to Investigate some
of the problems associated with the pyrotechnic

Qualification' of equipment which must shock phenomena.
survive the shock environment caused by pyro-
technic devices has long been a problem. Pro- Although this paper will describe and
ducing pyrotechnic environments by performing discuss the facility and its capabilities, it
ground tests utilizing flight separation hard- is also hoped that the information presented
ware has two main disadvantages: cost, and can be used to &nswer some of the typical
the inability to obtain qualification margins. questions arising in the prediction of shock
£lectrcdynamic shakers controlled by shock environments and in the conduct of shock tests.
synthesizers have been used successfully to
qualify equipment for service in some of the
less severe shuck environments; inherent shaker D-ELOP.ýEIJT PROGRAM
limitations in acceleration obtainable, fi'--
quency response, and specimen weig t restric- The objective of the program was to design,
tions nave prevented their use in simulating build, and test a facility capable of producing
envircnments whose shock spectra specifications pyrotechnic shock environments over a wide range
exceed 5,000 g's or 10,000 Hz [1]. Because of of magnitudes in a predictable, repeatable, and
unrealistic simulation, there is a current inexpensive manner.
trend tn write shock spectra specifications tj
exclude the use of synthesizers whose outputs Two flat plates were chosen as the fix-
resemble sine packets rather than high fre- tures to which the components to be tested
quency transients typical of pyrotechnic events, would be attached. The plates were suspended

vertically, fiom the ceiling of a blockhouse,
The facility described in this ppper was with nylon slings. Both plates measured four

developed in order to produce higher accelera- feet by eight feet. One was 1/2-inch-thick
tions and achieve more realistic simulation of steel and the other was 1/4-inch-thick alumi-
pyrotechnic shock environments. The final num. At each end of both plates, a high
design incorporates desirable features from strength steel ordnance housing was attached
several types of existing fixtures; one of (Figures 1 and 2).
these features is the reusa.ble Joint concept,
presently used on barrel testers, which has Different size cavities in the ordnance
proven to be very successful [2]. In order to housings allowed for a wide se-cctioa of charge
achieve high acceler.tions and greater versa- sizes to be used. Separation sheets of various
tility, a thick flat plate was chosen for the thicknesses were bolted to the top of the ord-
response member rather than a thin cylindrical nance housings. Shocks were generated by
shell typical of barrel testers. detonating flexible linear shaped charge

inserted in the ordnance housings and severing
After the fixtures were built, a compre- the separation sheets. Combinations of charge

hensive test program was carried out in order sizes, ranging from 7 grains/foot to 50 grai;../
to determine the relationships between the foot, and separation sheets ranging in thick-
various changeable parameters of the fixtures ness from 0.030 inch to 0.250 inch were used to
and the accelerations produced. Since the generate shock spectra levels from 5,000 to
program consisted of 24 firings, it provided 100,000 g's (5 percent damping). A total of

7 Preceding page blank
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S.... •+ • 2i16i• l Fourteen Endevco Model 2225-•b•5 acee•=Sc • ° f-t4128}/-10(241 /•-8122) \4(18)-r• 6.• erom•ters were+ mounted on each plate (Fixate i)
"° °+ '+ '+" .3.+± •he m•.thod that was u+ed to °mouht the i6+el- ° +

SI -• eromet°.rs is described in detail since variousl I mounting •eehniques can alter data considerably.

Figure 3 shows the mounting stud and method of
At-•A I I •75•,- attachment. Figure 4 shows the actual instal-

DIM£NSli•$ SYI•TRICAL( t--tO.5""+1 lation. Note that the stud sod base Of the
•• ¢ • ABOUT C[NT[RLIN£ i.-..--...--- 45.5----..:.-&c--...-• sncelerometer, as well as the Mlcrodot eonnec-

•• tor, have been coated with ah epdxy (•,• Company
rfSTI vOROP•;t • ./-¢•TT£R EC-2216) to prevent looseni•g. Cable movement

ORO•.ANCE ¢I"•RGE
! HOUSI•G--,• !i ,,-," /•'• • ' r2•" r SH[£T has been prevented by securing the cable to the

] 'i •!'-+i" •-I-•,, I body of the accelerometer with tie cord andSI •, , ' ', •', ,'•--'--• taping it down to the plate. On one test, the
[ L } I :' ! t ,+ i • • 3001 connector attached to the Endevco ,Model$1,€ E T -"ATTAtH /• • • 4-X 8FO•T 2291 aecelero•eter came loose, resulting in theS_.,- • FLAT PLATE

S•t S • • •S• , lOSS 0 f S i •al • S0 • tOO rV• covered with epoxy
SVIEW A-A ATTACH (subsequent to the taking of the photograph, •

eOLTS Figure 4).
$UH, BRACK(T•D NIAMB[RS, 0.•+IN(IH S•[L pLA'i• ACCfLERO•PTt'+R LOCATIONS

8RACKFI'[O NIJMB[RS, 0.•5 INCH ALU•,HNL•w• PLATT ACC[L[ROt•[•R LO•.ATIONS

Fig. i- Pyrotechnic flat :plate
,. A.tY ,M CO. ,c.,,

; ; I !t- SS•' 047L 4 PIJT
+T.';• " ' r-- + \ito•mo"""•'°•7', "°'7 : I

S+ +!I +
P-•.•., ...... .+ ..... •.- llh i!,

ITO•(•E TO \ 5tUO-' WAc-':•RS F / /1 ,,• u-MZ•Z4
IN "LB$ •. WASI'•R

M•AIXNk#•ii _• nOlOI .•,.H THICK WALL •-0.004 IN THICKSL• IEFLON •LEEV[ + MICA •A•H•R•

SI
S•o•t• Fig. 3 - Accelerometer attachment

.+_-, Fig. 2 "housing One-half-inch assembly steel plate ordnanceIRE co ,•x• ,•. •,° "'<° +°" •'-

£L firings were made and s1•ockOsp•ctra 'were .. .. • +° •
generated from the outpht• of 13 accelerometers •: •

for each firing. •--,m•r• [',D[V£O •tO•L ?•4•a

Program objectives were satisfactorily met.

Predictability and repeatability of" shock
spectra •re exee!lent. Cost per test is con- •'-•-°mt,•s

Ssiderably less than tests utilizing flight " •p•
/ hardware to produce the shock. Material costs : .+

Sto conduct a flat plate tes+ are hess than $50 " "
per shot. One-inch-diameter flight-type pyre-Stechnic separtion bolts are $1,200 each, and

skin cutting separation syztems, similar to the
• •one used 3n the Sparto.n missile, are in excess
; of $20,000. Fig. 4 - Acceleromete• mounting technique

/

/ \'! 0+ ,,,

\ "\



D'ta Acguisition

The data acquisition system consisted of -- SHOT 1. ACCELEROMETERS I TU 4 -

Endeveo Model 2225-14 accelerometers, 100-foot -SEPARATION SNfET.071. CHARGE RAISJ .*"1
Microdot cable leads, Unholtz-Dickie Model Dl1 ---- SHOT 3.ACCELER(OETERS I THRU4
charge amplifiers, and an Ampex CP-100 recorder -SEPARATIONSHEET.25,CHARGE -°
operated at 60 inches per second in the nt mode '104 RA15J "

-" ' - " '(108 klz center frequency). System checkout04- ,, -/

was performed by ganging the amplifiers 75
together and inserting voltages at appropriate -.

amplitudes and frequencies and recording the
signals. All channels were flat +1 dB over
the frequency range from 20 to 20,000 Hz, ______"

linear +1 dB from 5 percent to 100 percent full . "
scale, and had a dynamic range greater than
35 dB.

Data Reduction 10
2  

, ,
10 102 10 104 2"104

IImmediately after each firing, the

recorded data were played back and displayed f Hz

as oscillograms. Honeywell Model M5000 gal-
vanometers used with a recorder tape speed Fig. 5 - Envelopeh of maxi-ax spectra frcm two
reduction of 4/1 yielded flat rerponse to shots showing change in spectra
12 kHz. The data were examined for dc shifts, amplitudes due to variation in
clipping, and proper band edge settings. separation sheet thickness

Valid data were then played into an
MB Electronics Model :;982 shuck spectrum
analyzer. Positive and negative shock spectra L06
plots were generated using 5 percent damping
(magnification factor Q=10) for analysis. For SHOT 5. ACCLEROCITIRS 11 THRU 14

ease of interpretation, much of this raw data SEPARATION SHEET .250. CHARG[ RA5GJ

was 'y-iplotted as ",-'imax spectra (raximsum
envelope of positive and negative spectre).

S105

RESULTS A:ID flISCUS7IOI

In general, results were as expected with
higher accelerations occurring near the cutting

� plane. As the shock wave traveled down the 2
plate, attenuation, edge reflections, and plate .
response increased data scatter. For this -

reason, most of the data presented has been 14

restricted to locations within 20 inches from
the cutting plane.

Figure 5 shows the envelope of the maxi.ax 104
1O 102 1- 3 1@ 04 "10

spectra generated from the outputs of accel- FREQUENCY, Hr
erometers I through 4 for shots 1 and 3. An
approximate t3 dB scatter band is shown for Fi
each shot. Shot 1 was fired with 15 grains/ ,cig. 6 - Maslnu facility carobiity -

foot, aluminum sheathed, flexibl4 linear shaped - "
charge (FLSC RAI5J). Shot 3 used the identical
charge anrd material type except the separation 'that obtained In shot 3. h. wv.* r, In order to
sheet thickness was increbsed to 0.125 inch. accomplish ad-quate se;:ttihn, the charge size
A 75 percent sheet thickness increase produced was changed fr'm 15 g:'r-h1/f, A to ',9 grnirýc7

a 50 percent shock spectrum amplitude increase. foot.

The maximum capability of the facility is F'igure 7 pr,.',!nts Jm.tr' 'FOV. . "
presentec. in Figure 6, which shows the maximax shot 3 an-I shot 6. Th, cnditiuns ,,r both
spectra from the outputs of accelermmeters 11 shots were id~ntical Pxc.'pt f,jr the -overinw. of
through 14 for shot 5. A sheet of 2014-T651 the flexible lin-'ar zhAi e * charge. Shot 3 uc~d
0.250 inch thick and a charge of FLSC RA5OJ 15 grains/foot a'minr. z.a'hhed FLXC a•t. sht 6
were used. Note that the sheet thickness is us.d 15 grains/foot h,'.! shr.ýth:. FZC. Di.'-
double that used in shot 3 (Figure 5), and the 'Frerv,-,s, if any, a-.. hiFJrn in "!.e tai :'tter
mean amplitude of the shock spectra is twice b',r, 1,
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_________________________ Fexible linear shaped charge scaling lava
105 Include the Briniell Hardness N'uber showing

-SHOT 3, ACCELEROMETERS I THRU4 that harder materials require a greater quantity
I-SEPARATION SIfET.12?, CHAR~GERAM5 of charge to achieve adequate cuttin~g. This

.-. SHOT 6 ACCELEROMETERS I THRU 4,,- imler~hthrerrtril ysr
cm -EPARATION SI(E1 IZS, - prior to f,.ilureýandl wculd, tec~c u i
So'CHARGE L15J m.*isore energy in~to the re~sponse plate. After the

104 f~frings. the separation. sheets were examined
and compared. The 20i4-T6 sheet separa~ted as7 1 7 > two strips, failing at the -enter by the cutting

x action of the charge (80 percent penetration)

a and at the contact point of each of the cutters
7c,03 (Figure 1). The 606i-0 sheet failed oily atI

-c ~the center, cut completely through by the charge
and bent back over the cutters. Perhaps one
reason that differences in spectra amplitudes

were not noted is that the ordnar~ce housing
*.1 design used is very dependent upon charge size

I~~L .Las explained later in the discussion of
1o 102 103 10 2*10 ~ Figure 10.

;RFQUECYHz ome experimenters have voiced the opinion
that the thickness of the mat-rial beinp, cut i2

Fig.7 - ..~ ~ >ax ax tecra romthe maj~or factor In the chancilng, of o-ectra
tw'_'t i!.: of:ect on amplitudes and that cýharge size han neg",oile

spectra amplitudes 'due to cha.ng~ing effect as long as the material is satisfactorily
the cov'ir~ng of' the flexible severed '[3,141. There conclusions were based

'0 ~*mainlyage or, data -ttftined fr-- ground1 tests
uilizi: lg f: Ight ceparat iun syo.ernis. H wever,

hoa13 an.d 14 were -.ade to detemAne th it is difficult to ma.ýe geeocrallzed statoments
eff~n5e~ra -'I~uesbj.r~nc ~esince there are so ma-ny canf167'.raticns in use.
rsoanialpr~rte.0 .) 'h oeartlo seet. or instance, o-ne c0:-macn star,- separati-cn s.,:;-

Bcth slýot3 u-' -!a c'ar. of F5Jand a sepa- ter. employz a ro;bber `org.-, h 14cr with a
ratior. sheet hi ckne 'T' cf ').125.1inch. <,hot 13 fiberglass backup rii.17_- .ecacnth
used1 101'-76 (UltI Mate terns-:le St rer.,ýtribe =rý ar !-..ý dtony antin the

~ or~~o. nruo'. = ~ribb raisod7 fIerls aro chtoylar.E the

z!.,,w:' vcr f'. ron,-ýfur I: zo : rtant lq-i.itudes. his result wats not as predicted. -,his is not' true for systems using mill dete-
nating fuse (!-T~r) where the charge hc'.I-r is
us'ually !us. integral part Qsf "ýe vehli ol

SHOT 13. ACCELE ROMETE RS 15.17. 1 ~ statue
SEPARATION SHEET- .125,2014 -T6. CHARGE PL15J .:

SHOT 14. ACCELER'ýOMS'ETEIRS F4.- -, rc 9 showsz te ffect tha, var-:ing7
15.17 18 SEPARATIO SIET s -. netr~ u:

.125 60610, CHARGE RL15J __ his ' -I.'le )tr 1ol~00 u;ofIah

~l0 -, .{of RL7J and shot 17 w-ed a charge of HLI0J. A
Z separation sheet 0.030 inch thick was used for

77 both shots. A 40 percent ircrease in charge

C. 7 -c ~ sire nearly doubled thle resuilting i~hsck spectra.

- ~~~Th 3rert from shsts7 16 anýd V, are preaC3c1,03 scr~tod in li.-ire 1. _ath soul~e th.Ž
charge P1LTJ. ~ht1, ',:-1 a :ot-tr-it'i :: o~ht-
of 0.030 inch ad sho:t lý was f~red vit:1-1';9

seraration she"t . Ver'y '" I f'-c

.1 IIFirure 11 .h3ov:, "ii :btairýi ft,
10 102 10 104 210

4 . shcts li and 19. :;e :.4 a
tion sheet. The cha rý. jiz f r o-het 18 was

FREQUENCY, Hz 7 grains/foot (h17.T) an- f- sh-I't 19 '.ar

25 grains/foot (!*Ot1tJ). 7e 3.( '- sincrease
Fig. 6 Fn.;eý-ý~s of m~aximax spectra from in chanrc-e size resulte inn atm.T -xi7fate

two -h sa oh ýw`.. effect oýn 2.5 tlr.(s. inr-7u::o
spect ra anqite..'u t-, zcranging

t000rtie o.0C
1

.- f 1,ue.ticns have arloe in S .s, r--car liar
..............t.eff'.ot -f lio h s*I ..-r-y ,If"
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105- -0

-_-_SHOT 16 ACCEL EROME TE RS 16£ is SHO0T 1S. ACCE LEROMETE RS 16&IS,1
SEPARATION SIfET.030. CHARGE RLJ NO SEPARATION SHEET USED. CHARGE RLT !

- SHOTI?. ACCE'LEROMETERS 16&18 A SHOT19. ACCEI FP01.1 IF RS 16 &1SEPARAT ION Set .030. CHARGE RLIOJ , NO SEPARA,', AW USED. CHARGE RA25J

102LSET NO...A , t S 1021 1EAR __. _ LD AEI

10 102 10) 104 2"104 1O 102' 103j 104 2'104

FREQUENCY. Hz FREO-JENY, Hz

Fig. 9 - :aximax spectra frcm the outp,;t, of Fig. 1i - !a.ximax sectr-. fro= the outputs of
two aecelerc,-.eters for two shots two acecelermneter3 for two shots
showin.g the effect cn -pec.tra showing the effect on tspectra

aq.4lituý!e: +ux to e}':•'•, c.re%rnllt-.dcz. lue toi c..h: .Lnr'-ý char~e
si:ie (ze•'%r%•tin zheet thik:,ess size (no lo?;.%ration zheet uzel,)

const ,ant)

SHOT 1 ACCELER .16 . .1 1 10 - 5.1

S--SOT 1 ACCLEROTTRS]6&l ! :E -SHOTS,.SEPARATION SHE ET.U0•.CHARGE RIJ".[SE PARAT O0% SHE ET .030. CHARGE RLTJ --- i .. HOT|4,S PARATIONSK.ET.125.ýHARGE RL15J

----. SHOT IR ACCF lFROAIE IF RS 1 6 & 18 •"--SHOT I 5.SE PARATION SHE[E T .125, CHARGE RL 5J

14 EAAINSETUE , CHRER

t4 
F0 ---------

Y- c
c - •; c..c . " c (- ! c

Ic LI

c : 10IoZ •-103 104 7'1,04 lO12"° 10"3 104 2"104

-'i'. ;t - ?,•~v', .;. .. r, r''= h, .u'ftj.i, of F•..ll I - '.!%xf.-max !:rectra. !r--= . .. .. ..he .... :. . .

.:..w::.- "L,' '.•'.'. "s :..;,.:trt•hioh int•,n:"ty i ol t .: l

S... . -,, -•

c},•r~. Zc recrezo.•_e is i:•'t•;h:e'r
n-, ... m'7{} ';u" it 13 nei-ligible cc:!ý,-ael to the ftill-cae•!

:::_w. ":- :-•/.• L-. ; :: :r• ,n ,.'t: fr, :n rl:Lrl'.es of plate m~cxted accelemm'-.eter5.

• , '. I. [ . ... ",v ', .-r w,,.-: : .. , ! r n '-'n lust icznably, the .-.o:t lm!'•rtan' el-,n.e.nt
..? ." .." , f *I, r: in 0, tta cquisitiLn syzteI usL-d in the

17

I.' \
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transducers. 1"csy so-called shock accelerom-
7 eters produce completely erroneous data when

exposed to a pyrotechnic environment even though

the 4ctual. acceleration is 1,ss than the manu-

most widely accepted pyrotechnic shock accel-CALI DVO
erometers in use today are the Endevco Msdels 30

2.'25 and 2225-145 [6.7.81. A* new generation
acceleromieter, the Endevcco 2.291, is cu'rrontly
bein~g rec :.%en~cd' as a replaiccment for the
11225-4-!5. S'ince so many specificatiuon txnd
predictions have been based on data ebtairncd FNEO29
from the earlier models, It is important to ACLROTTR
reccignize that there ar-e variationr in outputs NDEIVCO 222-58DV0293-M3
between the designs. ACCE it ROME TE RMONIGSU

114U -2PHEADS
Six shotz were made in which the outpit of~c~tt DOUGJLATE

2225-',T' was compared with the cutput of a 2291. \McOUNTNEG DiOUGA
Re; rcsentati-ve shcck spectra from two of theseMONIGSU
Shots are presented in Figure 13. N;ote that
the spectra anplitude.; are gnrnr.trlly highier for
t~;e 2,125-!!5 thtin the 2'291, eiop-clal ty at the

hi,:e fc se'is. hi 't ~oistOwa.5 Fig. 114 - "?,ick to back" r..Dunting procedure
ailso true for the oth*er fouir toft-sr whý.Ch
conparisons were made. Both accelerometers
.were moun~ted in the same _1/4-28 tapped hole on, As mentioned earlier, the accelerompetrs

r siie S ts of the rectors 2,_ ti a- shon o the reoponse plate wer,: muntedi as shown in
ir. }si~ure 11. A phoýtcgraph 'o n1h- t;. tel 79 Fig,-ure- 3. -his r-.-ther elaborate n ounIng pro-
is ErosentedIin Figuire 4. Ac'rtnhis- ce&,ure has boon alcyted -it Y.cD;orinoll S)ouelas as
tories for the two iohots oýre oh -wrin it; F.ico.rt I) :t-unlari practice for a!-' pyrotechnic shock
ani 16. It. is ýf interest týý pxori;.e wand co- tezts because of bad expo-rlences with other
%are the tr-u~loi-n! po100 f-. h twc nihots. r.-Athods of attacI ent. Narnely, accelercmeteas

FLr shot 5, the -2221 %0ioe ap ~c'-11-ri- -,;nning ic so cvr flying rl'f, anl problers . t
tioti of 47,500 rc's, 'ni tlhe2~~ in~licatessco:~e oc.es~tr such as severe re~luctio:t
a leak of (15,C00 g';s ( !u--1). 5c .t( ~ noc ai.alcm~t osof lata from
tihe peak~aslcain ior,~e-rtec.o~', s~lf oi .lrution if a s-hort toý th~e z1no';nir
but thle wave f.c'-..; jtifie, uosd--ll o-tr ccuýrs.

Figure 1.7 is a plot of the mouimtax spectra
from the outputs of two ~2225-4.5 accelerometers

10 l- - - ocated 1 inch ipart, b,'th I -cated 3-1/2 inches
-UPPER CURVES: SHOT 5, SEPARATION from* c.;ttine p'lane. -ne accelerometer was
SHEET,250, CHARGE RA5OJ mc-ek: hw nFgr n h te a

-bLOWER CURVE S: SHOT 6. SE PARATI ON rss~e -ssoni iue3a~ h te a
SHET .175, CHARGE RL15J r- ountod t-c a s:tud that was screwed dire';tly into
_ACCELEROMETER. ENDEVCO, h~rts ptate as shown in Figure '4. Fig-

MODEL 2225-165 , j-17 shsws that the srectrumCss gorateli fro.m

ACEE~TR ~teaccelerometer on the stud screwed in the,
~:10tiNDEVCOMODELtapped hole is approximately 3 dB highei

2291 -- , the region. above 10 k~tz, than the spe-ctrum from

C hr i imruCoiin bu hthe accelerometer on the insulated stud.

103, effects n , rarss lpading' on the response of a
structure traniomitting a pyrotechnic trsnsiont
[3,6,91. This, of course, was a critical issueF ,~/in the development of the facility. It was very
Cdesirable to be- able to test electronic boxes

102L w.d cr-mmpsnettc . If mass3 loading hal a signifi-

1012 13 10 soo L ~t effect on the respon.3e plate, it would not
10 1010 10210 nly limit specimen weight, but also ruin the

FREQUENCY. Hz - predictability feature of the facility.

Fi.13 - Saximax spectra from the outputs of Figure 18 shows the configuration usedi to
two liff-cr-nt mcdel accelerometers determine mass loading effects. An 8-pound

mo-o~ed o;~ sit :Clt-o _f *-he section of a Spartan missile fairing, which
respornse paein the sane hole was used as a backup structure for a previous
(see Fi;,. 15 and 16 for accelera- shock test, was attached to the steel response
*tin histories;) plate by fouar bolts which were torqlued to
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121 foot-pounds. On tsp of the- fairing, a

to, --r--------i ll6-pound steel block was attached. Acceler-
SHOT ometerAIO~ numberHAG RSO 8 was attached to the center of

0S T 4,EART SET MOUNTIN G E STUD J the steel block as shown.

ITAPPED ER(Y.fE 13T * -GSTD Figure 19 shows the rez'iltz~of sl-W ý20

-MICA WASHERS UDER rwhich used a separation sheet 0.190 inich 'hick
MOUNING TUDand a charge of !TA50... Unfortunately. do shifts

invalidated the outputs from accelerometers 11,
13, and 14i. maxirmax 3rectrrs fro, the outputs
of acs-lerorneters 3, 9, and1 12 are shown.

-, Accelerometer number 3 was the Eridevco 2291

~shown in Figure 4i, and was located 1.5 inches

from accelerometer 13. Nocte that, even though
C _ -- 3 accelerineternTumber 9 was located on the

response plate directly under the attns'h point
of a 1514-pound mass, the spectrum generated
fromn its output is still within the opectra
band formed from the outputs of accelerom-
'eters 3 and 12. T'he envelope formeod by 3,

10 ~ ~ 1 0 0 .0 9, and 12 com~pares very closely with the
envelop obtained fromn theo unloaded plate in

toshots that not only was a large ma5ss
attached for shot 20, but al.;,, that the

Fig. 17 :-:aximax spectra from the outputs of separation sheet thickness was decreased. Both
two accelerometers mounted 1-inch of thece changes would imply a relucticn in
apart , one mounted on a stud in a spectra amplitudes. Such was niot the cace., and
tarred hole, the other mourte~l as it aper tha t aT ii! 4 -,r, "- the m~azs had
slh-wn in Fig. 3 very litt'le effect onl Plate resrrmse.

A significant reduction in spe.ctra nmpll-
tuies is Indicated at locations 7 and 8. The

HOUSING ATTACH BOLTS 4iff-rorice between spectra at l'ri.s7 an' 9
Is attributed to the joint loss occurring-ýat the

raebetween the rps,-)!I splate and the.
fa ri n. The difference between orectra at
caaton7 and 8 is attributvl to the C-Urine,

1te block interface. :1t, that this rls
I DILW L42 L I 4Qnocc:urs mainly above 5 kizs, while at loca-

tions 9 and 7 the reduction occurs over the
etre frequency band.

SHOT 20 SEPARATION SHEET.190.
-CHARGE RA50J 9

ACCEL EROMETE RS 3, 9 &I1 ON 9
R SPONE PLATEo' ACLROMET RI 3 9ONO

ACFERUE1~ ARNOW OPSTE 7O
9 ILIEWT-ACCELEROMETER 70

OF PLAT ACEEOUN TE 8AS
.. ,.8 " 8ON TOP OF 154

to10 t~"0

FREQUENCY, Hz

Fig. 1951 Maxir~ax spectra frcm the outpuzts of
5 acýcelerometers to -;how the effect

Fig. 18 -Steel plate with 154-pound mass of mass loadinr, and Joint losses
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There has been much discussion as to the 3. Spectra amplitudes are a function of the
meaning and/or validity of tri-axial measure- quantity of flexible linear shaped charge
ments in a pyrotechnic environment. Figure 20 used when the charge holder is rigidly
is presented for general information only; no attached to, or is a part of, the main
attempt it made to explain or justify data structure (Figures 9 and ii)..
presented. Accelerometers 2, 5, and 6 were I .I
attached to a 1-inch aluminum cube as shown in 4. Figure 7 shows that the covering of flexi-
Figure 18, each reading response in mutually ble linear shaped charge does not signifi-

/ perpendicular directions. Note the difference cantly alter the response spectra.
between the spectrum getnerated froe. the uutput
of accelerometer number 5 which was mounted 5. Alteration of the mechanical properties of
"on the 1-inch block t.id the spectra from the the separation sheet does not significantly
outputs of accelerometers 3, 9, and 12 (Fig- change the response spectra (Figure 8).
ure 19) mounted in the same general area but The effect of this change may have been
directly to the response plate, hidden by the fact that the housing used

was so dependent upon the charge that even
the complete elimination of the separation
sheet did not significantly reduce the

105 - - spectra amplitudes, as shown in Figure 10.
"SHOT 20 SEPARATION SHEET .190, CHARGE RA501J

ACCELEROMEER 2 TANGENT TO PLATE & /6. Accelerometer outputs are not significantly
PARALLEL ETOTHE ,HARGEN affected by the high intensity sound field

ACCEEROEE 5that accompanies a pyrotechnic event
TO TIHE PLATEWI id ACCELEROMETER 6, TANGENT T- .P (Figure 12).

-' - TO THE PLATE - 7. The outputs of the Endevco 2225-M5 and

S CHARGE 2291 accelerometers differ, particularly
6 in the region above 10 kfz, with the

6 2225-M5 indicating the higher values.
2

03 - 8. Using the accelerometer mounting technique
shown in Figure 3 will reduce resulting
ahock spectra plots by approximately 3 dB
in the regions above 10 kHz (Figure 17).

9. :.azs loading does not significantly alter

102 - I I I i I i I 1 -1.1-_L high frequency pyrotechnic shock transients
1 10 10 2-1I( traveling tihrough structural rc.-ibers.

FR[QU[NCY. Hz Larre attenuations are shown at -,ounting
interfaces and structural joint"
(?i. rc 19).

Fir. 20 - " ,tr% fIrom. the outputs of
3 lvr'meters rkunted on a one-
i'ich alws,Inum cube (tri-9xial) REFER.F:;CES - -
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.DISCUSSION

Mr. Chapman (Jet Propulsion Laboratory); What Mr. Powers: That was a pure sinusoidal input
instrumentation did you use to obtain the data out of an oscillator. The paper will show you
that we saw? the transients that were used at least for the

2225 and 2291 accelerometer comparisons, and
Mr. Powers: The data acquisition system con- they were taken directly off the scope and
sisted of 14-2225 accelerometers. The microdot directly from the tape recorder.
cable leads went approximately 100 ft. to an
Unholtz-Dlckie DII charge amplifier. The Mr. Peete (Naval Undersea Center): What did you
amplifier signal went into the recorder. Prior use in your calibration technique between the

, to running the test a frequency response check 10,000 and 20,000 Hz area, was it based on a
was made on the system which showed that there standard comparison, or what was your absolute
was no rolloff up to 20,000 Hz; that is the traceable standard?
system was flat to 20,000 Hz; and insert volt-
ages were used to prove that it was linear Mr. Powers: 10,000 to 20,000 Hz. How do I know
within + 1 db, and the signal to noise ratio that is the true frequency of the input
was in excess of 35 db. On the playback side, oscillator?
the data reduction side, the signal was played
back through an MB N 982 shock spectrum analyzer Mr. Peete: No, the true acceleration in that
and the plots out of the analyzer were condensed frequency band.
in form into maxi-max shock spectra, and the
greatest and the least maxi-max spectra from Mr. Powers: Perhaps an Endevco representative
each accelerometer were put on this plot to form could answer your question. Fndevcu publishes
an envelope. calibration data up to about 20,000 g's.

Mr. Chapman: It has been our experience that Mr. Fnsor (Fndevco): The traceability that we
in measuring slew rates of impulse type functions haveabove 10,000 Hz is a bit nebulous, but we

[into the charge amplifiers and tape recorders use a calibration shaker that has a resonant
that we get different responses depending upon frequency of approximately 55,000 Hz and the
"the rise time of the pulses. You mentioned your standard inside has a resonance at approximately
recorder, who is the manufacturer of the recorder 80,000 Hz. We run a number of types of
and what is the model number? accelerometers whose resonant frequencies are

known by excitation on this shaker and shock
Mr. Powers: I believe it was a CP 100. excitation and so forth. So above 10,000 Hz we

have an electrical filter which takes out the
Mr. Chapman: Many of the tape recorder manu- resonant frequency of the standard or the rise
facturers have two modes of operation on their due to the standard in the shaker: so we don't
tape decks, a transient mode and a sine wave or really known the accuracy of the calibration
a• steady mode; the pulses that you used are the above 10,000 Hz to any great extent. ce do know

"means of determining that your data channel w ~s that we have comparisons between two types of
flat to 20,000 Hz. What mode of operation did accelerometers, ýup to 50,000 Hz. When you have
you use? a very high resonant frequency accelerometer of

10,000 Hz, like the 2291, then you can make com-
parisons of that accelerometer relative to lower
resonant frequency instruments.
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STUDY OF AN EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE FOR APPLICATION

TO STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC PROBLEMS

R. F. Snell
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company

Huntington Beach, California

An experimental program was conducted to determine the
feasibility of using subscale Lexan plastic models to deter-
mine the response of full-scale aerospace structural
components to impulsive, pyrotechnic loadings. A Lexan"monocoque cylinder was impulsively loaded around the
circumference of one end, causing a compressive stress wave
to propagate in the axial direction. The resulting structural
responses of two configurations of the cylinder (with and
without a cutout) were recorded by photoelasticity, strain"gages, and accelerometers. A maximum dynamic stress concentra-
"tion was photoelastically determined and the accelerations
calculated from strain-gage data were in good agreement with
those recorded by accelerometers. On the basis of rerults
from these tests, it is concluded that reliable, quantitative
structural response data can be obtained by the experimental
techniques described in this report.

INTRODUCTION electromagnetic, stress-wave generator
augmented by dynamic photoelastic,

Pyrotechnic devices are commonly strain gage, and accelerometer instru-
used today i: space vehicles for several mentation techniques for the determina-
purposes, e.g., stage separation, bay tion of dynamic response in models of

P removal, and fairing removal. The proposed vehicles.
detonation of these devices imparts
shock loading to the vehicle structure This technique can be divided into
and to the components attached to this three areas, that of the loading device,
structure. For a given application, the -that of the model, and that of instru-
pyrotechnic devices must be designed in mentation for determination of the
conjunction with the vehicle structure response of the model to the loading.
and components such that the integrity The loading device employs the energy
of the vehicle and its mission are not stored in a high-energy, high-voltage
compromised by the shock loading. capacitor bank to produce uniformUnfortunately, limited information is impulsive loads that simulate shock

available to the designer on shock - loads from the detonation of pyrotechnic C
levels generated from pyrotechnic devices. The test specimen models
detonations and on the effects that proposed vehicle configurations and is
these shock loadings have on the vehicle made of Lexan polycarbonate plastic.
structure and components. There is Lexan, a photoelastic material, allows"therefore a need both for more powerful the determination of the states of
analytical techniques and for less strain in the model by use of a dynamic
expensive, more versatile experimental polariscope. The model can also be
techniques for investigating shock instrumented with strain gages and low-
loading and the response of structures mass accelerometers to further
to shock loading. McDonnell Douglas chardcte..ze the model response. As a
Astronautics Company (MDAC), under the final step in this technique, the
sponsorship of NASA Contract NAS9-12873, dynamic response of the model must be
conducted an experimental program, related to the dynamic response of an /
described in this report, to investigate actual prototype by the use of
the feasibility of one improved appropriate similitude relationships.;
experimental technique, that of an
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-. Fig. 1 Configuration and dimensions of Lexan cylinder

This experimental technique has addition, Lexan is an extremely tough
two principal advantages. First, the material and, as such, survives well in
technique is relatively inexpensive in a high-shock environment. The final
comparison to full-scale pyrotechnic cylinder with strain gages attached is
testing and, second, the technique shown in Figure 2.
"allows the determination of the states
of strain in the model. This is in EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
contrast to the information normally
available from actual hardware tests in Loading Device
that results from hardware tests are
generally limited to determining if the For this experimental program, the
part does or'does not fail under shock existing MDAC stress-wave generator was
loading, modified to accept a cylinder of the
M D Ptype and dimensions previously
MODEL DESCPRIPTION described. The stress-wave generator

utilizes the discharge of a high-energy,
A cylinder of Lexan polycarbonate high-voltage capacitor bank to produce

plastic was fabricated to the dimensions a magnetic pulse which, in turn,
shown in Figure 1 for an r/t ratio of produces a relatively short-duration,
54.2. The length of the cylinder was c high-intensity pressure pulse. Refer-
arbitrarily established as,20 inches," a ence'l gives a complete description of
length that was approximately four times this stress-wave generator and its
"the radius of the cylinder. Fabrication principle of operation. Numerous tests
of the cylinder was accomplished by have shown excellent repeatability of

* thermoforming two sheets of Lexan of the the pressure pulse (on the order of 3
appropriate dimensions into half percent) and the generator therefore
cylinders by the use of a male mold. allows the production of repeatable
These two half cylinders were sub- high-pressure, short-duration pulses
sequently butt-joined with ethylene over flat or curved surfaces. For the

. - dichloride, a solvent of Lexan commonly experiments of this program, the
used as a bonding agent, to form a pressure pulse had a sine squared shape
complete cylinder. Lexan was used as with a duration of approximately 25
the material for the cylinder model microseconds and a peak magnitude of
because Lexan is easily thermoformed approximately 2000 psi.
into complicated shapes and is a
sensitive photoelastic material. In
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the equation

aX Y (1)

C -wheri and a~ are the principal

s tresses, n is the fringe order, d isthe thickness of the model, and I( is a
constant of the particular photoelastic

4 material called the stress optical
coefficient. At a free edge of a model,
one of the principal stresses is zero
and the other principal stress, lying
tangent to the edge, can be directly
determined from Equation 1. This is

- fortunate because the maximum stresses
occur at a surface location for the

* vast majority of static problems and,
therefore, photoelasticity may be used
to directly determine these maximum
stresses.

The experimental program at hand,
however, invo~ved a dynamic condition
of stress-wave propagation and,
although the validity of Equation 1
still holds, maximum stresses do not
necessarily occur at a free boundary.
Principal stresses can be determined at
free edges, as in the static case, but

- the resolution of internal stresses can
Sonly be accomplished with additional

information about the stress field, e.g.,
the existence of a uniaxial stress

Fig. 2 -Lei:ar, cylinder with strain field allows such a resolution. For the
gages attached dynamic case, photoelasticity does,

however, produce a dramatic qualitative
indication of the stress state.

Instrumentation The photoelastic fringe pa'terns
that result from a propagative stress-

Response of the cylinder to the wave cannot be directly observed
passage of the stress wave was because of their high velocity of
determined by photoelastic, strain gage, propagation (approximately 5000 ft/sec) .

'I and accelerometer techniques. The cIrv the stress-wave generator, this
three techniques, as applied to this problem has been overcome by the use of
test program, are described in the a camera in conjlxnction with a high-
following paragraphs. intensity, short-duration (0.5 i, see)

light source to photographically stop
-Static photoelasticity generally the movement of the wave. The time at

involves the fabrication of a two- which the light source is activated
dimensional model of the part to be relative to the initiation of the stress

C. analyzod from a photoelastic material.- wave at the end of the cylinder is
this model is appropriately loaded and controlled by'a time-delay circuit. For
observed with a circular polar.iscope. a given passage of the stress wave, this
Basically, a circular polariscope is a experimental setup allows the taking of

*device that allows the observation of only one photoelastic fringe pattern.
the birefringence of the model and, for Consequently a number of discharges of
photoelastic materials, this the stress-wave generator, each with a
birefringence can be directly related differer,t light-source delay tire, are
to the state of stress or strain fthat required to map completely the passage
exists in the model. An observer will of the stress wave through the model.
see a series of dark and light bands The validity of this approach rests
which are collectively called the fringe upon thc excellent repeatability of the
pattern and the fringe order for a given load history by the generator plus the
point is determined by counting the operation of the gene'rator at a load
fringes to that point. This fringe level that assures an elastic respoilse

*order may be related to the difference of the model. In thi', manner, the
in principal stresses at that point by photoelastic manifestation of the
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interaction of stress waves in models 2291 and the Endevco 2292. Both
have been recorded in past test programs accelerometers are designed for the
as well as in the model of this test measurement of shock accelerations,
program. both attach to the structure by 1/4-inch

diameter holes tapped with 28 threads
TI'e optical path of the polariscope per inch, and both have masses of 1.3

used for this experimental program is grams. The 2291 is nominally rated for
shown in Figure 3. a peak acceleration of 100,000 g with a"resonant frequency of 250 kHz and a

One biaxial strain gage and seven sensitivity of 0.00385 picocoulomb/g.
triaxial strain gage rosettes were The 2292 is designed for a somewhat less

... ppl'ied to the- cylinder model durfng, severerenvironment, having a peak
the course of this test program. The acceleration rating of 20,000 g, a
location of the triaxial gages are resonant frequency of 100 kHz and a
shown in Figure 1. In the case of the sensitivity of 0.130 picocoulomb/g.
biaxial gage, one element was oriented Data from the accelerometers were
in the direction of the cylinder axis recorded with a dual-beam Tektronic 555
and the other in the circumferential oscilloscope in both voltage-mode and
direction. Two of the three elements charge-mode instrumentation schemes.
of the triaxial rosette's were also
oriented in the axial and circu-mferen- TEST SEQUENCE, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION
tial directions, with the third element o
located between the other elements at First Test Series
"an angle of 45 degrees. All elements
"had active gage lengths of 0.062 inch, The first test series was conducted
a size small enough relative to the wave on the monocoque cylinder to determine
"length to prevent distortion in 'he gage the response of the configuration to an
readout [2]. A standard wheatstone axially propagating stress wave. The
bridge was employed to read the strain rst.Ilts of this test series served as
gages in conjunction with a dual-beam the baseline for subsequent tests and
Tektronic 555 oscilloscope, provided insight into the difference in

response between that of a cylinder and
In the tests of this experimental that of a flat plate, both without

program, two types of piezoelectric inclusions or cutouts. The initial
accelerometers were used, the Endevco loadings of the monocoque cylinder were
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• Fig. 4 - Typical photoelastic fringe pattern of first test series

used to obtain photoelastie data on the to determine the strain history from
.cylinder. Photoelastic pictures were the passage of the stress wave, The

taken prior to the installation of oblique ( 4 5 Q) gages gave peak strain
strain gages and acceleromCters to values that were approximately one half |

provide a basis for determination of of the peak *axial strain values while
,,the effects that these other two types - the transverse gages showed that
'•...of instrumentation had on the response *circumferential strain remained at zero

of the cylinder. Examination of these throughout the wave passage. The
fringe patterns, e.g., Figure 4, show geometry of the model (large r/t ratio)
that the propagating stress wave was makes the application ot plane stress
uniform in magnitude and velocity of relationships valid. The readings of

•propagation with a velocity of the oblique and transverse gages indicate
propagation of 0.063 in/iusec and a pulse that the conditions are more restrictive
length of 1.6 inches for a pulse' than plane stress in that the circumfer-

: /•: duration 'af 25 usec. Furthermore, these $ ential strain is zero. The stress-
• patterns indicated that attenuation and strain relationships therefore become

C despersion of the wave as it propagated
up the cylinder was irnsigrnificant.

Er
After completion of the initial ox X (2)

S;hotcelastic mapping, seven strain gage l -v
rosettes were placed on the cylinder at
the locations indicated in Figure 1.
The subsequent photoelastic fringe v Er
patterns indicated that the strain gages K=v0(3
had only a oncalized effect on the Y l' Gx(3

S~strain fi•'d.

Each element of all the rosettes where a and a are the axial and
was subseguens-ly read on an oscilloscope x y
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circumfere tial stresses respectively,
E is Young's modulus, v is Poisson's 3u
ratio, and ýC is the axial strain. 3u f' (cot X) (5)

The hck-to-back triaxial rosettes,
at thte 5-ir ch, 30-degree location
(Figure 1) gave identical readings,' a CfJ (ct -x) (6)
within experimental accuracy for all 0 0

elements. There was therefore no
bending in the walls and no radial
displacement. This indicated that, Solving both equations for f' (cot - x)
for the stress-wave length of these and equating the results gives
tests, the wall of the cylinder
responded in the same manner as a flat
plate or the same thickness would have au au
responded. Generally speaking, the - O - (7)
geometry of the cylinder would probably - 0

not affect the stress-wave response
unless the length of the wave were
equal to, or greater than, the As au/3t is the particle velocity (vx)
circumference of the cylinder, and au/ax is the strain in the x

direction (ex) Equation 7 becomes
Shock responses of aerospace

vehicles arre usually described in terms
of acceleration as a function of time
for various points on the vehicle or in v = C (8)
terms of a shock spectra consisting of x (

response representations obtained by
reduction of acceleration histories.
In order for model data to be readily Differentiation of Equation 8 with
"used by t e aerospace industry, it is respect to time will yield the
"necessary that the raw model data be acceleration
reduced t4 acceleration histories or
reduced to shock spectra. The last test
series of this experimental program a x
determined accelerations directly by A = - c(
accelerometers. The disadvantage of x
such an approach for model application
is that the available accelerometers
are largelrelative to the structure of where Ax is acceleration. Equation 9
the model One then has the classic simply states that the acceleration is
case of a tering the response one equal to the propagation velocity
wishes to~measure by the very act of times the instantaneous slope of the

" making that measurement. For this strain history for any given time. It
* study photoelasticity and strain gage should be realized that the foregoing

techniquet were investigated for the argument is valid only for the case of
feasibility of reducing these types of the propagation of a plane stress wave.
data to accelerations of the model. In practice Equation 9 means that a
The following paragraphs describe how strain history may be reduced to in
this was accomplished, acceleration history by a point-by-

point measurement of the slope of the
For • plane wave traveling in the strain history. The disadvantage of

'direction of inbreasing x, displacement this approach is that amall variations
as-afunction of position and time may in' the strain history may result in
be written as 'large variaioint in the slopes. For the

present study, however, the strain
histories are smooth curves and such a
reduction as herein described is both

u = f (Cot - x) (4) straightforward and accurate.

Maximum acceleration is then
determined by measurement of the

Where u is displacement, f represents maximum slope. For examp] ., Figure 5
the function, co is the propagation shows a typical strain history from the
velocity, and t is time. Separate gages u~ed in these tests. The maximum
differentiating of Equation 4, first strain/rate for this history is measured
with respect to x and then with respect as - 7;4 in/in/sec. This value, along
to t, will yield with *he velocity of propagation of
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the type of stress field that exists at
the point of interest. In the monocoque
configuration, for instance, it is
known that the conditions are that of

- , 6ý. plane stress ':ith zero circumferential
s train. Without such additional
information the photoelastic data
cannot be reduced to accelerations.
Accelerations determined from strain
gages were used in the data reduction
for the test Eeries of this program,
rather than those determined from photo-
elastic data, because of the relative
ease with which strain gage data may be
reduced to accelerations.

r

The assumption that the pressure
,: Fig. 5 - Typical strain gage trace applied to the loaded edge is a sine-

for axial gage (2500 uin/ squared function of time gives an
in/cm, 5 usec/cm, sweep interesting check on the validity of
delay a 115 usec) the maximum acceleration measured with

strain gages. Again assuming classical
wave propagation theory, it can be
shown that the maximum acceleration for0.063 in/Lsec, results in a maximum a strain pulse having a sine-squared

acceleration of 126,000 g. shape is

In like manner the slope of the c C
strain may be obtained from the photo- A0 (10)
elastic data. This is accomplished by max P
determining the fringe order at a
given point as a function of time. where co is as previously defined, eM
Such a determination requires a series ih the maximum strain (-5500 win/in)
of photographs of the fringe patterns and P is the strain duration time
at the point, each taken at slichtly (23 iusec). Substitution of these values
different times. The data obtained will result in a maximum acceleration of
from these photographs would be a series 115,000 g, a value very close to the
of discrete points plotted as a function measured value.
of time and connection of the points
would yield a continuous curve of fringe Second Test Series
order versus time. .pplication of
Equation 1, for conversion of fringe A rectangular cutout wan machined
order to difference in principal stress, into the cylinder wall to constitute the
and Equations 2 and 3, for conversion model configuration of the second test
of difference in principal stress to series. Figures 1 and 6 show the
strain, results in a plot of strain location and dimensions of this cutout.
versus tire. The procedure for obtain- As in the first test series, modeling~A inelrtr from tirst test serisarodeSinq accelration fron this stage onward response was determined by the taking
is then idcntical to that employed with of photoelastic pictures and the
the strain gage data. recording of strain gage outputs.

There are certain difficulties in As was expected the photoelastic
the reduction of photoelastic data to fringe patterns taken prior to theJ=obtain 'icele~rations. <First, a large arrival cf the stress"wave at; the cutout
number of photographs are required to
accurately record the changing photo- are identical to thos patterns takenen the uncut cylinder. The interac ion
elastic pattern and the minimum time Of the stress wave with the cutout are
separation between these photographs shown in Figure 7. Three phenomena are
would be a function of the maximum
!7trair rate. Second, deterrination of raedily apparent in this figure. First,
c•kact frinqe order in most cases would the reflection of the corpression wave
r'uui re extrarolation to non-inteiral at the lower edge of the cutout results
values of fringe orders, These non-in the propa,,ation of a tension wave inintegral values must be estimated from the opposite direction from the initialithe tvalues aust suc estimatid fron compressicn wave. Second, the inuer-
c dthe poographs and such estimation action of the stress wave with thecol jiers oin"cuais cutout results in a stress concentration
Firally the reduction of differences in ctot res s in tre concenTrionSprincipal stress to axial strain at the corners ot the cutout. This is

manifested in the lar,;e increase inrequires additional information as tc fringe order that occurs at these corners.
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remainder of the cylinder and gives
rise to the oblique relief waves.

SFigure 7DCshows the bending of
the stress wave around the back of the

. .---- <- cutout. The subsequent reunification
I "N of the wave components results in aT fringe order considerably reduced from

o.05 the free-field fringe order. As can be
seen in Figure 7F this reduction is by

II a factor of approximately two when the
peak of the wave has propagated a
distance away from the cutout equal to
the height of the cutout.

Third Test Series

SIbLtneof i The third test series was for theScribe ne 1.0 to.•ylnder determination of the axial acceleration
of the cylinder by the use of
accelerometers. As previously
mentioned, the reason for obtaining
accelerometer data was for a comparison-1 of this data tor cylinder response with
the data obtained by strain gages and

Fig. 6 - Dimensions of cylinder by photoelasticity. Such a comparison
cutout would be facilitated if the measurements

were made in a uniform field away from
the wave disturbance that results from
the cutout. For this reason, the

Figure 7B indicates that the maximum accelerometers were mounted on the
fringe order at these corners is 10, cylinder in a position diametricallycompared to a maximum fringe order of opposite that of the cutout. As the4-1/2 t a location away from the cutout, accelerometers are large relative to the
These fringe orders, together with the wall thickness of the cylinder, it was
assumption that a plane stress, uniaxial- necessary to design and install a mount
strain field exists in the cylinder wall for the accelerometers. The mount was

and that a plane stress field exists at also made from Lexan and bonded to the
the edge ot the corner, results in a cylinder with ethylene dichloride. Its
strain concentration value of 1.62 and geometry and location are shown in
a stress concentration of 1.40. For Figure 8.
this program strain and stress concentra- As mentioned previously, two types
tions were defined as the maximum valuesof such quantities at the location in of accelerometers were each employed in

questions, e.g., the edge of the cutout, two different types of data acquisition
divided by the maximum values of such modes to measure the acceleration of
quantities in the free field of the the cylinder wall. The acceleration
cylinder, histories, shown in Figure 9, indicated

that in all cases that the measured
Finally, the photographs indicate acceleration was approximately 62,000 g.

the formation of oblique relief waves, This value is considerably less than
(shown in Figure 7C) on both lateral the acceleration of 126,000 g determined
edges of the cutout, that propagate by the reduction of the strain histories
into the remainder of the cylinder at obtained from the strain gages. The
an angle of approximately 45 degrees, mount to which the accelerometers were
As previously mentioned the strain attached had a depth of 0.375 inch
field of the stress wave, prior to the compared to the underlying wall thick-
arrival at the cutout, has no strain ness of 0.097 inch. With this large
component in the circumferential difference in thickness, a reduction in
direction and, hence, there exists a acceleration is not surprising. The
biaxial stress field. For a free edge, task then became that of correlating the
however, there can exist no stress acceleration measured on the mount with
component perpendiculac to this free that calculated from the strain gage
edge, and when the stress wave arrives outputs. Two approaches were taken to
at the cutout, the circumferential resolve this issue.
component of the biaxial stress fieldis relieved at the edge of the cutout. First, photoelastic pictures were
This relief propagates into the taken of the stress wave as it

propagated into, through, and beyond the
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Fig. 10 - Photoelastic fringe
pattern in accelerometer
mount at t - 120 Psec

Fig. 8 - Dimensions and location of
accelerometer mount

undisturbed by the mount. Such an
assessment is accomplished by comparison
of the maximum fringe orders in each

accelerometer mount. One such picture position in conjunction with certain
is shown in Figure 10 and, as can be assumptions concerning the stress-strain
seen, the mount resulted in considerable field in these two regions. The stress-
disturbance to the free-field photo- strain relationship for the cylinder
elastic pattern. This pattern also are given in Equations 2 and 3. These
allows an assessment of the average two equations may be combined to give
strain in the mount and cylinder wall the following expression for the axial
directly under the mount relative to the strain
strain in the cylinder wall in a region

A / ALC*.J.i ETER a 2 0k. . ."IWMUEA

Fig. 9 - Accelerometer readings in charge mode (30,000 g/cm, 20 psec/cm,
sweep delay " 120 psec)
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cylinder wall are of the same shape,
S.Vl~v differing only in magnitude. If such a

(€=I-) (1i) condition exists, then the ratio of the
maximum accelerations equals the ratio
of the maximum strains. The maximum

Because the length of the wave is long accelerations in the mount should
compared to the cross-section therefore be 56 percent of the maximum
dimensions of the mount, a condition of acceleration of the cylinder wall.
uniaxial stress is assumed to exist in Assuming that the wall acceleration is
the mount. The applicable stress- 126,COO g (as determined by strain gages)
strain relationships are therefore then the acceleration in the mount would

be 71,000 g. Considering the
assumptions made in the foregoing

Sox t x (12) analysis, this value is reasonably close
x to the accelerometer value of 62,000 g;

this difference amounting to 14 percent.

a - 0 (13) As a second approach to the
Y determination of the validity of the

accelerometer reidings, a biaxial strain
For later convenience Equations 12 and gage was placed on the accelerometer
13 are rewritten as mount in the position shown in Figure 8.

The reduction of the axial strainl history from this strain gage gave a

ex W, - a) (14) maximum strain rate of -357 in/in/secE yorresponding to a maximum acceleration
(Equation 9) of 59,000 g, a value

The division of Equation 14 by Equation approximately 4 percent below that
11 will result in an expression for the obtained with the accelerometers.
ratio of the axial strains. This
expression reduces to A sunmary of the values obtained

by the three instrumentation techniques
for accelerations is given in Table 1.

1 (15) A comparison of the accelerometer
Tv( -o )trace of Figure 9A for the 2291 with

2x 2 that of Figure 9B for the 2292 shows
that the positive portions of the

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to traces are nearly identical. The
the mount and cylinder respectively, negative portions are different, however,
These differences in principal stress in that local oscillations occur in this
are determined by the photoelastic portion in the trace from the 2292
fringe patterns as applied to Equation accelerometer but do not appear in the
1. The letio of the differences in trace from the 2291 accelerormeter.
principal stresses may be written Figure 9B shows that five cycles of

local oscillation occur for the 2292 in
36 microseconds, corresponding to a

(Ox0 y 1 n1 d 2  frequency of 139 k~z. This frequency
Ox- 2" - = --' -- (16) is close to the manufactuter's stated

c C C X •y 2 2 1, resonant frequency of 100 kHz for this
transducer and these local oscillations C

are probably the excitation of this
where n is the maximum fringe order resonance. No such oscillations appear
(17 fringes and 4-1/2 fringes for the in the traces for the 2291 at a
mount and cylinder wall respectively) frequency of 139 kHz nor are there
and d is the optical thickness (0.472 oscillations at 250 kHz, the resonant
inch for the combined thickness of the frequency of the 2291 accelerometer.
mount and cylinder wall and 0.097 inch
for the cylinder wall alone). The For a further characterization of
application of these values plus the the shock pulse, the outputs obtained
value for Poisson's ratio of 0.37 to in the charge mode of both accelero-
Equation 15 and 16 results in a ratio meters were reduced to produce shock
for the axial strains of 0.56. The spectra. As would be expected, the
strain in the mount is therefore 56 shock spectra, shown in Figures 11 and
percent of the strain in the cylinder 12 are very similar for the 2291 and
wall. This result can be applied to 2292. The peak of both occur at about
determine the ratio of the maximum 150,000 g. This value is about 2-1/2
accelerations if it is assumed that the that of the peak acceleration of the
axial strain histories of the mount and acceleration histories and such a ratio
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TABLE 1

Summaryof Acceleration Data

Photoelasti....rain Gage 2291 2292
Photoelastic Strain Gage Accelerometer Accelerometer

Acceleration (kg) 71 59 62 63

Percent of Acceleration* 56 47 c 49T 50
in Cylinder Wall

Percent of 2291 114' 96 100 102
Accelerometer Reading

a Maximum acceleration in cylinder wall = 126,000 g
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is characteristic of shook spectra. It
is interesting to note the local peak
Sshock spectra of the 2292 in the rpgion C. 1/2 + (19)

of 100,000 kHz. This lot.a! peak is 3
apparently from the resor.:nce
excitation, and as such does not app.'ar
in the spectrum of the 2291. where aij and Lij are respectively the

SIMILITUDE FEASIBILITY STUDY components of the stress and strain
tensors of classical elasticity; ui are

Introducticn the components of the displacement
vector; di are the direction cosines

The feasibility of scaling modeloftegaitonlild aduar

data to determine the dynamic response of the gravitational field; i and u are

of full-size prototypes depends funda- t is the mass density. The initial

mentally on what physical parameters onitions de

are important in the response problem. conditions are

At one end of the spectrum are linear
elastic response problems for hoao- u (, 0) a 0(20
geneous, one-dimensional structu:es i
that are insensitive to strain rate and
that are undamped. At the other end
are response problems for structures a
whose material constitutive relation- r C, 0) - 0 (21)
ships are of such complexity as to make
scale modeling extremely difficult if
not impossible. The present study is and the boundary conditions are
concerned with metallic structures of
isotropic materials and scale models of
plastic materials. It is helpful to Z (22)
first review the modeling requirements cii n1  Si (, t); - £ B (
of three-dimensional elasticity for an
isotropic body. Next the feasibility u t) 0; Z C B (23)
of scale modeling when stress depends . t u
on strain rate as well as strain will
be investigated and, finally, model
fabrication problems will be reviewed, where n. are components of the outward

Model Requirements for an Isotropic Body unit normal ý to B at the point • on

Consider an isotropic, homogeneous,
linear elastic body that occupies a
volume V bounded by a surface B as
shown in Figure 13. The undeformed body
is initially at re st I a uniform
gravitational field g The body is
subjected to body forces ! (ý, t) in the S, C. 0 . is
interior, surface tractions § (ý, t) on
a portion of the bounding surface BS,
and the displacement.vector u (Z t) is C C c
prescribed zero on the remaining
portion of the bounding surface, u.
The coordinates zi of a point ý are with t) )
respect to an orthonormal Cartesian
frame that can be considered an ioertial
freme. The, field equations for
infinitesimal displacements are "/

• a l " + f + 0 2 g+ di (17)
at

" ij 2ucii + X aij 'kc (19)

Fig. 13 - Elastic body and
coordinate system
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this surface. These conditions and the
cC field-equations completely determine .

the response u (Z,t), 0, (Z,t) and c u C U (26) C C

(!,t) and hence identify all the
physical parameters important in the
response problem. In general it is not
necessary to know the governing t
equations to identify the important ( ) (
physical parameters in the response o P
problem. In fact, having identified
the important physical parameters, the () p
modeling requirements can be determirned u (
using the Buckingham Pi theorem without p
recourse to the governing equations.
Counting the components of a vector or 1 (_i)
tensor as only one parameter, there are U C
eleven physical parameters that m P
determine the response which implies
there are eight dimensionless Pi terms Where the subscript m denotes model and
that are sufficient to describe the
response. The eleven parameters* are p denotes prototype. The strains
Oij' fit g, ui' t, Si. X, U, P, I, and and direction cosines di must also be

zip and a convenient set of Pi terms is equal. It should be emphasized that
the relations of Equation 26 are not
dependent on the governing equations;

a. C fi I t zi ui t 2 i they depend only on the Buckingham Pi
( ij' (24) theorem. The strain-displacement

equations and stress-strain equations

can be nonlinear for example. The
interpretation of the relationships

The quantity t is any convenient given in Lquation 26 is relatively
characteristic length, straightforward. cFor instance, the

first relationship of Equation 26 means
These are not unique but are a that stresses in the prototype can be

commonly used set of dimensionless determined simply by multiplying the
parameters. Equation 24 can also be stresses measured in the model by the
written ratio u p/Um , provided that all the other

conditions of Equation 26 are satisfied.
fi z u S The satisfaction of Equation 26 can,

Si i t ) (25) however, require stringent model design,
1 ) )- j 'T'T't P''V2 especially if gravity forces are

important. When the model and prototype
are of the same material, simulation of

The scaling laws that are implied by these forces requires either a full-
scale model or requires the changing,

Equation 25 can be stated as somehow, of the magnitude of these force

fields. The problem could be further
C -C - compounded if the model and prototype

f.)m = j were made of different material. Even
( ( when gravity forces are unimportant,

Equation 26 requires replica modeling

f. fit and requires the use of materials that
(..k)m = C.-•) have the same Poisson's ratio, i.e.,p (a/u) = 2v/(l-2v).

The use of models that have
,_g) = Poisson's ratios different from the
"V( (m V) prototype require an examination of them"Pinfluence of Poisson's ratio on

response. Past experience in photo-
"Zi zi elasticity for static loadings of modela

'T7 have shown that differences in Poisson's
m p ratios generally have insignificant

* Strain E and the direction cosines di are already dimensionless.
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effects in the prediction of stresses test several models, plus the
in the prototype [3, 4, and 5]. As the difficulty or impossibility of adequate
similitude relationships for the static variation of Poisson's ratio in these
case are the same as those of the models, make the application of this
dynamic case (Equation 26), with the procedure questionable for the type of
exception that the relationship t.3ts described in this report. In any
(t/f E'7r)m - (t/L .Wjo) need not be event should the effects of differencep in Poisson's ratios prove unacceptable,
satisfied, it is possible that the there still remains to the experimenter
effect of different Poisson's ratios the use of models made from the same
may also be insignificant for the
dynamic case. An indication of the
effect for the dynamic case can be Strain-Rate Effects
obtained by an examination of the
equations of motion (Navier's Equations). In the present study the loading
First a ch3nge of variables will be conditions are impulsive in nature and
made to non-dimensionalize the equations the physical parameters affecting
per Equation 26. structural response must be re-examined.

This will be done using the simple Voigt
viscoelastic model and a rore general

S= zl/' u•- ui/t viscoelastic model [7] that satisfies
fundamental thermodynamic considerations.
The Voigt model traditionally has been
applied to describe viscoelastic

- (t/0) f7!, = fi I/P, g* - Pg V/u behavior because of its relative
simplicity. However, as shown in
Reference 7, the Voigt model exhibits

and the dilatation, e S c, defined so implausible thermodynamic behavior.
tkk, This is unimportant at low-strain rates

that the equation can be written but, for high-strain rates, use of the
Voigt model is questionable. The more
general viscoelastic model has no such

1 3 2 
2  inherent limitations and consequently

(.•-•)•-r(e)+V ul 2 +f•=g*d +----(u*) (27) is valid at high as well as low-strain
- rates. In an effort to be comprehensive

both models are considered and it will
be shown that the scale modeling

The only terin explicitly dependent on requirements for the more general model
Poisson's ratio is the dilatation term are quite different from those obtained
(i.e., hydrostatic stress term). The for the Voigt model.
value of v for Lexan is near 0.37 while
v for aluminum is near 0.30 and, in Consider first the one-dimensional
this range, the coefficient 1/(1-2v) Voigt relation for stress as a function
does change significantly. One manner of strain and strain rate (i).
to determine if this distortion will in
turn produce a significant effect on
dynamic response ic that of the a - E t÷ (28)
employment of a two-dimensional
computer simulation code to predict
response for a reference shape using .Thih identifies one new physical-
different values of Poisson's ratio, parameter, n, that must be considered
Should the response charge significantly, to determine the structural response.
a prediction factor to correct this The units of this parameter are FL- 2 T
distortion could possibly be determined and using the Buckingham Pi theorem
empirically for the actual structural again we obtain the additional modeling
shape. This would require the testing requirement
of several plastic models with
different values of vm and plotting,
for example, the strain (or any of the (--) (- -) (29)
nondimensional parameters of Equation ( 29 m )

26) versus vm. The ratio of the non-

dimensional strain at the correct v and
the distorted v would be interpolated This requirement is similar to that
from this graph and used directly to obtained for body forces and gravita-
predict prototype response. Although tional forces in that the rate constant
the determination of a prediction n must be changed in proportion to t.
factor is a standard engineering pro- The only manner in which this could be
cedure (6], the need to fabricate and satisfied would be to determine the
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parameters of n, u, 'nd 0 for both the and a is a dummy variable of integra-
-prototype and model materials, apply tion. For isotropic materials
these values to Equation 29, solve for 0 o
the ratio Im/Ip, and apply this ratio "00° C o

to the scaling of the model relative 1ij (t) = Akk t}dij + 2 ij
to the prototype. It is unlikely that
the ratio would be of a suitable value. a
Furthermore, if the prototype and model + X1 £kk
are of the same material, the ratio is ijJ_ (t-a)--- dc (32)
one and the model would be identical to 00

the prototype. In fact a small-model t3
of the same material will accentuate + 2Qi;
strain-rate effects according to the .2
Voigt model since

This identifies two new physical para-
)(30) meters Xl(t) and ul(t), both functions

of the history of deformation, thatm p must be considered to determine

structural response. The units of

These differences will be small if the these parameters are FL- 2 and using the
condition E m >> q m holds. Buckingham Pi theorem we obtain

max max
Reference 8 indicates this is true of
metals and plastics at structural- 1 (tm) I
response strain rates (ý - 103 in/in/ m
sec) but that it is not true of m p
plastics at shock-response rates (33)
(- - 106 in/in/sec). The strain rates U1 (t,) U1 (t )
associated with the Lexan models of the I- I
present study were all under 103 in/in/ C m p
sec. If higher strain rates are
necessary, empirical correction curves
obtained with different model materials where model time and prototype time are
offer one possible solution. This related as in Equation 26. These
assumes of course that the materials requirements indicate that if the midel
are all governed by the Voigt model, and prototype are of the same material,

the nondimensional response will be the
The validity of a Voigt model is same provided the nondimensional

questionable at very high strain rates deformation history in model time is
for most engineering materials in that the same as the nondimensional
these materials possess an initially deformation history in prototype time.
elastic response not predicted by a Equation 33, in conjunction with
Voigt model.' Valanis (7] demonstrates Equation 26, therefore indicate the
that "contrary to expectation the rate feasibility of accurately determining
of irreversible entropy production prototype strain rate effects from
increases with the square of the rate measured strain rate effects in a model.
of strain according to (the Voigt]
theory." The effect of strain rate Fabrication Effects
will now be reconsidered on the basis
of a model exhibiting behavior that is In the previous discussion the
thermodynamically plausible. This possibility of replica scale modeling
model is based on a viscoelastic of all important dimensions was tacitly
potential that includes thermodynamic assumed. In actuality the fabrication
coordinates and leads to the stress of a true geometrical model could be
response at a point as difficult in that some portiuns of the

prototype often are relatively small
compared to the overall dimensions of
the prototype. The construction of a

a (t) W Cijktkt Wt) model of reasonable overall size would
then require that these portions be

(31) extremely small. A serious manisfesta-
t I lekk tion of this problem occurs in the case

+f- C ijkt(t-a da of models of vehicles that have very
i- large r/t values. For example, a

1 vehicle with an r/t of 500 would requireCijkX and C ijk, are elastic and visco- a wall thickness of 0.010 inch in a 10
elastic response functions respectively inch diameter model, in contrast to the
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0.097 inch wall thickness of the model processes. If a substitute mechanical
of the test program described in this joint or no joint at all is used; the
report. The wall thicknesses required vibration characteristics of the model
on such models may be too small for an and prototype may differ considerably.
acci1rate geometrical reproduction. One Perhaps the most noteworthy example of
possible solution to such a situation, the problems that can arise from joint
is to construct a distorted model, and fastener differences is the 1/10
distorted in the sense that the thick- scale replica model of the Apollo/
ness dimensie-z uf the model violates Saturn V, described in Reference 9.
a true geometrical scaling. The major This was a quality model in which
difficulty of using a model distorted serious efforts were made to replica
in the thickness dimension occurs when model practically the entire structure.
the response of the model to bending In spite of this there were obvious
forces and to in-plane forces are both differences in bolted flange joints
of importance. In such cases the ratio because, as Reference 10 describes it,
of the dynamic response of the "the thin-flange ring frames used in
distorted model to the dynamic the scale model would not hold their
response of the prototype will be a planar shape." In addition to these
continually varying quantity. Hence differences, the gravity forces on the
there will be no set multiplier to structure could not be scaled and this
convert model response to prototype allowed some joints to open during
response. vibration testing.

The uta of distorted models in Another fabrication difference
static testing is not an uncommon that can be important in scale model
practice [6] and has previously been construction is caused by tolerances.
outlined in this report concerning the In most instances these differences
violation of the Buckingham Pi relation- are unimportant but, if the response
ship (Equation 26) involving Poisson's is sensitive to imperfections, then
ratio. In all probability, however, these differences can be significant.
the dynamic aspects of a dimensionally Buckling of thin walled shells is an
distorted model will not in general be example of a structural response
compensatable. sensitive to imperfections.

Consequently it appears that it CONCLUSIONS
will be necessary to edhere to strict
geometrical models. The consequence The tests of this program showed
to the experimenter of strict adherence that photoelastic cylindrical models
to true geometrical models may not be may be successfully fabricated and
as serious as it first appears. loaded with short duration, uniform
Although the diameter of the model used loads in a stress-wave generator. Both
in this test program was just over 10 photoelastic and strain gage techniques
inches, there is nothing inherent in can be used to determine the response
the technique which prohibits the use of such models to the resulting stress
of larger models. A diameter of 20 wave as this wave propagates through
inches, for instance, would result in the model. The photoelastic data give
a wall thickness of 0.020 inch for an quantitative information on stress and
r/t of 500. Fabrication of a model strain concentrations at free edges of
cylirder of-thi§ thickness is within the model and qualitative information
the present state-of-the-art, in the remaining areas of the model.,

SI IStrain histories from the strain gage
There are other problems involved data can be readily reduced to accurate

in true geometrical modeling that, acceleration histories. Accelerometers
although not as important as a may also be used to get accelerations
violation of the r/t ratio, must that occur in the model and the
nevertheless be considered. Actual accelerations indicated the excellent
flight hardware often has irregular accuracy with which accelerations may
construction detail that may make it be obtained by reduction of the strain
impossible to achieve truely replica gage data. The experimental portion of
modeling. This is particularly true this program also showed that shock
of joints and fasteners but it could spectra for the model response may be
also include such things as residual obtained by reduction of the accelera-
stresses caused by fabrication. tion histories.
Consider for example a welded part that
has very thin gages when scaled. If The modeling requirements for
the scale model is also welded, the general isotropic structures given by
resulting joint may have vastly Equation 26 indicatep the feasibility
different properties because of thermo- of model testing for dynamic response
dynamic differences in the two welding if body forces and gravitational forces
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can be neglected. The use of substitute ý2. M."G.C Pottinger, "Gage Lengh I t•
isotropic materials with different Effects on Strain Measurements,"
Poisson's ratios may cause response Instruments and Controls, September
differences. In this event it will 1970, pp. 115-116.
probably be necessary to restrict model
materials to .he same materials as used 3. M. Clutterbuck, "The Dependence of
in the prototý!pe, although there does Stress Distribution on Elasti-
exist the possibility of determining Constants," British Journal-of
empirical correction curves based on Applied Physics, Vol. 9, August
tests with different plastic materials. 1958.

The most efficient use of plastic 4. H. Fessler and H. Lewin, "A Study
scale models is in design trade studies of Large Strains and the Effect of
where a number of concepts can be Different Values of Poisson's
evaluated using inexpensive models. Ratio," British Journal of Applied
The feasibility of such testing was Physics, Vol. 11, July 1960.
established provided (a) that body
forces can be neglected and (b) that 5. B. Kenny, "Effect of Poisson's Ratio
response differences that result from on Stress Distributions," The
differences in Poisson's ratio between Engineer, October 30, 1964.
the prototype and model materials are
insignificant or that correction factors 6. G. Murphy, "Similitude in
can be obtained to compensate for these Engineering," Roland Press, 1950,
differences. The feasibility of Chapter 6.
prototype prediction by model testing
was also established subiect to certain 7. K. S. Valanis, "Unified Theory of
fabricaticn limitations. As a practical Thermomechanical Behavior of
matter, structures with complex joints Viscoelastic Materials," Published
and fasteners or imperfection in "Mechanical Behavior of Materials
sensitivities will be difficult to under Dynamic Loads," U.S. Lindholm
simulate in a scale model. An awareness Editor; Springer-Verlag, 1968.
of this situation is important but it
does not limit the basic capability of 8. J. D. Colton, and H. E. Lindberg,
scale model testing. Furthermore, it "Mechanical Breakup cf Reentry
may be necessary to construct relatively Vehicles Under Flood and Spot
large models in order to conform to Loads (U)," Vol. 1: Mechanical
strict geometrical scaling in the case Breakup of Reentry-Vehicle-Type
of models that model vehicles having Shells Under Spot Loads, (Secret)
large r/t ratios. DNA-01-72-C-0062, 1972.

It is well to note that the 9. S. A. Leadbetter, H. W. Leonard,
unresolved protlems associated with and E. J. Brock, Jr., "Design and
dynamic mcdel testing, which are Fabrication Considerations for a
discussed in this report (body forces, 1/10-Scale Replica Model of the
Poisson's ratio, and exact scaling), Apollo/Saturn V," NASA TN D-4138,
are not unique to dynamic modeling but 1967.
rather are general problems associated
with all'model testing. 10. P. J. Grimes, L. D. McTique,
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TIMEWISE OUTPUT OF PYROTECHNIC BOLTS

V. H. Neubert
The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania

and

R. P. Parker
Uniroyal Research Center
Middlebury, Connecticut

The paper describes experimental results of measurement
of output axial force versus time of explosive bolts. A
Hcpkinscn bar arrangement was used with strain gauges located
along the length of the bar to trace the force-time pulse,
which was found to be a compressive pulse about twelve micro-
seconds long. The pulse was sufficiently short that disper-
sion of the wave occurred in the one inch diameter jar. Re-
sults of some computations using the si-ple w3ve equati-n ind
the Love equation are included to help confirm the conclusions
regarding the measurements. Some devices fabricated using
primaline as the exp*osive are also briefly discussed.

INTROOUCTI•fJ .: • . • • • the components of the applied transient Toad
are long compared to the diameter of the tar,

Vibrations and impact due to pyrotechnic say by:at least a factor of ten, the resulting
shock are an important part of the environment stress~wave travels along the lenqth of the bar
which must be considered for equipment on without changing shape. Longitudinal strain
spacecraft. On some missions, over one hundred could then be measured at any point along the
pyrotechnic devices are detonated, including bar and the end loading deduced. As the ratio
such items as nuts, bolts xnd pin-pullers. One of wave length to bar diameter becomes small,
of the most severe loading conditions appears dispersion of the stress wave occurs and the
to be that dbe to the tearing of a circumferen- wave changes shape as it travels Aiong the bar.-
tial V-band joint, using primacord, to separate
two stages of a rocket. Many acceleration Two types o1 pyrctech.,cs were tested.
spectra have been measured, usually up to The present report shows and discusses primar-
20,000 Hz, with some to 50,000 Hz, but it is ily the output from explosive bolts. Some pre-
not clear how one would use these spectra in a liminary work waas also begun to determine re-
design analysis. Therefore, much prooftesting sultant forces generated during the tearing of
has been dune; the best such device appears to metal using primaline, which is a milde,
be a fil!-scale barrel tceter where actual string-like explisive than prirlacord.

.pyfotechric; are used. For analysis and im-
provement ý' basic understanding, it was felt Experiments and the associated analysis
that a useful approach would be to measure the show that because the pulse is only ten to
force-time output of some typical pyrotechnics twelve microseconds long, frequencies at least
and this force-time loadino could then be used to 80,000 Hz should be considered. The associ-
as a dpsign loading. ated wake length in steel would be -/2-1

inches, wnich is not lono compared to the one
The loading was measured with a Hnpkinson inch diameter of the Hopkinson bar used for

bar arrangement, which is a long, thin elastic measuremerts, and dispersion of the stress wave
bar, traditi3nally used to measure axial loads occurred. Therefore, the simple one-dimension-
applied at one end [1]. If the wave lengths of a] wave equation dnd the more exact Love enua-
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tion,"which'accounts for radial inertia effects
in the Hopkinson bar, were used in analysis. . C e -'

Also in the bar, the particle acceleration is
proportional to the time derivative of the
strain-or pressure-time pulse. Analysis indi-
cated that the instrumentation available was
not adequate to measure acceleration, and no
acceleration measurements were attempted.

Since this work was completed, a similar
apparatus was developed at NASA Langley and , .
used to measure the output of explosive nuts.
The resultant pulses appeared to be longer than
those for the bolts. Strain and acceleration 6'• .6A

measurements were successfully made on the bar C.IE, 31'-Z - EOS1E BOLT

"and results presented in Ref. [2].

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT FOR BOLTS TIs.E.

Explosive bolts are available in many of

the standard sizes from Holex, Inc. The 5,32•.-•32----,---@A*I'DiA X ...C`.LON - ......
studies reported here involved 1/4 inch and 3/8
inch diameter bolts. A typical 3/8 inch-24
bolt is shown in Fig. 1. The bolts are design- Fig. I Experimental Arrangement for Explosive

ed to fracture circumferential y at a specified Bolts
"break line", 13/16 inch from the bolt head.
The total charge, explosive plus primer, is 440 EXPERIMENTS WITH PRIMALINE
milligrams for the 1/4 inch and 450 milligrams
for the 3/8 inch bolts. The bolts were deto- Another form of pyrotechnic, primaline,
nated by touching extensions of the two wires was studied briefly, and the preliminary re-
to the terminals of a 12 volt automobile bat- sults are presented here. Primaline is a mi-
tery. The battery was found superior to a utarpesndhr.Pimleisai-
blasters plunger or twist-type detonators, iaturized detonating fuse with approximately
which produced considerable electrical noise, four grains/foot of explosive and a diameter of

about 0.01 inch. It was furnished by the
In Fig. 1, the details of the'attachment Ensign-Bickford Company. It is detonated with

of the bolt to the end of the Hopkinson bar are a standard electrical blasting cap. The deto-
shown. The Hopkinson bar was 100 inches long nation travels about 21,000 feet per second
and One inch in diameter. lt was supported at along the primaline.
the quarter-points by piano wires in a pendulum At first it was'not known what thickness-
arrangement. Theof metal could be torn by primaline. In Fig.
and tapped so the break line of the installed 2, an arrangement is shown by which four thick-
bolt would be flush with the end of the bar. nesses of brass shim stock were tried at one
The hole was countersunk 1/8 inch deep to a
specified diamter to allow for expansion and time, each piece 3 inches by 1-7/8 inches. A
tearing of the bolt at the break line. The heav steel bac a t 1/2 inch x 1-7/8 inch
boht was inserted through a washer and chamber. x 12 inches had ai /8 Inch x r/8 inch groove
The outer diameter of the chamber was one inch, machined along its length to receive the prima-
but one of the first chambers fractured' radial- line and the thin brass plates were clamped to
ly, so on subsequent tests the chamber used had this plate. It was found that the primaline

a 1-1/2 inch outside diameter. The end of the was capable of tearing all four thicknesses.
cambr ws ao ounsdediametersunk aThe bdolth .~xpNo timewise measurements were made during thission line. Typically, after ths test, the bolt test. It appeared that the tearing action oc-

siocrre inne twcaly stes--irs aý neat, the inch
head and shank would remain stuck in the cham- curred in two steps--first a neat, t/8 inch

ber nd ly fee rom he ar. or afet, awide cut was made in the shim stock, then theS~ber and fly free from the bar. For safety, a

five-sided box of 2 inch pine was slid over the gas pressure bent the remaining shim stock up

end of the bar to catch the flying pieces. The against the face of the clamp. Since the prim-
d ealine successfully cut brass plate as thick as

threaded end would remain stuck in the bar. 0.010 inches, this thickness was used on later
The threaded end was easily removed using ateswihpmane

pliers and an easy-out tool so the same bar tests with primaline.
could be used for more than one test. All the The purpose of the third experimental ar-
tests of 3/8 inch diameter bolts were 'performed rangement was to measure the output of a 5/8
using this arrangement. Several tests were inch diameter ring of primaline during the
made with 1/4 inch diameter bolts with corre- iha ring of prialin.0d0ring th e
sponding changes in dimensions of holes in the tearing of brass material 0.010 inch thick, serchamer nd ar.Fig. 3. A brass end cap of 1-1/2 inch outer
chamber and bar. diameter was made to be screwed onto the end of
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a 100 Inch long, one inch diameter bar. A cir- inch thick shim !tock 2-1/2 inches long, see
cular groove 1/8 inch wide x 1/8 inch deep and Fig. 4. The jacket was cylindrical except for
5/8 inch diameter was machined on the inside of a lengthwise bulge to receive theo.0l inch dia-
the cap to hold the primaline. The thickness meter primaline. By using 2-1/2 inches of
of material left to be cut was 0.010 inches. primaline, it was felt that the minimum rise
The primaline was fed in through a hole in the time for the loading would be at least 11
cap. The other end of the string of primaline microseconds. Again, the primaline cut the
was detonated using a standard electric cap material neatly. Apparently an instant later,
which was exploded inside a box, made of two the diametrically opposite soldered joint fail-
inch thick wood, to catch the pieces of the ed, and two separate pieces of brass shim stock
cap. After the test, a neat circular hole of were found in the "collecting" box which is al-
3/4 inch diameter was left in the end cap. The ways placed over the bar end for safety pur-
circumferential length of contained primaline poses to catch debris.
was nearly two inches, so the total pressure
rise time should have been at least 9 microsec-
onds, the time for the detonation to travel 2
inches along the cord.

The purpose of the fourth experimental ar-
rangement was to excite beam bending vibra-
tions. Again, a 100 inch long, one-inch dia-
meter steel rod was used, supported at the
quarter-points, but free to swing in the later-
al direction. A brass jacket was made of 0.010 L

I" I M.i Y1 T
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Fig. 3 Experimental Arrangement for Axial
Mt -BRASS RPATE Excitation of Bar Using Primaline

/12" ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

The pick-ups used were Micro-Measurement
------- GROOVL ,/e'A*,•E X /e"SDEEP foil, resistance-type, strdin gauges 1/8 inch

•m-•(T('-2- w "LONG FORPIMALNE long. Each of these was connected to one arm

of an Ellis BAM-l bridge amplifier. Five
bridge amplifiers were used. Two of these have

Fig. 2 Test Device for Tearing Various Plate DC to 100,000 Hz capability while tne response
Thicknesses with Primaline of the other three begins to drop off at 25,000
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Hz. The signals from the amplifiers were re- TEST RESULTS
corded on a Sangamo 3560ýtape recorder, which
on FM'has'a range of 0 toý80,000 Hz with a rise The tests results for a certain size bolt
time of 5 microseconds. Signals were recorded were quite repeatable-, Typical experimental . -

at 120 inches per second and played back at records are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The rec- °
3-3/4 inches per second, giving a ratio of ords from two strain gauges located 20 inches
record-to-playback speed of 32. from the explosion and on diametrically oppo-

site sides of the bar are shown for the test of
Gauges were located at stations 5 inches, a 1/4 inch diameter bolt. Also shown is a

10 inches, 20 inches and 50 inches from the end 100,000 Hz timing signal. The strain signals
of the bar. Two strain gauges were located at' should be of the same magnitude and phase if-
each station, on diametrically opposite sides the pulse is axial, without bending. If there
of the bar. The axis of the strain gauges was were pure bending the signals would be of the
parallel to the axis of the bar, to ieasure same magnitude but 180 degrees out of. phase.
axiel strain. By having two gauges at each The top set of records in Fig. 5 corresponds to
station, bending as well as axial deformation an oscilloscope playback sweep speed of 5 mil-
could be detected. liseconds/major division. Multiplying by 1/32

for the relative tape speeds gives 156 micro-
seconds/major division. A primarily compres-
sive pulse first occurs at time tI which is
seen, reflected as a tensile pulse, again at
time t 2 after travelling 160 inches. It then
appears again as a compressive pulse at t 3 af-

ter travellirg 40 more inches, after being re-
"flected from the initially loaded end of the
bar. Relating the distances travelled to the
elapsed time between pulses indicates a wave

C 0 X 00" speed of about 210,000 inches per second, which
is close to the expected elastic wave speed for
steel. The two lower playbacks of Fig. 5 cor-

-e v rspond to 500 microseconds/division divided by
32 = 15.6 microseconds per division, which is

' I confirmed by the timing trace. The central and11 IIlower set of signals show the first compressive

pulse at time t, on the expanded time scale.
*2"The two strain signals are seen to be almost

perfectly in phase, indicating little bending.
The difference in height is due to difference
in amplification. Taking into account the cal-
ibration, the peak strain for the upper trace
is 1140 mlcroinches/inch and' for the lower
trace, is 1190 microinches/inch. 6 If the mater-
ial is elastic, with E = 30 x 10 psi, the cor-

I responding peak Stress is 35,700 psi. No per-
SPRIMALINE manent set was recorded by the gauges, so it is

S0.010" assumed that this is a reasonable estimate of
peak stress at a distance of 20 inche! from the

J 1explosion.

In Fig. 6, the playbacks-were made with
different amounts of time delay to show, in

BRASS JACKET more detail for the same test as in Fig. 5, re-
0.010" THICK flections of the initial pulse during its sec-

1/8"D'GROOVE, ond and third appearances. The central dis-
FOR PRIMALINE 0 play shows the first reflected tensile pulse at

SOLDERED JOINT time t2 , which indicates that an attentuation

of about 451 occurred during the 160 inches of
travel in the solid bar. The lower display
shows again the tail of the same pulse as well

Fig. 4 Experimental Arrangement for Lateral as the first reflected compressive pulse at
Excitation of Beam Using Primaline time t 3 , which appeared to right of center in

the top display in Fig. 5. The top display
shows this same reflected compressive pulse to a
time scale expanded by a factor of two. It should
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Y/ those obtained some distance from the excplosionT

with different size bolts an also from the
primaline in the end cap. Closer to the explo-

S• ,o0 • •sion, at the 5 inch and 10 ci, stations, the
initial strain signals showed tension as we~ll

~as compression. The explosion and tearinq pro-

cess of the bolt is obviously complex. Ini-
S" ,tially, inside the bolt, a presure would de-

Fig. 5 Strain Records at a 20 Inches Showinq

Long Term Response and Details of First
Comporessive Pulse, 1/4" Bolt

be noted that the pulse continues to decrease
in magnitude and lengthen in duration, which
indicates dispersion. Also the peaks imamedi-
ately after the major peak te'id to become rel- Fig. Strain Records Sbowinq Details of First
atively larger. Reflected Tensile and First Reflective

Compressive Pulses. 1/4" Bolt
The pulses shown are typical in shape to
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C-/ sion. The end of the bar is submitted to a that method. It is well known that the pulse a
"C.-CC"i complex stress distribution, and the waves must travels the bar without change In shape accord-

travel some distance before they can be consid- ing to this theory, so the converence of the
,C C T ered nearly plane waves. Also, the length of normal mode solution could be checked against

the inftial pulseC compared to the bar diameter the exact solution.
Sindicates dispersion should be expected. In Fig. 8. the result o ccsemain is

:-"Although no precise displacement measure- 200 and 500 modes is shown for a 10 microsecond

ments were made, it was observed that the bar, half-sine pulse with P- 30,000 pounds, which
supported in a pendulum arrangement, swung corresponds tod stress of 38,200 psi, or a
about 8 to 10 inches. From this, the impulse strain of 1,270 mlcroinchesfinch. The curves

C• delivered to the end of the bar checks well show the predicted strain pulse at x 20
Cl with the area under the load time curve. inches and 50 inches. The 200 mode solutioni still involves about a 5 percent error in pre-

diction of peak strain and a 15 percent error in
CCJ- THEORETICAL ANALYSIS IFOR BAR pulse length. Use of 500 modes results in very

• " negligible error.

SThe purpose Of the theoretical analysis
for the bar is primarily to determine if the In Fig. 8, the predicted acceleration isfo c - i e i pu v r t e cross-section•ca be C shown at x= 50 and at, x 100 inches, for the

6' " deduced from measurements at various stations first wave, and again at x = 50 inches for the
Calong the bar. Once! the net force-time output first reflection.

is known, presumably1 this could be applied as a
Sload for analysis of1 other configurations.

• ~For the elastic• bar, analysis was per-
formed using the simple wave equation in one
dimension

2 2

ax at

in comparsion with lhe Love [3] equation

SE 0~ - ovu--k2 (2)
Cx Ct C C7

where p - ma s density zoo. M?- O

400.
E - Young's modulus

v - Poisson's ratio

k', radius of gyration of the cross- C -"200
section about a longitudinal axis z p "

The assumed force-time input to the end of I,
the bar was C

F(t) Fo Sin wt 0 < t < r - to

'o t> r t 1
- 0

Theoretical pulse lengths of 10 and 25 Fig. 7 Strain Versus Time, Elementary Bar C

.microseconds were used, corresponding to w * Analysis, to 10 lsec, Po '30,000 lb.
100,000- and 40,0007 respectively,

/1
106

/ C'--CC C,



The one-dimensional tleory indicates that the In Fig. 9, the convergence of the acceleration-

following should be trie: time solution for the first reflected pulse is
shown for the various number of modes.

If u - f(x-ct) for a wive travelling in the Strai'ght lines are shown if sufficient points .

positive x-direction, were not computed to trace a curve. Since ac-
celeration is proportional to the derivative of

st au 2 the strain, it converges less rapidly. Note

strain x (x-ct) that the 200 mode solution has a precursor wave
which should not exist, but this is eliminated

particle u by taking more modes.
velocity L -: -cf'(x-ct)

particle a2u 2
acceleration - c f"(A-ct)

at

strain a 2
rate . a. -ctl(x-ct)] axat

12

at 11C.

The particle acceleration time curve would
be proportional to the slope of the strain
curve. For a 10 microsecond strain pulse, the
particle acceleration is as shown. Peak accel-

eration is about 83 x 106 in/sec 2 or 215,000q
at the center of the bar. Due to reflection at
the free end of the bar, it is doubled. The
solutions for 50 and 500 modes are shown.

'0'0

s o• , 1*o Fig. 9 Acc~leration Versus Time, x - 50", Ele-

-OWme itary Biar Analysis, to -10 uisec,

.4- 
-.- O

", Po " 30.000 lb.

B.) Love Equation

In Fig. 10, the stress pulse is shown at

x b", 10" and 50" as predicted by the Love
theory. Dispersion is indicated by the fact
that the peak stress decreases in magnitude as
"the wave travels, the apparent pulse length in-

i-0 - M M creases, and a tension "tail" begins to devel-
op. A longer pulse should show less dispersion
for the same diameter bar. This is demonstra-
ted in FIe. 11, where the pulse shape at 50" is

Fig. 8 Acceleration Versus Time, Elementary compared for a 25 microsecond half-sine pulse

Bar Analysis, To 10 Lsec, P. compared to a 10 microsecond half-sine pulse.
The pulse shape at various stations for a 10

30,000 lb. microsecond pulse agrees fairly well with that
predicted by the Love theory. The experimental
pulse also lengthens with distance travelled,
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decreases in magnitude,oand tends to develop
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR A BEAM -40

In order to determine if the P(t) derived
from the bar tests could be used for more com-

/ .plex structures, one test was performed to ex- Fig. 11 Stress Versus Timeat z 50', Love
cite the 100 inch bar in bending using the ap- Theory to 10 and 25 .sec, P. C

paratus of Fig. 4. The analysis of the bar as 0
a free-free Timoshenko Deam submitted to a lat- 30,000 lb.
eral half-sine pulse of a 10 microsecond dura-
tion was completed by Parker C4]. However, it
appears that the tearing of the sleeve in Fig. of the more rapid rise time and the hiqh accel-
4 does not produce a sharp lateral pulse be- eration involved.
cause the pressure wave quickly tears, folds
and blows the entire sleeve away, so the end of 2.. The example given here showed a peak 6

the bar is quickly engulfed in the air pressure stress of 35,700 psi from a 1/4 inch bolt at
wave. A stiffer sleeve would probably be bet- the 20 inch station, with no permanent set.
ter, but the added mass may effect the beam vi- Nearer the explosion, apparent stresses of
brations. Further work is necessary here. 55,000 psi were measured in the mild steel bar

with no permanent set. Thit is assumed to be
due to increased yield strenith associated with

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY the high rate of loading.

Results to date may be summarized as fol- 3. The net impulse is compressive even though
lows: the pressure-time variation over the cross-

section at the bolt threads must be quite com-
1. The measurement of strain ii a solid bar plex. Initially the pressure would increase
five or more inches from the explosion appears causing compression. The bolt wall is in ten-
to present no experimental difficulty with the sion as it attempts to contain the explosion.
equipment used. The rise time is about 10 Thus there might be first a net compressive
microseconds which is within the capability of phase and then a tensile phase, although the
the amplifiers and recorders used. The measure- compressive phase seems to dominate for the
merit of acceleration is more difficult, because

ins



"bolts. At the 5 inch station, for the prima- shock. However, the improvement of design
line axial loading, a tensile phase appeared analysis procedures still represents consider-
first, followed imnmediately by a compressive able challenge. Shock spectra are of limited
pulse. This may be due to the fact that the usefulness, in part because of the well-known
threaded portion is on the outside of the bar weakness that associated phase information is
for that test. At greater distances from the lost. It is felt that the study of effective
explosion, the compressive pulse dominates for force-time outputs is more basic and useful for
the primaline, too. Thus it is felt that 5 or design purposes and should be pursued further.
10 inches from the explosion, the strain at the
surface is not representative of the strain
distribution over the cross-section. REFERENCES
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Mr. Chapman (Jet propulsion Laboratory): We have

long speculated about the frequencies generated

from pyrotechnic devices and your paper is very

enlightening in that respect. Your concern over

the high frequency would depend upon your mode

of business. If you were a semiconductor
manufacturer you would be interested in the

frequency range that you talk about based upon

your 12 microsecond primary pulse. I was very

surprised to see that the duration of time was

that small. On the other hand if you are

designing spacecraft and if you are interested

in primary members you are worried about the

lower frequencies, but in any case it seems as

If the biggest problem is in measuring these

events accurately. In you case you used an

oscilloscope so the data are realistic; when you

just put it into a commercial charger amplifier

and then into a tape recorder that has a band-

width of 80,000 Hz, and is running at 120 inches

per second you may not be getting the results

that you think you are getting. It is my opinion

that in many cases, depending on how close your

transducer was to the actual event, you may be

seeing the impulse response of the electronics
rather than what actually physically occurred

in the detonation of the device.

Mr. Parker: I think the fact that we have fed

in 100,000 timing signals, and it came out

is some indication that we were seeing what we

think we were seeing.

Mr. Prescott (Jet Propulsion Laboratory): In

these tests, both of the Holex Bolt and of the

Primaline you are dealing with an impulse input

from a high explosivC with a detonation velocity

of maybe 6,000 meters per second. Thisris a

differeat class than an explosive device that

would use a power cartridge that would be

essentially a pressure generation device, where

the pressure would build up in perhaps a quarter

to a half millisecond. It might be that the

frequencies involved in something like that

might be considerably lower.
C cc

Mr. Workhoven (Sandia Laboratories): Could

elaborate on the mounting techniques of the

strain gages that you used, and perhaps the

problems that you had?

Mr. Parker: We didn't use Eastman 910 cement on

that lob; as I recall it we used a htat cureable

epoxy that was manufactured by Baldwin-Lima-

Hamilton. We used the same bar for several

tests since they were not destructive, and there

was no evidence that the gages were coming loose

after eight or ten tests.
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PYROTECHNIC SHOCK REDUCTION*

S. N. Prescott
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pasadena, California

The pyrotechnic shock output from electro-explosive release devices
has been reduced by changes in the separation mechanism designs.
State-of-the-art hard point release devices were tested on an. instru-
mented simulated spacecraft structure. The accelerometer data were
reduced by computer analyses to shock spectra. Comparisons were
made between shock spectra and actual degradation or damage to
spacecraft equipment. Theories of shock generation mechanisms were
propounded. Devices were designed and fabricated to incorporate
shock mitigation features suggested by thefory. These devices were
fired on the Instrumented structure and the shock spectra obtained
were compared with those taken from the previous devices. Significant
reduction in shock output was noted.

INTRODUCTION of the mechanical shock output from pyrotech-
nic devices. Miniaturized electronics and

Pyrotechnic shock can be defined as the sophisticated experiment devices are more
complex vihration and shock transiei:t generated sensitive to damage from high frequency L,-puts
by the actuation of an explosive or pyrotechnic of relatively low total energy. Hard point
device. Pyrotechnic shock differs from other structural separation joints provide direct
mechanical shocks by the predominance of high pyrotechnic shock paths. The rigid structure
frequency excitation with intermediate peak tran'mlts high frequencies of shock. The
accelerations. These peaks may occur at the requirements for pyrotechnic redundancy call
local resonant frequencies of tae structure, for the use of dual squibs. This doubles the

explosive energy input. Heavier spacecraft
The actual amount of mechanical shock require higher preluad on attachment devices

Introduced into the structure by a space vehicle with a resultant increase in stored energy.
"type pyrotechnic device is very small when These increases in pyrotechnic shock cause
'compared with the kind of shocks which you increased cost in design constraints, shock
find in military applications both in the opera- mounting, testing of components and systems,
tion of weapons and the effect of someone and failure analysis.
operating weapons against you. But these
relatively small shocks are important to people If we do have failures, they are not usually
in the spacecraft design business because of a predictable type. They include migraticn
spacecraft are relatively small and therefore of particles within integrated circt:its causing
the pyrotechnic devices are necessarily close to random shorts, or brittle failures of small
all the mechanisms and equipment aboard. components which have the appearance of
Spacecraft contain delicate components which fatigue failures. Gyro drift has been induced
have been found to be sensitive to shock. New up to one half of the total allowable drift from
spacecraft designs have intensified the effects spacecraft separation device initiation.

*This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, under Contract No. NAS7-100, sponsored by the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
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Changes in frequency of radio crystals has in the structure external to the release device
been seen after pyro shocks. itself thus remained constant.

The conventional method of assessing thee The purpose of these initial tests of off-
effects of pyrotechnic device shock on a partic- the-shelf devices was to provide a baseline
ular spacecraft is to assemble all subsystems against which to compare the effects of design
on a "developmertal test" or "pyrototype test changes. Pyro shock data were obtained on
model" spacecraft and fire all pyrotechnic the devices described as follows:
devices. The eledtronic subsystems are
monitored during the tes. for transient effects Type A - Pyrotechnic release nut
or examined after the test for evidence of per-
manent damage. Obviously, this test can be Type B - Explosively actuated bolt
performed only after the design and fabrication
of the initial spacecraft is complete. Attention Type C - Explosive nut
to the reduction -of shock generating mecha-
nisms in the design of pyrotechnic devices Type D - Dual piston separation bolt
would contribute much to the successful out-
come of spacecraft pyro shock tests. Type E - Explosive nut

In general, there are three approaches to The Type A release device consists of a
the problem of pyrotechnic shock: shock isola- segmented nut retained by a locking piston
tion of components; shock attenuation in struc- encased in an external housing. The firing of
tures; and the reduction of the shock produced an explosive squib displaces the piston and
at the source. This last approach was used in releases the nut segments. An inner piston
the research described here. expels the attaching bolt. (Figure 1.)

This investigation of pyrotechnic shock The Type B/C explosively actuated bolt/
-mitigation was initiated as a part of the Outer nut assen-mbly has two different modes of sepa-

Planets Grand Tour spacecraft Technical ration. The bolt is separated in the shank area
Development Continuation program. After can- on firing by actuation of a piston against
cellation of this project, the information which elastomer pads. The nut contains a special
had been obtained was collected in this report, threaded collet which opens on firing releasing

the grip of the bolt. The device was tested in
These data are presented for information each mode and in simultaneous release but

only and do not constitute endorsements or instrumentation difficulties prevented the
evaluation of the specific devices tested or of recording of usable data in all but the nut
their manufacturers. - - release mode (Figure 2). -

,RATIONALE The Type D dual piston separation bolt has
one separation plane and is separated by the,,

The shock output of conventional pyrotech- pyrotechnic actuation of cne or both of two
nic devices of a variety of types and from internal pistons (Figure 3). Data were obtained
various manufacturers were to be characterized
by tests on a typical spacecraft structure. This
characterization was to be correlated with °
damage indications on actual spacecraft compo- °
nents. A model of the shock production mecha-
nism was to be developed. Pyrotechnic devices
which eliminated or greatly reduced pyro shock
effects were to be demunstrated. Design cri-
teria were to be established for reliable, low A
shock de-vices.

INITIAL DEVICES TESTED r-l
tfFOR AFTER

To keep the investigation within manageable ACTUATION ACTUATION

limits, it was restricted to hard point release
devices installed with an axial preload of
I0,000 pounds. The mounting provisions were
kept as similar as possible. The stored energy Fig. I - Segmented nut
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ACTUATION r

Fig. 2 - Bolt/nut assembly

on actuation of both pistons in individual and Fig. 4 - Test structure
simultaneous firings.

The Type E explosive nut assembly con- accelerometers were mounted at twelve points
tains a threaded and slotted nut which is on the structure and chassis (Figure 5).
deformed by a piston to release a bolt similarly Therefore, data were obtained, both on nearby
to the Type C device, shock effects and on the shock transmitted

through realistic structural. paths 11].
A number of other devices were scheduled

to be tested. A reduction of scope required by Each release device was mounted on an
funding constraints prevented further state-of- aluminum plate (Figure 6) and attached to a
the-art tests. similar plate which was mounted on the space-

craft structure by three one-quarter inch cap-
Test Structure and Instrumentation screws. Thereby the structural preload

external to the device consisted of a ten thou-
The test structure consisted of half of an sand pound load between two one-half inch

actual Mariner spacecraft. It was attached aluminum plates.
rigidly to a metal floor plate (Figure 4). The
spacecraft structure was of semimonocoque
construction with longerons and shear web Data Conversion
skin. There were simulated electronic chassis
"black boxesw attached in the same manner that The data were recorded on 12 channel,
would be used on the actual space vehicle. 20 kilohertz, FM tape at 60 Inches per second.
Relays and other circuit components mounted To allow direct comparison if shock damage
in these boxes were electrically monitored for potential, the acceleration data were converted
shock effects. High frequency crystal shock to shock spectra [2].

C C

C StJASSEMBLY Ift

MFO. 3/j~al pso bolt -7XFi. - Accelermeter location

ACTUATION .J: j7 ~ >rj jy 2A

3 i!

2\ t,

AFTE* ...1}.1OL II,-
ACTUATION j UAEPLI

- J -, ELEASE DEVICt

Fig. 3/zDual piston bolt -. Fig. 5 -Accelerometer locations
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- Mechanism of Shock Production

An'examinatlon was made of th'eapparent 0 o

shock generation mechanism of each device.
The predomi-ant causes of high shocks were
estimated to be:

i impact of moving parts which had been
accelerated by pyrotecbmics

Y"- energy released by the fracturing of
separation device parts

Fig. 6 - Device mounting

The conversion of analog data from the 4L
accelerometers to shock spectra was accom-
plished by digitizing the data in the selected
time interval, and transforming the data from ".

the acceleration-vs-time domain to the acceler-
ation-vs-frequency domain by a Fortran pro-
gram [3] adapted for the Univac 1108 computer. ... ...

The transform;tion was assigned a Q value

representative of the structure. The shockspectrum of a transient at a point on the struct- .,. i -a... ..

ure was taken to be the maximum response of
a massless oscillator placed at that point where

- the transient was applied to the transducer.Both "primary" and "residual"' shock'spectra ° '•""" ° o°""'"

were obtained and printed by a Stromberg-
Carlson 4200 plotter (Figure 7). Tr

The primary shock spectra in the region II
between 20 Hertz and 20,000 Hertz were plotted , w it ,, , :
on a log-log scale of acceleration values from .4- '--t +
10 "g"s to 100,000 "g"s. All spectral data were -
obtained with a Q of 20. As a check on the con-
version effect (4 an assigned Q value, the data I
from one accelerometer was converted into I 1.11 ""'. I
shock spectra with Q values of 5, 10, and20. '''"'

As would be expected, the magnitude of the Z I .....
digitally generated shock spectral "g" levels "
was a direct function of Q. The :elative inten- ::: ;:.';:::" ... ':;:
sity versus frequency remained the same.. ...... ,

For budgetary reasons, all data were not "X -I

converted to shock spectra. Representative
accelerometer locations were chosen and corn- ,-7
parative shock spectra were generated for the
various types of devices. Fig. 7 - Plotter output
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- sudden release of the preload energy in piston energy is expended in impact with a
the device and in the tttached structures, conical retaining surface. Pyrotechnic shock

energy was generated by fracturing separation
As all of the devices mentioned in this - device parts, and impact of moving parts.

report were actuated by deflagrating squibs Stored preload energy was estimated to be
(metal-oxydant mixes) no high explosive detona- small from visual examination of the bolt.
tion phenomena were considered.

The Type C explosively actuated nut shown
The reasoning behind this selection of in Figure 2 releases the bolt when an explos-

pyrotechnic shock mechanisms started with the ively accelerated piston strikes a slotted nut
observation of device squib tests. Pressure and deforms It to disengage the threaded collet.
versus time measurements were made at the The primary shock generation mechanism is
Jet Propulsion Laboratory on production lots of estimated to be the impact of moving parts with
the explosive squibs which are used to actuate sudden release of preload energy as a second-
pyrotechnic devices. These squibs were fired ary effect. The Type D dual piston separation
in constant volume test bombs and the pressures bolt shown in Figure 3 presents the same
generated were recorded with pressure trans- apparent shock generation mechanism as the
ducers. An accelerometer was attached to the Type B bolt.
test bomb In an attempt to get a time indication
of squib initiation. Examination of the "g"s out- The Type E nut assembly wvas similar to
put of the accelerometer revealed that a much the Type C nut in function and shock generation
lower output was recorded that, was recorded mechanisms.
on pyrotechnic device shock tests. This indi-
cated that "pyrotechnic shock" was not primar- Principles of Lew Shock Device Dest.,
ily caused by squib firing. Obviously, energy
transfer mechanisms other than the simple Pyrotecnnic shock is characterized by
pressurization of the device body, were respon- sudden transfer of energy to structure. The
sible. Relating the textbook treatment of same energy released over a longer period of
impact to an actual design problem can be dif- time can be absorbed without the generation of
ficult. But exact answers are not always neces- high frequency shocks. Momentum exchange
sary [41. Examination of the function of each between the pyrotechnic device and the struc-
type of device provided insight iro the major ture is caused by the center of gravity shift
causes of shock generation. i- 6,. ) during actuation. Shocks inducce in the same

direction that structural loads are carried are

The Type A deve .as a locking piston transmitted Into surrounding structure more
which uas ac-1'- .cd by the squib pressure, efficiently. Shock pulses are generated by the
When this pi.. , reached the point in its travel fracturing or impact of pyrotechnic device
where the c,,rners of the nut segments nolonger parts. Based on these rather obvious points,
were rostrair.ed, the pre-load on the nolt was the following prelimiinary prhiciples of low-
released. This produced a sudden relaxation of shock device design wors propo,'ed:
the deflected components, modified by the sixty
degree ramp provided by the mating screw - gradual release of stcrad cnergy
threads. The piston continued to move until It

S. . Impicted the housing which was In contact with - cancellation of external momentum
the structure. The primary shocK gineration exchange
mechanism was estimated to be impact. of-a
moving parts. The stored energyrcased was
a secondary shock source as the internal deflec-
tions In the device due to loading were small. - eliminating Impact of mc.vlng internal

parts

The Type B explosively actuated bolt shown Revised Pyro Devices Te3ted
in Figure 2 is broken in tension when an inter-
nal piston accelerated by an explosive squib Modified ani red'.slgned devices were
strikes an, elastomer pad. The kinetic energy made in-house or were submitted for test by
of the piston, augmented by the residual pres- outside manufacturers. These designs incor-
sure against it is partially transferred into porated provislonE for reducing, the internally
hydrostatic shock in the elastomer. The high stored mechanical energv,_eliminating the
transient stress b-eaks the bolt at the minimum Impact of moving i.te:_na _jrts, and reducing
cross-section plane. The remainder of the the rate of release of stored preload energy.
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wit th same plte an prla a-htsdi

t fr li 0 I 'h i

C o

Each device was mounted on the test structure •l

with the same plates and preload as that used in

the first series of tests. °The instrumentation

w = was unchanged. ,Pyro shock data were obtained
on the devices described as follows: °

The Type F release device was modified .7-

from a v-band release mechanism to provide
solid mounting of the housing. The stud is
released when a pyrotechnically-actuated piston
moves up to free captive rollers which allow a

collet to spread. The end of the sttid is released BEFORE AFTER
as a Vradual release of stored energy (Fig- ACTUATION ACTUATION

ure 8).
Fig. 9 - Acme-type nut

The Type G release device consists of a
segmented nut with a shallow acme-type thread.
It is retained by a collar which is displaced by and releases the stud. The piston moves at
the firing of an explosive squib. The collar right angles to the load axis and provides
incorporates pins which act in tapered grooves management of the primary shock direction
to separate the nut segments and provide a (Figure 11).
gradual release of stored energy (Figure 9).
This design also reduces the radial loads and The Type J release device consists of a
thus the actuation energy required for release segmented nut and locking piston similar to
should be lessened. the Type A device. The piston, however, is

displaced in the opposite direction and impacts'
The Type H release device contains a the free end of the housing, thus loading it in

spool-shaped threaded segmented nut which is tensile rather than compressive shock. This
held in place by two grooved pistons in a com- is another example of the management of
mon housing. Pressure from an explosive primary shock direction.
squib is ducted to the opposite ends of the two
pistons, forcing them together. The spool ends The Type K release device is similar to
of the nut segments fall into the grooves in the the Type J except that there are two pistons
pistons and release the bolt. All internal impact which move in opposite directions until the
is between opposed pistons not directly coupled pressure between them is equalized by internal
to structure (Figure 10). This eliminates the venting. The pistons do not contact each other.
external momentum exchange. This eliminates the impact of moving Internal

parts. (Figure 12)
The Type I release'device consists of a o

clevis with a pin passing through a hole in the TEST RESULTS
loaded stud. The pin has an integral piston
which travels in an enclosed housing. Upon the The shock spectra for the baseline tests
firing of a squib, the piston withdraws the pin are shown for selected accelerometer locations

on Figures 13 through 20. Device Type A was
of most interest on the spacecraft program and
was used as the baseline standard against which
to compare candidate low-shock devices. c °

The transducer locations chosen for Com-
parison provide a selection of structural
conditions.

Location I Is on the device mounting plate

and in the axis of preload and sepatration.

Location 2B is on the nearest electronics
BEFORE AFTER sub-chassis and in the separatlcn axis.
ACTUATION ACTUATION Location 9A is on a more remote sub-

chassis and is oriented at right angles to
Fig. 8 - Collet release the separation axis.
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*1~l TRANSDUCER POSI~iON I

I -~TYPE A
E--TYPE C

I¢

10K

BEFORE AFTER ~ 1

ACTUATION ACTUATICN ,-

Fig. 10 - Dual piston nut -0 ..

10
20 100 200 IK 2K IOIC 20K

FREOLUENCY. M&

Fig. 13 - Baseline spectra

BEFORE AFT10

ACTUATICN ACTUAT•ON

TRANSDUCr0 PCSITIC'J I

Fig. 11 -,,Pin puller TYPE ,

10 / 7. ¢m

VOK

tr 100

10 1 0 O
I )TI~, M TIR Al T ATIO'. 20 1;00 r0 t K10

t'AIO'F-fourlICY. 9

Fig. 12 - Floating p'ston release device FIg. 14 - Baseline spectra
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Fig. 15 - Baseline spectra
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ID were made on the basis of shock spectra
TRANSDUCE MOSITCN 11 induced in the test structure at the same
-TYPE A i accelerometer positions." ,~~---TY•'EC

S* A broad study of aerospace pyrotechnic
-o .. shock test results has concluded that failure

data has not been sufficient to relate the shock
environment to damage potential [5]."- : Present functional design, requirements for

- - " "spacecraft pyrotechnic shock environmentsr- 1 ........ - are, however, specified in terms of shock

spectra [6]. With a frequency description of a
"U shock that is likely to ociur In service, an

4 1 equipment designer knows what his natural
---------------------------..... frequencies should be. in order to avoid

100 / - damage. The shock spectrum at a point on a

structure describes what a particular shock
"pulse does to an idealized mechanical

.. 10K system [7].

20 00 200 K 2K 0 •20K The reduced scope of the test program
FREOUENCY, M2 did not allow rigorous experimental proof

that pyrotechnic shock spectra envelopes have
Fig. 19 - Baseline spectra more than a general positive correlation with

component malfunction or damage. However.
there appears to be enough precedent in print

Location 11 is in the middle of a shear to use a reduced shock spectrum level as an
plate over the central chassis rail of the Indication of a reduced potential of shock dam-
central bay of the simulated spacecraft. It age to equipment at a particular point.
is oriented at right angles to both the
separation axis and to transducer num- Shock spectral envelopes of devices were
ber 9A. generated for mounting plate (transducer 1)

(Figure 33) and chassis (transducer 2B) (Fig-
The shock spectra for the low-shock design ure 34) locations. The shock spectra of the

device tests are shown on Figures 21 through
32. The shock spectra are shown for the same
transducer locations as presented for the base- ,00K T

line devices. Device Type A Is shown for TRANSOUCE POSITICN It
comparison purposes on all spectral plots. .. r"E D

-- rlPE E

The residual shock spectra (shown as
squares on Figure 7) were in general, lower in t0r
"g" level than the primary spectra and are nut
shown on these combined spectral plots.

The irndications of relaycchatter (from z
components mounted on the electronics sub- IK
chassis) correlated with the peak "g" readings
taken at the same points on the structure. Of ,,
thirty-eight relay contacts which were moni-
tored during pyrotechnic device firings, four-
teen sets of contacts transferred or chattered /00
during a Type A device test. Five sets of/
contacts transferred or chattered during the
firing of the "low-shock" collet rel•a•e device /
Type F. Only one set of contacts chattered /
during the pinpuller Type I test. 2o 200 IK 2K ICK 20K

F 'FQUINCY. M,
The comparisons between conventional

pyrotechnic devices and low-shock devices Fig. 20 - Baseline spectra
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4-�. TYPE A -... TYPE A

TYPE F ---- TYPEJ
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/ - 4 *j "- I
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/ /
Fig. 21 -Low-shock spectra Fig. 23 - Low-shock spectra
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Fig. 22 - Low-shock spectra Fig. 234 - Low-shock spectra
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Fig. 25 - Low-shock spectra Fig. 27 - Low-shock spectra
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Fig. 26 - Low-shock spectra Fig. 28 - Low-shock spectra
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Fig. 29 - Low-shock spectra Fig. 31 - Low-shock spectra
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urnI - sudden release of preload energy.

90M AT MOUNTING ,LATY Other factors were the amount of stored energy
* CO"WVCotNAL DIVICES in the device and in the structure (deflections

LOW SHOCK DEVICES for a given preload), the direction of energy
/" __ -release (into the structural load paths), and

momentum transfer from the device to the
structure.

* The examination of pyrotechnic shock
2 causes led to the establishment of preliminary
IK principles of low shock device design:

- gradual release of stored energy

- cancellation of external momentum
IS - . . . . .exchange

- management of primary shock direction

1 0 - elimination of impact of moving parts

0 20X Devices which incorporated one or more of
RIEOWNCV. M. these principles generated less shock as

.33 indicated by shock spectral plots.
Fig. 33 Mounting plate spectra

conventional devices were, in general, from Pyrotechnic shock is designed into pyro-
two to five times as severe as the spectra from technically actuated devices and can be reduced
the modified or redesigned devices. An excep- by design changes. A systematic approach to
tion was found in the modified V-band release these changes would be applicable to many
device (Type F) which, although it produced less types of devices. Based on the information
shock than the standard (Type A) device, fell generated by these experiments, the phenome-
into the conventional device envelope, non or pyrotechnic shock is amenable to

CONCLUSION - -

The preliminary results have been S
encouraging. Further analysis of the test data ACHASSvS

and comparisons with prospective tests of _CON"Wt 'Mc L DIVICIS

actual spacecraft equipment should be per- SMOCK otVICES

formed. Theories of shock generation should MIR

be refined. Improved explosive release devices
should be designed and fabricated to test these
theories.

C I

c 0 c -

The shock output from conventional pyro- ' - + -c

technic devices can be character'ized by pyro
° + " shock spectra. C -

Correlation of shock spectra with damage
to or degradation of spacecraft components Is a
major task which should be pursued on a more
general level.

The shock production mechanisms were
estimated to be: I __

300 t IK 2K I0K AR

- impact of moving parts ,,OW<v. H,

- fracturing of device parts Fig. 34 - Chassis spectra
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MORON F!Kure 2 depicts sequential positions
Sut 0o' the test Item up to the time of

nS MFixture, Reguirdrmintý C

--- awumaThe fixture required to adapt the
00 OFtest item to the centrifule is simple

Am and inexpensive. The basic require-
ments include the following:

1. The test Item must be restrained
at a static load of WO, where W
is the weight of the test Item
and G is the radial acceleration
on the test Item prior to release.

2. The fixture cannot interfere with
the test item after release from
the rotating arm.

Figure 1. Free-Flight Impact Tent 3. The fixture should allow adjust-
Technique able radius of the test Item.

I
Prercieaze Environment 4. The fixture must allow adjustable

Prior to release frcm the cantrifure, release angle for the test item
the ezt tem xpeiencs th folow-in order to copensate for test

the tcee ratioe n enveroincen t:e:ll item rotation lurino free flight.
(Bnfeacceleraionr enirnen) This angle offset is a function

(-Refrenc FL~ue 2)of Impact ar,4e, cerntrifure speed,

1. Tn~ctlalAccleraionand free-flight distance to Im-
i. Tn~iotialAcce~iraionpact.

toe Ito~ aeitlel uItbeac elerated A t) ilcal fixture I.-, shown in Firure
in the c iaje of 4a theK 3. .aia:cally , i sviprort zrc~le and

In hecoe o te15.5-' .tcei cable are mon'ntel inm a fixture
c'entrifae,o2.al saM r, plata whitch bolts~ toi th" centr~ ure
diinertia rqesl i an moi arm. The radiuai and the release
anerularaceslertsIon la m. an angle are adjuoCtable by manipulation
0.2,. For example, 270 ~-,econlz f h~ pae
Is the minimum time required to
acieleratb fraK 0 to 145 rpm ~ ~ aeMca~m -

(isS ft/.ec 1 35.5 feet).-- - -

ha ha Acclera ionaccinxpli~zhye by cutti n the loppnrt
-a 4 2 cable (Fipure 3). Required accuracy
3372.2 3.41 x 10 HU (2) has been obtaine'd with a Holex

guillotine 1/2-inch-dia'-eter cable
_77'e maximum radial anneleration cutter where fIv~na time is control-

corson.9ing to-35.1-Not- 00 lable to le.ng than 1 millisecond.
cThi~ and 1 I45 rpm Isi 25$ 1.

l,.iteliE nuvivonment

-, rir, free lgt tne tent I-oe-
~*t.j:-taeiL0 'i* n, at wrpm.

.. n'lar vet2tV 1 c , I. seq!JuaI to
tnat f. !" wu~ifa or .ut (see no'xt pai-e for' Fl-it"''-2 and 3)

tim'e of releaoe.

.erntz pzir'~ tointract may Le
let~rI::ental. to toe test Item and/or
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RELEASE PONT?
PRItLAWSI POSTRELEASE

C -G

AT RADIU I

~*RPM OFCILTR IFUE C141 aINGEORBIT

Fi~ure 2. Free-FlUrh 1F nvIr )n"nt "f -e.t Iten

CABLEGI1P~ 3A.

C ---- TEST

F1~r' 3 Tp~~nlF!Xt' FI'T E: NT;.'' ITEM n

riu~ a F nartatinr 3. Tye pl~ a ~ Ihe F Ir~ xi1 tow fn )v -:. I

- A stchai of~ theo Holexwt~ firing se~wtc manuall th nt litter 1. cl

c'ircint lacatia:n. An contate 4l.t A ~ c vat' tby a .1~i. 24.chuiiar sorc
(irunner).' 1z mounted to the cent- h ettine cuelwthe rul-.In 31.1-,wt"ce a'x

pýarm o o:'I theroe , Acro.;e.sthn mIcra1- evcrc'wltch r.tt ant 11 olo.inrl
to:tc '1'iv1 w p.VJ)tr f jcl f thi ur r'c.; 1.;'' 3,1r n].-' p e 1-'

firc ingur 1, 3) i . A co.ntact pat e arid t.¾i lt.'m ron1*.' 1!o ~ ~
(runner) of t,.oe t ,e to the I oa:. jYIý Ioupe r,'. wii th hr l. -In a.1i tnn of ''
arm theJ runer which clw~es the micro- u~ro:wtel310..)nal

(.we FIck.ine tA re-iurired oen rii tot'Iou,:o .!n-

rpr;-. I '-i-iý thep CýArttr tI: a:t I-
vatedl by -i !arvl'41Y - td -I'I.a 't

jwiltcrii Af'ter *!,f .;iafety .;wLtch Ii
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RELAY A t,'ntiao M

tOIVX WH 28-VOC, 6-AMP C.

FIRE POWER
BLAKT SUPPLY

28-V DC T
TRIGGER REL.AY RELAY 8
ton board)

OTROOMf' MANUAL SAFETY SWITCH
ROOM LL Iclosed only on last tgvolu -

tinof centrifuge)

12 V Safety circuit locked oft
until all arming is
completeu.

Figure 4.* Schem~atic of liolý-x Cable Cutter Firinr Circuit

000PO~SISI DU S1I OO *M

MOUAWW,' SUMlCE --

ROAINCONTACT PLATE

MICROSWITCH POSITION
ADUSTABLE

C Figure 5. Switch Closure rechnIqiue

C0t x zfl Cl~w CC

0 Figure 6. Phyi~ Inil' ,yu ýf3-ýo

The ria'or rf-;triotionos on tar;get 1o- Centrifugep Facility

1. i:,le 'rbltai P'Ath of t~ie r)t-itin" TI' Ce ¶,AI,&n .;l:1''

arm, with te lt. 1ti, cannot (; iv*4 ;tcu I.-v '.iltr f)ý'!
inter.;ere t, tt rr.t u Cet;t F, ote. At pve:ient , tho I~hyA-

ic"Al z I Le fof thfCen(~l~t Ifa1"e ptt ?~I "-'
;. The tar,-ct Ciannot ile UllcOief to (Op Fig-ure 6)' mq.-t be connzttlerel.

Interfere with the r-otat in,, arm Hwvr lnro,3 hnI
a3 a VeCý'lt J! rth' ;~ttIu( Hoevr a. :,Ij rooin, a., Q in w

woult he 1", ol . ii for,
futurre teotingr.
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Control or' Impact Anjgle Figure 7depicts the 31:-tance, d -as
well as target/test ite77 miss distance

The test item/tar.7et impact ann*e can bef'ore release. rAs an. exanmple, a 6'
te, controlled throuigh one :)r more of' long trailin': catle hasz been a'fIq-uate
the f'oiiowing: f'sr pas-t t~-wssherpfreCih clis-

tance was app roxtnatel., 14 f'eet.
1. Test, item, release anglIe
2. Free-il'li,!'t distance
3. Target angle TI

The angular velocity, w PM tan- ~*C
-gential velocity V (ft/sec) anzi re- PONT I%
lease point are accurately knawn. ISft

Theref'ore, impact anugie Is a *eiey
simple calculation. Fo)r a f'ree-
flight dis3tance L (f't) , the test item
rotates w L revolutions. 9

UT 7miss

Data Acqilsition

1.,pact data from tran.;J User.s :.;ounted
on th-e týest Item are t~ri.tCIb
trailing cables t~etwen 'ie test lte7,
and centrif'uce arm.*~ i conliti,-
onerz and a*-plif'ier' are ~t at -01A fkV

to the sll~p rr.-,, t' rý Ti
are traiasmitte'1 to F: tare" recircier.s
located in thie co'ntr-, rod o". T
slp rin,.'s a',all.Abl fi'cr 1'itct or

lined1 below4. 7 rteRii!)ni
Tarmget a,' ý-. t !t7-

.,uantlty

12 259J V x l'i0 a . Aci't' niii.p ' - '
24 ~ 250 V1 T 5 amip

15') 32 V x 0.- ? :~ . VoliO5 Ity cot'lin theý rini7- of'

Fortunately, linK ler.,'t.. f'* t ro aIir 3. Alý Iat and rvr-tt-i1 le !;'7-I`
cai'le m-7,~c n'c'li fcAi th"' l'tcno r- t

Item aniJ sent :1fU,`-. :11:%.411- A' 'ir-t"- -ri r . i f3'
be zmall. This listmirv.e can iLe *LPP- ,r1~wlt' tr.k
roxim:ate'i by 5. Nniliiblc tan,-Pntial aalrt

d XTýC'c 0 cot8), (3)('0.2 g) prior to frp-pct.
d a A.. ~cs 0 cot0).~3~6. lli.,h conl'idonco in cbtainirs,- Mio

as a renult cI'a rninci'v -f trati-
w:.ere~~m, ni I rnii.~oY' lýe I rn wie .

arm tip I..e~at~,~ *

trailinrg wire.

of' "ulItlte't itom arraly.`
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Disadvantages .2. Test item undergoes rotation w
during free-flight and impact.

"1.0 Test item undergoes~high radial 3. Rebound of test item must be, ~~acceleration. ° " Rbudotetiemste •.
acceleration. 0treated with6cauti6n. 0 00 0

'Free-Flight Impact Test Capabilities A

impact Velocity 10 to 539 ft/sec (±l%)

Weight (Test item plus fixture) 10,000 pounds maximum

Force in Centrifuge Arm (weight x g) 450,000 g-pounds

Target Optional

Impact Angle Optional

Free-Flight Distance Optional

Test Temperature -65 to 3000 F

Application

A long-term program is currently Instrumentation consisted of 2 each
underway to determine the absorption Endevco 2264 accelerometers mounted
capability of various materials being side by side on the impacting mass.
considered for accident resistant As mentioned previously, these were
containers. Figure 8 details the hardwired between the flying mass
basic test configuration used in the and the rotating ce trifuge arm.
initial material evaluation. The Typical impact data are shown in
free-flig.,t technique was used to Figure 9. To date, mere than 125
impact the test item (f50N) into a test8 have been conducted at a very
steel target weighing 14,000 pound3. high success rate.

' The impact velocity and impactoangle
were normally 275 ft/sec and 0 re-
spectively.

SPAC[RS
<OUTER STEEL. CASE

SRCE MATERIAL UNDER MASSOMTE

U RAACCEEROMR ACCESS

NOTE: M scale

Figure 8. ARC Test Item Layout (axial impact)
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ACCELi 02 20.KG

Fl.:ure 9. Axial -- ract :al a ATr Tejt Sehrlez

Alter'nate Centrifu,:v T~ Tchnlqun. Cori c j.I I-,na

1. Tnrow tar,;et Int6 at.,ttl'Dc,-iy tes;t An 1r~pact tezt teclinftjup tCmlyh-~

2.ofv taret.t t*. norttd re p41rewI impact envlr~r:.7.cnt haz tieen
of argt.dpe;rtbed. The opttrnn: lnolIile !!n--

3. Move tarkc t Into orbital path of' pictinv, a teat Item Into ý;tatloniry
tea~t Item tr~r'.etz ar..! the reverze, r.-ving a

~4 Acelratetea itn raialy ~tar.-,et into a zt-atlonary test Item.
ý-warsJ alcn,; ctntriru,,c'( arm to Imr.1c Teacaatf.xtiI.,lw-mt

C ~~taret mounteli on tl~u --ýflI -;f tfýa-efhIec ff'.i y~1 .h
ar.nique make -- !.*-hly c-retltive frm

future irnpao't teat series.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. S •rey (Army Missile Coimmand): Have you Mr. Otts: RPM, This takes care of the factor.

ever 'onsidered building an impact carriage - You saw a distance per timeCand it works out
-and p tting pads on the anviL to shape the- that I use this.l when I use RPM as RPM and

ashock pulse or n6L to allow the specimen,to feet for the radius-, it works out quite well.

break up during testing?
Mr. McWhirter: What are you going to use for

Mr. Ots: We have the technique and if the a vertical water base for water impact?
type of requirement were to come along it would

certainly be worth considering. To this point, Mr. Otts: We are going to use a very cheap
we are just developing it as the need arises 100 plus dollar culvert, put a diaphragm over

and we have not tried to expand it; we have a the front, fill it full of water, and it will
number of impact test techniques and I am not be sitting in-vertical position,

trying to out do one another. Also you might
realize that you have other options that are Mr. McWhirter: You are saying that the
available; you can move, push, or drop the item diaphragm be the water interface.
into'the path of the target which would be on

the centrifuge, or vise versa, you could flip Mr. Otts: Yes.
these around.

D. Mains (ashington University): You had a
velocity noted at 1/10 R W. Do you mean this?

Mr. Otts: It is approximately .1 something
and it works out that way.

Dr. Mains: Then you have some kind of units
in there? You have a radius in feet and omega
in radians per second?
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FRAGMENT VELOCITIES FROM EXPLODING

LIQUID PROPELLANT TANKS

R. L. Bessey
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

An extension of analytical techniques used to describe bursting
gas reservoirs is applied to a geometrically simplified model
of the exploding liquid propellant tank problem. The model is
capable of predicting fragment velocities produced by the inter-
nal pressure of the explosion when a mixture of fuel and oxidizer
is detonated in the confined-by-missile configuration and no
drag effects are considered on the resulting fragments of the
tankage. Fragment velocities near liqui-; propellant tank explo-
sions have been obtaired by analysis of high-spe'ed films from
Project PYRO. These results are compared to those predicted
by the model.

INTRODUCTION Instant the explosion occurs. Mathematically.
the initial fragment velocities are obtained by

Hazards produced by exploding liquid pro- an extension of the techniques described by
pellant tanks include those associated with the D. E. Taylor and C. F. Price rZi. and G. L.
blast wave, those ass-ciated with thermal ef- Grodzonski and F. A. lukanov 131 in their
fects, and those associuted with the missile papers on bursting gas reservoirs.
produced by fragmentation of the tank. In a re-
cent study for the Aerospace Safety and Data Additionally, empirical data on fragment
Research Institute (ASRDI). N'asa Lewis Re- velocities were obtained from high-speed
search Center [I1. the author has had the films taken of the events of Project PYRO.
opportunity to investigate some of the pheno.n- Project PYRO was a series of tests ronsisting
ena associated with the fragmentation hazard, of detc:,ations of liquid propellant tanks with a
In order to assess the range and degree of considerable amount of documentation on each
hazard of fragments emanating from a propel- test. From these films, data on fragment
lant tank explosion, ballistic equations and • elocity versus yield were obtained. Th•c ana-
energy equations depend on a knowledge of the lytical model attempts to predict these same
Initial velocity of the fragments. Obviously, values for the test conditions described.
delermination of these fragotent velocities Is a -

complex problem both empirically and analyti- ANALYTICAL M',ODEL
cally. Thiis especially so -hen an analytic
model is developed capable of predl-tinR frag- The geometry of the model chosen to sini- c
ment velocities for quite general conditions, ulate the missile within which a propellant ex-
I.e. . a variety of tank geometrie", propellants, ploslon is occurring is shown in Figure 1. Thb.
etc. salient features of this model are that the ex-

plosion is initially cnntained by the missile
An analytical model is developed in this tankage iCBM casel: the reacting fuel and oxi-

paper which attempts to predict initial frag- dizers are perfectly mixed in the stoichio-
ment velocities from exploding liquid propel- mett ic ratio and react completely to form
lant tanks based on a gross simplification of gaseous explosion products (contained in a
the geometric factors and assumptions nbout spherical volume initially of radius R.): and
the tlhermrodynamic state of a hypothetical the misqile tankage and non-rearting propel-
sphere of "gaseoms expl.sion prodxucts" which lants are approximated by an incompressible
represents the condlt~ons within the tank at the concentric spherical outer shell about the
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FRAGMENT CIRCULARFl=4TR
2  (4)

FSEELO OF OXPDEZER

e 0 110Il The equation of state for the gaseous ex-

0plosion products is taken as

P,(,! V,(T) =RMWi T,(?) (5)
W A crack of width, w, appears ar~ound the

GASEOUS EXPLOSION4 periphery of each fragm,ýnt at time, V.

PRODUCTS through which the gaseous explosion products
escape until P0 (i') approaches ambient pres-
sure. From one-dimensional flow equations [2].

Fig. 1. Schematic of Idealized CBXI
Liquid Pr~spellant Explor ion

PIN Po()Ii -~ L 2 .- IN1d 10 6
sphere of gaseous explosion products. The - Zao (T)) dT.)] 6
shell ts assumed to fragment into n fragments
of equal surface area. Ai all of which are 4M (7) k 0 7
circular sections of the shell. The fragments dr
move radially and are at a distance rij-r) at any
time It from the center of the original sphere.
The solid angle formed by a fragment at -r =0 (2 X4 41
at the sphere's center is .1. Each fragment is 1.4¶ 7TI 8
characterized by a mass Nii and a circular
periphery Ci. The total shell mass is Nit. A*. a0 ('r) (2*-* 1/2

The sphere of gaseous explosion products
is characterized by a pressure, P0 (¶r), soutnd where k is a discharge coefficient and the

0 0 speed;, ao(i,. temperature. T,(er), volume, other variables have been defined.
V,(r)0, mass. MWr4, and density, o0,V0 at any CI I I I
time -r . as well as a ratio of specific heats, P.. The volume 'of the 'sphere of gaseous pro-
The initial conditions are ducts of explosion at any time r in

r(o) rR0 . dr(o) 0, POW Poo VO(T'r? (4/3)rir3v T (10)

-and the adiabatic case Is assumed where
- 07 00 C a(o) = oo-' ýP,(o)' 000. To(o) Too. it ~r)Cb)~ C

M(o)= M Vo. V 0 0  0(1)0 - t0 -

oo (aýTo .- _

It Is assumned that the entire shell could be The equations will be non-dimensionalized b)1
Hivided into the n fragments: thus, setting

Ai 4'T R2 /n (2 a) P0 (r= Poo P,(.). T ~ r(-¶) t Xg () (2

and where g is the dimensionless distance coordi-
nate, !. io the dimensionless time coordinate,

n Mi/Mt (2 b) and P~ is the dimensionless pressure. From
Eqs. (6) and (3) and no, -dimenslonalizlng with

The equation of motion for a fragment is Eq. (12). we obtain
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tI • and

Xa g2 I( 1 3 ) C2" - R 0  P()oo 2

where primes denote derivatives with respect or using EE '4).
to 0. Using Eqs. (3). 1I1). and (12) in (13).
we obtain Z. ao 4 [i 2

1 a-IMtZaoo4 "

""a -i I (14) Then. .2. (11. (1i0).(ZI). and (22).
) -- :Eq. (20) becomes

where we have chosen the non-dimensionallz- X-I
S•ing parameters X, 92. 71 2-

M ' I3 (15)- C-= [-clg2+ CiCZ] P* -3xgzg' (Z3)

X F POO This equation can be solved simultaneous-

ly with Eq. (14) for the initial conditions of

Mta 0 0  2 1/2 Eq. (1). which for Eq. (12i are given in dimen-
Mt ao ( 2 (IA) sionless form as

Ro

From Eq. (5) and its derivatives with respect X (0) = T-. X'(o) T 0. P. (o) 1 1 (24)

to r. we obtain
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS

d Po(T) Po(f ) d M(i)

d-r Vjrl Vo(tr) dT The solution of Eqs. (14) and (23) was ob-
tained numerically for the initial conditions.
Eq.(24). using the Runge-Kutta method.SPo(i) dTo() Po(r) dV°f-) Table 2 is in example solution for the condi-

To(T) di Vo('l d¶ 1171 tion.s of Table 1. The maximum velocity of a

The area of a crack around a fragmenit is TABLE I.
Condition for Solution of Table 2

S(Cw), 7 (, ri
2 (,) - Al (18)

and the total crack area for n fragments is aoo 1. .352 i 104 1 'sec

S= 4-Ro
2 (r2I -

o(1) a X 10 3 Pei
) n 100

R0  27 Zin.
From Eqs.'(7) through (12) arnd (19), we may Mt = 27 -in.
write Eq. (17) as t

g3 3kPat°3k ° a ) Z1-1)

V-I fragment is obtained as g' approaches zero.

g-- (R, (2) i.e. . no drag effects are considered. Figure
IV X g 3/ (20) 2 shown how the maximum fragment velocity

varies with n for two example cases of par.
ticular Ro. x, Poo. and aoo and Mt. Poo

If we define and Y are the same, for both cases, and

P•l 1 a... R.. and Mt differ widely between the
2(e- 1) two cases. The figure indicates tiat. for

C 3k It (21) sufficiently large n. the maximum fragment
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TABLE 2.
Example Solution 8

U3~3A~iMIS 41A *..IN:_941 "'"-"-

~to . I-S O *

35 IN. f-t C ..3 .* 613.# .3 4 P.II.3I , U.'9I t. *3- % Cr5.sI

--, • . to. W

3.40 6.74 in

.3N.33 .3r-33 .3331.n .M•£.@

* 311-1 .31t.*-3 ,913,,03 333•.0

.3-D-.4 .1.02

ISEet .31.3.30 lltO,

.-- ' .,.r..,.•* 3. . '3 Fa i r n

flItI. .,le .*tfL.O ? .ILM0I•, K

.533.3~~~ .- 363 r ,.43

Now 01 IAaW. 1

.0$.00

" ?.5 ,.in. ,,,I,, • [,, 3-..,,,

.3 * 5 . ... . ... ...... M I • 1 30

* 3*3130 i3*104

FFig. 3. MaaxiFum Fragment Velocity as a

function of Number of Fragments• 5.0

3396.3~~~ Dm0.1.43633333.303: 33..,14

velocity is :onsta~t, Independent of n. For -f._ •

low in, Eq. (2) is a poor approximation. Fig-/ •

ure 3 shows the dependtence of maximum frag-
.• ment velocity on P. and the Initial gaseous ex-

plosion products mass te ahell mast ratio.
M ./Mt. for a particular R. n, Poo and aoo.. . .

Cc 5-1

S° R e sults obtaine if from this m odel •nýay he D i O l ,dm ýl ily, in cti " . • •
'-compared to those obtained fron. other 2.alvit- .• 1o

ical and experimental work on fragmenting °FtI. 4. Cory,pariion of Taylor-Pr'ice to .4wR[ •

spherical resulttI as a result of high internal Solutions for Adiabatic Case

pressure.
velocities than they dio. Some dlscrepancv Is

The resuiltis of this method are compared to he expected because otir assum~ptions on
to the cases described] by Taylor and Price geometry were not as precise as theirs. Thi!-
rE1 in which- is esfpecially true wheie we assumed that the

P V surface area of a spherical volume could be
C oe ý 0oo 25.013 (5) divided into n equal circular areas: they

S10.0 - '.2. 0.14 6 (30

Mt aooz assumed rutiy two hemispherical fragments

whose projected areas were well defined.

in Figure 4. Gene!rally it can he seen that our Nonetheless. the agreement is relatively good,

results predlict somewhat lower fragment especially for the greater •
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Table 3 gives a comparison between frag- tests where LH2 /LO 2 was the propellant are

ment velocities measured in experimental considered.
work relating to hazards fro'r bursting high-
pressure tanks and predicted velocities using The data for these PYRO tests appear in

* our model. The experimental values of Pitt- Table 4, and the mean fragment velocities are

man r4J were obtained by pressurizing spher- plotted versus measured yield in Figures 5

ical metal tanks with N2 until they burst, and 6 for tests involving a total propellant
Fragment velocities were measured by use of weight, Wt. of 200 and 1000 lb. respectively.
a breakwire. Where the experimental values The weight of reactants, Wr, involved in the

were not precisely determ'ned in tests D and explosion is given by
E. limits were assigned to the fragment ve-
locity on the basis of the data obtained. Input Wr y. Wt HTNT (26)
data to our program 'were based on the tank Fir
geometry and burst pressure. described in
Reference f4] and the properties of N2 . where HTNT and Hr are the heats of explo-

1' sion per unit mass of TNT and LO2 /LI 2 , and

"TABLE 3. Comparison of Predicted Fragment Y are a percentage yield for a given test ob-

Velocities with Pittman's Data [41 tained from blast line peak overpressure mea-
surements. Using the ratio for the heats of

__explosion, Ym is

,. ..... Ym- 0.?27 Y (27)
a *.s 4. LAD u,.or' i .e ISO Sao$I0

a I.*,E V.. .l1, 1.1.191 tA,.Is6 Our method of fragment velocity predic-
a Lit.is, 2,.6 .41.1 i .s . 1.. 0*1 tion is relatively insensitive to the value of

n and Y. as we have seen: accordingly, we
picked reasonable values (n ' 100, Y. - 1.2)
for these parameters to describe the number

CORRELATION OFW PREDICTED FRAGMENT of fragments and the gaseous explosioni pro.
VELOCITIES WITHl PROJECT PYRO DATA ducts of the PYRO tests. The energy produced

in the explosion of the reacting propellant ob-
Higlh-speed films were taken of explos•ions tained from th~ese tests is

of liquid rocket propellant tanks in project

PYRO f5-7]. Films from 94 of these tests E r Wr fir (28)

were analyzed (to provide data on initial frag-
ment velocities) fl]. Fragment positions were Based on the calculated density of a mixture of

recorded frame by frame. and the same frag- LI1 2 /LO 2 (mixed in the stoichiometric ratio).
ment was identified between films of a giveneven taen y cmers loate raialy aout we obtained a volume for the sphere of gaseous

event taken by cameras located radially about explosion prodcts related to r for each
the explosion center at different azimuth ex s from

angles. Although it was impossible to deter- test from

mine a true initial fragment velocity because
of the obstruction of fragment motion by the Wr '•I whH e VOX 0  0X
fireball, average fragment velocity values r 0 Vwh + VOX
were obtained close to the explosion center for c

'manyofthesetests. Ac nd C - c

Since our fragment velocity prediction 8 VII cif VOX 0 ox (301 -

method is based on a spherically symmetric
containment vessel, it is reasonable to take o and V are density and volume, and the sub.

the cylindrical test geometry of the PYRO scripts Ii and OX refer to LIr2 and L0 2 .
tests which most closely approximated spher- The energy can he expies,,ed in terms of the

ical symmetry for puirposes of comparisoi. initial pressure, within the sphere of gaseous

with data from the analytical model, i.e. . explosion products as

only tests witf L/D - 1.8 (the smallpst I/Dri 1
ratio) are considered. Furthermore, only E -o (14.7) - 11,,) (31)
confined-by-the-missile I"r3M) cases are con- . p 00]

sidered. (Confinement-hy-the-groisnd- surface
(CBGS) cases do not represent internal explo- This was solved for Poo by the Newton-

sions. I To srimplify the assRmiptions ma.le IHnphs)on iteration technliqie. ussing Elq. (2M1

ahout the gaseosiq ,xplosm!n produicts, only thrigsh ( O), to give 1soo0 144 pil.
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TABLE 4. PYRO Test Data,

Reactants Mass of Radius of Calc. Max. Measured
Total Measu-ed Reactants Energy Non-Reac- Reactants Fragment Mean

P rop. Wt., Yield Weight Z tants M. Sphere Velocity Velocity

Test Wt Ym Wr (ft-lb x Mv4 Mt-Mr Ro t° f Uf
No. (Ibs) (r%) (lb s) 10-5) (b-sec2fin) (in.) (ft/sec) (ft/sec)

053 200 1.08 2.08 3.35 .633 8.0 358 362

091 200 7.83 •15.63 15.63 .564 15.5 975 1500

118 200 5.41 10.8t 17.4 ,589 13.7 790 710

199 200 2.16 4.32 6.95 .623 10.2 543 660

200 200 4.59 9.18 14.8 .597 13.0 786 880

210 1000 1.89 18.9 30.4 2.49 16.12 540 650

212 1000 7.29 72.9 117.0 2.21 25.35 1020 790

213 1000 q.46 94.60 150.8 2.11 27.15 1110 990

265 1000 2.70 27.0 43.5 2.45 17.85 636 690

Figure 7 is a plot of fragment velocity,
MOD V1 , as a function of ado and Ro. as obtained

X 0 MEAN VELOCITY FROM from our analytical method. From this figure,
PYRO DATA O3 it can be seen that Vf is relatively insensi-a THEORETICAL VALUES

Z.0 x -BESTIL VAL tive to a0o but very sensitive to R,. We
0 -chose ado r 144 in./sec as a reasonable value

0 for the initial sound speed for the gaseous ex-
o 000 ploslon products of the PYRO tests since in-

formation such as this on the thermodynamic
4D -state of the explosion at r = 0 was not avail-

able for these tests. Values for Ro were ob.
tained by taking a lower limit based on Eqs.

1 4 6 ID (10). (29). and (30) and an upper limit based on
MEASURED YIELD, Y (de

the radius of a sphere with the same volume as
the particular confinement vessel tank for

Fig. S. Fragment Velocity: Correlation of each test.
Data from PYRO 1112 /L0 2 Tests with
Theoretical Values, Wt = 200 Lbs

. o MEAN VElOCITY FROO PYRO DATA

x T1hEOREIICAL VALUES y.o

~1W -SST LINE AR FIT

60 - C

MEASURED YIELD, Y 1%) s s.1e,. 5'm 6

Fig. 0. Fragment Velocity: Correlation of
Data from PYRO L1 2 /L 2Oý Tests with Fig. 7. Fragment Velocity as a Function of
Theorptial Values, Wt 1000 Lbs Sound Speed in the Explosive Products
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Within these limits, an Ro was chosen to REFERENCES
"give a reasonable value for initial fragment

velocities for one PYRO test for each of the 1. Baker. W. E.. Parr. V. B.. Bessey, R. L.,
tank sizes. Ro was then varied as the cube and Cox, P. A., "Assembly and Analysis of

root of the measured blast yield for the other Fragmentation Data for Liquid Propellant
tests. and a corresponding Vf was calcu- Vessels. " NASA CR Report (to be publish-

' lated. Values for Ro are given in Table 4. edi, Southwest Research Institute, San

Figures 5 and 6 show the comparison of the Antonio, Texas. 1973.
measured and calculated fragment velocities

for the 200-lb and 1000-lb tests. 2. Taylor, D.B., and Price. C.F., "Velo-

cities of Fragment from Bursting Gas
CONCLUSIONS Reservoirs, " ASME Transactions, Jour.

"of Engineering for Industry. Nov. 1971.
An analytical model based on a spherical

vessel containing a gas under high pressure 3. Grodzovski, G. L., and Kukanov. F.A..

which bursts into n fragments was used to - "Motion of Fragrients of a Vessel r'urst-

predict the initial fragment velocities from ing in a Vacuum. " Soviet Engineering

liquid propellant rocket explosions (Project Journal Mar/Apr, 1965.

PYRO) and from NOL bursting pressure
vessel data. Results from the model were 4. 1-ittman. J. F. , "Blast and Fragment

generally insensitive to the number of frag- Hazards from Bursting High Pressure
ments and many of the thermodynamic pro- Tanks," NOLTR 72-102, May 1972.

perties of the confined gas, but depended
strongly on the initial radius of the vessel and 5. Willotughby, A.B., Wilton, C.. and

the Initial pressure of the gas. Comparison Mansfield, J.. "Liquid Propellant Explo.

of fragment velocity data obtained from high- sive Hazards, Final Report - Dec. 1968.

speed films of PYRO events with the analyt- vlol. I- Technical Documentary Report."
Ical predictions could only be made by taking AFRPL-TR-68-92, URS.652-35, URS Re-

reasonable values for the thermodynamic search Co., Burlingame, California.

parameters and assigning limits to the initial
radius of explosion. Agreement was gen- 6. Willoughby, A.B.. Wilton C. , and

erally good under these conditions, but the Mansfield, 3.. "Liquid Propellant Explo-

model needs to be validated by tests which sion Hlazards. Final Report - Dec. 1968,

provide more information about wat is oc- Vol. I1 - Test Data. " AFRIýL-TR-68-92,

curring Inside the confinement vessel at the URS 652-35. URS Research Co..

time of explosion. Analytical predictions of Burlingame. California.

the NOL data were good. These experiments
provided more complete information on the 7. Willoughby. A. B., Wilton, C.. and

Initial conditions, which are required by the Mansfield. J., "Liquid Propellant Explo-

model, and used test vessels which were sion Ilazards, Final Report - Dec. 1968.

geometrically similar to those assumed by Vol. III- Prediction Methods. " AFRPL.TR-

the model. 68-92, URS 652-35, URS Research Co.,
Burlingame. California.
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SHOCK ANALYSIS

, •PIPING DESIGY FOR HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT PRESSURE
Ccc -

Charles C. Huang and Richard J. Bradshaw, Jr.
'U.S. Army Engineer Division, Huntsville

Huntsville' Alabama

and

Howard H. Yen
Sperry-Rand Corporation

Huntsville, Alabama

Designing fluid-filled piping systems in p,-,tective structures requires
determining the severity of the transient pressut,. pr "'-d in pipl-I
by strong motions resulting from a nuclear detonation. When the tran-
sient pressure exceeds the allowable pressure, nf the pipe, or equip-
ment in the piping system, attenuators will be requir,.2. The same
problem is involved in designing piping systems in nuclear power plants
to withstand earthquakes. A new computer code, HYTRAN, has been devel-
oped to assist engineers in solving these types of problems.

This paper introduces the HYTRAN code with a description of its bound-
ary conditions and numerical solution techniques. Modeling techniques
are discussed and a typical example of HYTRAN application to analyzing
a large three-dimensional piping system is presented to demonstrate
the utility of the code. A comparison of test data and HYTRAN com-
puted results is also included tn demonstrate the reliability of the
code.

INTRODUCTION of weapons or earthquakes. The basic formula-
tion, numerical solution, -column separation,

When protective structures are subjected attenuators, modeling techniques, and compari-
to the violent shaking motions produced by the son of test and computed data are presented.
detonation of nuclear weapons, transient pres-
sures-are generated in the fluid fille'd piping BASIC EQUATIfNSo
systems contained in the strictures. Designers
of these structures are faced with determining In this section the basic partial differ-
these transient pressures and providing neces- ential equations for hydraulic transient phe-
sary attenuation devices if the transient pres- nomena in a piping system are discussed. The
sures exceed the allowable pressures of the physical problem is depicted in Figure 1. To
piping system. In 1969, the U.S. Army Corps formulate the governing equations which are
of Engineers initiated a R&D program to develop mathematically solvable the following Ideali-
and verify a computer code, HYTRAN, which pro- zatlons aretintroduced:, o ..

vides a means to calculate these pressures and °
to'design attenuatdrs. Since that time, HYTRAN * One-dimensional flow
has been used in designing all the critical
piping systems in the protective structures of * Small density change
the SAFEGUARD Ballistic Misslie Defense System.
The comparison of laborator, teýt data and cal- * Nonviscous fluid except at the pipe
culated data, which are presented in this paper, boundary
indicates that HYTRAN predicts the transients
pressures quite accurately. * Friction force on pipe calculated by

Darcy equation
The purpose of this paper is to present

HYTRAN to engineers responsible for designing " Wave velocity calculated by considera-
piping systems subjectea to strong shaking tions of the elastic properties of the
motions which are produced by either detonation fluid and pipe
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H dZ

zc

DATUM ELZVAT ION

Figure 1. Forces Acting on an Element of Liquid dx in Length

" R;gid pipe segment I dV -H - f (V- u) V -U (2)

* Velocity head neglected. g d T (2)
Expanding the total derivative into partial

MOMENTUM EQUATION derivatives. Equation (2) becomes

The condition of dynamic equilibrium can 1 )V v
be set up for an element dx along the pipe. By 1 (2 V" + V21) 2H

considering friction force to b-. related to the fI I
relative flow velocity between the fluid and gD (V - u) V -u. (3)
the moving pipe wall (V-u) the balarice of momen-
tum yields Equation (1). Equation (3) is the momentum equation of one-

dx dV A, k (H- Z)- dimensional wave propagation.

g dt CONTINUITY EQUATION
r ) +.1 (2C)d 'ain ýl

104 - Z) (2! _. 21)• dxli A second eq uatibrelating H and V is C

L _ Jj"deternined from the condition of continuity 14].ý

.A_ (V u) V - u dx + Aodx sin,, (1) 3H + V c 3V (4)
T2g0 It I x g ax

where is the acceleration of the liquid ele- Where C is the wave velocity and is expressed by

ment. To preserve the direction of the pressure
heal drop, the absolute value of the relative
velocity is used !n Equation (1). Since sirn •-- , 1Z o I DC

-Z Equation (I) may be expressed as: C + . * _- (.
I_ g IF re)*
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NUMERICAL SOLUTION BY THE METHOD OF Equations (6) through (9) are of a simple
SCHARACTERISTICS . ftr', and are satisfied, by every solution of

Equ;ations (3) and (4).
There are several numerical methods to

solve partial differential equations, however, The characteristic equations may be solved
the method of characteristics is most applicable by using the grid of characteristics or speci-
for hyperbolic partial differential equations fied time intervals. A specified time interval
with two. independent and two dependent vari- in thne t-directton relates zthe values of V and o
ables.ý Lister (5] shows the general mathemat- H at the beginning of the interval to those at
Ical development of the method and the compu- the end by the characteristic equation. This
tational procedures for digital computer method has severat advantages over the grid of
solution. The application of th• method to characteristics, which is used in solving super-
hydraulic transient analysis was first adopted sonic compressible flow problems. The process
by Streeter and Lai [1]. Ya;ig [6] used the of solving Equations (6) through (9) is illus-
same approach as Streeter, out treated the more trated in Figure 2, when ti'and ti+l are the
complicated boundary condi'ions. beginning and the end of the time interval At.

Points A, C, and B are three adjacent points on
Four characteristic equations; Equations the line t,- ti, each a distance Lx apart. Let

(6), (7), (8) and (9) are obtained by combining point P fall on the intersection of t = ti+l
Equations (3) and (4). and x x Two characteristic lines, C+ and

C-, pass through P and intersect the line t = ti
dt - dx . 0 (6) at R and S. The values of V and H at t = ti

7 _'C are assumed to be known, and their values at

C+ point P are to be determined.

Curve Applying the linear approximation for small

dY + dH + f - u)V - uidt 0(7) intervals to Equations (7) and (9), the follow-
C n I I Ing equations are obtained.

dt - dx .0(8) (VP -VR)+ FR(HP MR)

C- + L- (V- u)R V u RAt =0 (10)
Curve 2Df 1 R

dV - dH + L (V u) V - u dt * 0 (9) and
C 2DI

+t:

c- C+

CO C~t~t+1 - - - - -- - -- - c CC C

ti A Ax BX

0

Figure 2. Positions of the Characteristic Lines in a Specified Time Interval
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(VP VS) - (Hp HS) Once the values of VE, VS, HR, and HS are
ý • " '?determined, Equations (101 and (11) can be

* Isolved simultaneously to obtain Vp and Hp as
+ f9(V u)s V u sat 0. (11) follows:

Equations (10) and (ll),contain four terms Vp - (VR + VS) + 2 (HR - HS) -
representing the value V and H at points R and 2 2C
S, which may be evaluated by cansidering the
slopes of the characteristic lines given by fAt I Vc-
Equations (6) and (8). 2F (C u) IC- , (20)

For the first approximation, the slopes and
of the characteristics lines at points R and 1.
S may be assumed to be the average slopes be- H C . (VR - VS) + 1 (HR + HS). (21)
tween the points A and C and C and B, respec- T9 2

tively. Then, Equation (6) and (8) mey be
approximated by The method can now be applied to a pipe.

Consider, for example, a pipe which is divided
C+ :d VA + VC + C (12) inrto n sections, each of Lx length. First, the

d A values of V and H at AO, Al...An in Figure 3
2 are given for t - to. Then, by using Fquatinns

(16) through (21), the values of V and H at Bl,
and B2 .. Bn-l can be evaluated. In similar manner,

C. dx VC + C.(C 2 , C3 ... Cn2 can be evaluated. The computa-
dt - (13) tion can proceed to a point determined by the

2 number of sections in the pipe. However, if
sufficient boundary conditions on X and Xn are

Physically, Equations (12) and (13) repre- given as a function of time, V and H at those
sent the wave front velocities. Therefore, points marked in Figure 3 by a black circle can
the location of the points R and S may be be computed. It Is evident that, once suitable
determined as boundary conditions are given at both ends of

xR xC (AVC +c) t (14) the pipe, the computation can be performed.

2 In order to proceed with t"l computation,
the boundary conditluns at the 2nds of the pipE

and must be established and the solution must sat-
isfy such conditions. As shown in Figure 4,

xS c - (VB_+ VC - C) a.t. (15) there is only one characteristic line involved
2 at each boundary. Therefore, Equations (10)

and (11) cannot be solved simultaneously to
If the velocities from A to C and C to B obtain Vp and Hp. At the boundary, the values

are assumed to be linearly distributed, then of Vp and Hp must be given as a function of time,
the velocities at points R and S can be approx- or Vp and Hp must be related by a known func-
imated as tion. Thern, Equations (10) and (11) may be

solved separately for the remaining unknown
VR C - "c - xR (vC " VA) (16) variables. In the case of a boundary where

more than one pipe is involved, the condition
of continuity and pressure drop at the bound-

and ary must also be satisfied. For convenience,
the positive direction is defined as from the

vs VC + xC - xS . (17) left-end boundary to the right-end boundary,
(Vc VB) and the same convention is also applied to the

fx pipe motion and flow direction in the pipe.

Similarly, the value of H at points R and, A three-pipe joint such as ýhe T-Joint
'IS can be evaluated as - C shown in Figure 5, will be used as an example

C H to illustrate the tre4tment of the boundary
HR " HC - xC xR (HG - HA) (18) condition. The-joint consists of three bound-

Ax aries. The absolute flow velocities at the
boundaries are defired as VpI, Vp2, and Vp3.

and If there is external excitation a the joint
H x - ( X H Hwith excitation velocities ul, u2, and u3, then

HS - C + Xc (C ) HB() the relative flow velocities are given by
t•x
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E 4

t

DI D D

C C C C C.I

B B B B BL " -- ý -. 44i4

t o At Ag A3  A •-- 2  A .l  A

0 x=x1 x x 3 x4 Xn-3 n-2 xn-i Xn

Figure 3. Computation Procedures for Interior Points

RIGHT HAND BOLUNDARY

LEFT HAN'D BOUNDARY

Sti,1 _____ p____ ___ ____

£ A c C S
t C B AC C' CO

Figure 4. Positions of the Characteristic Lines at theBoundarles
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A3  DWJBOMMY 3

BO. .-ARY 1 - .I

"c 3 2

AP H A2

Figure 5. Boundary Conditions at a T-Joint

iI Vpl - u1  
Left boundary - L:

P2 2 (22) 14- Hs1 + c (Vpj - Vs0) +'62 -v 2" (e

Vp- u3  
2 i J ;1C At MH1 . (24b)

Pipe 2
To satisy the Pquilibrium condition, there

can be only one pressure H at the joint, and it Right boundary - R:
is related to the pressures at the boundaries of
the three pipes as H' HR2 ( - VR2)

N -gp H
HCp A* tH -~ L"2. (25a)

H - HP2 +!.H 2  (23) F9 ju 2 u 2

H - Hp3 + MH3. Left boundary - L:

Where t.H is the pressure drop across the H " HS2 + C (VP2 - VS 2 ) +
C: • •bouneary and fotlows the sign convention that

plus indicates a left boundary and minus a right c

boundary,. Substituting Equations (10) and (11) Cf (25b), 4
into Equation (23) for the values of Hp, the 2g0 2 12 uZ At + ,1H2c

following six characteristic equations are ob-
tu1ned for a three-pipe joint: Pipe 3

Pipe 1 Right boundary - R:

Right boundary - R:

H - HRI - (Vpl - VRH
9

Cf At - &H3. (26a)
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Left boundary L: R10

-• ., - ,

/y

H HS3 + & (VP3'- VS3) +

g- k At + (26b) +

23 u31u3 3

* Depending on the physical orientation of ° L L +R
the pipes at the joint, there are eight possi- L

ble combinations of the boundaries for a three-
pipe joint. The combinations are:

1. R, R, R +

2. R, R, L

3. R, L, R

4. R, L, L R
z

5. L, R, R

6. L, R, L Figure 6. The Coordinate System Used
in the HYTRAN

7. L, L, R

8. L, L, L. L

The coordinate system and a sample combina-
tion of the boundaries are shown in Figure 6
and 7 respectively. For a given combination,
there are three equations which can be selected
from Equations (24a) through (26b). Four vari-
ables, H, Vpl, Vp2, and Vp3 , are involved in '.J
three equations, therefore, a fourth equation
is required. The fourth equation is derived
from the condition of continuity at the joint'.
If the three pipes have flow area of Al, Ap,and A3 , then the continuity equations 0or he
eight boundary combinations can be expressed as 0- R
fol lows: RR, R, R: A19 I+ A2Uj2 + A 3  03 0 (27a) ft

R, R, L: Alil + A2ii2 - A3ii 3 - 0 (27b)

... R, L, R: Akl _l - A2i;2 + A3 _u3 -0 (27c)
R, L, L: AI1i 2 - - A3U3 * 0 (27d) L

. R, : -A1 A3 0 (27e) Figure 7. Sample Combination of
L. R, 1,R1: -A1  + A2 62 -Aj 3 -0 (27d) Boundaries (R. L. R.)

L, R, L: -AI 1 + A2 U2 - A3 3 O- 0 (27f)
LL . . . .... olnceeHk is determine-d, Hp1, Np2, and Hp3

° L :- -A 2 U2 +'A3 73'- 0 (27g) are calculated from.Equation (23). The pres-
sure drop terms in Equation (23) are caculatedL, L, L: -AlU1 - Azu 2 - A3u3 • 0 (27h) using the usual pressure drop coefficient, KI,

Based on the given boundary combination, K2, and K3 .
one of the above equations is selected with the l KI (28a)
other three equations selected from Equations 1 U'lu-
(24a) through (26b) to solve for the values of
H, Vpl, VP2, and Vp3 .
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AH 2  K2 U2 U2 (28b) liquid is imposed on the location until it is
TI_ changed to a higher value by a reflected pres-

sure wave. Employing this approach the loca-
- tion of column separation effects are identi-

AH3 3 U3 (28c) fled in the piping circuit and estimates of
7 their severity are made to provide a basis for

the sizing of pressure attenuation devices to
- The boundary conditions for a two-pipe avoid the occurrence of this phenomenon. In

joint or a one-pipe joint can be similarly view of this, it is recommended that pressure
formulatod. attenuation devices be used to suppress column

separetion at the locations where column sepa-
COLUMN SEPARATION AND PRESSURE ATTENUATOR ration may occur.

Although there are methods [7] of calcu- A variety of attenuator types such as
lating the pressure generated at a boundary due quick opening valves, rupture diaphragms, and
to the reattachment of the separated fluid energy storage accumulators have been consid-
column, it is difficult to describe the de- ered for application in protective facilities.
tailed behavior of a two-phase system represent- Owing to the requirements for fast response and
ing the cavitation and column separation phe- multiple exposures, only the energy storage
nomena. For engineering applications, it may type of unit is considered to be of interest
be sufficient to predict an average pressure here. This type of accumulator as shown in
developed near a joint due to column separa- Figure 8 consists of either a piston or a blad-
tion. In predicting column separation effects der type of diaphragm which separates the fluid
in a complicated piping circuit, a practical from a precharged gas container and operates on
engineering approach is used to simplify the the principle that the energy of the pressure
formulation. The following assumption is em- waves is stored by compression of gas in the
ployed in this analysis to indicate the occur- unit and then released later at a slower rate.
rence of column separation. To establish the initial conditions of an accum-

ulator, the precharge gas is assumed to be in
Column separation occurs when the liquid thermal equilibrium with the liquid. Consider
pressure drops below its vapor pressure an accumulator tVi.', has a gas volume of Vo at
or (H - Z) _ Hmin. a precharge pressure of Ho. Then, at the

steady-state operating pressure of Hs, the
The HYTRAN computer program has an inher- accumulator gas volume is Vs - YV(Ho/Hs). Usu-

ent assumption that the hydraulic transient ally the precharge gas pressure is set at 80
equations and the continuity relationship at percent of the steady-state operating pressure
a joint remain valid even when column separa- or Vs ' 0.8 Vo. During hydraulic transient
tion occurs. When column separation at some variations, liquid volume is either added to
joint is predicted in the solution, a constant or removed from the accumulator. The pressure
pressure equal to the vapor pressure of the at the joint is determined by the reversible

END FrLANES "

cIIAR (; W4 s11 S

C -
VERkUrAI "ALVE i1

"-" • // '" •~-F'LEXI1BLE BA(R, RIER-

Figure 8. In-Line Accumulator With a Perforated Flow Tube (Von Manufacturing Co.)
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polytropic process of tte precharge gas, or h. Calculates the flow velocities and
fluid pressures as functions of time.

Hp Hs is y (29) .I Suma rizes the maximum flow ve1ocities
and maximum and minimum pressure heads in each

pipe and identifies the time at which they
where Y is a constant of the gas which depends occur.
on the physical property and process. t.V is
the change of'flow volumeof the accumulator;• HYTRAN-I 'calculates-the steady-statecflow.

The computation for the piping circuit is com-
HYDRAULIC TRANSIENT COMPUTER PROGRAM (HYTRAN) pleted when the flow velocities at both ends

of each pipe in the circuit are equal to or
Based on the mathematical formulations less than a prescribed tolerance.

presented in the previous section, an integrated
computer program HYTRAN was developed. It con- The HYTRAN-A program also detects the
sists of three subprograms for calculating occurrences of column separation phenomena in
initial steady-state flow conditions, hydraulic a piping circuit by monitoring the liquid pres-
transient pressures, and for plotting the com- sures and identifying when they drop below the
puted data. The three subprograms are: vapor pressure.

HYTRAN-I. Calculates initial equilib- HYPLOT utilizes data from HYTRAN-A and
rium flow conditions for piping circuits allows the user to specify pipe numbers and
in which the circuit parameters are location (left and/or right end of pipe) where
estimated. transient velocities and pressures are to be

plotted as function of time. HYPLOT offers two
HYTRAN-A. Calculates pressure tran- options of plotting, CALCOMP pen plotter or
sients in piping circuits due to sup- line printer, to display information
port motions. Locations of column graphically.
separation are indicated, but the
phenomena are not treated rigorously. Table 2 presents the capabilities and lim-

HYPLOT. Prints and plots variations of itations of the HYTRAN Program.
flow velocities and pressure heads as a These limits can be increased to larger
function of time at the left or right numbers by changing the dimension statements
end of selected pipes. The result will of the programs as long as they do not exceed
facilitate the proper selection of the core size of the computer system.
accumulators.

The present version of the HYTRAN program
HYTRAN-A is týe basic fluid transient (HYTRAN-I, HYTRAN-A, and HYPLOT) requies

program and has the following features and 32,000 10 words.
capabilities:

A detail description and listing of the
a. Calculates transient pressures in HYTRAN programs are contained in Reference 8.

three-dimensional piping net~works, with various
combination of boundaries as shown in Table I. COMPARISON OF HYTRAN COMPUTER RESULTS WITH

b. Accepts velocity excitations at pirps; EXPERIMENTAL DATA

each pipe having different excitations. To verify the HYTRAN program, a comparison
was made between the computed transient pressure

c. Accepts pressure excitations at one- in a complex fluid system and the rccorded test
pipe Joints. data. Figure 9 shows-the configuration of the

fluid system. The fluid circuits which are an
d. Accounts for the effects of a variety integral VdIrt of the equi-oent, A*rry rhilled

of pipe fittings considering tee joints as fluid through each component to keep the tem-

three-pipe joints, valves and elbows as two- perature within tolerance. The chilled fluid
pipe joints, and reservoir and pumpscas one- is supplied by ind returns to an outside source.SCPipeoJOintS. for All the pipet were solidly mounted to the main

°° ram- of the cabinet. °
e. Accounts for pipe friction and pressure

drop at joints. The electronic e4uilp;int was mourted or!
a hydraulic shaker table capable of subjecting

f. Accepts both in-line and appendage-type the equipment to a specified acceleration time
pressure attenuators, history. A piping circuit lcatcl off the

shaker table supplied the chilled fluid tn theg. Calculates wave velocities based on fluid circuits of the equlpi'ent at design pres-
fluid and pipe elastic properties. sure and flow. Pressure transducers and accel-

erometers were positioned in the fluid circuit

1.19
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Table 1. Summnary of Boundary Conditions

boundary Condition Joint Boundary Condition

( ON)Pipe 1 Pipe,2 Pipe 3 N

Numeric Symbolic (H"I) (NP2) (Nf)

2 Ml I L

2 Table ularyo onaryCniin

3 DLX a L a
4 3LL I L L

5 LUR L R a
6 Li*i L a L
I LUR L L R

8 LLL L L L

9 U It a
10 DL aL

11 Jo in R

12 LL L L

13 R"i a GIVEN
14 aVi a GIVE

15* DIIV* a GIVEN GIVEN

16 LH3 L GIVEN

17 Lve L GIVEN

Is* LHV' L GIVE GIVEN

20' L' L

21* ais' I I GIVEN GIVEN

22* 10L GI GIVEN

23 LWe L a GIVE czvv

24' LLD L LGIVE GIVEN

c. 25 aMp it at c
SCC 26 IvL I L .

27 LV L a
25 LLP L L

T"so boundary conditions are not used in GITNA1G-I.

ThV ib R cond 1nil nftionsiat(r. R otu dtint% i iot end io ai 11pI-e
E Ito a In-l lr,. tt, ,l.Rpt,,r. li d il cd l ntep% coltannt I"p , C -1

P' is a~ pimp, VHii ndl~nte% c .....tant vel-iltY.

Idl~ta!.. lItft end -f a 1)1it- .
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Table 2. Capabilities and Limitations of HYTRAN Program

•- *improved -

Item IHYTRAN
(Sperry Rand)

No. of pipes 800 (fYTRAN-I, UNIVAC)
750 (HYTRAfl-I, CDC)

K - 600 (MIYTRAN-A, MNVAC)
500 (,iYTRM4-A, COC)

No. of joints Same as No. of pipes

No. of section in each pipe A function of No. of pipes
in a particular problem
- 3000/NPIPE (UNIVAC)
- 2500/?IPIPE (CDC)

NMOTE: The remsining items are for HYTRAN-A only.

No. of Velocity Excitation functions 12

No. of Pressure Excitation functions 1

No. of data points

Velocity Excitstif.n 650 (UIlVAC)
800 (CDC)

Pressure Excitation 650 (UNIVAC)
800 (CDC)

No. of time increments for 19,200 (UNIVAC)
calculations- 16,000 (CDC)

No. of data points on etch plot 1j00

at several locations. Then with the electronic only one modulus of elasticity so it was neces-
equipment .operating, it was subjected to several sary to modify the wall thickness of the plastic
shock tests in each of the three orthogonal axcs Dipe so that the calculation for the wave veloc-
[3]. Test data for comparison with computed ity would equal the predicted value.
data was recorded on a tape recorder and an
bscillograph'recorder. - The model of the equipment Ohown in Figure

10 contained several pipes with a length of 1.4
A list of the materiai and inside diameter feet. The maximum Ax (Figure 2) for a 1.4 foot

of each piping segment is tabulated in Table 3. length of pipe is 0.7 feet. To satify %he
Figure 10 is the mathematical model of the test stability criteria of HYTRAN a t.t (Fiiur• 2) of
unit which was constructed using the circuitry 0.00015 seconds was selected.
of the system and the coordinate system defined
in Figures 6 and 7. Examination of the accel- Sample plots at four locations in the test

c co *erometer'readinqs from the t'est results showed systft are Presented In Figures 11 thrwigh 15.that each of the three main pipinj le-vels exper- The upper part of Figure 11 shows the re-orded
ience about the same~accelerations as the base Accelerometer 'c4ing. this time history w s
of the cabinet. Hence, the excitation input numerically integrated to form the velocit.1
at the base of the cabinet was used to excite excitation table which defined the motion of
all the pipes in the model, the pipes. The HYTRAN computation was per-

formed using the mathematical rodel of Figure
The flexible plastic tube runs are imejl- ',2 .nd ur"- " --irmpi .ýi- ulo," ; ,JitA-

ized by three straight segments. Since the tion to excite the pipes. Computed results are
HYTRAN formulation assumes one dimensional flow, shown in Figures 11 through 15 superimposed on
the traveling wave water jackets of the electron the measured pressure time histories. A compar-
tihe are simulated with equivalent cross sec- ison of the results indicates good correlation
tional area pipes. Further, the prnqram accepts between the test data and computed results.
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Table 3. Tube Dimensions and Mat~erial List of AM Un'it 202

TUBE NUMBERS MATERIAL TUBE INSIDE DIAM'ETER

1,49 Copper t. 25"

2.3,4,5,9,10,14,15,19,20,24,25,26, Copper 1..062"
27,28,29,33,34,38,3 9,43

6,8,11,13,16,18,21,23,30,32,35,37, Plastic 0.487"

40,42 ,45,47

7,12,17,22,31,36,41,46 (Simulated Steel Simulated with 0.866" Pipe

Traveling Wave Waterjackerts of Electron

Tube )

Note: Steady State Flow Rate 32 glm

152 Best Available Copy
2,,,59l,1,5,92,2,5,6 ope/102
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Where the minor differences between test and REFERENCES
computed data exist, they could be due to the
following reasons: 1. Streeter, V. L. and Lal, C., "Waterhammer

Analysis Including Fluid Friction". Trans-
" Accuracy of the test instrumentation. actions of American Society of Civil

Engineers, Vol. 128, Part 1, 1963.
Negligence of the viscous effects of
the fluid in the basic HYTRAN formula- 2. "Experimental Evaluation of Design Methods
tion. As discussed by DeArmond and for Hardened Piping Systems, lIT Research
Rouleau [9], viscous effects may be Institute, Report No. J6185, September 1970.
significant, especially if frequencies
are high or pulse lengths short, lead- 3. "Work Statement Specification PAR Prototype
Ing to attenuation and dispersion of Hardness Verification Test Program", Bell
the propagating wave. TelephoneLaboratories, June 1970.

Negligence of the elastic effects of 4. Parmakian. J., "Waterhammer Analysis"
the pipes (except wave velocity calcu- Prentice Hall, Inc., New York, N. Y., 1955.
lation) in the basic HYTRAN formulation.

5. Lister, M. "The Numerical Solutions of
CONCLUSIONS Hyperbolic Partial Differential Equaticis

by the Method of Characteristics". Mathe-
Based on this study, It can be concluded matical Method for Digital Computers,

that HYTRAN provides good qualitative results Edited by Ralston and Wilf. John Wiley
and that it is a usable engineering tool for and Sons, Inc., New York, 1960.
hydraulic transient analyses of plp~ng systems
subjected to external excitation (base motion). 6. "HYTRAN Computer Program User's Manual",

the Ralph M. 'arsons Company, Document No.
LIST OF SYMBOLS SAF-41, November 1970.

A Cross sectional area of a pipe 7. Li, W. H., and Walsh, J. P., "Pressure
B Bulk modulus of elasticity of the Generated by Cavitation In a Pipe", Pro-

liquid ceedings of the American Society of Civil
C Wave velocity as defined by Engineers, Vol. 90, No. EM6, December 1964.

Equation 5
C1  Constant 8. "Hydraulic Transients Program", U.S. Army
O Diameter of pipe Engineer Division, Huntsville, H!IDTR-73-9-
E Modulus of elasticity of the pipe ED-R, 30 April 1973.

wall material
e Pipewall thickness 9. DeArmond, R. P., and Rouleau, W. T., "Wive
f Friction factor Propagation in Viscous, Compressible Liquid
g Gravitational acceleration Confined in Elastic Tubes" ASME Paper No.
x Distance )long pipe axis 72-FE-23.
o Density of liquid
I Subscript referring to pipe I
2 Subscript referring to pipe 2
3 •Subscript referring to pipe 3

DISCUSSION

Mr. Welch (Wettrnghouse Electric Corooration): Mr. Welch: I think that anyone who Is dealing
How can private companies get a copy of this with control problems, hydraulic control
HYAII, program? problems, or hydraulic power problems might

find this program of some use to them.
Mr: Yen: Anybody who Is interested in this -

program can write me in Sperry or call the' c
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Huntsville,
AL. Presently this program is waiting for
the CDC and Univac Machines.

I ~i6



POPPING MOTOR DOME SHOCK DURING FIRST STAGE.SEPARATION- 9
PT 9 9 9

ON POSETDON MISSILE FLIGHTS

Lane R. Pendleton, Research Specialist
and Ralph IL. itenrikson, Sr. Research Engineer

'Lockheed Missiles & Space Company, Inc.
9 Sunnyvale, California

INTIIODtCTION thrust talloff of the first stage. Then, Increasing
pressure In the interstage, elue to gas from the burn-

Shocks as large as 34 g's peak-to-peak were Ing secondl stage, pushes the two stages apart. The
measured In the re-entry bodies (huring first stage resulting rigid body acceleration of the missile can
separation on Poseidon development nlights. These he seen In Fig. 1. It reaches a peak of 5 g's at
shocks occurred between 610 and 120 milliseconds approximately 6'0 milliseconds after second stage
after second stage Ignition, and excited the funda- Ignition. The mystery shock bogins at 80O milli-
itental longitudilnal modes of the missile, The seconds. The peak-to-peak amplitude on this flight
significant longitudinal frequencies were in a band] In the longitudinal direction was 261 g's. The pre-
between 35 and 120 liz with little response above dominant longitudinal frequencies are 35 and 100 Hz.
150 liz. The problems resulting from this shock These frequencies agree with calculated modail fre-
were large loads on the re-entry body support struc- quencles at this nlight time. The measured trans-
ture andl severe shock environments for electronic vcrse frequencies are 19) and '37 liz which are re-
and hydraulic packages attached to the aft dome of entry bodly cantilever modes.
the second stage motor. The analysis effort devoted
to this anomaly was considered successful in isolat-
Ing the source and effecting a suit able design change
to reduce its magnitudle.9

FLIGHT DATA

Duiring the C.'tX-1; (siJxth Poseidon development
nlight) first separation event, the aeccelerometers and
vibration transducers located In the three lnstru-

(hereafter referred to an "mystery shock") much -

higher than observed on previcus flights. This
shock began approximately 90 milliseconds after -

second ignitioni. Since all mfis.-0l bodlY telemetry 9 A~rkft -- ftO0 41tI MI ,9M 99

links are normally in "blackout" at this time, the
re-entry Ixedv data was. the only data initially avail-Fi.I-eenr xva''lrti da
able for -eval .uation. The data showed the mn.ystery Fg eetYIx~ ceeaindt
shock magnitude was considlerably higher than any measured dluring the C3lv-d; flight
shock predicted for first separation/seconrl Ignition
In pre-flight analytical studies. Subsequent flights A larger mystery shock occurred on 0~X-It. The
have shown that this shock was not unique to CIX-41 re-entry body data Is shown In Fig. 2. The peak-to-
and, In fact'it has, been obscric4&Mlth wIeielV 6rying opeak amplitude was~ :14 g's. The same conclusions -Zs
amplitude on a~llPoselo eionights. above can I* drawn, Looking at Pigs. I anrd 2. the

- 9 lonigitudi~nal Ic'ciele'afloe resisense Is4 muoch larger~
An extenalvce'effort was Initiated to determine than transverse, leadtng to 'he conclusion that the

the causie of this shock. The first and most Impor- force which causes the mystery shock arts primarily
tant evidence was the measured flight data. The In the longiterdlivl direvtion.
longitudinal, lateral, and normal acceleration -time'
histor ies menasureel nea:er the re -ont ry lxxv c. g, A elrmv ing of the' l' ee dcido me Issi leI showing loca -
du ritng a tvpical dleve lopme'nt fiIghet (C3iX-1;) are lions o~f the' se-gee'ntq ds II uerssce In this report is
shown In Fig. 1 . The I nlit a response (ivre'r seceonds giv~en in Fig, :t . Morei' 'let ll of the late rst age a rea
In this figuire) In caused try dletnnation of the eircerm- dulring the second Igniltion /first s( pertion event Is
ferential pyrotechnic cordt arouend the Intersiage shown In Fig. 4.
which severs the structural connection be'twcen the
first and secondt stages. Durring the next 10 nullf- A statistical comnparison of the mystery shock
seconels the twoe stirge' arer he'led together by the magn itueu Iat the re -ent rY IseeY c. g. for' alI
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development flights where data was obtained Is instrumented re-entry body. The missile body
shown In Fig. 5~. The maximum peak-to-peak long*- telemetry links had a temporary (approximately
tudinal acceleration measured at the re-entry body 0. 14 second) blackout at this time caused by ionized
e.g. was chosen as the statistical variable to corn- gases from the second stage motor. This blackout
pare the shock magnitude from nlight to flight. Log- completely masked the mystery shock event. During
normal probability paper wa s chosen since It pro- subsequent flights some missile data was obtained by
duced the least curvatui-e in the array of data points, transmitting through a redundant antenna located
Tt is evident from this figure that there is a large within the re-entry system re of the missile. -

variation In the amplitude fromnfight to flight. The
peak-to-peak amplitude varied fromr 2g's to 34 g's.
The projected structural load resulting from this
anomaly based on 100 flights was unacceptable. The
following additional evidence was exhibited by the
flight data:

1.No correlation was found between the shock -7

magnitude and the re-entry body position or the

number of bodies carried on a particular flight.

2. No correlation was found between the amplitude /1*
of this shock and the total velocity change of the
missile during first separation. Therefore,
the ar~imalous force-time history bas little or
no net Impulse.

no2ABATý

Fig. 4 - Gas flow during first separation
after eleven Inches of travel

Fig. 2 -Re-entry bothy acceleration data a
measured during the C3X-8 flight ~

Fig.- 3 h oeio isl

thrut buldup Cocluetl.ox fit fro twet.

shock. Hoevrn Indvto ofL i 9tr h

Onthe firndst six fooriginc the-nl mn_ shock occurs I ituia ver bre telmery inc.. n' 11vite

four gouined test firinsof r(-,the sWon stg imoiuvivtorcre. rohr uth se ofl h od

Thsdataotie was frninsfie rne- tnentryiw v ;n-:srernents. (,:usdeiy or'% oher kouetns ms sdtofl h od
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ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 1. Slippage of the Gas Generator

Tn order to help isolate the source of this A 3000 pound. 5 millisecond terminal sawtooth
anomaly, a mathematical model of the Poseidon mis- pulse was applied to the base frame eleiment of the
sile was used in an attempt to duplicate flight data. dynamic model to simulate a loose gas generator
The mathematical model had a total of 123 degrees impacting on the base frame (see Fig. 3 for gas
of freedom representing the mtiqile hody and re- generator and base frame locations). The calculated
entry system as lumped masses. rorces due to a re-entry body response Is shown in Fie. R. The

_,normal separation plus forces which simulate abnor- o measured re-entry body acceleration data from the
mal events were applied to the model. The responses C3X-6 flight is also shown. it is evident-that the
at locations of interest such as the re-entry bodies, re-entry bohy responses due to this event would have
equipment section, forward and aft domes, and been considerably below those measured on C3X-6.
nozzle were computed for each case considered. Therefore, it was concluded that this event could not
Then the computed accelerations were compared have caused the mystery shock.
with flight data measured at the same location. Not
all the possible causes of the mystery shock consid-
ered were investigated with the dynamic model since
many theories could be eliminated by the flight data
alone. A sketch of the structural dynamic model is . , • SIMl,,,
shown in Fig. 6. The boxes represent lumped - a.

masses. Cylindrical shell portions of the missile
were modeled as ring sbaped elements. The pro- 4
pellant was represented by concentric cylinders V i- I
connected by shear springs. The calculated response
at the re-entry body c. g. due to normal ignition and I
separation forces is shown in Fig. 7. The measured .IrC IrcNo .•%.CI•.fl........
re-entry body acceleration from a flight with a low
mystery shock is also shown for comparison. The Fig. 8 - Comparison of mneasured data and
initial response shown by the flight data but not by
the simulation results is due to forces from detona- slippage
tion of the pyrotechnic separation joint. These
forces were not included in the input to the dynamic
model. 2. Partial Nozzle Blockage

To determine the effect of a piece of propellant
passing through the second stage nozzle, gas dynamic
simulations were represented by step functions of
various amplitudes and a duration of 10 milliseconds.

-'- Blockages of 60, 36, and 20 square inches were con-
,, . sidered. The momentary blockage results in a re-

" ', "" [,... J duction in Interstage pressure and -n increase in"chamber pressure. Thus, the resulting second

- .. stage acceleration deercased during the blockage and
S..... sharply rose once the throat area cleared. •oads on

the second stage structure resulting from this phe-
nomenon were input to the structural dynamic model.

Fig. 6 - Mathematical model of Poseldon at The re-entry body acceleration-time history for the
second ignition 36 square Inch case is shown in Fig. 9. This block-

C ° c agecsize produced good agrootnlnt with the C3X-t;
flight data. Note that the computed re.4ponse coin-
pares w.ell with the, data both in magnitude and fre-

D.T I - quency dilstribution. Other Information however
tends to discount this as a possible candidate: (1) no

A evidence of nozzle blockage has been recorded during
second stage static firings, and (2) there would have

S- -been perturbations in the chambee pressure If this
C 0. had occurred during flight: Chamber pressure

.measuremenis dild not Indicate any perturbations.

Fig. 7 - Computer slimuition of second ignition/f Therefore, this theory was also eliminated,
first separntion, no anomalies

3. First Stage Destruct Charge Detonation
POSSBIBF CAUSE.S OF TIlE MYS3TERY ShlOCK

The possibilit, of dislodging the first stige tic-
Many theories were offered In an attempt to ex- struct charge and its subsequent auto detonation

plain the cause of the mystery shock. The follo%'Irng uluring first separation was ex:imlnerd. The destruct
paragraphs give a brief descripdon of each of these charge consists of a detonator block and a flexible
theories and outlilie the analysis which leads tto ac- linear shaped charge (FI.SC) which are attached to
cepting or rejecting each hypothesis. / the first stage forward dome (Aee Fig. 3).

/
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Conservative force-time histories acting on the 5. Nozzle Flow Separation
second stage nozzle and aft rdome due to this event
were input to the structural dynamic model. The Flow separation occurs in the second stage
calculated re-entry body responses are shown in nozzle during the entire first separation event. The
Fig. 10 along with the C3X-6 flight data. Since the separation point moves up and down the nozzle in a
simulation results show considerably lower acceler- continuous motion during the event. However no
ations than measured during flight, it Is concluded mechanism has been def!ned that would result In a
that auto detonation of the destruct charge is not the rapid separation-point shift which is necessary to
cause of the mystery shock. J 'cause a flow disturbance of significant magnitude.

The mystery shock, therefore, cannot be attributed
to this event.

........... " •i. Base Frame "Oil Can"

J9An Investigation was conducted to determine
"a i A.. whether the base frame (see F;g. 3) which supports

the re-entry bodies could "oil can" when subjected
____ .. . .to first separation loads, thus producing the shock

observed. This analysis revealed that a 25 g static
load at the base frame is required to produce this
phenomenon. Acceleration measurements do not
indicate more than 7 g's prior to the beginning of

S . . . the mystery shock, thus this event is not possible.
, . , ,The lack of correlation between shock magnitude and

TW. ATý8foO. C•h.., .,Li.,C.M re-entry body position or number of bodies men-
tioned earlier also discounts this theory.Fig. 9 - Comparison of measured data and

computer sinoulatlon, partial 7. Slippage In the Missile Field Joints
nozzle blockage

Impact between the two sides of a loose forward
skirt adapter - equipment section assembly Joint

. V.I Vwas also considered as a possible cause. Since
, • ' , analyses showed that the entire Joint Is alwnys In

b . I, compression throughout the flight time of interest,
Sa| II• * .this event cannot occur. The same conclusion also

. ' tapplies to the other field Joints.

-, 4q. Combustion In the Interstage
-, " .. "* .. , , *.. •Another theory held that secondary comtiustion

r,... . .. .. .,........ could occur in the interstage due to fuel rich com-
buslion gases mixing with air. To examine this

Fig. 10 - Compnrison of measured data inl theory, pressure measurements were taken In thecomputer simulationo detonation of interslige on subsequent flights. %o sudden rise in
computrst simulation. d estrct nrg ~Inrstige tpressiure occurred on these flights. Also,
hfirst stage destruct charg this phenomenon would prodhuce a significant velocity

4. Choke l I n S Increase which was not reflected in the missile ac-
4. oePlane Shifts coloration ,Iota. Therefore, this theory was

Consideration was given It a pnssihh, shiftling of disarded.
choke planr.s during the first separation evnt. A . nu
sketch of the gas flow In the interstage during the

second Ignition/first separation event Is shown In Iome suggested that the shock resulted from
Fig. 4. rniaially, the flow chokes between the noz?.zle Some rupture. this the s not redle

exi an th fist tag fowir flmeintcrstage rupture. This theory Is not credible
-exit andhe first stage forward dome. Choking alsn because the interstage was designed and tested to
occurs at the seipar,'ion gap in the inte~stage skin much higher pressures than those measured In the
untU the nozzle clears the Interstage. At aauproxi- intersiage. Also, Interstage rupture would have
mately V, milliseconds after second sIt:Ige lgritlon resultel in a suall(n intirstage pressure rop and
signal, the flow between the no7zle exit and first d
stage dome unchokes. At approximately 110 mllii- velocity decrease which is contrary to the measured
seconds. when the nozzle has Just cleared the Inter- data, thus eliminating, this theory.

stage, the separation gajp choke plan.' shifts to a
plane litween the noh, I and the Intorsthge skin. It 10. Poppin g Motor lkmoi
was concluded that no flow dightirtuanu,, arose from
these shifts and no shift was occurring it the tirne The plpling motor domne theory assumies thatt
the disturbance was recorded In flight. Tiereforo, prior to and luring the Initial phase of the second
choke plane shifting is not considered the sour•e of st;age motor ignition process a oaal Is rormedI In the
the perturiration that results In the mystery shock, uvibnnleld alrea k't'..vn the propellant flap and the

i .;o



aft dome insulator of the second stag• motor. ThIns h. And finally; we Would not expect to see any
.the seal suddenly releases during dome expansion, perturbation of the interstage pressure,
allowing gas to fill the gap between the flap and in- again because the volume change of the
sulator, resulting in a sudden redistr'bution of the interstage due to second stage dome motion
chamber pressure forces. Illustrations depicting would be very small.
the positions of the aft dome and propellant before
Ao d after the "pop" are shown in, Fig. 11. The pro-
pellant is not bonded to the aft dome because the
large motion of the dome (1 Inch) during motor pres- " ,--'
surization would result in large propellant strain.
However, to prevent propellant burning along the aft I

dome a flap is bonded to the propellant. Thus, there-,"is a gap between. the flap and the aft dome insulator '..... "
during normal motor operation. The "pop" occurs """"-t"

21;when this gap is suddenly opened., The credibility of '.'i v.r
this theory was also explored with the structural
dynamic model. The resultant forces on the propel-,-mrmo, 1-At.tOU

lant and aft dome that were used to simulate this
event are shown in Fig. 12. The propellant force
shown in this figure is the difference between the TO ,upaw, ý,yV'LTo. A
forward acting and aft acting pressure forces on the m" ,,5 , TO .",- -"a a

propellant. The forward dome forces are not shown.
En Fig. 13 the computed responses are compared Fig. 11 - Aft dome of second stage motor, before
with C3X-6 flight data at the re-entry body. The and after popping motor dome
agreement in magnitude and frequency distribution is
excellent. It Is therefore concluded that a "popping
motor dome" is capble of causing the mystery -
shock. AdditionaT-evidence supporting this concept
included the followingt.

a. It provides an explanation for the absence
of a mystery shock during static motor
firings. A "popping motor dome" Is not I ,
likely to occur during static firings since
there Is no interstage pressurization or -
second stage acceleration which aids the A
formation of the seal.

b. The shock magnitude can be chnge,l consid-
erablv from that shown in Fig. 1i: by varying
the pressure difference betweev, the forward
and aft domes when the seal breaks, thus
accounting for the differences In shock
levels from flight to night. ,. .- .a..t . ..... ,

c. Th'lh shock from a pepping motor domewould " '" '" ' '1' ,

be primarily Ionrgitudinal, thus agreeing FIg. 12 - Aft dome and prollant forces used
with the ineasurred acceleration data. to cal('1 , lat the the popping dome shock

d. The transverse motion can be genrated by
assuming that the introduction of chamber
pressure Into the aft dome-propellant cavity
does not occur symmetrically about the
missile •ongitwllnil axis. .

e. oveloeity qhangc results from .1 popping o 0•..il + odome because it is lust a redistribution of

pressure forces within the second stage . - itli
motor.

f. No correlation of the shock amplitlue with
tho numlsr of re(-ntrv bodies or instru-
mented body position would ixb expected.

g. No perturbation would be expected In the v-, A,' 0
motor chamber pressure because the Initial
volume change due to filling the gap between
propellant flap :and d'ome is small compared Fig. 13 - Co•mparlson of measured data and
to tht motor volume - less than 0. 1 1n reent. computer sinulation, popping motor dome
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The popping dome theory was the only theory It can be seen from Fig. 14 that significantly
that matched the flight data and satisfied all the addi- lower shock levels were measured after the design
tional clues from the flight and ground test data. The change. Also, the variation from flight to flight was
theory was considered sufficiently credible to justify much smaller. The fact that the shock amplitude
a design change, was significantly reduced by the netting demonstrates

that popping dome was the cause of the mystery
DESIGN CHANGE shock. Thus we were successful in determining the

The chosen design change was to insert a poly- cause of the shock and in making a design change
bho etwdeeign thnge aft propellant sthat reduced the amplitude. The loads and packagepropylene' netting between the aft propellant stressdata measured n ightsrelief flap and the aft dome insulator in order to vent after the design change are acceptable for Poseidon

this area and prevent the seal from forming. The
netting has eight (. 04 inch diameter) filaments per missile design.

inch in a rectangular mesh. The netting has a total
thickness of . 09 inch because the filaments in one
direction overlay those in the other direction. This CONCLUDING COMMENT
netting was suggested by Hercules. Inc. (Hercules
and Thiokol, A Joint Venture, Manufacture the
Poseidon motors). The netting is attached to the aft
dome Insulator in the gap shown in Fig. 11. This Popping dome shock Is a potential problem for

netting was included In the second stage motor for all any missile which uses solid propellant motors.

Poseidon missiles beginning with the twenty-first Motor cases are frequently made of fiberglass or

flight. similar materials which experience large growth
during motor Ignition and pressurization. Motor

A statistical comparison of the shock magnitude dome growths of an Inch or more are common. If
measured at the re-entry body c.g. for all Poseidon the propellnnt Is bonded to the dome, large bond
flights where data Is available is shown in Fig. 14. stresses and large propellant strain rpsults. The
This data was divided into two populations: first, design solution most often used is to not bond the
the Initial twenty flights (data was obtained on propellant to the dome which allows a gap between
eighteen of these) which were manufactured before the dome and propellant when the motor Is operating.
the design change was Installed: and, second, all This design solution can result In a "popping dome"
flights after the initial twenty. These motors all in- shock. This paper described one approach which
eluded the plastic netting, was successful In reducing the shock amplitude.

x
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Fig. 14 - Distrllbition of re-entry ixoty longitudinal -

acceleration
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DISCUSSION

-Mr. McWhirter (Sandia Laboratories): I noticed
that you still had several shocks that were of
quite an amplitude, did the netting fail to com-
pletely prevent bonding between the two surfaces
or is there some other reason that it popped?

Mr. Pendleton: We feel it could be further re-
duced by putting in a thicker netting. We used o -o
roughly a 1/10 inch netting and we think that
during the long time period between when the
missile is built and when it is flown, the flap
and the insulator can press down and form a
partial seal so that we think a thicker netting
would reduce it even further.

Mr. Sanders (Rockwell International): where
were your measurements made in the missile?

Mr. Pendleton: The measurementd were made at
the reentry body c.g in the missile, and we
used that as our primary comparison because
it was the only location that was available
on all flights. We compared that location even
though we had data at other points in the mis-
Ale. We had a particular troublesome problem
too in that a telemetry blackout during second
ignition just coincided with the time of the
shock, so had it not been for the reentry data,
that did not get blacked out in this time
interval, we would never have discovered it.

Mr. Sanders: How did you conclude that you had
not changed the transfer function by this
technique, that is pressurization of the aft
dome, and hence affecting your data, rather than
changing the source of the energy?

Mr. Pendleton: I presume that you are suggesting
that the force comes through the aft dome somehow
to the propellant in this area.

Mr. Sanders: Possibly yes.

Mr. Pendleton: If this area were actually open
as it is supposed to be during this interval,
there wouldn't be any way for the force to get
cirried *crons that Interface so that, in either
case, if shork got across the interface, it
would mean that the gap was not opening as it
was supposed to.

Mr. Cies (RCA): Did the time histories change
with the netting, or did the peak to peakamplitude just reduce in that time area?

M Kr. Pendleton; Did youosai the time i,tterval? .0

Mr. Cies: Yes, the time history. You showed
the peaks for that 0.1 second duration; did
they decrease in that area or did the complete
time history change?

Mr. Pendleton: The frequencies stayed primarily
the same because they were the structural
frequencies of the reentry body that we were
exciting, so the frequency stayed primarily the
same and the amplitude dropped.
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SCALING OF WATER IMPACT DATA FOR SPACE
SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER

R. Madden and H.A. Wright
Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc.

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

and

D.A. Kross
NASA - Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, Alabama

A combined analytical and experimental program is performed In
order to analyze the water impact environment cn the space shuttle
solid rocket booster (SRB). The analytical studies are intended to
identify the nondimensional parameters that are principal contributors
to the loading of the vehicle and thus to provide techniques for extra-
polation from small-scale models to full-size vehicles. The experimental
program is then conducted to verify the analysis and to Indicate those
parameters which require more sophisticated scaling.

Tests are conducted on a 6-1n.-dIarmeter rigid model and on 12-in.-
diameter rigid and flexible models. The tests consisted of dropping the
models at various impact velocities and at various entry angles without
pressure scaling. The test results are analyzed to determine axial and
pitch acceleration, penetration depth, and slapdown pressure as a function
of impact velocity.

NOMENCLATURE .,..... ". ' .

A - area t - m,

A0 - ncz/.:le vxlt arei ', - vo'!i' ty
o- exte.ziontal CWAvo j3V,: ,"

1 - Iim•nr.t r x .. 'iI rrtc
E - Yun ' :,.u/ulu. - ":x, .:rt

F - force e - anrular ccorllr~ate

g - accleratlol due to gravlty v - klnerýatlc vLxci..;Ity

h - -kin thickve'so o -Jetlsty (ýf 'A3ter

w C w fr'-nency

k - proceus exponent SUBSCRIPTS
K - cn.;n arlt in -11 ilt i

t - 1tc..z.le pth p - pr Yt,.:;ie

o - typical 1r,,.,.;

l - r"Ir INTRODUCTION

p - p."e.x.ur'Ž 'hl1 .t ' 1 2 , i', r J w .. i
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j

',is 'decelerated by parachutes and/or Qualitatively,,t-he following phases
retrc-rockets, and finally lands In of motion are'likely:
water. Preliminary investigations of
these water impact loads indicate that 1. InitiaZ impact stage. This stage
they contribute substantially to the begins with the time of initial water
mechanical design of the booster. contact and termini., e at the onset of

a ..... i gcavity formation. o
water irpact-tests on a 4 %

full-scale vehicle is impractical be- 2. SuLmergence atage. This state be-
cause of the costs and time involved °gins with formation of the cavity and
in corstructing and testing a full- terminates at maximum submergence; i.e.,
scale structu:'f. The most feasible the vertical velocity is zero.
approach is to invezticgate existing
theories for water entry and then to 3. Rebound stage. This stage covers
perform a number of tests on scale- the vehicle's moe'Ion from the maximum
model SRB's, thereby establishing op- submergence staie through resurfacing,
propriate scaling relationships. The slapdown, and final settling in the
loads on the full-scale vehicle may water.
then be estimated by extrapolating the
data from the scale-model trs,ts. In the following sections, simpli-

fied mathematical models of the physics
The present program Is composed of of water impact during each of the above

three phases. In the first phase, phases are presented. These analyses
existing theoretical scaling laws are give insight into those parameters
investigated for both rigid body and which ought to enter into a dimensional
flexible body dynr.amics. In the second analysis that will allow the extrapola-
phase of the proeram, one 6-in.-diameter tion of data from a scale-model experi-
model and two 12-in-diameter models are ment to the prototype (see, for example,
constructed from a tentative solid Refs. 1 and 2). The quantities of in-
rocket booster configuration. The 12- terest are assumed to be the vector
in.-d~a~etr ::.odels have different wall acceleration of the center of mass of
thicknesses in order to illustrate the vehicle and the fluid pressure ex-
flexibility effects. The models are erted at various points on the skin of
instrumented with pressure sensors and the vehicle.
accelerometers. In the third phase,
drop tests in the nozzle-first entry
configuration are ccnducted at various Rigid Body Scaling
li*,pact velocies. Hih-speJ photo-

graphs are take.n of the drbc z,

This vaper preoernts the theoretical Durln, the l.'' h2 t;act stare
analysis, a discussion of the moiels the nozzle Lecomes f/liel w'th water
and the measurement cchpme, and the which exerts pressure on the nozzle and
results of the model tests. thus decelerates the o t~ro vehicle.

Zcl.e ir I1siht ilto tl,," forca QIl the
.A rozte durin o this phase :may be obtaled

AAL"YSIS OF SCALING PARAMETERS fror, at, cxtzlerely si':rrilti,, totaly flow
aralys! s.

the model studio:-b of water i 4ct
on the Z.i/ during reentry are ulmed Assurmlrin a vert!cal ontry condl-
primarily at extrapolating experimettal tion, the force on t?'e nozzle Is given
observations on models of differunt by
scale. Since the physical system is

Cextremely comprx,-th anayses re-• ° • %° •senred'a,here are not ýrlgorouu•hwp,. .. °•b ,%•,.. I

tahey provide a ,qualitative~undbr- o
o tandilnr of various pherioonr:a and' serve
to indicate the primary scal•nin para-

--meters. In this section, the various whoro

phases of water irract aro reviewed,and th'e dlmor,,inlrr.nes ,'r'.up'.; which t'- P. •- "-•rx

appeara to be Important duL2 eQag h
t base are lvroZr . Alth.ugh entrics
other than vert Ical onrs canl be ex- F is the total force on the ntezzle
p,'t•d fuo the actual hl , h thisLthco- P(X) Is th9 z.mr some dis-
retical dizcussion is restricted to
vertical entry. tance x,

r is the radius

1



" 1• V : tI IrI loat !r:t, i :I .*, W;hen Iqs ( ) - 2 a d (3) are zul-ti-
o *q. (' i!ltemrat.d ,ver

S L:. •h' l,:'th o " t , r '': ., the l, th af the , . , ti-, t o. imn-
U or a %-_ r.J:/ :..s I• l a I t, %1 a e er ari,

0, l.; the l..;:1''• ha tf-:Ln~le.

The 1:7 t; i ortanI :t, ::ar:;eter:;are .8own in tn
"!,' . La. , 77- r

If the force is *raz~sfrrred to accelera-
t ion, then two additIon.al dimensionless• • 1 kCroups appear-

I. - -41 Z

a

(a) NOZZLE CONFItGUAtION eshcre m is the mass of the nozzle.
'fheref ore,

T n

w:Zere 'I /9. 1;-0 the? 'ro ,.e noum•.r.
M BUOYANCY MODEL

This analysis does not consider viscous
P0 frictl~on effects; hcw..ever, the inclusionof vis.ous effects aids considerably in

I collapsirg the data as indicated In thedataý analysis sec,:Ion.

Sme'r?:ce tate
I{€ GAS COMPRESSION MODEL

Submerrence should be controlled
FIG. 1. MODELS FOR THE INITIAL PHASE by two physical factors: buoyancy and

OF WATER IMPACT compression of the gas inside the model
cavity. Two extre:,;ely simple rathe-"The pressure at any point in the matical models w!ill be used to bound thenozzle may be related to the initial behavior of a rigid mode], during the

velocity by Bernoulli's equation and submergence stage. 'The first model as-
the continuity equation as follows: sumnes that the vehicle is a solid cy-

linder and that the important forces
P(X _k V2 •are gravity and buoyancy. The second2 ( model assumes that the vehicle Is a

/ cylinder that is closed at one end and
and open at the other end which contacts

the water. In this model, the forces
(A V represented are a result of compression(A\A/ =32 of the gas in the vehicle and gravity.

V= V II ; (3) The actual vehicle should be controlled
wtf re by some combination of the forces uti-

wh,.re lized In these two models. These two

V and A are the velocity and ar-ea, models are also illustrated in Fig. 1.
rf.snpectvely, at some Position X, Buoyancy modal

V,) .:; the i:noact velocity, The differential equation appli-

cable to the solid cylinder (see Fig.A is the nozzle lxbt area, b) impacting t.ie water is given by

is the, density of water, mR ing - 00gxA

R Is the radius of the nozzle at where
its exit.

in is the mass of the cylinder,

x is the penetration depth,
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g is the acceleration due to gravity The differential equation appli-
cable to the model is

00 is the density of water mx = (P-P A + mg .(10)

A is the cylinder ares.
These equations may be rnondimensJon-

WL~n this differential equation is alized to give the same parameters as
L;,clv with the conditions that the obtained from Eq. (7) plus the addi-
initial velocity is V0 and the initial tional parameter,
penetration is zero, the following re-
sult Is given: PO

. t+ 1--. 1 co :, , t.

0 which is the pressure-scaling parameter.

(6) This parameter indicates that when
scal-:-model tests are performed, the

Therefore, the Important nondimensional atmospheric pressure should be scaled
parameters are linearly with model size.

, v2 -ound stageX ,,
k' p0Ai ' ga R During the rebound stage, the in-

stability of the vertical motion causes
and 1, is a typical di:•ersion uf the the craft to leaz; over and eventually"aehicle. Note that for d eometricalhy lie flat on the surface of the water.

vehile.Not tht fr gomericllyIn addition to the uarameters l1sted
scaled models A = const £Z. Therefore, prevdouslo, I, the rary mete n ose
for the submergence stage, a buoyancy irtia of the rotary monent of

c::oael may be represented bt inertia of traft aLoum an 0axs 1ei'pendi-
cular to 'fie a:xis of :;Yi, :.met-y• is 01f
Smportance. % ./2(Z2/"t+' uner

S= 1 _1 0  (7) *.he azsumptIon that the craf is a.,p0oo cylinder.] This introduces a -.,on-
d3::.eiioiapparaJeer•OC n.odc.

The gas comnpression model is re- Flexible Body Scaling
pre"ented by a cylinder which is open
a. one end and closed at the other. As The pr.vicus analyses rest on the

hhown in Fig. 1c, it is assumed that the assumption of rigld-body m:otion. The
ui e..... Impacts the water first. IT t justificatIon of this assu::ption clearly

ilb a.sum:,ed that the gas in the depends on the speed with w:hlch enerry
"e'- e vehicle is co:::pressed ac- is carried away by either comtressional
co.dl• to some arbitrary process, or bending waves. Thus, two additional

h i defined by parameters enter into the analysis: the
velocity of comuresstonal waves in the

hw k ski- (c =/K/c) '"' i skIn thick-i' = (2- -•') P £,T-)ss h. The velocity of" tendng av•s
Is a function of these two parameters

or0 and of the forcing frequency, which is
a de;endent variable here.

-- = i - k -, 1 . (3) in order to consider flexibility
effects, two more nondil,•e rsional para-

satcs etc:s are required:

0•= (x-h.,0 ) () 4 and h
'00

Durinc the slapdown and rebound phases,
the representatlve bending frequency w
of the vehicle will also be of Im-

. s ::.nred fr: the. portance. This adds one more dli:.ensior-

th'.: of th. ,ehicle, less group:

. z... at:sph,:rc ;n',: scae. CO
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which may be recognizcd as the .-,trouhal the pitch moment of inertia Is
number, S. The bending frequencies w
of the vehicle may be further reduced = 3400 lb -n.2
to pm

CY 3/2a = K (-__)
10 ' SRB MODELS

Under the assumption of geometric ' --'...

and material similarity and Froude
scaling, the equations of impact
duce to

x1 t m o_.0 . ..

v0 (11) . ' ....

MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND INSTRUMENTATION

Three aluminum models arc con-
structed for the prcngram. The models
are geometrically scaled with respect
to overall size, weight, center of .
gravity, and pitch moment of inertia.
The models have different wall thick-
nesses in order to evaluate the effects
of flexibility on impact loads. how- FIG. 2. SRB MODELS
ever, the wall thickness and, therefore,
the flexibility parameter are not
scaled. The following sections discuss !:-in.-d`ame.ecr models
the construction of the models and the
instrumentation used to measure and re- The 12-in.-dlameter models are
cord accelerations and pressures at shown in Fig. 2. Each model body Is
various points on the models, constructed from two cylindrical shells.

Three bulkheads, supported in
Model Construction stiffening shells, are used as instru-

mentation and ballast platforms. The
6-in.-diamcir.r models thickness of the shells is 0.062 in.

for the thick-walled model and 0.031
The 6-in.-diameter model is shown in. for the thin-walled model.

in Fig. 2. The body of the model is
made from a single aluminum cylinder As in the 6-in.-diameter model, a
(51.5-in. long, 6.25-in. ID, 0.062-in. 1/2-in, pipe, held through rubber bush-
wall thickness) with three fitted bulk- ings in the bulkheads, is used to col-
heads. The bulkheads provided stiff iecu the data wires from the different
platforms on which the instruments and sensors and transmit them to the main
ballast weights are placed. data cable. All joints and screwholes

are sealed with RTV 732 sealant. With
The nozzle (0.080-in.-thick ballast weights, both models' center

aluminum) is welded to the bottom bulk- of gravity is 52.6 in. below the nose
head. The nose cone (.040-in. alumi- cone base, their weight is 97 lbs, and
num) is secured by screws to the model the pitch inertia is
body. All Junctions and screwholes are
sealed with RTV 732 sealant. I = 108,800 lb -In.'2

p m
A 1/2-in.-ID copper tube, held by

rubber bushings in the two upper bulk-
heads, Is used to collect the data Model Instrumentation
cables from the sensors. A 114-lead
flexible flat ribbon cable is used to Two types of sensors are used intransriit the data from the model to the the testr: the bN 376M pressure sen-
on-•rrourd recording equipment. With sor and the BB3N 501 accelerometer. The
ballast weights, the mouel's center of pressure sensors measured the water
g;ravity Is 26.3 in. below the nose pressure on the side of the models and
cone baze, Its weight is 12.2 lb, and the inter'nal pressure inside the model.
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The accelerometers measured the axial, diameter model program.
pitch, arid roll acceleration at loca-
tionis shown in Fig. 2. This section includes curvce for

scaling axial acceleration at water
Figure 3 is a block diagram of the impact, maximum penetration depth, pene-

data acquisition and playback system. tration depth as a function of time,
The 376M pressure sensors are cali- surface pressure, and pitch accelera-
brated in air and under water. The tions at slapdown. Howeve~r, the scatter
underwater calibration consisted of in the slapdown data is so great that
comparing the 376M rcsponse to that .f a large amount of data is required to
a calibrated hydrophone. It is fOUnLd give statistical significance to a
that the 376M sensitivity under water scaling law. The curves do, neverthe-
is approximately the same as in air. less, illustrate the effects of vary-

ing model flexibility on resultant loads
and response.

PRESSURE SENSORS ACCELROMETERS All data in the next five sections
.ON-BOARD refer to a vertical entry condition.

SPACKAGE presented in the section entitled "Non-

vertical Entry." Results are presented
..............-- in dimensional form or in dimensionless

B to collapse the data.

Data ar,. recorded with a bandwidth
of approxiir.ately 2 kHz; however, these
wideband data exhibited an extreme

DANAM2I0S amount of scatter. Therefore, we fil-
tered our data to 50 Hz low pass in
order to reduce scatter resulting from
statistical variability and to eliminate

AMPEX FR,1300 misleading intense responses resulting
14 CHANNEL. FM from mechanical resonances of the in-

f .strumentation or mounting.

FILTER
Axial Acceleration

DANA2850 HONEY WELL
AMPLFIE 2L0H PSICOADER Figure 4a shows axial acceleration

OSCILLOGRAPH as a function of impact velocity for
the 6- and 12-in. models. The figure
is a composite of all observed peak
axial accelerations and includes data
from both mid-model and nozzle positions.

FIG. 3. DATA ACQUISITION AND PLAYBACK The extremum of the data is shown by a
BLOCK DIAGRAM vertical line and the mean by either a

circle or cross. No discernible dif-

ference is found in axial acceleration

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS between mid-model and nozzle stations
nor between rigid and flexible models.

The majority of the drop tests for This result is to be expected, since
this program are conducted in a 33 ft x even "flexible" models are very stiff
22 ft x 14 ft deep water tank. All axially. There was, however, a pro-
drops are for the tail-ffrst entry con- nounced difference between the 6-in.drioauration. and 12-in. model results.

The testing program consisted of Figure 4b shows the same data
40 rhe•,; of thn p-rn.-diameter model further collapsed through the use of an

and 79 drops or Lj it-i.-dLaI,.ter impact parameter which is composed of

models for a total of 119 tests. The botn the Froud ) 2n/ 6c.,..cdz r.-bers
12-in.-diameter model drops included (V2 /gD) 5 /' (VD/v) 2 " 6 , where v is the
36 dirops of the rigid model and 13 kinematic fiscosity. This technique,

( drops of the thin skin model. and 1which has been previously used (Ref. 3)drops of the thin skin model. Impact i yrblitcmdlnapast

velocities of 7.9, 12, 16, and 22.7 fps in hydroballistic modeling, appears to
ar: teszted In the 6-in.-diameter model be quite appropriate for water entry of
1,'ogrram; vm:locitics of 11.2, 17, and the space shuttle solid rocket booster.
~2.Cf :Lx--re use I in the 12-In.-
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12-INCHDIA MODEL

7 jMEAN-a

6- INCH CIA MODEL-//

6 MEAN - - , O *

2t IN__ CIA_ MODEL

L/

a IMPACT ýCLOCITY V119I014 1
4 --- -

0 ,• 0 FIG. 5. MAXIMUM PENETRATION AS A
IP T vELOCTYft/w. FUNCTION OF IMPACT VELOCITY

Penetration Characteristics
FIG. 4a. MAXIMUM AXIAL ACCELERATION AS a

FI. D. AIUMIN AXIALE MACCLRTIONFigure 5 presents the maximum pene-

DURING WATER IMPACT tration of the 6- and 12-in. diameter
models as a function of impact velocity.
The 12-in.-diameter model gives a con-
stant nondimensional penetration as a
function of velocity; whereas in the
6-in.-diameter model, nondimensional
penetration increases with velocity.
The results, similar to those for axial
acceleration, show that vehicle flexi-
bility did not contribute to the value

0 rof maximum penetration. The nondimen-
sional penetration is divided by the

__ sixth root of the Froude number to col-
6 /,lapse the penetration as a function of

./9 3..oVa/05',o"IVO,111 V" time data. The one-sixth power is
similar to that required to nondimension-
alize the axial accelerations.

Since the two models differ by only
* 10 percent at the highest velocities

and since the trend appears to be a de-
creasing penetration as a function of
vehicle size, it is tentatively assumed

o SINMODEL that the 12-in.-diameter results will
012 IN 0IMODEL apply to larger scale models. Note that

,o ,wo ,D o o these curves do not include the effects
IMPACT PARAM(TER..vqDI IvoIsI" of pressure scaling, and that, conse-

quently, penetration of larger models
may be underestimated by as much as
20 percent.

The nondimensional model pene-
tration as a function of time is pre-

FIG. 4b. MAXIMUM AXIAL ACCELERATION sented in Fig. 6. Time is normalized
AT WATER IMPACT with respect to /g/D, and the data are
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multiplied by the sixth power of the Surface Pressure
Froude number to compact them further.
This figure is a composite of the 6-in.- Figure 7 presents surface pr. uuure
diameter and 12-in.-dameter model test as a function of penetration depth
results as taken from nigh-speed photo- based on hydrostatic pressure considera-
Craphs of the penetration. tions. Analysis of data taken during

the test program showed that this is
the appropriate relationship for surfaue
pressures during near-vertical water
entry. This figure may be used in con-
junction with Fig. 6 to obtain surface
pi-essure distributions over tne model
as a function of time during near-
vertical water entry.

2

o It t to if

TIME. I 10 010 P f"• IrV-/

/A
0 i a

PqORMEUNSIONAt. VENEIRATIOP ./D

FIG. 6. NORMALIZED PENETRATION AS A
FUNCTION OF TIME

FIG. 7. SURFACE PRESSURE AS A FUNCTION
Raw data points are shown on the OF PENETRATION

figure in addition to a curve which
encompasses all the data points. From
the figure, it can be noted that during Maximum Pitch Acceleration at Slapdown
the initial penetration phase, up until
maximum penetration, the scatter in the Figure 8a shows the maximum pitch
data when plotted against the coordin- acceleration observed at the top sensor
ates chosen is minimal. Maximum pene- position for the 12-in.-diameter model.
tration occurs at approximately the Median points and extension are shown
same nondimensional time for all tests; for both 0.062-in. and 0.032-in. wall
however, there is a slight tendency thickness models. The top station shows
for the higher velocity models to reach the largest acceleration forces during
maximum penetration at a later non- slapdown as well as the largest scatter
dimensional time. As indicated on the in the experimental data. It is found
figure, the spread in data is much that the "rigid" (0.062 in.) model
gveater following maximum penetration. underwent peak slapdown accelerations
,n addition, the higher velocity models which are virtually independent of irn-
require more nondimensional time to pact velocity and which are of a nag-
resurface. It is well to remember, nitude of about 21 g's. Although the
however, that the time nondimensiona- data are not ohown In 1I.JI. 8a, the mid-
lization contains the Froude number, model and bottom stations were also
thus distorting the time scale. If subjected to peak pitch accelerations
data are plotted in real time, it would that were virtually independent of ira-
become clear that the higher velocity pact velocity but of a much lower level
models reach maximum penetration earlier (7 and 1 .'s, respect:Ively).
arid, In addition, resurface earlier.
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If "rigid" (0.062 in.) and since the loading functions differ
"flexible" (0.032 in.) accelerations considerably. For example, the loading
are compared, a large decrease in ac- function in Ref. 4 is nearly constant
celeration as a result of flexibility over a buckle wavelength during the

Is found. Because of the wide scatter time required to buckle; whereas,

bands observed (even though 50-Hz during slapdown, the pressure pulse
filtering was used), it is difficult propagates along the vehirle but is
to conclude that flexibility decreased short compared to a buckle wavelength.
peak pitch accelerations, although this
is suggested by the data. 30

Figure 8b shows peak pitch 062- N WAL.L

acceleration at the mid-station for -- -- 2-, WALt
12-in.-diameter models. A great amount
of scatter is found in the data. Pitch -

acceleration measurements at the mid-
and bottom stations showed virtually S .20
no statistically significant difference
between models of differing flexibility.___ ±

062 -NWL
as|

3. .03- -I W L

X IMPACT VELOCITY0 f2/itc

---- ... FIG. 8b. PEAK PITCH ACCELERATION,

12-IN.-DIAMETER MODEL,
A. "MIDSTATION

10

0 % 10 1 20 25
IMPACT VELOCITY. "t/iec

FIG. 8a. PEAK PITCH ACCELERATION
12-IN. MODEL TOP

Model Damage

Drop tests of the 6- and 12-in.-
diameter models with 0.062-in. wall
thickness did not result in any visible
damage to the models. The 12-in.-
diameter model with 0.031-in. wall
thickness was, however, damaged during
the slapdown phase of the first test
and during each subsequent test. The
damage appeared in the form of a buckle
in the cylindrical section of the model
_lt,. :O: t hQ (- ,itroid anri the L uu 2cunie
as shown in Fig. 9. This type of
buckling is characteristic of cylinders
loaded for a duration which is long com-
pared to the shell response time (quasi-
static pressure) as pointed out in Ref.
11. Although a qualitative comparison
with the results of Ref. 1i can be made, FIG. 9. BUCKLE DAMAGr TO 12-1N.-
a direct comparison is riot possible, DIAMETER O.031-IN.-THICK

MODEL RESULTING FROM SLAPDOWN
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In light of the previous state- Figure 10 presents penetration
mentu, extrapolation of model damage to depth normalized by vehicle diameter as
full-scale structure damage would be a function of impact angle for angles
somewhat questionable and will not be of 100, 200, and 300 from the vertical
attempted at this time. Further in- and two vertical entry velocities. The
vestigation should, however, lead to a curve shows a linear decrease in pene-
method for extrapolation. tration depth with impact angle. The

data are weakly dependent on im'pact
velocity (i.e., a factor of 2.25 in-

Nonvertical Entry crease in Froude number increases
penetration depth by less than 10 per-

The principal differences between cent). ':he curves are nLot flc.::.ai~ze(
vvrtical and nonvertical water impact with respect to Froude number as pre-
are that the penetration decreases viously done, since increases in im-
with increasing deviation from the pact angle attenuate the dependence on
vertical axis and that for angles impact velocity, and normalization with
greater than 100 a pressure pulse respect to Froude number does not com-
travels up the length uf the vehicle pact the data. It should be noted that
durinie the primary slapdown phase. these data are typical only for the
Figures 10 and 11 illustrate these models under test and that modifications
trends. The data presented were ob- to the model will result in appreciable
tamned by N•ASA on a 12.5-in.-diameter changes in absolute magnitude of the
,,del similar to the one previously normalized penetration. However, the
discussed, decreased penetration with increased

impact angle will persist.

Figoure 11 presents the maximum
pressure recorded along thc :.*el f&,,r
the 12.5-in.-diameter model as a func-
tion of vertical impact velocity. The
two curves present data for impact

* -' angles of 270 and 170 from the vertical
axis. The significant features of the
data are that the maximum pressure is
virtually independent of impact velo-
"city and heavily dependent on impact
angle.

Im"CMT &£C 9 Ift'..)

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present study consisted of a
theoretical analysis of those para-

FIG. 10. PENETRATION DEPTH AS A meters which should be important in
FUNCTION OF IMPACT ANGLE scaling water impact data and an

experimental program in which models
of 6- and 12-in.-diameter were con-
structed and tested for comparison
with the proposed scaling laws. Two
12-in.-diameter models were constructed,
one with walls twice as thick as the

____/__other, in order to determine what effect
E.,. model flexibility had on the resulting

data. The major conclusions derived
from the study are as follows:

1. Although simple theory pre-

dicts that all parameters should scale
tswith the Froude number, axial accelera-
tions appear to scale better with a
parameter compose4 of both the Froude

1ýýACT ýlrl too.) tand Reynolds numbers.

2. Pitch acceleration is virtually
independent of irlact velocit, for the

FIG. 11. MAXIMUM SLAPDOWN PRESSURE AS rigid models.
A FUNCTION OF IMPACT VELOCITY
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"3. FlexIbility effects are not
evident in the results for axial ac-
celeration and penetration depth.s.
However, although there were wide scat-
ter bands, more flexible models appear
to experience significantly less pitch
acceleration during slapdown and re-

4. Changes in impact an~le are
much more significant to slapdown
pres3ures and to penetration depth than
are changes in ir-pact velocity.
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IDENTIFICATION OF AN OPlTIMrM si'*F or F'rIRANSII"NT SWEEP

PARANIErFHS FOR GENERATING SPECI .l F:I) IESPONSE• SPi.ECFrIA

R. C. Rotintree
The Ac rospace Corporation

El Segundo, California

and

C. RI Freberg
University of South.-rn California

Los Angeles. California

Equation sets are described for the Transient Sweep Algorithm. and
the algorithm performance is dcemonst rated. The algorithm identifies
optimum parameters of a transient sweep for generating specified
shock spectra. The specified spectra are expressed as logarithmic
linear miagnitude-versus-frequency test envelopes of arbitrary slopes.
and two such spectra are required in order to control both the magni-
tude and duration of the excitation. A general class of excitations is
reduced to an equation set form incorporating the transient sweep
parameters in a vector. A mathematical representation is assigned
to the particular form of shock spectra used in this paper, and an as yet
unpublished and efficient numerical integration algorithm is described
for determining oscillator response via a step size that varies only
with sweep frequency. A speciiic error criterion function and gradient
vector are identified to permit the application of a general purpose
optimization technique known as the deflected gradient method. Three
demonstration cases are explained and evaluated to exhibit algorithm
performance and to show that the algorithm does generate optimum
transient sweep parameters. Criteria are presented in graphical
form for estimating initial values of the parameters. A practical and
pertinent conclusion of the tabulated results is that the set of optimum
parameters. in conjunction with the sweep duration, constitute a com-
plete excitation description for implementation on a vibration test
!'iachine.

INTRODUCTION The computer algorithm represents a
practical nonlinear application of the deflected

An optimui, set of transient sweep excita- gradient method [3, 41 since the specified re-
tion parameters are identified in this paper for sponse spectra are indicative of actual vibra-
generating response (shock) spectra that match tion test conditions. The optimization involves
shock spectra specifications f 1. Z]. The param- minimizing an error criterion function that ex-
eter identification is accomplished by an algo- presses a weighted squared difference between
rithm that applies a general purpose optimiza- the specified response spectra and those gen-
tion technique known as the deflected gradient crated by the transient sweep excitation. The
method. The algorithm generation of these specified spectra are expressed as logarithmic
optimum transient sweep parameters is func- linear magnitude-versus-frequency test enve-
tionally described in termis of overall equations lopes of arbitrary slope. Two shock spectra
in block diagram form and is alMn portrrayed by are specified in order to control both the mag-
a simple programming flow chart. The par- nitude and duration of the transient sweep exci-
tiidlar equations described are those tused in tation. The excitation is expressed in terms of
the algorithm to define the specified response four parameters that are iteratively adjusted
. p( Ira, thi, transient sweep e.xcitation, and within the algorithm until their optimum values
the response spectra resulting from this exci- are attained. The excitation is chosen from a
tation. The performance of the algotrithm (can class of time domain functions {g(t) -
I,e s.en from the resilts of three demonstra- A(M) sin 0(t)}. T ihe system being excited is
li,,n vases. modeled by the classical collection of tuned
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oscillators (i.e.. single degree-uf- freedom 1ss,, V,,,',,•i
systems) inherent in the definition of shock SPECIFIEO SPECTRUM SS M

spectra.

Th;- paper is presented in three technical CSNECATRO
sections following a section that states the prob- -C 4TR5 ssf,

lent being addressed. The first technical sec- 3
tion shows the approach adopted to determine N , W"
the optimum set of transient sweep parameters 3 F,

by means of a computer algorithm. Various
equation sets called for in the blocks of the corn-
puter algorithm are described in the next sec- ACCELERATION RESPONSE

tion. Descriptions and results of three demon-
st ration cases are provided in the final technical
section. A summary of the findings of these
three sections is then presented to conclude the t
paper.

STATEMENT OF TIHE PROBLEM :[ .2 Z2") ", n :2

The problem addressed by this paper is the 4).
determination of a time domain excitation that EXCITATWO ACCELERATION gr

generates specified response spectra (i. e.,
shock spectra). Determining excitation from
maximiized response spectra, when the system Fig. I - Shock spectra schematic
being excited is represented by a collection of
oscillators, is a problem of considerable inter- The selection of g(t) may be accomplished
est to environmental experts and is often re- by identifying key parameters of a time domain
ferred to as the inverse shock spectra problem inverse shock spectrum representation for a
15- to]. A general unique inverse has been special class of excitation functions and then
shown to be unsolvable f71, but with application adjusting these parameters until the spectra
of certain constraints the inverse will be shown comparison is satisfied. The designated class
to he accomplished by means of a computational of functions is {g(t) =A(t) sin 0(t)}, which is a
algorithm, rapid sine sweep of time varying magnitude.

"This form of excitation represents a wide range
The Inverse Shock Spectra Concept of real environments. The parameters are

mathematically contained in a vector designated
The inverse shock spectra concept is illus- 5, which will be defined later.

trated schematically in Fig. I. which shows a
collection of single degree-of-freedom (spring- The spectra comparison is refined further
mass-damper) oscillators attached to a plat- if a second shock spectrum is specified for
form. All of the oscillators have the same control of both the magnitude and the duration
damping factor .l, bit their natural frequencies of the excitation. This significance may be
w, increase from left to right. The entire plat- explained as follows.
form is given a single acceleration excitation
g(t), and the acceleration response time history If a different common damping factor were
V0t) of each oscillator is shown. The maximum assigned to the collection of oscillators and the
o each of these responses is then selected, platform of Fig. I were again excited by the

same g(t), a different set of response maxima
The shock spectrum (SS) generated by the would result. For example, if lighter damping

application of the particular excitation to a bank tZ existed all maxima would tend to increase.
of oscillators is then plotted directly above the The relationship of the second generated shock
platform. It is a plot of the response maxima spectrum to the first is pertinent to the accom-

t max versus the oscillator natural frequency plishment dfthe complete inverse shock spec-
-i" Only the discrete frequencies are plotted, tra [6. 10, Il.

but it is customary to connect the points by a
continuous curve, as represented by the dashed Dividing the second shock spectrum (i. e..
lines. Mathematically, the response may be pertaining to ; 2 ), point by point, by the first
expressed as yields a shock spectra ratio that serves as an

additional constraint as it provides a measure
SS(. ) . max g(t. •,•,gfl (g) of the duration of the transient sweep excita-

05 t < c tion. This may be intuitively realized since
under steady-state conditions the ratio will he

Figure I shows the specified or desired large and under impact conditions it will be
siho P spei trtinn superimposed over the gener- small, while for general environments the ratio
atel shock spectrum as a solid line. The prob- will he somewhere between the two extremes.
I,'on is to select g(t) such that the generated The value of the second specified shock speYtra
-pe. trimi approaches the specified spectrum is that, given the ratio of the shock spectr-.t the
within a suitable. measure. duration of the excitation is thereby controlled.
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The approach adopted in this paper Utiliz.Cs Program Flow Chart
this second shock spectrum (or ratio) thereby
controlling both the magnitude and duration of A simple computer program flow chart of
g(t). the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. Tiihis figure

emphasizes the deflected gradient methodology
Opt imi zation Algorithm Implementation by elabo rating on the lower right-hand blocks

of Fig. 2 and compressing the tipper four blocks
The problem is extended to the implemen- of Fig. ý into steps 2 or 5. The steps of Fig. 3,

tation of the spectra comparison and g(t) selec- which are well documented in the literature [3,
tion. This implementation is accomplished via 4, 121, may be suicccia r'i/.ed as follows.
a gener.,I purpose optimization algorithm. This
process emphasizes the deflected gradient [3,41 Figure 3 highlights the iterative determi-
approach (also called the Fletcher-Powell nation of a search direction vector S and step
nmethod) in a discrete form. The basic concept length or gain ;. along that direction. The gra-
of the discrete deflected gradient method is to dient vector VE in Fig. 3 is modified by a posi-
iteratively adiust parameters of a mathemati- tive definite miatrix, denoted H, resulting in S.
cal function acting along lines parallel to a The matrix 1- is iteratively cott.puted via con-
local search vector (i.e., the deflected gra- secutive values of the parameter and gradient
dient) until the function minimum is achieved. vectors. The scalar gain ji is determined by a
Each search vector is orthogonal to others procedure that leads to a minimum value of
previously determined during the iterative pro- E(50() along the kth search direction Sk- The
cedure. The mathematical function represents procedure is Davidon's t131 cubic interpolation
a root squared percentage difference between method, which relies on interpolation between
given or specified shock spectra and computed 3k and a trial value of k.
or response apectra from the excitation g(t).
The application involves a nonlinearity that An essential step to the utilization of the
arises via the transcendental nature of g(t) and deflected gradient is the definition of the error
the maximization process inherent in shock criterion function and associated gradient
spectra. vector (for use in steps 2 and 5). This is ac-

complished in the next sect.ion.
APPROACHI UTIL.IZING THE DEFLECTED
GRADIENT ALGORITTIMI

ALGORITHM EQUATION SETS
The application of the deflected gradient

method to the generation of optimum transient Functions to be performed by the upper
sweep parameters will be accomplished via a four blocks of Fig. 2 are expressed in equation
computerized algorithm. The algorithm is form in this section. These four blocks are
portrayed in this section in terms of overall particularly pertinent because they represent
equations in block diagram form an,! also by a the ingredients and the composite of the error
simple programming flow chart. criterion function and gradient vector required

for steps 2 and 5 of Fig. 3.
General Description of the Transient
Sweep Algorithm

Specified Shock Spectra Equations
The desired general form of tha algorithm

is shown in Fig. 2. It is entitled The Transient Shock spectra specifications, which are
Sweep Algrithm. All of the basic ingredients generally presented in graphic form [51, must
are represented in the figure, e. g. . starting be translated into equation form in order to be
estimates, various individual calculations, the amenable to the algorithm. These specifica-
iterative nature, and stopping criteria. In es- tions are generally presented in logarithmic
sence, the figure suggests that a transient scales for both the ordinate and abscissa. The
sweep excitation g from a designated class of particular specifications of interest are
functions is used to generate maximum re- restricted to those corresponding to two
sponse spectra SS, which in turn are compared straight-line log-log plots representing either
to specified shock spectra SSr. An error two shock spectra (i.e. , one for each of two
criterion function E and gradient vector VE, damping factorsl or a shock spectrum for a
resulting from the comparison, are operated given damping factor and its ratio to a second
on by the deflected gradient methodology to shock spectrum for another d(amping factor.
drive the adjustable parameters 5 to their opti- Further generalization to include multiple
nmum values (i. e. . such that a user selected straight line segments or notches in the speci-
stop criterion is satisfied). Equation sets of fied shock spectra would involve major revi-
the upper focur blcks in Fig. 2 are sninmarized sions to the algorithm: e.g. , greater number
in the- next section. Functions of each of the of adjustable parameters, different expressions
figure, blot ks and symbols are described in de- for the sweep amplitude and argument, or
tail in Rtef. [If. reinitialization during midsweep.
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Fig. 2 -Transient Sweep Algofithin block. diagram

FT!PI - READ INPUT DATA: than circular frequency w, as indicated earlier:
IIILVALUES OF co. A. this is easily accounted for by scaling. The

INUMKR OAAMTR
S OP CRITRIAETR abscissa is the natural logarithm of frequency
L~R RA - In f. The beginning and ending points on the

STEP 2 - COMPUTE ERROR,. plot are indicated as SS 0 , f0 and SS,,, f,1
GRADIENT The subscripts o and m correspond to the orig-

inal and maximum frequencies and shock spec-
STiEP 3. - COMPUfTESEARCH] trum magnitudes at these frequencies. The
VjECTOR: A V Ela= subscript m is not intended to reflect maximum

F or minimium magnitudes: line slope will
FSTE4 -COMPTE ANDnaturally account for that.

NEW 6

FSTEP 5 - COMPUTE NEW STEP a INCREASE
ERROR. GRADIENT I[TERATIONINDEX SY 1: It = It

-STEPA 6 -
In SS(f I,

-SEARCH NO~ONVERE STEP 7COMPUTE NEWHI
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VI,,. I - Simplified deflected gradient sUi
nrogram flow chart 0'SO 10

T.- ,u rv .1 ilhist rate's I linea r loua rithmic In_________________________ In

shotIA spvcritm with a ppropriate notation. The FREQUENCY, Hz
-rotinaite is the- nahi ral logarithm of the shock

spectIrumn magnitude , exp res sed In SS(f, ý,) or
she riecied to In SS for con venien'fce. The, SS is Fi_-1 ,inear logani himi c shocki

vxpessd s a~ hinc ton of freque-ncy f, rather specl rum~
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The followinf- equation lpro%'ide-t the delti red swtee p. VI pI hlit, gtene l case', stwiving K'rl.( 1 1
an:lytical expre-ision of the specified shock for tilline t Yields flit, sweep rldu ra tion whoti alli
spectrum shown in Fig. 4I: uppe P. bound oil fthe frequlency is gi eli, i. e'.

SS SO fts ill 0 -

where whet,,re

13 In (SS mISS 0 t s'total sweep tiil

I In (f /f 0 )
t naxit-nur frequency to be a chieved

The required input data would be the end point
values. A discretized form is readily obtained Restricted Forms. It is pertinent that the inte-
by setting t'n fj wvhere j represents the jth grated solution- of E--qs. (H) take oin special
frequency. forms corresponding to the values of P and -y.

Three frequency sweep methods (i. e. ,linear,
When the reference shock spectra ratio p exponential, and original trainsient) are his-

appears as a straight line on a log-log plot, torically commion [6, 14, 15] and are there-
the procedure to express this analytically is fore included. Each of these may be described
the same as that just described. The result- by adoption of specific values for f0 or -y: eýach
ing equations are analogous to Eqs. (2) and (3) is subsequently accounted for in the Transient
with p replacing SS. Sweep Algorithm. The -y/miethod relationships

are linear, -y -0: exponential, V -- ; and
Transient Sweep Excitation oritzinal transient, V - 2. Also, in the histori-

cal tisarge of all thrvo of htii(5 methods, the

Trhe general class of excitations functions sweep amnplitude was gene rallyv held constant.
{g(t) :AMt sin L% (t0} also needs to be reduced Trhis ip accomplished when' -' 0.
to an equation set form for incorporation into
the Transient Sweep Algorithm. This is The general form reduces to the lin-ear
accomplished by means of the vector 5' con- frequency sweep whlen parameter y -0. Trhis;
taining four adjustable elements designated a, reduction pertains to both Eqs. (41) and swveep
P, It, -j. The elements constitute extensions duration in Eq. (5)
of classical forms 1141 of the time varying
sweep amplitude AMt and time varying sweep Setting y I obtains the exponential
argument 0(t). Both gene ralizcd and frequency sweep form. Solving Eq. (4b) for t,
restricted forms of the equation set are pre- after setting y - , provides the sweep dura-
sented. The restrictions pertain to reduction tion for the exponential, i. e.
of the general form to the classical special
case forms. I n 6

Generalized Forms. The generalized expres- Rn ()
sions for A(t) were obtained fromn the following
equation set: The significance of the exponential frequency

sweep is that it is intended to spend an equal
(I (In AMt) -P ()-af0 ) amount of time passing through each oscillator
df (In f(t)) (,AO , ()f 4 bandwidth during the sweep.

Setting y r2 vi-(- he frequency sweep
it~t f(t)'V (4b) form originally intended to simiulate near

(it pulse conditions.. Solving Eq. (41)1 for t, after
setting -y -2, yields flthe swveep duration for the

(t) Z- r f(t), 0(0) 0. (4c i orgia Iransiont sweep) dlurat ion:

Tlhe d evelopment oif these fo rmos andi the~ir solu - s5 it f.L - f(7l

tions (u sed in the( al go rithm)l are provide-d in
Rtef. It1!.

A subtle fea ture of tlb. t ransienrt sweep Fquat ion (7) has some' inte restinc s idle-
exc itation usedl in this pape r is that it pe-rmits litghts. First, it can yielId anl approximate
cont rol (if flthe sweep duitration. Often,* in tests, sweep duoration estimaite that is ess entia liv
the swee(p duration is arbitrarily selectedl independenit of fil whetn fill f0 (e . t" , f0  I I?
[-he expressions for f anti 0 are, shown in f.1 1 lo0)o fiz which atre viIb rationj ti's t ,jy
Ref. Il to yie~ld flthe time to accomplish the da rd s), i . e.
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S()The ratio between two shock spectra (cor-
ts .( responding to two fixed damping factors r1 and

f, 2 ) is expressed as

Also, the sweep time indicated by Eq. (7) rep-
resents the duration associated with maintain- SS(W, ', g)
ing a constant number of cycles while passing P (W. ý, ' ;v 9 g- SS(W , g) > ; 2
through the bandwidth of any oscillator excited
during the sweep.

(11)

The insight gained fronm these special case
sidelights proved to be valuable during the n ration Algorithn. Determination of the
algorithm verification process: e.g., greater lator response requires solution of the
sweep times were expected to correspond to differential equation for : by means of integra-
cases for y : I than for y 2. tion. The integrand involved will be a function

of the oscillator frequency and the frequency
Generated Shock Spectra Determination associated with the transient sweep, which

inherently covers a broad range of frequen-
A mathematical representation is assigned cies. An approach to achieve integration step

to the particular form of generated shock spec- size independ..-.t -f the oscillatrr frequency
tra and ratio used in this paper. Determination will be geaierally desc.'_ ai the following
of the oscillator response requires solution of paragra hs. A detailed derivation is provided
the assigned differential equation for accelera- in Ref. Ms]. This algorithm is as yet unpub-
tion by means of integration. The integrand is lished in the technical community but has been
a function of the individual oscillator frequen- shown to be efficient [ t, 2, 171.
cies and the frequency associated with the
transient sweep (the latter inherently covers a The solution to Eq. (1) will be obtained by
broad range of frequencies). For numerical means of state variable techniques. These
integration, it is desirable, for numerical techniques require that Eq. (9) be rewritten
stability, to have the integration step size inde- in matrix first order form as follows:
pendent of the oscillator frequency. An inte-
gration algorithm is described below which
achieves this independence: the integration step Y(t) AV(t) + U(t), 7(O) Vo (12)
sizes are adjusted so that they vary only with
sweep frequency. where

Shock Spectra Equations. Two primary equa-
tions serve to describe the oscillator response. r (t)
First is the differential equation of motion
treated below, and second is the maximizing 7(t) , (I3a)

equation given in Eq. (1). L•(tl
The differential equation generally refers

to various means of application of the excita--o 1
tion or to various response parameters, i.e.,
relative or absolute values of response motion A I (1i3b)
in terms of displacement, velocity, or accel-
eration. The situation treated in this paper is L -
the application of excitation to a simple oscilla-
tor by means of base motion. Absolute accel-
eration is selected as the parameter of interest
since most shock and vibration specifications
are, in terms of acceleration units. The classi- -

cal equation of motion associated with the U(tl (1"c)relative 
motion 

r is [14a

-i f + '.' Zr -g (9)
The known solution to Eq. (12) is [16, jQ]

and the absolute acceleration i for use in

Eq. (1) may be obtained by n'imerical integra- At -
tion of Eq. (9) and substitution into the follow- Yt) M a "Aft de (14)
ing equation (14 a1:

2 A~Xt - TI
2-Z r - • r (10) Note that the integrand e L-() is a

function of both the oscillator frequency w
The method of determining " and r will be entering through A and the transient sweep

described akfter the formulation of the shock frequency implied by " (r). If a step size At
spectra ratio -p. is introduced by substitution of t I At in
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Eq. I1W) and the excitation (Ir is restricted - --

to the linear form: cC -- IPS - is
I1) •I)

V) T(t) 4 1At IT! (t + at) - T(tI w) M2(at)-

then Eq. ( 14) may be shown tI, 171 as s I- IPS 113•[P

I-j
7 (t 4 At) T 7(t0 + (t• # M )L ( M,

(212)

' (t] (16) where

where " D

T - AAt (17) 2! + (--2

JtAz '08)

0 b -T A N I

M, _Ae zdz (19) 1C - + ;Cos W.t +-

Equation (16) has the desired integration .sin •DAt) -

form It implies that,_in the region where a
given At still permits U(t) to be considered D
linear, the matrices T, MI, and M 2 need only IS: - e ÷ sin DtAt
be computed once. Therefore, the matrix A D

has no influence on At. The restriction of
Eq. (15) may be readily satisfied if the step At) D +

size At < 0. I T" where T is the period of the D
input sine wave. The period continually
decreases during an upward sweep: hence, some PC +" ([Att + 2)
changes of step size will be required. 2 - e •,•At - (-1

The exact forms of T, M1, and M 2 may be
obtained by application of the Cayley-1lamilton - cos WDAt + [ At -

theorem 118] and integration. The resulting

expressions are the following: .sinwDAt)+ + 2'.2

°S(ýD At -b) D b in DAtS+ t [t - (1 +

T(At) c- W"2•t

T(t siw Kt Cos (Wat+ bj .sin,. At- [,.,at - 24

"'-sinDAt CcSDAt A

(20) D cos

The resulting matrices of Eqs. (201 - (22) are

C is . IS more complicated than those of some available
W D D )approximate forms and will require use of

trigonometric subroutines for computer imple-

Ml!At0 (21) mentation. Nevertheless, any accuracy and
stability problems, often arising from approxi-

2 •mations, should be solved by this approach.
L IS IC 4 I Such problems are addressed in Ref. [11.

S.ep size ltess than fI I forcint function period is a general practice.
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InteraLon Slop Size. A fundamental require- form of Eq. (10) in a way compatible with the
*dment iith derivation of Eq. (161 for the vector form of Eq. (16), the A matrix of

_ response to the transient sweep excitation was Eq. (13t) is utilized. Let A be expanded as
that the step size At be consiuerably smaller
than the period of the sweep frequency. This
necessitated an evaluation of the periods 0 (2A)
associated with each of the excitation forms A ------- !J
the two special case forms involving -y t]

and 2). The periods correspond to 0(t) - 2?ri The desired form of x representcd by
(i 0 ,2,3...). Eq. (10) can be obtained by a matrix multipli-

cation of the I X 2 matrix A 2 and the vector (or
For the general case described previously, 2 X I column matrix) V. [his appears as

the periods are determined by first suhstituting
0 - 2-ri into the solution to Eq. (4c) and then A .2
solving for the times ti, which represents the .(26

times associated with each cycle's completion.
For the periods Ti, successive values of these Equation (26) is maximized by searching
times must b1 differenced, i.e. , the resulting matrix multiplication over the

entire sweep time for the largest value. For
T. t. - t. for t. S t (23a) a given transient sweep excitation, Eq. (Z6)

I t- s will be exercised twice for each oscillator fre-
quency, i.e., once for each damping factor.

and Therefore, A2 and Y must be identified with
respect to frequency and damping. This is

T - t - t. - for t. > t (231)) done by use of subscripts j for indicating the
frequenk.y wj and I for indicating damping
factor ý1. Equation (26) is then substitLtedNote that the parameter T: in Eq. (23b) is into Eq. (1), which yields

generally not a complete p'eriod. The step

sizes are determined by q): t ;j "lax A

ati - C 2IST for t tal A .i (27)

at. C 'I, for t.>t (M4a)

t 2 T f The shock spectra ratio p is again given by
wl.re Eq. (MI). Equations (27) and (Ml) provide the

generated shock spectra/ratio information
that is to be compared to the specified shock

-arbitrary input constant (inverse spectra data.
integer)l 5 0. 1

Error Criterion Function and Gradient Vector
Equations (2") and (24) also apply to the

excitation of the special cases for y - I anti A specific error criterion function and
-y - 2. The step size differences between the gradient vector required for the deflected gra-
general anti special eases exist in the meaning dient method are now defined. Mathematical
of the times ts and ti. The sweep durations formulations of both the error criterion func-
are those of Eqs. (6) and (7) for y - I and 2, tion anti the gradient vector are presented.
re-.pectively. The cycle times are obtained by
selecting the appropriate -V, solving Eqs. (4b) Error Criterion Function Definition. Definition
anti (c4 accordingly, substituting 0 2Tri, anti of a suitable error criterion function is essen-
then solving for the times ti. These steps tial for efficient application of gradient methods
were performed by hand and the resulting equa- to the transient sweep problem. In the present
tions programmed into the Transient Sweep case, there are two primary comparisons to be
Algorithm. The integration step size equa- made: (1) betveen the specified and generated
t;ons provide the information neces.arv to shock spectra (i.e., SSr and SS) for a given
complete the integration algorithm, damping factor -•1, and (2) between specified

and generated shock spectra ratios (i.e.",
l)eternination of Maximum Response. Tre and p). Various ways exist for functionally
maximization of R indicateed by Eq. M1) required expressing the error functions resulting from
',omputer impl, entntation. The implementation these comparisons [41. linwever, there are

was ptetrformed by use of Eq. (10) in con junc- two general guidelines to he followed; i. e.,
tion with the integration results of Eq. (16l, the i riterpretation of the error function must
i.r.., Y(tM Ir, N.'. For the uise of the scala r be( meaningful to the algorithmn user, and the

17su.d to divide ti l. period into equal parts.
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error function must not allow any single conl-_dE'a, 3. R E .LLr P" -1l (31c)
ponent to dominate the comparison. The error ,0n t It
function selected appears as

[.(a, U, Ri y • ,')- F(•) (31d)

%%,here the 6 increments are fixed small values
where the individual weighted norms appear as or some percent C of the iterated value

(e.g., &a C-a).
11T - h.1)1/2

l['Ki'• 1i(i7V)Equation (31) demonstrates a need for the
10 shock spectra per algorithm iteration pointed

(i 1, 2: j 1, n) (29) out in Ref. [Mi. These 10 are required to com-
pute a different shock spectrum for the basic

and and the four perturbed error criterion functions
indicated in Eq. (311 for each of the two

column n vectors of the damping factors.

.differences between SSr and SS or DEscRIPTION AND RESUL S
Pr and p at n frequencies DESCRI TION A SES
{Wl. 2' " j, ... n}' I) LMONS rRA 'ION CASES

Three demonstration cases are used in
WiV. weighting matrices [l], this section to exhibit algorithmic performance

Sdesignation of a norm, and show that the algorithm generates optimum
transient sweep parameters. The three cases

Sdesignation of transpose. represent increasing generality. The descrip-
tion and purpose of each demonstration case

The weighting matrices Wij are diagonal are provided, including a brief description

matrices with diagonal elements of WVtj and of the algorithnm input and output. Criteria

W~j corresponding to /SS2ri and t/p2rj, respec- are presented in graphic form for cstimating

tively. The elements serve normalization .pur- initial numerical values of the adjustable

pcses generally required for multipa:-ameter parameters. The overall results of these runs

optimization. Specific needs and tradeoffs are are provided, as well as an evaluation of

discussed in Ref. I1]. sweep duration characteristics.

Gradient Vector Formuln~on. The formula- Descriptions of Three Demonstration Cases

tion of the gradient v'ctor VrE.(o) is simply the The d(emonst ration case descriptions are
four partial derivalives of E(o) with respectto the four adjusta!lie parameters. These given in two parts. First, t.he general charac-

teristics are presented. Then the input/output
parameters were identified earlier as a, P, (u/O) selections are given. The i/O discussion
R, and -V. Therefore, VE(-) is a four-element emphasizes starting estimates for W
vector that appears as

Demonstration Case Characteristics. The

VE() :[- -5 . (30) characteristics of the three demonstration
Ida - a R IyJ cases are illtstrated in Fig. 5 in terms of the

specified shock spectra SSr and ratios Pr
The gradient vector components may be to be satisfied. Class I represents nonconstant
obtained by an approach called the finite SSr but constant valued Or. Class II represents
difference method. nonconstant SSr but constant valued Pr- Class

111 represents the completely general case
The finite difference method is simple to where both the SSr and Pr are nonconstant.

implement because of its approximate form Both positive and negative slopes are implied
and has adequate accuracy: the fact that accu- in Cases ii and III when the specification
racy requirements are generally not prohibi- magnitudes are nonconstant.
tive in the Transient Sweep Algorithm is
explained in Ref. Ii1. The finite difference The frequency ranges are the same for
rvii-thod relies on an approximation to the all cases, and three oscillator freqtuencies
definition of a derivative. The components of f , t.,, tf3 are picked between the bounds fo
VE(771 appear in finite difference form as and t m. 'Three oscillators are picked to

reduce computer expense and because three
represent the mininmuni number possible to

,)E E(a + ýa, 0, 11, Y) - F) (31a) ensure that a linear log-log plot is accom-
ýa pli:hud.

dl- E -:(a, 15 4 0., R, y) - E(3) Numerical specification values for the
)(311b) three lemonstration cases are presented in
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- I

a I 12- f3 fm o 1 f3 1 3 fm

rP. Pr

'.. . .. . t I 1 ,3, to II 1 13

CLASS I CLASS 11 CLASS III
SSr CONSTANT SS, S CONSTANT SS, 0 CONSTANT

CONSTANT P, - CONSTANT Pr i CONSTANT

Fig. 5 - Characteristics of demonstration cases

[able I. Individual computer .uns were made industrial testing programs 16, II] and, there-
for each case shown (i.e., class/run). The fore, serves partially as a 'check case for
rationale for assigning those specification Classes I1 and III.
numibe rs are alslo given. A more detailed
explanation of the value selection procedure Input/Output Selections. The I/O selections
is presented in Ref. [ I I . Class I represents used during algorithm development were
a -tuial test specifications obtained from extended and generaiized for the demonstration

TABLE I
Selected Shock Spectra, Ratio Specifications for Demonstration Cases

CLASS, SPECIFICATION RATIONALE
RUN SSro SSrm Pro Prm

I-1 3 3 1.5 1.5 EXTENSION OF THE TEST CASE FOR 3 OSCILLATORS

1-2 3 3 2 2 MODIFICATION OF I-1 FOR SLOWER SWEEP-RATE

1-3 6 6 1.5 1.5 MODIFICATION OF I-1 FOR HIGHER AMPLITUDE

I1-I 3 60 1.5 1.5 POSITIVE SLOPE SHOCK SPECTRA SPECIFICATION

11-2 3 1200 1.5 1.5 STEEPER POSITIVE SLOPE THAN I1-1

111-3 3 0.15 1.5 1.5 NEGATIVE SLOPE SHOCK SPECTRA SPECIFICATION

I1-1I 3 60 1.5 2 GENERAL SHOCK SPECTRA/RATIO SPECIFICATIONS:
BOTH WITH POSITIVE SLOPE

111-2 3 3 1.5 2 SPECIAL CASE OF I11-1 WITH CONSTANT SHOCK
SPECTRA SPECIFIED

111-3 3 60 2 1.5 GENERAL SHOCK SPECTRA/RATIO SPECIFICATIONS:
POSITIVE SHOCK SPECTRA SLOPE, NEGATIVE
RATIO SLOPE

111-4 13 3 2 1.5 SPECIAL CASE OF !'I-3 WITH CONSTANT SHOCKi •SPECTRA SPECIFIED

For all cases: Specified frequency range is fo = 10 to fm = 200; oscillator frequencies are
20. 60. 100; stop criteria are 0.00S on AE and normalized 65.
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cases. Specific valuies anti fo rla~ts of i/) are ruprlesumng constant value1s of Prii/'Pto,
presented in Rot. j i . The initial Wa estimation When tht, slope uf the specifiedl 1r1(1) is positive,
process is generalized in this paper, however, then jr is obtained by CGV tLnd 11he 'N estimiate
since optimization is generally dependent on by CF., as indicated on the figure. When the
the starting values. The effect of initial slop,, is negative, the roles Of the correction
estimate accuracy on optimization convergence factors are revursed as shown. I'he justifi-
is discussed in Refs. (lI anti [2]. Some cation of the correction factor equation is
typical output data is presented in the results partially explained in conjunction with the
discussion, evaluation of Case IlI in Ref. 1 I.

Data used to develop starting 1 estimates Run 111-1 starting criteria serve as an
were obtained from two sources. First, example for the Case 111. Parameuter 13 t
perturbations from a test case development by the same steps explained for the Case i1
provided trendls in the 7 components. Second, example. Prm/Pro - 1.33 anti fm/fo 20 so
extrapolations were made to prior sweep rate that, according to Fig. 8, CF+ 1.096 and
studies [9, t5]. These sources served to CF- = 0.904. It follows that P -o CF+
establish general rules of thumb that were 1.64 and -y 2X CF- 1.81. Using pTr in Fig. 6
subsequently implemented in terms of families yields It " 0.30 and a 0. 90. Figure 6 was
of curves for generai use. These rules of used in every case to estimate parameters a
thumb are explained in Ref. [ I] , and the result- and R regardless of values of i1 and "
inp curves for the three demonstration cases
are displayed in Figs. 6-8. Numerical values Results of the Demonstration Cases
of the starting estimate of 'a are presented with
the results of the three demonstration cases Computer run results for the three demon-
later. stration cases provided verification of the meth-

od described for generating optimum transient
Case I starting estimate criteria are found sweep parameters. The results of these runs

in Fig. 6, which shows the parameters a and and an evaluation of .ach case are provided in
R. Parameters P and ) are estimated to be the following paragraphs. An overall evaluation
0 anti 2, respectively, for this case on the basis of sweep duration characteristics is also provided.
of industrial experience. Figure 6 is a curve
of an ampiication factor, denoted F (i.e., Sunmmary of Results for the l)emonstration
I.'a : SSr/a), versus the sweep rate constant R. Cases. A summary of the computer run results
Values of the specified Pr are indicated Clon. *u- thec . Z tofltc Cdes in Table I are
the curve. The curve provides R directly shown in Table 2.. The tabulated data includes
from Pr, and a is obtained by dividing the the shock spectra specifications (repeated
specified SSr by F,,. A restriction on the curve for convenience), the initial Wcomponent
is that it was generated for oscillators whose estimates, the optimum error critericn
damping factor ratios were 5 (i.e. , b1 /6 - 5), function and parameter vector achieved,
as is the case selected for this paper. Simi- and the transient sweep duration.
lar curves for other damping factors (e. g.,
"1. IP2 1) may be generated it desired. In Convergence within the 0.005 stop
conjunction with the present restriction, the criteria (user selected) was attained for all
curve suiziests that both F. and Pr are bounded 10 computer runs, which substantiate that
above by 5 and tend below to 1, representing optinmum transient sweep parameters were
steady-state and impact conditions, respectively, generated. This criteria pertained to changes

in E andi nornlaliz.ed W between iterations. It
Case 11 starting estimate criteria are

estiniaterl as in Case I, with the exception of
the paranmeter P. A straightforward estimate
for p is that pertaining to the -xponent bI shown 14. 5 1.2 f- o 3. . 25 .
in Fq. (31, which also represents amplitude 1 1 0 ,4. 5 30 (.
versus frequency slope. Figure 7 shows bI as

versus fm /fo for a family of curves repre- 4 ' 0- s,

senting constant values of SSrns/SS For eX-
ample, in Run I1-I, fm /fo 20 and SS rt'/SSr0o 1.s,

"tO, so 13 1. Parameters a and R are again
ob,tain,l frnm n. Fi. 6, and V - 2. -

Case Ill starting estimate criteria utilizes
an etuivalent Vr' denoted 'Or, to enter Fig. 6
for obtatinj , :paranieters it and It in this gener- 10q]to 10•I 0,

atl case. The N, estimuate is foundt as part of the sWtP RAHt CONSTAMI R 2
techniqtue used to lirovide this ;r , an, patrailU-
ter ;5 is Obtained by mueans of l'ig . 7 (used for
Case 11). Ilht. techniqu, is portrrayed in Fig. 8, Fig. 6 - cl; , feria for oalrtint,
which shw•; two correction cLtors, dil-noterl o',timats .1T)
(C1"t, (;V-, versus fm/tl for it a f1tioly ot cuIveS (ri's? ricttd I' ) / )
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TABLE 2
Summary of The Three Demonstration Cases

RVERE3NCE DATA PARMETER srlU OPTIMUM PARAMETERS

E1TIMATE" IERRO3 SWEEP

-"- -DURATION
CLSS SS.,I~j~ 53,,$.O 0p . oil! ) 0 a 7 Etsat X 10~ k offs 91 0 1, (set)

I-! 3 3 1.11 31, 1 0 0.4 1 0.50 9 1. a 4.311110.4 0.41'4 1.990 0.295

a., 3 3 a 2 0.11 0 0.13 a 0.291 5 0.7616 0.2d m 10.3-3 0.124 2.000 0.740

1-3 6 6 3.1 3.S 2 0 0.49 2 0. 4 6 .006 0.140 a 10'a 0.4776 1.990 0.20

2-, 3 s . I.5 3.1 1 0.4 a 0.309 i2 0.CL 00? 0.596 0.53146 2.02 0.193

Hi-2 3 3= 3.$ I.S I 1 0.46 2 5.39 4 0."72' 3."1 0.450 2.030 0.3'4

11-3 3 0JS 3.3 1.$ 1 -3 0.4 a "4.7 4 0.3U4 -0.A931 0.C03I L.=0 0.715

M.-1 I a I.5 a 0.S0 3 0.30 3.93 0.614 4 0.7053 0.9930 0.299m 3.53 0.$9S

311-11 3 3 1.5 a 0.tl 0 0.30 3.O3 1.53 6 0.?R4 -0.M4. a 10" 04341 1.671 0.402

IN-. 3 90 a 3. 1 0.3 1 0.33 235 3.9 1 S L0.Its G.9S'1 0.2300 2.151 0.342

in-4 3 3 2.0 1.! 0.3! 0.11 2.35 0.43 9 0.71 0.0199 0.3"2 2.3)9 0.390

It - WMEI OF ITIRATIOVIS

would also be desireable to minimize El() The reasons for this variation in performance
itself, but the tabulated values of E(3) indi- are assessed in detail in Ref.[ lJ. Over-
cate that some runs (e.g., Run 11-3. E("J - layed time histories of g(t) and Uit) fo- Run

84.7X 10-3) satisfy this condition to a 11-3 shown in Fig. 9 demonstrate 1/O rela-
considerably lesser degree. Evaluations tionships and illustrate the cause for Run
of this condition are provided in Ref. 1. 11-3 performance; i.e.. the response peak

occurs at the low-frequency high-amplitude
Table Z also 5hows that the initial portion of the sweep and is virtually inde-

estimates tor I are quite close to the optimum pendent of oscillator response.
values. This relationship suggests use of
the & estimates as a potential replacement .valuatioi of Case ll Results. Values of
of the optimum values when testing tolerances EP(P1 ircm the Iour computer runs in Case
permit. Ill indicate resonably good nmargin relative

to the stop criteria, thereby verifying that

Evaluation of Case I Results. The three
computer runs for Case I all provided
optimum error criterion function values of
less than 10-3 and 71 components approxi. 04OCIL3LATOR 9IES0O14S A0i

mately equal to those estimated. Particularly, SVEP EJXCITATION oftl
03 was quite small, and N was within one

percent of the estimated value Z. Doubling g t
the specified shock spectrum magnitude
resulted in a doubling of the excitation ampli-
tude. The effect of shock spectra ratio on 0

sweep duration is clearly demonstrated in
Table Z, since a 360 percent increase in t3
results from a 33 percent increase in Pr"
Sweep duration sensitivity will be summarized 0SC13LLTON
later. FREQUENCY10 IH.

Evaluation of Case 11 Results. The E('-)
values achieved from the toree comiputer 0 .0 0.06 a 12 iii

runJ for this case ranged from good to poor

in terms of the margin satisfying the spe-
cified shock spectra. Run fl-I exhibited Fit. 1 - Tirre histories of acceleration
good performance; Run 11-Z had mediocre excitation and response for
performance; and Run 11-3 performed poorly. Case II. Run I
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an optimum " may be attained by the Tran-

sient Sweep Algorithm. Runs 1f1-I and so
III-? investigated positive slopes of p)i), SSe tire"
while Runs 111-3 and 1UI-4 were for negative
slope investigation. These performances
are also assessed in more detail in Ref. [ I] .

Additional summary data~for Run II-I
are provided in Figs. 10 and I I. Efiec- 20

tiveness of the Transient Sweep Algorithm
is illustrated in Fig. 10 by comparing the I
specified and generated shock spectra and 10

ratios, righter control was more apparent
Sfor the two shuck •pectra comparisons than S

for the ratio comparison since E(Z) was

expressed in terms of weighted differences
between specified and generated values of
SS and SSZ rather than p. Sweep excitation

gt)shown in Fig. ItI demonstrates the increas-4
ing amplitude and the number oi cycles (22)
associated with the sweep.

Summary of Sweep Duration Characteristics
and Related Computer rimue. Interpretation OIIt II? 12,
of data front the three demonstration cases 1* U 40 so 100 M 400
provided sweep duration sensitivities to " MrUXT, "I
components R and N1 and al,-u a menasure o1
computer time associated with the Transient Fig. 10 - pecifited versus generated
Sweep Algorithm. Figure I1 shows a curve shock spectra and ratio
of sweep duration t5 as a function of N• and R, comparisons for
which can he us'ed to evaluate the t sensitivity Case III. Run I
to each. The averag:e comrlputer rusn timge for
the 10 runs made was 1.76 narurtes. The ,
maximunm computer time (3.85 minutes) was
recorded for Run 1-2, where 28 sets (5 itera- st -

tions requiring 23 additional trial estimates
for cubic interpolation) of the 10 sweeps were
made at durations approximating 0.74 seconds,
shown in Table 2. Run ll-Z represented the
mininmum computer time; 0.77 minutes, 16
sets 14 iterations requiring 12 additional trial
estimates) of 10 sw.eps at t 0. 174 seconds.

Computers used were 113M A0ad Uivac 1108.5

A practical and pertinent outgrowth of the
tabulated results is that the set of optimuni . II
parameters, in conjunction with the sweep
duration, constitute a conmplete description of' - _ _ _ ____ i

the transient sweep excitation. A 'ibration a • .30 O44 0.30 clo

test machine nmay be programmed with the T T ,t

and sweep duration to satisfy the particular
shock spectra specification. In fact, the comn- Fig. it - Excitation time history from
puteri/ed results of Case I match those attained Case III. Run I
directly from industrial vibration testing
programs 16. idi for elctromechanical A numerical integration algorithm is

C equipment. described for determining oscillator
SU.AY.response via a step Size that varies,-
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS only with sweep frequency.

Several pertinent observations and conclu- 0 Criteria have been developed in
sions serve to sumnmarize the findings of this graphic form for estimating initial
paper. These are the following: values of the transient sweep paramne-

ters, which lead to optimum values.
0 Equation sets for the transient Sweep

Algorithm have been described, and the 1f the vibration test tolerance to be
algorithm has been utili/.ed to prove satisfied were extremely loose
that optima values of transient sweep (e.g., 50 percent), then the close
paranieters (i.e.. an inverse shock correspondence between initial
spectra) were attainable, estimates and optnmuni transient
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DISCUSSION

Mr. Favour (Boeing Com.pny): With respect to Mr. Favour: There may be a difference in the
your gradient approach iteration scheme, several size of the problem that is being worked and
years ago we conducted some independent research that is what I was looking for.
on a str',ctural analysis tool where we would
feed laboratory data into an analytical model, Mr. Rountree: It very much is, because the
and attempt to interact through the generalized deflected gradient method takes N number of
mass, stiffness, and damping matrices to come iterations, where N is the number of parameters.
up with a new or updated model that would give I have 4 parameters so I go through 4 iterations;
us the same data out, given a specified input, if you had many spring mass dampers that you are
We started with a gradient approach to iterate trying to adjust it could overwhelm you on the
through the matrices but quite oddly we found computer because you have to go through N
that if we used the random ray approach we interactions. If you are using something other
converged on the answer much faster. Have you than the deflected gradient method you will
had any similar experience or have you looked find that it is more like (4 orS) N, and that
at a random ray approach?. is one of the beauties of the deflected gradient

method, it proves that you will converge within
Mr. Rountree: No. What gradient method did N.
you useT There are a variety of gradient
methods.

Mr. Favour: No, I didn't do the research myself,
and I just refer to it as a random ray.

Mr. Rountree: I didn't look at that particular
aspect of it but I did look at a variety of
gradient methods particularly one called the
deflected grandient which some of you may
recognize, if you are familiar with optimization
as the Fletcher Powell Method. In the past few
years it is still considered to be the most
efficient gradient methud; it is fur more
efficient than anything else and it gets you
there very very rapidly.

c C

C t
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ANALYSIS OF OPlEN CF-LL POLYURI:TIIAN FOAM

UNDER IMPACT LOADI.)C

Valentin iepccnko
Boeing Aerospace Company

Seattle, Wfashitngton

Analysis of clastomeric foams under dynamic loading is
closely associated with testing. This paper presents the
results of a program in which testing and theoretical
considerations led to the development of an analytical
rodel capable of predicting the nonlinear dynamic response
if foam isolators compressed to strains up to 701 at strain
rates up to 20.0 in/in-sec. The model consists of a non-
linear visco-elastic element, a series of Maxwell elements
and an air spring. the resoonses of model elements are
shown to depend on the history of past loading. The visco-
elastic solution is suitable to represent the dynamic
behavior of elastomeric (rubber) springs.

INIRUOULIION cell foalls lhey were rejected as :esssui table f'o thais par ticular app Iicat ion.

t his article presents the theory and s

the analytical technique rsed to repre- Since the application of the foam
sent the dynamic behavior of prismatic, isolators io in a temperature controlled
open cell polyurethane foam blocks sub- environment', the effect of temlperature
jected to compressive loading over a wide on the foam!Varameters is 'jat considered
range of strain amplitude and strain in this analysis. All teots were con-
rate. IRevelopment of the theory was ducted it t e ambient temperatures (o0 to
stimulated by the need to predict with N0R). 1hefe templeratures are suffi-
high degree of accuracy the response of ciently far from the glass transition
a new Minuteman missile shock isolation temierature (about minus 300 for poly-
system where foam blocks are the primary urethane) t affect viscu-clastic
horizontal shock attenuators. !heor-. parametersA
etical developments were supported by an t
extensive testing program which provided, Iwo kifids of tests are needed to
information needed to determine a number define parajouters in the ana!ytical
uf parameters entering into the analy- model. Lowl compression rate, "static",
tical representation. Itese parameters loading-unloadintg tests conducted at
were established for the range of strain strain rates from H.001 to 0.01 in/in-sec
and strain rate required to meet shock aniad with the strain amplitudes from 0).1
isolation specifications. to 0.7 in/in provided charaLteristic

stress-strain curves for various foams.
ihe dimuns ions of the specimens in these

ILSIING ANID I OA.\l RI.SI'OsXl.AS tests do nut affect stress-strain curves
as long as strain rates remain suffi-

fhe investigated foams may be ciently low. Figure I shows results of
described as flexible, precrushed, open two such tests where the compression of
Lel I polyurethane with a density ranging a foam block varied in amplitude. After
from 5.0 to 15.0 lbs/cu. ft. At an the second loading cycle, up to a
earlier stage of development a few relatively high strain amplitude, the
closed cell polyurethane foams were also loading branch becomes stable and it
investigated. lhose were more resilient remains unchanged during the subsequent
and had a narrower hysteretic loop per loading cycles regardless of the ampli-
loading-unloading cycle than the open tude. Usually the first and the second
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should match both static and dynamic 9
tests when the air flow effects are IWOG IRANA? , O

excluded. W'e attempt to separate L(L,t) SVATIC IST

ifltO two parts UNLtOAD ANC4 .10

B( ct) - ( t,t) 4 (J(tJ 1.21 ©•. o mouoa u C~~ e•

K(t.t) corresponds to the long term
relaxation effects, such as those _______________ €___

°" enco~intere4,;in the static tests. ""

G(t) corresponds to the short durai- I
tion dynamic effects which ire assumed to
be linear in terms of vic-lsiiy ,e'•ee'•'o-~•a (f•y~

Equatjo• (I) becomes .." .--.

t i•~r 3:" Aigorithm• fov Intcwmediaee MItloading( Banch

"G " = ý

Swhere os(r•-)f K(o,t-t)•-~ di (4)
0 the parameters p, q and r Tero

found tobe 0.o top t 1.2
J5 (c) is a double-velued function of 2.h a q < 4.0

strain with separate loading and unload- 0.03 6 r g .O
ing branches. lor a particulir strain
amplitude it coincides with the static the dynamic part of rquation (3) is

test data for th:.s amaplitude. Forinal ly know'n to be a limiting ca'se of response
Sd(f) remains also a time-dependent of a large number of taxell elements
function which should include such connected in parallel. fhe constitutive
effects as long term creep. qowever, eluation for the i-th such element is:

creep considerations wcre outside of the
scope of this analysis, and were not " .kz. d
necessaryi for the appIi cat ion being -.} - * idT

dtt

br nmerial cmput.t ins WL~ here t. and i .are constant.

s f aFor~~~ wasrca Iopttin#u

could store test data for unloatdinig
branches at various amnp itudes and inter- For pere initial conplit ions
polate as needed, It has found to be h and L eo) o, the solution of
more convenient and without sacrifice of dquatio yn (b) is
the accuracy to use an algorithm which (of

utilizes static test stress-strain curve t -(t-xJ/t.obtained for the maximum test amplitude oi_ t; l tm of N.xwe de
from which it derives the unloading sh.'t)'tin ar .j

branch for any intermediate amplitude. 0
ehe algorithm was derived from geometric
considerations using designations from the integral in Iquation (7) can
Figure 2. be conveniently calculated from the

neafo()"e followinga

ro ol '•ma-] t xe tx/ix

where G am-x co•s"t ant

c o

b kanch .at variousamlitudes an ne--r:r ntilcnltosiu

u j t e s t st / d x )

e f t max i t-At

"Meest a r m s r d o e ioP'd



which leads to the recurrence formula 2m+1- l for all mM-l (13)

-Ait/. T At/i.me

V - n-I C~ J9) tCC1~cl constant) Cor. m,! -L 4)
1: ,"' l- " lti ...

For acceptable convergence of Within the analyzed range of relaxa-
Equation (9) the computational Step At tion times the values of a for elastomers
should be at least an order of magnitude Liu within -l<m<o which renders Gi(tr,)om

sm aller hi T. i ihn lmohihrdesGr)
h - an increasing function or a constant.

rhugs, the convolutioh integral in Io" -tio _we concludg that

Lquation (3) is substituted by a series at the higher values of ti the discrete

of discrete Maxwell elements with spectrum Gi(ti) must become a decreasing

parameters G;i and Ti which may he function and taper off since at longer
obtained from the relaxation function relaxation times the response of the foam

is described by os(E). Various shapes
G(to by of the discrete spectra and their effect

on the dynamic part of -the foam response
G(.t)dt with (10) were investigated using twelve Maxwell

I ft <I elements spaced one octave apart' along
1r the i-axis. For a foam with the density

of 12.0 lbs/cu. ft. the best match was
The relaxation function ((t) must obtained using the shape shown on Figure

4. ihe contributions to the total

satisfy <0 for all t.

Thus, G(t) is a decaying function
for all t. When plotted on log/log -------
scale it Miny be approximated by a
straight line, at least within a few
decades (Figure 3). Data on Figure 3 10.4

is for filled elastomers, taken from 0

References 2 and 3. LOGLIL.Y4JŽ\
99 ", ,Fi 4: rcaeee Rftkxeon Spctrum ULed -o Mhch
1 P eOworme of 12 L&/LAu Ft Potyuerhsa* Foam

response from the Maxwell elements at
both ends of the spectra are small.

4 - -4 4 .4 -3 .,2 . S 1 2 Relaxation times of the elements located
at the left end of the spectrum are too

LOS T. KC short for significant contribution to

L .. .. Fuwm&*forFifdElaeowS the response within the range of
-avail'able tests. fhe most-noticeable
contribution is made by the group of

log G(t) - m log t+log c with M<O elements from the middle part of the

Sl 1) spectrum.

Once the shape of the spectrum and

For calculation of a discrete the number and spacing of the Maxwell

C spectrum G-o(tf)'it is convenient to use elements is assumed there remain only

t 2 -°2tlCwAicA provides Isufficitnt dis- two indepqndent parameters to be deter-

tinction botween adjacent Maxwetl mined by matching the test data: the o o

elelents. In order to plot a discrete magnitude atong the G axis and the

spectrum tj was assumed to be: location of the spectrum with respect ° o
to r axis.

SOLIJTION FOR AIR Sl'RlNG EFFIiCT

Substituting Lquation (11) into Ihe solution for the part of the
Equation (10) and integrating we obtain response associated with the air flow in
the distribution for the discrete and out of the foam was derived using
relaxation spectrum (;j(-r) the model of a foam block shown on
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DIRECTIONOFCWOPRESSON n-1 .38 for adiabatic case

T Adiabatic condition for the air

[o FOAMOEPLECTION relates

nn"p(0) Vref-P(E) V(F)] (Ib)

o | _V NWIO AREA AV

( SIDES4OF THE where V refVair-AV - V

- . _ : rhe peak overpressure at fhd aentier C

,,UPIO W of the block is

Fi" re5: Model for the Anelysis of Air Flow Effects rhe expressionofor AV -s assumed in
the form:

Figure 5. The following nomenclature is
used in the derivation in addition to A t
the designations given on Figure 5. f Aj

A-ab cross-section area
of the foam block In order to calculate vu consider

theoretical expressions for the air flow
V=abh foam block volume thru orifice. In the following subscript

I refers to the conditions on the side of
V r-' initial volume of the orifice with higher pressure while

air the air contained subscript 2 refers to the conditions on
within the foam the other side. Flow thru the orifice
block at atmospheric with large velocity changes is given by:
pressure

y initial porosity v 1V-lC( 1 IVI',X 2 ) (19)

t nwhere c is a constant independent of
E-x/h strain triction.

a (Vair-A.x)/VI'ay - instantaneous Ohwn
porosity

V ),,~V instantaneo,, v..ij-- ..... (- Iof the air itt.,in W)VLf-4 cVQL-.j
the compressed bhi.ok

In order to satisfy condition v,=o
p(o)-14.7 psi atmospheric pressure %hen p(,kJpto) the last two terms wiEhin

the square brackets must equal to p(o).
p(E) instantaneous air Using Lquation L17) is follows that

pressure at the
center of the v ,V O t. ) LZI)

v ,= \ [)-•.) 2lt)(,211

block
which is simply a statement that the

A0 (c)2(a+b)h (y-c) area of the pores square of the velocity through the ori-
within the four fice is prop)ortional to the instantaneous
vented sides of the volume of the air, V(-), and the pressure
compressed foain differential across tite orifice.' When
block rolated to the foam one must consider

i - friction which depends on the foam
v average velocity of ch:aracteristics is well as the state of

the air escaping the foam in compression. Such a friction
from the compressed function, F:(E), was derived in the
foam block Reference (3) from the pressure gradient

tests. Counscquenti), the equation for
AV volume of the escaped vo takes the form:

air from t-o to
time t corresponding
to x-x(t) If ) v
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where CONCLUSIONS

- -- -C- (23) .r The total stress acting on the sup-3 Y-1 77 1-y• -1 *P ý "port of. a foam, block subjected to a

strainr e-=dt) is calculated by summing
5 average pore diameter up the results given by the Equations

X basic friction factor (4), (7) and (26).

= average 'ength of the air path dui- j-k
fing, vent ý tg. The c choi ce a f~~ -()+ Z
defines I cation of the peak = i °
pressure 1(f) within the foam
block. where the number of Maxwell elements, k,

[he importanze of F(E) ii this con- may be varied depending on the aVai labIC

tcxt is to provide the shape of the range of tests. Numerical computzit ions

friction function for a compressed foam were made using test data for the : -

block relative to the initial value of ing branch of r (th) an lo the algor: .
air ricton for a unstraineh foamunlding rn.
baoir friction afpram h does fotarem [he effect of ,Maxwell elements was cal-
block; such an appri-tch does not rely culated using Lquation (7), the recur-
on the reported valv s for & and ~rence Equation (9) and a variable compu-

Lethr 1/, ) tational step for each element depending
Lon xi. A separate algorithm was

developed to solve the system of
From Equations (2.1, (23), (24) and Equations (17) and (25) entering into

(18) it follows computations of uatt).

3V t - / •(t i (_1/ Computations presented within this

(Y-0) --. dt ( article are inconceivable without the

use of computer programs. One such pro-
gram was developed in the form of a

lhe system of Equations, (17) and subroutine to he used in conjunction
(25), completes the solkotix.n fur thý~ with the programs solving equations cf
peak air pressure within the foam block. motions for ' irge dynamical systems.
rhe numerical solution of this system is Other progra.s were developed to vwr:
straight forward: the value of _(t) parameters and to obtain the best match-
entering Lquation 12() is calculated one ing of the test data. Figures 0, 8 and
computational step behind that entering 10 show examnples for matching 3 tests
Equation (17). Whenever the values of conducted with different-specimens -aade
iLt) are significant for the analysis, of the same type foam with a density of
the sy'ste;i of iquations, (1-7ah (23, 12 lbs/cu.ft. Figures 7, i and II showis stable. When -it) is ap~proaching

zero at a slow rate, couaputational
.oscillations may occur and the couputa-
tional step must be decreased
accordingly.

Finally, the average overprcssure
applLed to the support of the' foam biock "
is calculated by TET

DOATn

The coefficient a is introduced to ,0
represent the average overlrressure since
p(e) was definedcat the center of the
block. [he initial p)orosity, f', Is -

ithe ordues to account Jfor 00., area~ of, moot,the pores ini clontact with the -basec o c • • < . t . . •_ . : oo =

support.

rhere remaiin two parameters, the
venting factor B ani the shape factor ,
to be determined by matching the test -

data. lhe range of these parameters was .0 .10 .1s . n M
found to be 12<B<30 and S.b7A,<i.9S. Sr~A~

Hie lower values of B and correspond Figure6: Foam ResPonm t Low Strain Amplittde
to denser foans. Impact Rate so /a.d/n. sec
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these pa ranicters.5 lhc dispersion of the
fume test results obtained from a number of

foam specimens, even when the specimens
ate coming from the samie production

STATIC h.-th,ý is o-f such an order that the
LEMPITanalytic-il match must hc obtained for

La - 2 1-the statistical averages.

The visco-elastic solution was
J 4A -successfully used. in the anaics is of
*sae xrohý 1 Iojrp ee i eroueI etastomeric springs which containied

___ bucklingý elements. Static loading-
1. unloading curves for these springs re-

= AIM, NOsemble those of a fULLM. thfese sp; ings

Fge7STRAIN SAI

Fgm7.Conributions to the Total Stress 1Shown on EEET/ 4Figu 6 Fromdie Model Elements L ------

MODEL

a.D -

STRAIN

1G* Figure 9: Contributions to the Total S~tress Shown on
Figure 8 From the Mome Elements

TESTADAT

Figure 8: Foam Response at Interawdriate Strain Amplitude
Invact Rabte 12.0 In./ln. Sec i4

theoretical :vntributi~iis of variuu. s OSelements in the model to the total .3stress. These three tests cover a wide-
range of strain rates and amiplitudes.

ATAS
Analytical solutions contain a

number of- parameters. Some of them are
cstahljished directly f'rom the,- tcs tsý; toothers require trial and error proce- 

I
dures. In this respect presented
analytical solutions may be regarded a s
influience functions containing param- 0 L ~ . .
eters which can Vary the shape of thes;e ST AINfunctions. ]'he wider is the rangeL uf Figure 70. Foam Response at H.igh Strain Amplitude.the tests the narrower becomes the rang~e Impact Rate 18.0 /n/f. ec Loadingof parameters. A sin:,le test can be ri~nch of Test Dats is Affected by thematched well by a few combinations of Propap ting, ilatational We v
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l;IA:LRLNCI S Mr. Pakstys: You mentioned that there is the
potential of applying this method to closed cell

X. T. Nichols and A. N. Freudenthal, geometries. Have you-actually done this, and
"ihe Mechanical Rehavior of a have you discussed this in youz paper?
Filled llastomer at Ifigh Strain
Rates." Department of Civil I[ngi- Mr. Sepcenko: We did not discuss the possibility
neering and Engineering Mechanics, of the application to closed cell foams very much
Columbia University. Contract In the paper. We investigated closed cell foams
Nonr Nhn,(T.,orojcct NR 064-466l, at an earlier stage however they were signifi-
Report No. ;1;c August ]96b. cantly more resilient, and the hysteretic loops

2. T. Nichols and R. A. Hller, associated with these foams were not as wide as

"Determina:t ion of the Complex the ones for the open cell foams, which is to be

Sheir Modulus of a rilled 1l:astomer expected, because they don't have the air flow

from a Vibrating sandwich Beam." effects.Sllepartnent of Livil Lngineering and
if o ingineering anechnics, Colu'Mia Mr. Paz (University of Louisville): Do you use

University. Nonr 2hfi4). Project these only in the compressive form? Could they
N% R l-flh, l'echnical Report No. 30. be used in a shear type of mode?
June 19(,'. Jr. Sepcenko: In this particular type of

,. N. X. Xo1:, I. 'f. uarakauskas, and application we used it only in compression; how-
R. 11. Strong, "!.-a Shock Isolation ever shear, it would show a very similar effect,
Svstem Feasihilit" Study Phase I although the hysteretic loop is a little less
anl Pha.se 11 S unmriry Report," and we ran some tests for this response. We
h'•-I{-r• ,,-II, 'ehruary IuIo; Air did not use it in tension; there are some dis-
Force Cuntract A'O(1,1,ý-l5,. advantages to of using this foam in tension. It
•est in~housv C(orp.iny. is very sensitive to a notch, if a notch occurs

it begins to propogate throughout the foam and
DISCUSSION the block breaks very quickly. In our applica-

tion, in the particular case of the launch tube,

Mr. Pakstys (C, neral a I mamics/Electric goat we had to reinforce the tensile zone in order to
Division): What were the physical coaracter- survive launch environment tension.

Istics of the first foam for which you had the
most comparison?

Mr. Sepcenvo: That was a rectangula: foam block;
it is a fire resistant polyurethane, foam it
weighs 12 lb. per cubic foot. and the approxi-
mate porosity is in the range of about 83Z. In
working with an analytical model and matching
test datp you really need the test data to have
a match, although in the paper, weL presented
some data on flexible polyurethane foams ranging
from about 5 lbs. to 15 lbs. per cubic foot and
with different associated porosities.

4r.. Wolf (Xaman Sciences): I am aware that your
effort was primarily to describe the mechanical
properties of foams and that there are large
varieties of foams, and that polyurethane foams
are used in many applications, some of which
involve areas where there are people. Have you
had an opportunity to assess the fire hazard
and the toxic gas situation in any more detail?

Mr. Sepcenko: In this particular application we
are compelled to use the so called fire resist-
ant or fire retardant foams. I could say that
this foam survives a launch environment where
the temperature is approximately 5000 degrees.
The surface is charred, the foam block remains
Inta.t after launch, and the peniftration of the
heat, in effect the charring of the surface, is
on the order of 1/8th of an inch. I would
expect that some of these foams may produce
some poisonious gases if subjected to a longer
time heating.
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MEASUREMENT OF PEAK PRESSURES PRODUCED
. . AT THE GROUND SURFACE BY SHALLOW BURIED EXPLOSIVES

Bruce L. Morris
U.S. Army Mobility Equipment Research and Development Center

Fort Belvoir, Virginia 22060

(U) An experimental program was conducted to measure the peak pressures
produced at the ground surface by the detonation of shallow buried explo-
sive charges. Pressures were measured in both C-7 epoxy and soda-lime
glass targets, and predictions of peak stresses in both steel and alumi-
num targets were made. Experimental results were compared with hydrc-
dynamic computer code calculations.

INTRODUCTION

The rational design of equipment expected change in the voltage which is recorded by the
to operate and survive in a blast environment oscilloscope.
requires accurate knowledge of the forces to
be encountered. This program wai conducted The method used to injerpret the data is
to measure the peak pressure produced in a that developed by Keough. The relationship
target on the ground surface above a shallow between the observed relative change in voltagE
buried explosive charge. The prototype explo- ,V and the actual relative rcsistance change
sive charges were chosen as 20 lb. Pentolite V
cylinders and spheres with 2", 6", and 12" of -R is a function of the shunt resistance of the
soil cover to the top of the charge. Past work1  q
in the fiel1 of explosion-produced overpressure measuring circuit and the changing current
and effertsi has indicated that the use of through the gage as the change in gage resis-
replica models will produce reliable results. tarice becomes an appreciable percentage of *he
A replica model simulates compressibility ef- blast resistance. This relationship is ch.,ted
fects and inertial effects by fabricating both in the reference and was taken as
model and prototype from the same materials. AR _V

Geometric similarity is required, and the ener- - 1.04 (1)
gy release is sealed as the cube of the geo-
metric scale factor. Thus by using a geometric for these tests. This value of AR is then
scale factor of .423, a 1.5 lb. charge weight ' k -
and burial depths of .85", 2.55", and 5.1" related to stress by means of the piezoresis-
were selected for the experimental program. tive coefficient of manganin:

P(Kbar) = AR [(0.29 t O.OllxlO' 2 ]- 1 (2)
INSTRUMENTATION This equation is valid for P • 170 Kbar,

and pressures reported in this paper are those
The instrumentation systen used is shown calculated without the uncertainty term.

schematically in Figure 1. The electric blast- c I
ing cap was detonated with a standard ten-cap Tests were conducted using the manganin
blasting machine and the detonating cord (three wire gage embedded in both C-7 epoxy and soda-
feet of 6125 meters/second speed tested cord) lime glass matrix materials, characteristics
gave a delay of approximately 150 u-seconds of which are given in Table 1. In either case
between triggering of the break wire and deton- the gage element is assumed to be in equili-
ation of the main charge. The break wire trig- brium with the surrounding mater-al and the
gert: the signal generator which in turn trig- pressur? measured is assumed to be that in the
gered the oscilloscope and power supply after matrix. The Hugonoit data for t)e materials
a suitable delay time based on the charge bur- must be known to permit extrapoliation of the
ial depth. The shock wave in the gage causes results to other materials through impedance
a change in resistance in the manganin wire match procedures. This data is usually dis-
sensing element which, under the constant cur- played in the form of pressure-particle velo•ity
rent imposed by the power supply, produces a (P - u) plot, and these curves for C-7 epoxy
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BLASTING
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FIGURE 1. INSTRUMENTATION CIRCUIT

/7

soda-lime glass 5 , iron6 and aluminum7 (the lat- gr/cc, sonic speed .0336 cm/.,-sec, water con-
ter two for extrapoliation purposes) are giver tent = 13.2 ). The relative locations of the
in Figure 2. The curve for soda-li Te gliss explosive charge and the gage are shown in
has been extrapolated as shown assuming no Figure 3. All tests were conducted using the
phase changes or discontinuities. The alumi- local soil, a sandy clay. The hole was dug
num curve is that of 24ST aluminum, approximately k-3 inches too deep and back-

filled. The charge was placed and its center-
The explosive used in this program. was 50/ line location determined. The hole was filled

50 Pentolite (50._ TNT, OO_ 'PETN) with a density with the removed soil and the gage was placed
of 1.67 grams/cc. It was cast by the Ballistics along the center-line of the charge. The soil
Research Laboratory into spheres of 1.8 inch sonic speed was determined using a seismic
(4.6 cm) radius and cylinders of 4.57 inches tunnel detector to measure the transit time
(11.6 cm) diameter and 1.52 inches (3.86 cm) of a souid di;turbance over a measured dis-
height, each charge weighing 1.5 lbs. nominally. tauce. Soil density and water content measure-
Each charge was predrilled to allow inse-tion ments were made with a Troxler radiation soil
of a blasting cap to permit central initiation. meter.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A total of 36 test shots yielded data in The results of these tests are suinmaaized C

a nominally dry soil (average density = 1.758 in Table 2 and displayed in Figure 4. A few

TABLE 1. Gage Matrix Characteristics
C-7 Epoxy Soda-Lime Glass

Identification Pulsar Mdl 741 manganin Pulsar Mdl G41M
Diameter 3.9 inches 3.9 inches
Height 1.8 inches 1.1 inches
Element Depth .020 inches .090 inches
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100 ZSph *b +0.l5 FT/LB1/ 3  (4)

FE for the sphere111here b is the burial depth
and 1.14 a 1.5 . In addition, the cylindri-

AL SODA-LIM GLASS cal charge provides a good deal of focusing of
-/ the shock wave along its cylindrical axis.

80C-7 COMPUTER SIMUJLATIONS

As further verification of the experimental
results and to improve reliability of calcula-
tions of this type of blast environment, theI TOODY-A computer code was used to simulate a

o60 portion of the experimental program. TheS/ combination of the cylindrical charge and C-7
epoxy matrix material at three burial depths

The accuracy of solution given by finite
difference computer code such as TOODY depends

40 mainly on the equations of state (relating
internal energy and compression to pressure)
used for the materials and on the size of the
computational grid used. A typical grid (that
for simulating the cylindrical charge, C-7
target, .85" burial depth) at 1/4 scale of the

20 tests is shown in Figuge 5. The pentolite was
modelled using the JWL equation of state with
parameters aslshown:

3P -4.4 3 -1.1
p° 4.gl123(l- 4  )e n +.09o606(l.-iT7)e -, +

[ 1 .3oE (5)
0.5 0 1.5 where n - compression - ", a - density, E

PARTICLE VELOCITY ,m1/p-sec) internal egergy, and o. = initial density

FIGURE 2. PRESSURE VS PARTICLE VELOCITY CURVES 1.67 gr/cm for pentolite.
FOR C-7 EPOXY, SODA-LIME GLASS, !RON, Both the soil and C-7 epoxy were modelled

AND 24ST ALUMINUM using art elastic-plastic-hydrodynamic equation

of state of the form

p . P(I1 - u.-) + roE (6)H 2'qualitative conmments are in order here. It was where P - Hugonoit pressure
expected from impedance match considerations H
(acoustic impedance is defined as the product
of the initial den~ity and the sonic speed, r - Gruneisen ratio
being .31 gra~s/cm - p sec for C-7 epoxy and U . - I - excess compression
9.46 grams/cm - p sec for soda-lime glass) that 0 es
the pressure measured in the glass would be
greater than that measured in the C-7 for each E - internal energy per unit mass
combination of charge configuration and burial
depth. The increase in pressure from the cy- The Hugonoit pressure was of the form
lindrical over the spherical charge was also -, p= c (7)
expected and has been experimeytally observed H ( S (7)1
elsewhere In similar type test . For a given
burial depth to the top of the charge, the for the soil where n I - o and
scaled distance, defined as the distance from 0
the center of the explosive in feet divided by S slope of the shock velo-
the cube root of the explosive weight in pounds, city-particle velocity
is less for a cylindrical charge than for a cu rve ve1.3
spherical one, being given by curve o1.3

ZCyl b + 0.063 FT/LB1/ 3  (3) An expansion of equation (7) in the form
for4 th y dP H = °co 2n(l + 3.5038i + 8.84175n2 + 18.13322)3

for the cylinder and by + 32.9398g9i 4
1 (8)
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The soil density and sound speed were varied
according to the corresponding values shown

GAGE AND EXPLOSIVE in Table 2.-CENTER-LN

The major difficulty in computing explo-

DETONATING sively generated pressures is getting the

WE CORD explosive to reach its maximum or Chapman-
Jouget (C-J) pressure. The grid of Figure 5
utilizes .06 cm x .05 cm computational zones
inside the explosive and yielded a maximum
pressure of 210 Kbar for the explosive, where

BURIAL DEPTH I RE-COMPACTED the C-J pressure is 250 Kbar.

If the explosive had computationally
reached its C-J pressure, the C-7 epoxy pres-
sure would be expected to be slightly higher.

•EXP bIVE o The actual pressures computed, however, are
compared with the experiment in Figure 6. A
typical calculated pressure-time history is

DETONATOR- given in Figure 7.

Agreement between the calculations and
experiment is quite good, particularly at the
.85 inch and 5.10 inch burial depths. In the

U E5.10 Inch case, the limits of the experimentalSUNDISTURBED SOIL values bound the calculated result. The differ-
ence at the 2.55 inch burial may be due in

FIGURE 3. CHARGE AND GAGE PLACEMENT part to the variation in sound speed and den-
SHOWING RE-COMPACTED AND UNDISTURBED sity for the experiments as the pressure

SOIL REGIONS recorded increases with increasing 5oil density.
The combination of p. = 1.584 gr/cm , c. = .0339
cm/u-sec was used for the calculation. The
soil equation of state does not consider soil

was used for the C-7 epoxy. The Gruneisen voids or soil locking, so the calculated
ratio was given by results could be expected to diverge from

r experiment at greater and greater burial depths.I ~r -o.__ (9) The calculated pressure for a C-7 target in
SP contact with the charge surface ("zero" burial)

Both materials were considered to be hydrodyna- provides a reasonable extrapolation of the
mic, possessing no tensile strength. The shear data.
modulus, G, was given in both cases by

G 1 K.(10) STRESS PREDICTION IN STEEL AND ALUMINUMiG = 23(I + 2) K (10)
T Realizing that C-7 epoxy and soda-lime

where v - Poisson's ratio glass are not targets of military interest,
the data in Table 2 was used to predict the

Sbulk modulus = pc2  peak stresses that would be measured in steel
land in aluminum targets under the same experi-

Values of the input constants are given -in mental conditionsi. The impedance match tech-
Table 3. nique was first used as follows using the

TABLE 2. Peak Pressures and Test Conditions
BURIAL SOIL SOIL PEAK

TEST GAGE EXPLOSIVE DEPTH DENSITY 3  SOIL SONIC % PRESSURE
NUMBER MATERIAL CONFIGURATION (INCHES) (grams/cm ) SPEED (cm/w-sec) MOISTURE (Kbar)

2 C-7 epoxy cylinder 0.85 1.568 0.0290 10.7' 61.3
3 ..... - 62.8
4 o 40.7

.... ' • AVERAGE 54-.9.'° C °

5 glass cylinder 0.85 1.568* 0.0290* 10.7* 81.0
6 1. .. ' " 60.3
6a . 1.584 0.0339 70.6 68.8
7 ... II ... 79.8

/ AVERAGE 72.5

*Repeated from another test
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TABLE 2. Peak Pressures and Test Conditions (Continued)
BURIAL SOIL SOIL SONIC SOIL PEAK

TEST GAGE EXPLOSIVE DEPTH DENSITY3  SPEED PRESSURE
NUfIBER MATERIA CONFIGURATION (INCHES) (Qrams/cmI (cml.-sec MOISTURE (Kbar)

8 C-7 epoxy sphere 0.85 1.568* 0.0290* 10.7* 63.6
9 .... 44.5

10 " N " N N " 33.3
AVERAGE 47.1

11 glass sphere 0.85 1$.568* 0.0290* 10.7* 58.6
12 .. It . It 50.8
13 . 1. 584* 0.0339* 10.6* 55.3

AVERAGE 9

14 C-7 epoxy cylinder 2.55 1.584* 0.0339* 10.6* 24.8
15 . ... 1.824* 0.0339+ 15.7* 27.9
16 It 1.640 0.0381 11.8 -- 26.5

AVERAGE M

17 glass cylinder 2.55 1.824 0.0339+ 15.7 36.3
18 It 36.7
19 " 1.640" 0.0381* 11.8* 40.7

AVERAGE 1

20 C-7 epoxy sphere 2.55 1.824* 0.0339+ 15.7* 12.1
21 .... 1.640* 0.0381* 11.8* 11.5
22 ...... P 12.8

AVERAGE T2T

23 glass sphere 2.55 1.640* 0.0381* 11.8* 13.3
24 .. IN 26.7
25 ...... N.13.4

AVERAGE T17

26 C-7 epoxy cylinder 5.10 1.832 0.0359 12.8 11.1
27 It 1.. 9.6
28 .... U N 7.6

AVERAGE 9.4

29 glass cylinder 5.10 1.832" 0.0359* 12.8* 6.4
30 ....... 11.9
31 ' 1.163 0.0359+ 22.6 13.1

AVERAGE TT
32 C-7 epoxy sphere 5.10 1.163* 0.0353+ 22.6* 9.933 It It 6.7
34 ' .... N 3.0

SAVERAGE KI

35 glass sphere 5.10 1.808 0.0305 12.6 ---
36 It 1.6
37 .... U.. 7.2

AVERAGE TI

*Repeated from another test

+Not measured, assumed value c c

-equation for shock transmission:c pressure and Z2 is the impedance of the C-7.

T 2Z2  In the secorki, PT is the pressure measured in
S(11) the glass and is the glass impedance. In

TABLE. 3. Material Properties
(1) For each combination of burial depth for TOODY-A Calculations

and charge configuration, two sinultaneous VARIABLE NAMF C-7 EPOXY
equations of the above form can be written,
one for the C-7 target and one for the glass. 00, gr/cm3  1.19 Var'i;I"
In the first; PT is experimentally measured c., cm/u-sec 0.2563 Variable

/
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TABLE 3-. Material Properties 80GASCL
for TOODY-A Calculations (Continued) C-7S/CYL

cVARIABLE NAME - -IPO U GLASS/SPH

0.3 0.45 IIC-7/SP

r. 0.79 1.0

0both equations,, the unknowns are Z (the "ef-
fepti ve" impedance of the soil) ano P1 (the,

pressure in the soil adjacent to the targe t 
-

face).

(2) The simultaneous equations are solved,
as shown below for the situation of a cylindri-
cal charge with .85 inches burial.

C-7: 54 .9 ,2C.3127) p ~z T312 40

54.9Z1 + 17.167 =.6254 P1 U

P1 . 87.784 ZI+ 27.450

Glass: 72.5 = 2(1.4616) p
ZI+ 1.46-16 1 

2

72.5 + 105.996 = 2.9232 P1I

72.5 ZI+ 105.996 -256.61 Z1 +

80.242

ZI= .1399

P1 = 39.73 Kbar 0 -*12.0 4.0 6.0

(3) Equation (12) is used again with the B D (NE

values of P and Z being those calculated FIGURE 4. PEAK PRESSURES AS A FUNCTION
I I OF BURIAL DEPTH FOR 1.5 LB PENTOLITE

above, with Z being now the impedance of CAGS(AEMTLCAG OFG
steel or alum?nurn, P T being the unknown. CAGS(AEMTLCAG OFG

These calculations were carried out for
all test conditions and the results are pre-
sented i n Figure 8.

A further check on these predicted stresses
was made using the pressure-particle velocity
curves of Figure 2. Using this method (Figure COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORK
9) the stresses measured in the epoxy and glass
targets are located on the respective curves The cylindrical charge with .85 inch soil
(here, the pressures for the cylindrical charge cover corrm§onds to a scaled distance nf Zt
with .85 inch burial). Since both points were .117 ft/lb for a target on the soil surface.
produced by measuring the stress transmitted Reference 1 reports pressures in steel 1ý
from the same reflected wave for the soil, they scaled distances of from .3 to 1.0 ft/lb.
Carte linearly corniected and the resulting line Then graphically cl)5ulated pressure in steel
is extended until it intersects the pressure- at Z = .117 ft/lb shows good agreement with
particle velocity curves for the aluminum and this previous work (Figure 10).
steel . These intersection points then repre-
sent the pressures that would be measured in CONCLUSION
these materials. This procedure was used on
all data conditions, and the results are corn- This program has furnished data on pressures
pared with those from the impedance match generated at the ground surface by shallow
calculation in Table 4. buried explosive charges, and these pressures

have been extrapolated to target materials of
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military interest. The response of the C-7
epoxy gages have been simulated using the TOODY
hydrodynamic computer code, and the predicted

S"/pressures in steel targets have been compared
favorably with previous work.4 ,* *
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'TABLE 4. Comparison of Impedance Match and Graphical Estimates
of Pressure in Steel and Aluminum Targets*

BURIAL PREDICTED STEEL PRESSURE PREDICTED ALUMINUM PRESSURE
EXPLOSIVE DEPTH (Kbar) (Kbar)

CONFIGURATION (INCHES IMPEDANCE MATCH GRAPHICAL IMPEDANCE MATCH GRAPHI:Al

cylinder 0.85 77 •-81 74 74
sphere 0.85 57 58st 55 56 C

c.cylinder, , 2.55 41 • 43 39 39

sphere 2.55 20 20 18 18

cylinder 5.10 11 11 11 11

sphere 5.10 7 7 7 7

"*1.5 lb Pentolite charges.
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DISCUSSION

Mr. McKee (IIT Research Institute)- Your Mr. Morris: No I haven't, a contractor is

analysis was two dimensional and yet it matched currently doing this as part of another project.

your experimental result3 correctly, does this

imply thdt there is no three dimensional effect? Mr. McWhirter:` When he sandwiches it in steel
what does he use to keep it from shorting out?

Mr. Morris: My entire set up was axisymretric;
I only did the calculations for the cylindrical Mr. Morris: You can use emall layers of epoxy

gage, and with the combination of cylindrical or anything that is very thin that will

targets and a cylindrical gage it worked out electrically isolate the gage from the conduct-

that if you were further from the center oU ing material, whichwould be the steel. All

the charge you r._ght probably encounter three you really need is electrical insulation, and

dimentional differences, but I don't believe other work has shown that the pressures are

that it would make that much difference at this not changed that much by doing it.

very close distance.

Hr.,Crawford (Los Alamos Scientific Lab):
Have you attempted to sandwich your manganin
gage between steel?
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